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Volcani!
Can you escape the
mountain of doom!

Now a high-level, scientific programming language for the home computer that doesn't cost $200 or $300. The power
of this language is in its strong mathematical operations, especially with regard to matrices and vectors. Programs requiring matrix multiplication or other matrix problem solving that would require hours of programming time in BASIC
are solved quickly and with minimal effort in APL.
To aid in learning APL, lessons are included on the disk. Starting from the basics, you are brought step by step
through the various programming techniques involved with APL. These lessons act as a tutor which will have you "talking APL" in no time. Also available is the book, " APL: An Interactive Approach, " which reinforces many of the examples
given in the lessons and provides additional inSight into APL programming .

FEATURES
APL-80 on d ; ~ .• contains the following features : )SAVE and )LOAD workspace on disk; )COPY other works paces into
current ones; Return to DOS for directory or commands without lOSing your workspace; Send output to lineprinter; Five
works paces of lessons included; Sequential and random files ; 15 digit precision; Monadic and dyadic transposition ;
Easy editing within FUNCTION lines; Latent expression (FUNCTION can " come up running " when loaded) ; Tracing of
function execution; Real-time clock; User-control of random link; Workspace is 25587 bytes (in 48K machine); Arrays
may have up to 63 dimensions.

COMMANDS APL-80
APL-80 supports the following commands; Absolute value, add , and , assign , branch, catenate, ceiling, chr$/asc, circular, combinatorial, comment, compress, deal , decode, divide, drop, encode, equal, expand, exponential, factorial ,
floor, format, grade down, grade up, greater, greater/equal , index generator, indexing, index of, inner product, label ,
less, less/equal, logarithm, maximum , member, minimum, multiply, nand , negate, nor, not, not equal , or, outer product ,
peek, poke, quad, quote quad, random, ravel, reCiprocal, reduction, reshape, residue, reverse, rotate, scan , shape, sign,
system, subtract, take, transposition.

SPECI FICATIONS
Minimum system requirements: 32K disk system (48K recommended) includes APL-80, Five workshapes of lessons,
instruction manual.
Price .... . .... . . .... ... . . .. ... .. . .... . ... ... ........... . .... . . . ......... . .. . . .. ..... . .. ... ... . .... $39.95 on disk
Reduced feature: 16K Level II tape version, no lessons.
Transpositions, format, and inner product not implemented . Reduced domain for some functions, 6 digit accuracy.
Price . .. .... .... . . . . .. . . . ... . . .. . .................... . .................. ... ... .. . . . . . . . .. ... . . $14.95 on cassette
APL: An Interactive Approach
Price ............... .. ...... . ..... . ... . .. ...... ..... . .. . . .. . ... . " .... . . ... . ...... ...... . . . . ... . . . ....... $16.95

LIMITATIONS
Due to the absence of the special APL character set on the TRS-80 '" , APL·80 uses shifted letters to represent the various APL characters.
In addition to the keyboard limitations. lamination, domino, and matrix Inverse are not Implemented but can be derived with user·deflned funct ions.
Multiple specifications must be split Into two statements unless the left·hand assignment Is to a quad . This also applies to Implied multiple specifications.
Reduction and reshape (p) are not permitted for empty arguments; the argument of add/drop may not be scalar; empty Indices are not permitted.
A quad (q) can 't be typed In response to a quad (nor can the name of a function wh ich Itself gets Input from a quad). auote·quad (m) Is permitted.
No more than 32 user functions can be defined In a single workspace and a function may not contain more than 255 lines.
A comment (c) must occupy a separate line: a comment can't follow a function statement on the same line.
In the tape version, arrays are limited to five (5) dimensions.
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Hot pursuit
thlough
space Gnd

the YOltices

of time!

•

PRESENTS.••

The fallen Time Lord, who presumptuously calls himself The Master, is at large.
The elders of Waldrom have supplied you with the hyperspace-worthy vessel
Tardus, and commissioned you to eliminate the evil "Master". Your resources
include clones who will fight for you, the formidable CRASER weapons of the Tardus,
and magic weapons such as Fusion Grenades and Borelian Matrix Crystals.
Traveling through hyperspace in search of the evil one, you will encounter Time
Eaters, Neutron Storms, and other alien creatures and phenomena. Entering real
space to search planets, you will encounter stili other dangers. You will enter native
settlements to buy food and supplies - or to fight for survival.
And once you find The Master can you destroy him?
Based on Dr. Who of PBS fame.
Apple Integer Basic,
Disk, 48K ... $29.95
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MODEL II

$3599.
MODEL I PERIPHERALS
COMPUTERS
TRS-SO Model1l64K RAM ('26-4002) ..... $3599.00
TRS-SO Model III, 16K RAM ('26-1062) ..... $919 .00
TRS-SO Model II , 4SK RAM ('26-1062+) .... $1039 .00
TRS-SO Mod . 11I4SK RS232 2-dr . ('26-1063)$2299.00
TRS-SO Pocket Comp owflnterface ('26-3501 +) . $259
TRS-SO Video Tex ('26-5000) .. . . . .. . . .... $359 .00
TRS-SO Color Computer, 4K RAM ('26-3001) . $359 .00
TRS-SO Color Comp o16K RAM ('26-3001 +) . $399 .00
TRS-SO Color Comp oExt. BASIC ('26-3002) . . $529.00

COLOR
COMPUTER

$359

COMM -SO Interface ('4-S0) . . ... . . . . ... . . $159.00
CHATTERBOX Interface ('4-S1) . .. ...... .. $239 .00
Disk-SO Interface , 16K RAM ('4-S2) ........ $339 .00
DISK-SO + Interface, 16K RAM ('4-S3) .. .. . $369 .00
BUSY BOX Interface ('4-01) ........... .... $99.95
lYNX Communications Interface ('19-S0) . . . $229 .00
RS Exp . Interface, 32K RAM ('26-1140-32) . . $399.00
16K Memory Kit , TRS-keyboard ('5-1102-1) . . $59 .00
16K Memory Kit , TRS-Interface ('5-1102) ... . $59.00
ORCHESTRA-SO ('15-03) . . . .. .... .... . . .. $79 .95
Upper flower Modification Kit ('15-02) ... ... $24 .95
CPU Speed-up Modification kit ('15-04) ..... . $37.50
Video Reverse Modification kit ('15-05) .. . ... $23 .95
2-portTRS-BUS Extender ('15-12) .... . ... .. $29 .95
3-port TRS-BUS Extender ('15-13) .. ........ $39 .95
TRS-SO Modell Dust Cover Set ('16-01) .. . .... $7.95
TRS-SO Modell Carrying Case ('7-201) . . . . . $109 .00
TRS -SO Monitor Carrying Case ('17-202) .. ... $S4 .00
Dual Joysticks for Color Computer ('26-300S) . $24 .95
VISTA Model II S" Disk Drive 1('7-4001) .. .. $939 .00
VISTA Model liS " Disk Drive, 3('7-4002) .. $1795 .00
CTR -SOA Cassette Recorder & Cable ('26-1206)$59.95
TRS-SO Model III Dust Cover ('16-05) .. ... .... $7 .95
TRS -SO Color Dust Cover ('16-06) ... . ...... . $7.95

MODEL I DISK DRIVES
HARDSIDE 40-track Drive ('7-40) ...... . .. . $329 .00
PERCOM TFD-40 Drive ('7-99) . ... .... . . .. $379 .00
PERCOM TFD-100 Drive ('7-100-1) ...... . . $399.00
HARDSIDE SO-track Drive ('7-S0) ... . .. .... $449 .00
PERCOM Dual TFD-100 Drives ('7-100-2) .... $799.00
PERCOM Data Separator ('7-03) . . .. ... . . ... $29 .95
PERCOM Doubler ('7-07) . . ..... . . .... " .. $199 .95
HARDSIDE Extender Cable ('7-02) . . . ...... . $15 .95
HARDSIDE 2-Drive Cable ('7-04) . .......... $29 .00
HARDSIDE 4-Drive Cable ('7-05) ...... . . . .. $39 .00
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48K MODEL III $1039.00

TERMS : Prices and specifications are subject to change . HARDStDE accepts VISA &
MASTERCARD . Certified checks and Money Orders : Personals checks accepted (takes 3
weeks to clear). HARDSIDE pay all shipping charges (within the 48 states) on all PREPAID
orders OVER StOO.OO . On ali orders under StOO a S2 .50 handling charg e must be added .
COD orders accepted (orders over $250 require 25 % deposit). there is a S5 .00 handling
charge . UPS Blue Label . and Air Freight available at extra cost. TRS-80 is a trademark ot
Tandy Corp .
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WRITE EDITORIAL.
After a while even the best
adventure gets monotonous.
Adventure is a nice metaphor, but
there is definitely an "if you've
seen one, you've seen them all"
flavor to it. There are just so many
jewel-encrusted eggs or anti-gravity
belts one can find before one
ceases to be excited by the
discovery. While the adventurer
will always be thrilled by the
puzzle solving aspect of the game,
there isn't any real value to the
experience other than fleeting
satisfaction of an exceptionally
transitory nature. So what's left
for the hardy adventurer? Arcade
games are cute, but they have no
substance. Simulations are fun, but
they don 't really have too much to
do with simulating the real world,
only with simulating a gross
simplification of it. If only there
was something in the middle.,.
There is, of course. I don't
really know what you would call
it, but there's one in this issue
about volcanos. It contains
elements of both the Adventure
genre and of simulations, and it's
quite educational into the bargain.
What it does is place the player
into a precarious situation based

REWARD!

$

If one takes a look at this
program, one quickly comes to
realize its vast potential as an
educational tool. It has elements of
the educator's dream: learning as
fun. Each program can be tailored
to meet the needs of a specific
learning level; i.e., young children
can learn safety guidelines (such as
how to deal with fire, or water
safety) and some general science,
while adolescents and adults can
receive more detailed and
comprehensive information about
topics of interest. Once the
material is assimilated by the user,
this knowledge must be used to
survive in the game part of the
program, thus reinforcing
absorption of the information. All
in all, a neat package. So where G
are more of them?
.,

REWARD!

$

REWARD!

We will give away a $100 software certificate each month
for the best translation of a feature program in SoftSide
magazine. Furthermore, we will publish the translation in the
magazine. Your portfolio will be enhanced and you will
garner fame and fortune for your efforts!
We will allow three months after initial publication of a
program for the translation to be sent. After that time we will
not accept entries . The quality of the translation will be judged by the SoftSide editorial staff and the winning entry will be
published the following month, i.e., four months after
publication of the original program.
Entries must be submitted on cassette or disk, accompanied
by documentation and a line listing of the program. Please
enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope if you would like
your entry returned to you.

SoftSide Publications
6 South Street
Milford. New Hampshire 03055
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on a real event, and then challenge
the player to get out alive. In the
case of the example published in
this issue, the situation is that of
being camped out on Mt. St.
Helen's at the very moment that
the top of said mountain parted
company with the bottom. Once
you figure out how to escape the
mountain of doom, you have
solved the puzzle and it's time to
look for another one. But you
have also learned a fair amount
about volcanos, and some practical
knowledge of what to do when
trapped in the middle of an
eruption.
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muMATH Symbolic Math System

BASIC Compiler.

With TRS-80 BASIC
Compiler. your Level II BASIC programs will run at
expands your TRS-80 beyond the limits of numerirecord speeds! Compiled programs execute an
cal eva luati on to a much higher level of math
average of 3-10 times foster than programs run
sophistication.
under Level II . Make extensive use of integer
Symbolic mathematics is muMATH 's power. For
operations. and get speeds 20-30 times faster
the first time. algebra . trigonometry. calculus.
than the interpreter.
integration . differentiation and more can be perBest of all. BASIC Compiler does it with BASIC .
fo rmed on a system smaller than an IBM 370. And
the language you already know. By compiling
in a fraction of the time you could do them
the same source code that your current BASIC
mdnually.
interprets. BASIC Compiler adds speed with a
Yet for all its power. muMATH is simple to use .
minimum of effort .
To perform a differentiation you could enter:
And you get more BASIC features to program
?DIF (A "X i 3 + SIN(X i 2).X);
with . since features of Microsoft's Version 5.0
In almost no time. the computer would repl y
BASIC Interpreter are included in the package .
with : @2"X " COS(X i 2) + 3"A"X i 2.
Features like the WHILE .. WEND statement. long
Or to add fractions: ?1 / 3 + 5/ 6 + 2/ 5 + 3 17;
variable names. variable length rec ords. and th e
The instantaneous answer: 419 / 210.
CALL statement make programming easier. An
O r to perform a m o re difficult trigonometric
exclusive BASIC Compiler feature lets you call
expansion you enter: SIN(2"Yn4"COS(X)1'3-COS
FORTRAN and machine language subroutines
(3 "X) + SIN (YnCOS(X+Y+#PI) - COS(X-Y));
much more easily than in Level II.
Just a few seconds later. the ~ mputer replies:
Simply type in and debug you r program a s
@4" SIN(y)*COS(X)*COS(y).
usual . using the BASIC interpreter. Then en ter a
muMATH has virtually infinite precision with full
command line telling the computer what to
accuracy up to 611 digits.
compile and what options to use .
If you use math . you 'll find countless ways to save
Voila! Highly optimized . Z-80 machine code
time and effort with muMATH. It's a professional
that your computer executes in a fla sh! Run it now
tool for engineers and scientists. A learning tool
or save it for later. Your compiled program can be
fo r students at any revel from algebra to calculus.
saved on disk for direct execution every time .
And if yo u want to expand your capabilities
Want to market your programs? Compiled vereven beyond the standard muMATH . the option is
sions are ideal for distribution ." You distribute on ly
open muSIMP. the programming language in
the object code. not the source . so your genius
whicil muMATH is written . is included in the muMATH
;::;=~;;:;;;:::=;;:;::;~
package . A superset of the lanstays fully protected .
BASIC Compi ler runs on you r
guage LISP. muSIMP is designed
TRS-80 Model I w ith 48K and disk
especially for interactive symbolic
drive . The package includes
mathematics and other artificia l
BASIC Compiler. linking loader
intelligence applications.
and BASIC library with complete
muMATH and muSIMP were
documentation . $195.00.
written by The Soft Warehouse.
Honolulu . Hawaii . Priced at $74.95.
the package includes muMATH .
." Microsoft royalty information for
muSIMP and a complete manual.
the sale of programs compiled
It requires a Model I TRS-80 w ith
with BASIC Compiler is available
from Microsoft .
32K and single disk . muMATH
for the Apple II Computer will
be available later this year.
,4; it
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INTRODUCING THE HOTTEST "FIX·IT" BOOK YET!

~~TRS-80

DISK and
OTH~R

MYSTERIES"

by Harvard C. Pennington
Here it is . . . THE complete "disk reference manual" for your TRS~!
An excellent manual and tutor for beginners and professionals alike.

Reveals all - in plain everyday Engl ish: How to recover lost files;
hash codes; killed files; clobbered directories; bad parity errors; gat
and hit errors; unreadable directories; direct statement in file errors;
Electric Pencil errors and lost pencil files; and electrically or physically damaged disks. Recover from a DOS error 22 in pencil , make BASIC
programs unlistable, recover over-written files, read or edit any BASIC
program with Electric Pencil, and remove product status . Tells how to
use Superzap .. . and the I ist goes on and on . Large 8 1/ 2 " X 11 " easyto-read format. Over 130 pages. Order Today !
$22.95

~~= . IJG COMPUTER SERVICES

•••
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Tiny

. Comp

NEWDOS/80
Brand new from Apparat, their most powerful DOS ever. EVERYTHING
in NEWDOS and NEWDOS +and more: Variable length records (up to
4095 bytes), mix or match your disk drives: 35, 40 and 77 track drives
can be used in any combination - even with 8 inch drives, new
security boot-up sequence makes it impossible for the unauthorized to
BREAK or LIST. " DOS READY" and "READY" need never appear,
enhanced RENUMBER allows relocation of subroutines, powerful
program CHAINing, option to PRINT on display and printer
simultaneously, execute DOS commands - from DOS - without
disturbing your resident BASIC program. Put the "DOS of the
Eighties" to work for you. Documentation included.
S·80 32K Disk .. .. ... ..... ....... ........ ... . . . .. . ..... . . ...... $149.95

NEWDOS
NEWDOS corrects over 70 errors and omissions in TRSDOS 2.1 and
disk BASIC, yet they are completely compatible! Programs SAVEd
under either system need no modification to work with th~ other. Like
going from Level I to Level II: more power, convenience and speed.
Use all DOS commands (DIR, FREE, RENAME, COPY etc.) from BASIC,
AUTO LOAD and RUN a BASIC program from power-up, produce
variable and constant cross reference tables, OPEN "E" to add to the
end of a sequential file, send whatever is on the screen to your printer,
even in DOS (great for DIR), renumber BASIC programs, and
more. Fully documented.
35-Track version S·80 32K Disk ........ . ... .. ... .. ..... . . ... . . ... $49.95
40·Track version #11-05 S-80 32K Disk .................. ...... . . .. $55.00

NEWDOS +
ALL of the above PLUS: Editor/Assembler for disk, Z-80
Disassembler, LMOFFSET to relocate and save SYSTEM tapes to disk,
Level I BASIC language with disk I/O, DIRCHECK to check and LIST
disk directory, SUPERZAP-display/print/modify any location in RAM or
on disk (worth the price of the entire package when you resurrect that
accidentally KILLed file!). NEWDOS+ on disk with documentation.
35 Track version S-80 32K Disk ...... ..... .. ..... . . ... . .......... $99.95
40-Track version #11-07 S-80 32K Disk .......................... $110.00

The Lazy
Man's
Shortcut
to
Machine
Language!
A BASIC Compiler in BASIC !
Run your source program in
BASIC, compile it into FAST Z-80
Code and execute the compiled
version - all without reloading. 26
integer variables, COTO, COSUB,
END, REM, RND, LET, +, *, I,
IF, THEN, = , INKEY$, CLS,
PRINT@ , CHR$, PEEK, POKE .
Compiled programs may by saved
via TAPEDISK .
Supplied with game program ,
"3-D TIC TAC TOE ", which uses
all of the TINY CaMP statement
set and is ready to compile.
Manual includes several sample
programs as well as thorough
documentation of the Compiler for
those who like to know "how things
work " and for those who might
even wish to EXPAND on TINY
CaMP's capabilities .
16K, S-80 Cassette
... $1995
32K, 5-80, Disk ............. $24.95
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INPUT
Dear SoftSide:
Just received the August 1980 issue
and tried out the "Protour 80" golf
game, on page 34. Worked fine and
embellished it with a tid-bit. Inserted
line 9417 PRINT@640,
" ......... ! ......... !. ........ !. ........ ! .. .
...... !. ....... . ! .... "
This prints a ' scale under the
'Green' and makes it easier to gauge
the 'units' necessary to putt, by
judging each '.' to be two feet.
ALSO ....
Added:
8148 PRINT @ 586,
"WOODS(l-4) = 260-200 YARDS"
8149 PRINT @ 650,
"IRONS(l-9) =200-90 YARDS"
8150 PRINT @ 714,
"WEDGE ..... =70-30 YARDS"
These lines fill in the blank space
under the SCOREBOARD after each
hole to remind players of the ranges.
9734 Change PRINT @128 to 127
(This presents a better symmetry to the
direction logo.
Jos. F. Dineen
Pocasset, MA
.J,>

I would like to inform you though,
of a discrepancy in the portrayal. The
dog your camera saw under my dining
table was only a visitor. He is not a
permanent resident of the madhouse
you saw. He belongs in the madhouse
across the street and was just visiting
here with my children. I had hoped he
could keep them occupied long enough
for me to get "In Search of Dr.
Livingston" keyed into the computer. I
was interrupted by the phone when the
police called to say that my garbage
can had been stolen and would I please
come down to the station to identify
the trash.
Needless to say, I never got the
program typed in, nor did I get the
chicken in the crock pot, and the kids
had to do without their sandwiches.
Seriously, I love the illustration.
Please give my regards and a hearty
'thanx a lot' to your artist, Annie.
Sincerely,
Sherry M. Taylor
Author of "What to do
While the Program
Loads"
Haines City, FL

Dear SoftSide:
I was pleased to see my article
published in the December 1980 issue.
However, regarding the illustration, I
would like you to know that there will
be an investigation to see how you
gained your information to base it on.
I believe that the use of wire taps and
hidden cameras is an invasion of
privacy, and there is no other way you
could have so accurately portrayed my
home.
,_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----,

Dear SoftSide,
I will make only a short mention of
the fact that I had originally sent in my
subscription with the idea in mind that
I would be getting a publication solely
devoted Atari programs. I can live with
what I got, however. One thing I
would like to complain about, though,
is the program listings (for Atari at
least). I find that the dot matrix printer
that you people use for program
listings is difficult to read. Especially
, so when these listings are reduced in
™ size, when I find that some
•
punctuation marks practically
dissappear. I can appreciate the need
to cram a lot of information in a small
space and hence the reduced size
printing of the program. However, I
noticed that Hardside sells the NEC
Spinwriter and other letter-quality
SoftSide Magazine welcomes
printers. I would like to suggest that
your comments and thoughts on
you people use such a printer for the
both the magazine and the field of
listings that are reproduced in your
microcomputing. We try to publish magazine. I will state again that the
as many of our readers' letters
dot matrix print DOES NOT reproduce
each issue as we can .
well.
For the sake of clarity and
Yours truly,
legibility, all letters should be
Michael A. Ivins
Las Vegas, NY
typewritten and double-spaced .
Dear SoftSide,
Send your letters to:
Here is an open letter to computer
SoftSide Publications,
software authors, publishers and users:
Input
Negative editorializing and software
6 South St.,
locks have not eliminated pirating,
Milford, N .H . 03055
only made it more challenging, driven
it underground, and given some people
We reserve the right to edit any
added thrills. Let's try a positive
letters prior to publication .
suggestion.
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The vast majority of software
pirating is apparently of arcade-style
games and "adventures". I suggest
that these very popular types of
programs not be copy protected, but
that they include user instructions on
the original distribution media and that
instructions for copying to disk and
tape be included. These special
PlRATABLE programs should also be
sold at the lowest possible cost
(certainly no more than $10 + cost of
the medium). You'll entice and hold
more computer users that way,
anyway.
But wait! who pays the piper - i.e.
authors? The ADVERTISING
sponsors, that's who! Work with, not
against the free enterprise system.
Incorporate commercial messages
within the program so that each time it
is run, you are exposed to the
sponsors' words. The brief ads could
range from gaudy Hi-Res, full color
billboards to low key use of his
product for variable and location
names.
Bury the advertising in data
statements and machine code, if you
wish. That would make it difficult
enough to remove that most users
wouldn't bother. The dedicated
cryptographer could still have his fun,
but it might be more profitable to
exercise these skills in writing more of
the sponsored programs.
Don't limit the sponsors to computer
or electronics hobbyist businesses.
Computer users tend to be better
educated, to have a higher income level
and to be more progressive than the
population as a whole. That's exactly
the market advertisers are looking for.
Sell microwave ovens, VCRs, and new
cars. Even soap and paper diapers!
Imagine a simulation road race with
bonuses for contributions to the
national economy and penalties for
exhaust emissions, sponsored by the
National Commission to Reduce Oil
Imports, of course! Or how about a

war game in which the successful
production of a nutritious food supply
must accompany the weapons supply?
Let the National Farmers Alliance
sponsor that one. A snowmobile race
over an obstacle course? Sponsored by
Ski-Doo!
Another idea. Push the games on the
back of breakfast cereal boxes. For $3
+ three boxtops you could order a
game tape for your home computer
permitting you to play the role of the
Ceres Kid in his struggle against the
forces of evil! Younger sib could guide
his cockatoo through a maze in a
search for the froot droops. Change to
a rabbit looking for chocolate
mothballs.
Now you have the idea. Let's use the
system, not fight it!
Very truly yours,
C.E. Walker
Lincoln, NE
Dear SoftSide,
I am delighted about Scott Adams'
new column in SoftSide. The debounce
patch will be much appreciated.
My main frustration with the
adventures is saving and loading games
to and from cassette. I don't mind
hanging from flag poles or jumping
out of space ships, but wrestling with a
cassette player at 2:00 a.m. is too
much to ask of even the most ardent
adventurer. I have transferred my
adventure programs to disk, so loading
the programs is a breeze. Is it possible
to patch them so that games in
progress could be saved to disk instead
of cassette?
I realize that these are large
programs and there may not be enough
room in 16K to implement such a
change, but there are plenty of disk
users with 48K. besides, we've been
trained to expect miracles by our
adventures. Maybe, if I say YOHO ...
David A. Kater
La Mesa, CA
Dear SoftSide:
Just a brief note to wish you and all
of SoftSide's softhearted women a very
merry Christmas and a most happy and
prosperous New Year!! And to let you
know that the first copy of the
SoftSide subscription that you entered
for me had arrived (the November
issue). Today the tape arrived and I've
just finished "splattering" Bouncing
Barney for the umpteenth time. The
magazine is great and the tape is great!
We'll be putting all of them to good
use during the coming year.
The new format for SoftSide is super
and I'm sure all of your readers will
appreciate the new clarity it presents.
Thanks again and have a bright and
happy holiday season.
Gottfreid R. Von Kronenberger
Represa, CA

Dear SoftSide,
The "TEXT COMMAND
GRAPHICS" in the "Meteor Storm"
program (November issue), is an
interesting feature. Your readers might
be interested in adding sound effects, if
they have not already done so, by
adding the code listed below.
Sincerely,
Don Kahler
Washington, D.C.
94 REM
•••• LINES 95 & 96 ARE ••••
•••• SOUND SUBROUTINE . ••••
95 FOR I = 272 TO 293: READ N:
POKE I,N: NEXT I
96 DATA 160,1,162,0,138,24,233,
1,208,252,141,48,192,
232,224,150,208,242,
136,208,237,96
150 IF SCRN (S - 1,2)< >2 OR SCRN
(S,2)< > 2 OR SCRN (S + 1,2)< >2
THEN VTAB 24: PRINT: GOSUB
510: VTAB 20: PRINT L$;: GOTO
200

170 IF G = 1 AND PEEK ( - 16287)
)127 THEN G = 2:S1 = S + 1:
GOSUB 500: GOTO 180
232 GOSUB 520
500 POKE 273,2: POKE 287,100:
CALL 272: RETURN
510 POKE 273,1: POKE 287,100:
CALL 272: POKE 287,150: CALL
272: POKE 287"250: CALL 272:
RETURN
520 POKE 273,2: POKE 287,250:
CALL 272: RETURN
530 REM

OUTGOING

~

MAIL
It took only took 10 years from
the time President Kennedy
launched the space program until
men were walking on the surface
of the moon. With the launch of
the space shuttle scheduled for
April we find ourselves on the
edge of a new era. And this
promises to be an even more
amazing era than the last.
The space program offered us
many things. From microwave
ovens to microcomputers. This
magazine itself, is an indirect byproduct of the space program.
More than the advancement in
technology, the space program
offered us a final frontier. When
the Apollo program finished, we
lost that horizon. With the
development of the shuttle, we
now have a new horizon, a new
place to examine, a new place to
learn from.
While discussing new horizons, I
guess it's appro iate to tell you
about my departure from SoftSide.
This will be my last Outgoing
Mail. I am relocating to Florida to

SOUND EFFECTS CAN BE
CHANGED BY
CHANGING "NUMBER OF
SHOTS" IN
POKE 273, AND "LENGTH" IN
POKE 287.
Dear SoftSide,
The author of "Mad Scientist"
(November 1980 SoftSide) is not
Thomas Hamlin III, but Thomas
Hanlin III.
I was somewhat amused to find the
credit for my programming efforts
given to a fictitious individual. I didn't
find it quite as funny when the mistake
appeared a second time, written on my
cheque!
Please straighten out your records. I
would appreciate correction of the
error under "Bugs, Worms, and Other
Undesirables", or wherever you deem
appropriate.
Sincerely,
Thomas Hanlin III
Springfield, VA
Editor's Reply: Oopsl
INPUT continued on pale 19
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filOIS school and continuing my

efforts in writing software. I plan
to remain active in the software
industry and continue to attend the
national computer shows, so
maybe someday we will cross paths
again.
Besides, who could give up an
opportunity to be there when the
launch of the space shuttle signals
the start of the second space age.

51n,/,f/J/,.
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EXPAND YOUR
COMPUTING
CAPABILITIES
ST80 SMART TERMINAL PACKAGE
All four programs include the ability to use an unmodified TRS-80" keyboard to produce RUB, ESC, and other control
characters for time sharing, software control of the RS-232-C board, repeat key, bell, software support for the three most
common upper/lower case hardware conversion, and line printer output.

ST80* UC
Preset parity, word length, and baud rate (regardless of switch settings on the RS-232-C board) for THE SOURCE,
MICRONET, and FORUM 80, automatic testing of the RS-232-C board, and even spooling of prepared messages on tape
directly into FORUM 80 using a basic program supplied as a line listing. 4K Mod I/Mod III cassette .......... $24.95

ST80*

4

Reprogram your RS-232-C board from the keyboard, and run at different baud rates. Note: does not have auto testing of the
RS-232-C or tape spooling. 4K Level II cassette ....................................................................... $49.95

ST80* D

Connection time clock, option of user-created translation tables for keyboard, gathering and pre-formatting data to be sent
directly from disk to host computer, spooling of received files to disk or printer, editing of received files, and auto logon. Use it
with VTOS 3.1, and get device-driven I/O, job logging, and chaining. 32K disk program .......................... $79.95

ST80* III
ST-80 D with extra utility programs. 32K disk program ............................................................. $150.00

THE SOURCE
Would you 6ke· to lend mail acroll the country overnight, write one letter and send it to a hundred people, read the newl
right off the wire service, program in COBOL, FORTRAN, or RPG II, advertise on a nationwide electronic buUetin board, join a
real time national computer club, leave mellagel when you are out of town, make travel arrangements through your
computer, use a discount Ihopping lervice, reach a whole library of Ipecialized information on bUlinell, real eltate, lcience
and engineering, and personal applicationl, find out what the weather il around the country, and ule dozens of high-powered
applicationl programl?
Connect your microcomputer to THE SOURCE! THE SOURCE is a bank of mainframe computers in Mclean, Virginia
connected by TYMNET and TELEMET data tranlmillion servicel to hundreds of cities around the country. MOlt urban areas
can access THE SOURCE by local phone call.
Colts:
One time lublcription fee (includes manuall) .... . . .................• .... ... . . ................ $100.00
CoDDect time after midnight (per hour) ..... . .. ..... .... . ....... . . . . . .... . .......... .... .. . ... $2.75
CODDect time between 6 p.m. and midnight (per hour) . ..... . ........ . ........... . ...... .... .. ... . $4.25
CODDect time 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. (per hour) . .. .... . . .. ..... .. .. ... . ......... .. .................. $15.00

t~.::::::.,

TSE:1-FRDSIDE

j;J.
6 South St. Milford . NH 03055 (603)673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT·OF-STATE

1-800-258-1790
• A Irademark of Lance Micklus . Inc.
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==A==BO==U==T====='
I '==1
1==1
S==I==S==SU==E========::::::::::;;~
Look! Up in the sky, it's a bird
... it's a plane, no it's (cough,
cough) an ash cloud. And it's
headed your way! Just turn to
page 36 and you'll discover a
volcano, the canonized one from
the Pacific Northwest, to be
precise. Everything you ever
wanted to know about pyroclastic
flows in one simple program. How
can you resist? How can you
survive? Only one way to answer
both questions . . .
If finding your way off the
mountain of doom is not your cup
0' tea, howzabout a little strategy
-thinking to take your mind off of
mundane woes? For S-80 and
Apple users we present" Strategy
Strike", courtesy of David
Steenson, Rich Bouchard, and the
newest of our editorial wizards,
J on Voskuil. " Strategy Strike" is
based on a board game of skill and
military perspicacity. Not unlike
chess, " Strategy Strike" should
test your abilities as a tactician

to their utmost.
And speaking of that Voskuil
fellow, he has graced our pages
with a sporting event of digital
significance, a true trial for all of
you mathletes out there: "Math
Decathlon" . We understand that
not only will this thrilling software
package help you to learn your
ciphers, but it may enhance your
approach to programming as well.
Of course we munchkins have our
ciphers down pat ... we learned
to cipher gasoline out of
automobiles by means of a rubber
hose back when we were in high
school.
For your Atari buffs we have a
special treat this month: How to
make your Atari smarter without
paying full price. Send it to night
school. If that doesn't work, try
reading Paul Johnson's article in
this issue. Your Atari won't grow
a trunk and tusks, but it'll
remember more than it used to.
That penguin fellow from out

Illinois way tackles making the
incomprehensible at least
palatable; if you've ever
contemplated taking a claw
hammer to your computer, don't
bother ... Mark already has. See
"Kansas" for details, and we do
mean DETAILS.
For all you flag-wavers, the
inimitable Morris & Cope team
from the frozen tundra of Canada
has graced us with an educational
game of flag identification. It only
works on the Atari this month, but
hang in there you Appleheads.
We'll have a version for you
fellows next month.
Plus we have reviews, some of
that YOHO stuff, hardware and
software tips courtesy of 01'
Granite Knoggin hisself. And the
SoftSide Continuing Data Base
does that for the last time ... it
continues. So do we ... next
month. 'Til then, a merry
munchkin farewell. Yoho, and we
gone!
~
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Assembly Language programming offers you faster running programs and the ability

Assembler program understands.

The Assembler program then takes the program statements you create in the Edit
program and converts them to machine code.
The Debug program is a monitor, tracer, disassembler, and mini-assembler.
This ROM cartridge interfaces directly with your operating system or disk operating
system to save memory by avoiding repeating code _
Atari Cartridge . . . . .. .. ... . ... . ..... . . _. . . . . .
. _. . _. . . . .
. . . . . ...... $59 .95
~_
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to tailor programs to your exact needs. The Assembler Editor is actually three programs
- an Edit program, Assembler program, and a Debugger.
With the Edit program you can have automatic numbering, renumbering, delete, find,
and replace. Programs can also be stored and recalled using ENTER; LIST and SAVE;
and LOAD. The Edit program also helps you put programming statements in a form the

-

i

I
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Atari's Assembler Editor allows you to talk to your computer
in its native language - Machine Language.
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I DONT
THINK WE'RE

IN KANSAS ANYMORE ...

by Mark Pelczarski

Since this really isn't an editorial
anymore, I'm struck with the
freedom or not having to try to
editorialize each month. I imagine
I'll still ramble on about one thing
or another occasionally, but I plan
to divert most of my attention here
to investigating what's really in
this box on which I'm typing (and
other boxes much like it). I
remember a lot of the curiosities
and confusion I had when I was
first learning to program and I
looked inside the big cabinet-sized
IBM and DEC computers, and
when little tiny microcomputers
appeared, smaller than the video
terminals to the large computers.
I'd be lying if I said that much of
my curiosity and confusion doesn't
remain. Hopefully, I'll strike some
balance between simple and
complicated. It's very s asy to get
the feeling that you're over the
heads of half your readers and
insulting the intelligence of the
rest. Maybe someday I'll even
write a column that will be of
interest to those who consider
Operating System listings light
reading.
Now let's see, what's in here?
I'll pull the top of this Apple and
look. (Careful. Sometimes if I
jostle it too much the memory
glitches and I lose all the text
stored inside.) Well, as most of
you have seen before, there's
mostly a big green board with
dozens of sockets filled with
Integrated Circuit chips (ICs)
There's also a big power supply
in here that takes the AC current
(is 'Alternating Current current'
considered redundant?) and
changes it to DC at a lower
voltage. Everything's got power
supplies though (even food
processors); the interesting parts
are all these chips. They come in
various sizes. There's a relative
giant in the back (at about 2" in
length). That's the 6502
microprocessor (not much different
from a Z-80 microprocessor on the
outside) . That one is basically the
12

computer, where all the action
happens, believe it or not. It used
to take an entire cabinet itself.
There are also six larger chips
near the microprocessor (about
1 \4" long) marked 'ROM'. Those
are Read Only Memory chips,
meaning you can't erase the
programs stored on them by
writing over them; you can only
read and run those programs. Yes,
those are only programs in there.
Someone wrote them, figured
that they were worth saving, and
instead of storing them in
conventional memory, stored them
in this indestructible memory for
our permanent enjoyment. Good
thing too, since BASIC itself is one
of the programs stored on these
chips. So is the monitor - the
program that figures out what to
do when the power is turned on
and remembers where the screen,
keyboard, and other useful devices
are and what to do with them.
Early computers and
microcomputers didn't have these
programs built in, so you had to
deal directly with the CPU
(Central Processing Unit - which
is what the microprocessor chip
now is). That gets tedious. But the
thing to remember is that BASIC
and the monitor are just programs,
much like the ones you can write.
That's why on the Atari computers
you can plug in and unplug
languages the same way you can
with the "Star Raiders" and
"Basketball" programs. The
languages are programs.
There's another larger IC hiding
under the keyboard here. It's a
ROM that contains all the
information needed to display
characters on the screen. For each
character code it tells which dots
should be turned on and off to
make it look like something, hence
it's called a character generator.
Most of the other chips in here
look the same. They're only about
%" long and less than Y4" wide.
SoftSideMARCH.1981

The microprocessor has 40 pins
that plug into its socket, the ROMs
have 24 each, but these little ones
only have 16. Although the small
ones aren't all the same, about a
half of them are the memory chips
- RAM. RAM stands for
Random Access Memory, meaning
that these are the ones on which
you can read AND write. There
are 24 in here, and since they
together give 48K of memory, each
must hold 2K, or 2048 bytes
(1 K = 1024 bytes which is 2 to the
10th power). You find lots of
powers of 2 in computers, which
ultimately boils down to the fact
that electronically everything is
stored in one of two states: on or
off - actually high or low. Each
thing that can store one of these
highs or lows is called a bit, short
for Binary digIT, binary being the
base 2 counting system. Anyway,
since a byte is 8 bits (2 to the 3rd),
each of these memory chips holds
16384 bits. There are a lot of these
RAM chips in the computer, so
let's take one out and see exactly
what one of these bits look like.
Instead of pulling one out of the
Apple, I'll get one out of the Atari
so I don't destroy what I'm
writing. Although Atari likes to
seal up everything, I fortunately
have a memory expansion board
for it made by another company
that has all the ICs exposed. I'll
pull one out and draw a little
picture of it down in Figure 1 so
you can see what I'm talking
about. It's got 16 pins, as I
mentioned earlier, but the rest of it
seems rather well encased in this

FIGURE 1
BEFORE

black plastic. It's not going to be
very easy to dissect. There's
nowhere to pry it apart; I'll

probably have to use a claw
hammer. Put it on this cinder
block here and give it a whap.
Okay, we've got it cracked open.
Lost a few pins in the process, but
I can now see the inside. I'll sketch
it out in Figure 2. There's not
much inside. From each of the
pins (and ex-pins) there's a little
hairline wire leading toward the
center of the chip, and in the
center there's a tiny little silver
square. As I measure it, it's less

FIGURE 2
AFTER

than 1116". On the other side of
the ruler it looks like it's close to
Imm. Very small. Apparently, the
only reason the IC itself is so big is
to accommodate the pins. Maybe
that's the reason the
microprocessor is so large,
comparatively. More pins. The
surface of the silver dot is not
smooth; there are little patterns on
it, but they're not readily
discernible. Can't really see much
more.
After a few investigative phone
calls it's apparent that the dot is
the actual circuit, made through a
type of photographic process on a
silicon-coated surface. It is made
so that light will eat away portions
of the surface, thus imprinting the
desired circuit on the chip. The
desired pattern is sketched out,
then reduced photographically and
transferred to the chip in a way
similar to how photographic paper
is exposed to a negative to create
an image. The only size limit is the
resolution that the light and silicon
can attain. I still wonder how they
attach those little wires to it that
go to the pins, though.
It's difficult to put smashed
chips back together, so I don't
advise trying it. Next month we
turn back the clock to the
infamous FOO-9 error, and what it
could possibly have to do with
FOOD and BEEF, and for that
matter, an interesting CODE.

e
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Xhe Atari* Connection ..
0
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••
••
•
••
II:

LIGHT PEN
ATARICX70
574.95

I

ATARI 825 PRINTER 5789.00

Softwareg7sk

Hardware
ATARI 400 Computer System, 8K RAM ... $439.00 (1136-400)
ATARI400 Computer System, 16K RAM . . $499.00 (1136-401)
ATARI800 Computer System, 16K RAM .. $829.00 ('36-800)
AT ARI 800 Computer System, 32K RAM .. $979.00 (1136-601)
ATARI800 Computer System, 48K RAM. $1089.00 ('36-802)
AT ARI 410 Program Recorder ...... . . ..... $69.00 (1136·603)
ATARI810 Disk Drive . .... .. . . ........ .. . $499.00 (1136-810)
ATARI 820 Printer (40-col) .. . ...... ...... $369.00 ('36-820)
ATARI825 Printer (80-col) . ... . ... ..... .. $769.00 (1136-825)
ATARI 830 Acoustic Modem . .. ......... . $179.00 (1136-830)
ATARI850 Interface .... . ............ . . . $179.00 (1136·850)
ATARI85316K RAM Module . .... .. ...... $169.00 (1136-853)
16K RAM Module for the ATARI. ... . . .... $119.50 (1136·854)
32K RAM Module for the ATARI. .. . . . . .. . $189.00 (1136-855)
MACROTRONICS Printer Interface (36-pin) $69.95 (1136-936)
MACROTRONICS Printer Interface (40-pin) $69.95 (1136-940)
ATARI Joystick Controllers .... .. . .. . ... . $19.95 (1136·3005)
ATARI Paddle Controllers .. . ....... . . . .. $19.95 (.36·3004)
ATARI CX-70 Light Pen .. ... . . . . .. . ... . . . .. $74.95 (1136-70)
Dust Cover for ATARI400 ............. .. .. . $7.95 (1116-40)
Dust Cover for ATARI800 . ... . ... .. ...... .. $7.95 (1I16'()3)

VISICALC from Personal Software . .. .. . $199.95 (.36-VICL)

Software ~~ssette

Basic Algebra" .. . . ........ . .. .... . . . . . $29.95 (II36-ALGE)
Basic Electricity" . . ........... . ....... . $29.95 (1I36-ELEC)
Basic Psychology" ... .. ........ ... ... . $29.95 (II36-PSYCH)
Basic Sociology" ... . . . .. . . . . . ... ... . ... $29.95 (1I36-S0C)
Biorythms ... . .......... . .... . .. . .. . . .. $14.95 (1I36-BIOR)
Blackjack . ....... .... . .. . . . .. . ... .. . . $14.95 ('36-BLACK)
Business Communications" . .. .... .. . . .. $29.95 (.36-BUS)
Effective Writing" . .. .. .. . .. . ... . .. . .... $29.95 (II36-WRIT)
Great Classics" ... ..... .. .... . ......... $29.95 (II36-CLAS)
Hangman . .. ..... ... ............... .. . $14.95 ('36-HANG)
Intro to Programming in BASIC .... ... . . $19.95 ('36-I PB)
Kingdom .. .. .. .... .............. .. .. . . . $14.95 (1I36-KING)
Physics" .. . .. .. _...... . .. .... .... . . . . . $29.95 (II36-PHYS)
Principles of Accounting" . ......... . ... $29.95 (II36-ACCT)
Principles of Economics" .......... .... $29.95 ('36-ECON)
Spell ing" ..... . ......... . ..... .... . ... $29.95 (1I36-SPELL)
Supervisory Skills" . .. ... .. ..... . ...... $29.95 (.36-SUPSK)
3-Dimensional Graphics Package .. . ... . . $29.95 (1I36-3D·G)
U.S. Government" . . ...... . .... . .... . ... . $29.95 (1I36·USG)
U.S. History" . . .. .. ... .... . . . .... . ..... . $29.95 (1I36·USH)
Basketball. . ..... .. ........ . . ..... ..... $39.95 (1I36-BASK)
World History" . .... . .. ..... .... ....... $29.95 (II36-WRLD)
Chess .... . .... ...... .. . . .. .. .. . . ... . . .. $39.95 (1I36.CHS)
"Requires Educational System Master Cartridge
Editor/Assembler ... ...... . .. . . . . .. . . .. . $59.95 (1I36-ASE)
TERMS: Prices and specifications are suject to change. HARDSIDE ac·
Educational System Master .. . . ... .. . .. $29.95 ('36-ESMC)
cepts VISA & MASTERCARD. Certified checks and Money Orders: Personal
Music Composer . . ... .. ..... . .......... $59.95 (1I36.MUSE)
checks accepted (takes 3 weeks to clear). HARDSIDE pays all shipping
$5995
charges (within the 48 states) on all PREPAID orders over 5100 00 On all
'd
St ar Ral ers .... . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. (1I36-STRDS)
orders under $100 a $2.50 handling charge must be added. COD 'orders ac.
Super Breakout .. .. . .... ___ . . . . . .. ..... $39.95 (II36-SUPB)
cepted (orders over $250 require 25% deposit), there Is a $5.00 handling
Tele-Link . ..... ... . . . . . . ..... .. .. . .. . .. .. $24.95 (1I36'TELi)I~
charge. UPS Blue Label, and Air Freight available at extra cost.
3D Tlc-Tac-Toe .. .... ... ... . ... . . . _..... $39.95 ('36-3TTT)
Video Easel .. .................. . ... ... $39.95 (II36-VIDEO

ROM programs
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Warner Communications Company.

6 South St., Milford, NH 03055 (603) 673-5144

WEB International

TOLL FREE OUT·OF-STATE

1-800-258-1790

TSHORT+'

Z-CHESS III

The popular " Tshort" has been ex p anded into
" Tshort+ " - the m os t powerful Leve l II and DOS
sho rthand program eve r written .
" Tshort+ " has 41 preprogramm ed statement keys . 11
KUSTOM keys, and four EXPRESS keys . Inc lu des autom a ti c
keyboard debounce and lowerc ase driver. " Tshort+ " has
KEYBEEP which allow s your THEEP to respond w ith a short
blip eac h time you press a key . Com es with co mpl ete set
of decals for your keyboard .
The cassette ve rsion includ es Leve l II and si ngle d rive
DOS . The disk version is on a fo rmatted di skette - DOS
only - and requi res two or more drives.
. . . $19 .95
5-80, 16K Cassette ..
. .. $24 .95
5-80, 32K. Disk ........... . ... ... .. . . . .

" Z-C hess" is o ne of th e fastest, most versatile c hess
oppo nents avai lab le for your 5-80. With its seve n leve ls of
play, up to six levels of " Lookah·e ad", and its ab ility to
accept and play all sta ndard c hess m oves in c lud ing
castl in g and en passant ca ptures, it is truly a c hall enge for
both begi nning and advanced p layers . It can play either
white or black and its versatile board setup mod e all ow s
spec ifi c positions to be played as desired . " Z-C hess " will
also quickly so lve m ate- in-two problems
5-80 Model 1 , 16K , Cassette .
. . $2495
5-80 Model l , 32K , Disk .
. .. $2995
. .. .. .. .

"'.

MAXI MICRO MANAGER
" Maxi Micro Manager" su ppo rts six different rel ati o na l
sea rc h tec hniqu es. It co m es with a programmer's interface
and over 93 pages of documentation . It sup ppo rt s up to 20
user-defined fields and its reco rd length is up to 800
characters . This program ' s fil es can be up to four disks in
length and it is comp at ibl e with 35, 40, 77. and 80 tra c k
drives.
It is compatible with N EWD OS 2.1 . A NEWDOS 80
versio n is avai lab le fo r $10 afte r initi al pur chase.
5-80 Mode Is I and 3, 48K Disk
. ..... $99.95

SAVAGE ISLAND
This is the newes t of the Scott Adams' Adventu re se ri es .
A sma ll island in a remote ocean ho ld s an awesome sec ret.
Will you be the first to un cove r it7
Note: This is the first part of a larger multi-pa rt
Adventu re. It will be necessary to pucha se addition al
packages to co mpl ete the Adven ture.
. .. $1495
5-80 Models 1 and 3, 16K, Casse tte .
. $20 .95
5-80 Models 1 and 3, 32K, Disk .
. . $14.95
Apple II , 16K Tape to Disk .
. $20.95
App le II 32K, Disk .
. . . . . . . . . . ...... . .

MISSILE ATTACK
This real-time game (with sou nd effec t s) p its yo ur twin
si los of ABMs against a barrage of enemy missiles trying to
destroy you r ci ties . As your skill increases so does the
oiHiculty of th is game. W atc h the skies and may your aim
be true.
5-80 Models 1 and 3, 16K , Cassette .
. .. $14 .95
5-80 Models 1 and 3, 32K, Disk .
. . $20.95

The Comsoft Group
ENHBAS
"EN HBAS " is an Enhanced BASI C extension m od ul e which
loads at the top of BASIC addi ng many co mm and s and
ba c kground tasks including SORT, a multi-keying, multitagg ing array so rt; JNAME , whi c h uses line labels along
wit h lin e numbers in branching statements; and
WHILE/WEND , a new structured programmin g loop
co nstru ct. Functions includ e EVAL, which evalu ates an
algebraic exp ress ion in string form ; and EXEC which
exec utes a st ring ex press io n as if it w ere a BASI C program
lin e.
.
Model I version con tains vector graphics and drawing
command s.
S-80 Models I and 3, 16K Cassette .
$59 .95
S-80 Models 1 and 3. 32K Di sk .
. . . $5995

SoftSide MARCH. 1981
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Zork'· is a computer fantasy of
ultimate challenge. Unearthly
creatures guard treasures beyond
your imagination. Mazes confound
your quest. So quicken your wits
and pick your path carefully
through the Great Underground
Empire. The least likely object may
be the only thing that can save
your life.
Yet, you can succeed. Discover
the 20 treasures of Zork, return
them to the Trophy Case and leave
aliv6- But bring all the cunning
and courage you can muster.
Because in Zork, they take no
prisoners ..
Zork, The Great Underground
Empire, was created by Infocom,
Inc., and is available for 32K
Apple II and II Plus and 32K
S- 80 Model I Level II disk
systems . .. . ... $39.95

FROM

PE~SON/IL
SOrilWl~E
6 South St.. Milford. NH 03055 (603) 673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT-OF-STATE
1·800·258-1790
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Adventure by Scott Adams is like no other program you have
ever seen! Inspired by the large Adventure game found on
big computers in the last few years , it will run on your 16K
Home Computer! This is one game you will NOT master in
an hour and then lose interest in! Adventure is a machine
language program using al/ 16K of your computer.
O. t "SPECIAL SAMPLER" - Never tried Adventure? This
special inexpensive sampler complete with 3 Treasures
is a cut-down version of our large Adventureland .
Guaranteed to supply hours of enjoyment: Try an Adventure today!
1.t ADVENTURELAND - You wander through an enchanted
world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures . You'll encounter wild animals, magical beings, and many other
perils and puzzles. Can you rescue the Blue Ox?
2.t PIRATE'S ADVENTURE - " Yo ho ho and a bottle of
rum ... " You 'll meet up with the pirate and his daffy bird
along with many strange sights as you attempt to go
from your London flat to Treasure Island. Can you
recover Long John Silver's lost treasures?
3. MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE - Good morning,
your mission is to .. . and so it starts. Will you be able to
complete your mission in time? Or is the world 's first
automated nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well
named . It's hard , there is no magic, but plenty of
suspense . Good luck ....
4. VOODOO CASTLE - Count Cristo has had a fiendish
curse put on him by his enemies. There he lies, with you
his only hope. Will you be able to rescue him or is he
forever doomed ? Beware the Voodoo Man ....
5. THE COUNT - You wake up in a large brass bed in a castle somewhere in Transylvania. Who are you , what are
you doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood ? You 'll love this Adventure , in fact , you
might say it 's Love at First Byte ... .
6. STRANGE ODYSSEY - Marooned at the edge of the
galaxy, you 've stumbled on the ruins of an ancient alien ,
civilization complete with fabulous treasures and un earthly technologies . Can you collect the treasures and
return or will you end up marooned forever? .. .
7. MYSTERY FUN HOUSE · Can you find your way completely through the strangest Fun House in existence, or
will you always be kicked out when the park closes? . ..
8. PYRAMID OF DOOM - An Egyptian Treasure Hunt leads
you into the dark recesses of a recently uncovered
Pyramid . Will you recover all the treasures or more likely
will you join its denizens for that long eternal sleep? ...
9. GHOST TOWN - Explore a deserted western mining
town in search o f 13 treasures . From rattlesnakes to
runaway horses , this Adventure 's got them alii Just
remember, Pardner, they don 't call them Ghost Towns
for nothin '. (Also includes new bonus scoring system!)
10. SAVAGE ISLAND - A small island in a remote ocean
holds an awesome secret. Will you be the first to uncover
it? SAVAGE ISLAND is the first part of a larger, multipart Adventure. It will be necessary to purchase
additional packages to complete the entire Adventure.
Cassettes for 8-80 Model I or III. and Apple II .... .. . $14.95
Disk for 8-80 Model I or Apple II, (3 Adventures per disk,
specify 1-3,4-6. or 7-9) . . . ...... . ... .. . .. ... .. ... $39.95
Adventures 1-9 on a single 8-80 Model II Disk ... . .. $99.95
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'Note:

Apple requires 24K and has no lower case.
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6 South St. . Milford . NH 03055 (603)673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT·OF·STATE

1-800-258-1780

t Recommended for the novice adventurer, with many built-in HELPS !
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Games from BIG FIVE will
turn your computer into a

TRS-80™
HOME ARCADE

ATTACK FORCE©

SUPER NOVA©

GALAXY INVASION©

tt:\
1;,.,

. I;

"Hu ge ASTEROIDS have invaded th e
galaxy' Your mission is to destroy th em
and the alie n saucers befo re th ey destroy yo u '" Our # 1 top selling game'

$15.95 16K Mod I or III

"Ei ght alien ramships are warp ing down
toward yo ur dest royer ship You must
shoot them down quickly befo re th ey
c ru sh you '" With sound'

"Th e newest and most exci ting Inva ders-t ype game yet ' Smooth sound
effec ts. sharp graph ics . and the 'Fl agship' al ien from Super Nova combine
to make thi s our finest TR S-80 game' "

$15.95 16K Mod I or III

$15.95 16K Mod I or III

6 South 5t . Milford . NH 03055 (603 ) 673 -5t44

TOLL FREE OUT·OF·STATE

1·800·258·1790

-FS1
-~-IJIGI-lT

Slh\lIIJATOI~
Q ~ @Q1]@LDGIC

.~..............\

T5E!1-IPRDSIDE
6 South St., Milford , N.H. 03055

ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-258-1 790
(in NH call 673-5144)

~'SA
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The FSI Flight Simulator from subLOGIC combines fine graphics and '
accurate flight characteristics to give you a real time simulator on a home
computer. The instrument panel contains all the instruments required
under part 91 of the Federal Aviation Regulations for visual flight. On top
of that, the FS I includes a stall warning, turn indicator, radar map, bomb
and ammo indicators, and control position indicators.
Included in the package is British Ace 30 Aerial Battle, a program that
permits you, after gaining enough confidence, to take on enemy planes and
try to wipe out a fuel depot.
16K S-80 Cassette Machine Language ........................ $25.00
16K Apple Cassette ...... .......... . ....................... $25.00
16K Apple Disk . . ........ ... ............. . ................ $33.50
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by Scott Adams
This month we'll cover a minor
bug in the Apple cassette versions
of my Adventures and briefly
discuss how I write an Adventure.
For quite some time I've been
getting calls from Apple owners
having problems saving a game to
tape and then later restoring it.
I've tried the tapes myself and
never seem to have a problem, so I
just assumed that it was a problem
in the tape players the people had
been using. Well, just recently I
got a phone call that shed some
further light on this problem.
The caller informed us that his
problem in loading a saved game
on the Apple II only occurred
AFTER he had turned the
computer off and then restarted it
at a later date. This indeed was
shown to be the case. It appears
that this problem is caused because
the save-game routine sets up some
110 pointers which are required by
the restore game subroutine.
A simple procedure to overcome
this problem is:
Before restoring a save-game
tape you must initialize the
program by first creating a savegame. This needs to be done only
one time after loading the program

tape - thereafter the save-game
tapes will load with no problem
until the machine is shut off again.
Procedure:
.
1) Turn on Apple.
2) Load Adventure tape.
3) Answer "NO" to restore
question.
4) Type "SAVE GAME".
5) Answer "TAPE" to tape or
disk question.
6) Hit RETURN without putting a
tape in the tape player.
7) When program returns, type
"QUIT" .
8) Answer "YES" to restore
question and load in your savegame tape now. Saved games
will now load normally until
you shut your Apple off.
I have been asked many times
how I develop an Adventure. Well,
my usual procedure is as follows:
1) First I pick a topic that I want
to cover, such as Dracula or
the Old West.
2) Then I decide whether I want
to do a treasure expedition or
have some specific mission to
perform. (The treasure-finding
type of Adventure is usually
easier to write, but not by a
lot.)
3) Next I layout some terrain to

cover and put in a simple
skeleton of problems and
obstacles to overcome. Also I
dot the landscape with obvious
items and objects which
belong there, such as coconuts
in palm trees, etc.
4) By this time, I usually have
some interesting problems laid
out which I then incorporate
into the structure.
5) At this point I'm usually ready
to enter the structure into the
computer and start playtesting. The Adventure is
probably about 50 percent of
its final size at this time.
6) Finally, the play-testing by
myself and others gives me
numerous ideas of how to fill
in the holes in the final
structure and an Adventure is
born!
How long this process takes
ranges from one year, in the case
of "Adventureland''', to only one
week for "Mystery Fun House".
On the average, an Adventure will
take about a month to finish, and
anywhere from three hours to
three months to play!
I hope this has given you some
insight into Adventure creating.
Until next month, may all your '-'!
adventures be fun and safe.
~

INPUT cODlinued from page 9

Dear SoftSide:
I wanted to take a moment to tell
you how much I enjoy reading your
magazine. I own an Atari 800 40K
RAM, disk drive and 825 printer. Each
month I anxiously await the arrival of
this month's edition. Please keep up
your fine coverage of the Atari
machines and software. I'm looking
forward to even better coverage in the
future.
Included is a short program idea that
in certain circumstances may save a
great deal of typing. When I'm writing
programs, on some occasions I want
results printed to the screen and on the
other occasions printed to the printer. I
have to type everything twice just to
change the command from PRINT to
LPRINT. With this short program
added on many occasions, I just
capture the information from the
screen and print it to the printer.
Garry J. Patton, M.D.
Romulus, NY
Editor's Note: Here is the program and
our Apple Translation from Mark
Pelczarski.

ATARI

APPLE

10 OPEN #1,4,0, "S:":OPEN

10 PRINT "I-screen, 2-printer"

#2,4,0, "K:"
20 DIM A$(4O),B$(4O)
30 ? "THE FIRST TIME THROUGH
I PRINT TO THE ";:IF P THEN
GOSUB 100

20 INPUT I: IF I = 2 THEN PR#1
30 PRINT "HELLO"
40 PR#O
Both of these offer the user the choice
of having subsequent data go to the
screen or the printer.

35? "SCREEN. THE SECOND TIME
THROUGH I CAN";:IF P THEN
GOSUB 100
40 ? "PRINT TO THE PRINTER.
SAVES TYPING!!!"; :IF P THEN
GOSUB 100
45 IF P THEN GOTO 200
50 ? :? "Do you want a permanent
copy?"; :GET #2,Z:IF Z=89 THEN
P = I:? "CHR$(125)":GOTO 30
60 END

Dear SoftSide:
"Datapoke" - What a terrific
program!! I had been looking many
months for some easy way to create
DATA lines for BASIC entry of
machine language programs. This is
perfect! A marvelous job of
documentation also, from which I
learned a few more techniques.
Thanks!
John Schafer
Wayland, MA

100 B$="" :X=PEEK(90):FOR 1=2
TO 39:POSITION I,X:GET #I,V
110 B$ = (LEN(B$) + 1) = CHR$(V):
NEXT I
120 LPRINT B$:RETURN
200 REM THIS ALLOWS ESCAPE
TO REST OF PROGRAM

Dear SoftSide:
I like "Collision". I made it past
three racks and got 830 points. You
said no one ever made it three times. I
am seven years old.
Mike Winter
Camarillo, CA ~
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COMPUTER
SCIENCE
PRESS
MORE CHESS AND COMPUTERS:
THE MICROCOMPUTER REVOLUTION
THE CHALLENGE MATCH
David Levy and Monroe Newborn
By the year 2000 the world chess champion may be a computer!
Chess playing computer programs have improved over the past ten
years to the point where a computer has even won a game with a

~~~IIIIII~~~:~~~~~ll~g!r~a!n~d~m~a!st~e~r.~T~h~i~S
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1975, including a description of the microcomputer revolution and
its impact on computer chess, and the Challenge Match between
book details the exciting events in the field since
David Levy and the world champion program . $ 12. 95, ISBN
0-914894-07-2.

Lf~::::
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CHESSANDCOMPU~T~ER:~~~=:====lf~IIIIIIIIII~~~~~~~!I~
David Lev y

'_

This is the first really comprehensive book on Computer Chess. It
describes the earliest chess "machine", the famous Automaton chess
player t.hat toured Europe and America , and gives a detailed account
of Torres y Quevado's invention that played the ending of king and
rook against king. Following this is a lucid description of how
computers play chess, a deta iled history of computer chess, an
account of early Soviet a ttempts at chess programming, a record of
computer chess tournaments , plus much, much more. Paper, $9.95,
IS BN 0-914894-02-1 . Cloth, $14.95, ISBN 0-914894-03-X.

1975

U.S. COMPUTER CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP
David Levy

Paper, $6.95, ISBN 0-914894 -01-3 . Cloth, $9 .95 ,
ISBN 0-914894-00-5.

1976-U.S. COMPUTER CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP
David Levy
Paper, $6.95, ISBN 0-914894-04-8.

A ll prices are subject to change without notice. Handling and postage charge of $ 1.25 per book.
Residents of Ma ry land add 5% sales tax.

6 South Sl
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by Jon Voskuil

Line 300 dimensions all the
variables
to be used (some of
Part 1
which won't be showing up until
Welcome to the Olympics!
later installments of the program).
This series of four articles has
Note that the ""'0" symbol in the
two purposes. One is to develop a
variable array "P%" makes it an
fun and educational math game
integer array. This has two
program with some Olympic flavor beneficial results. First, less
to it, and the other is to learn
memory is used to store the array
good programming techniques
values - two bytes per element
along the way. Of course, if you're rather than five. And second, since
not really interested in the
this is the array that contains the
programming part, you can always players' scores, an integer array
(sigh) just skip the erudite
assures that they will always be
exposition which follows and start
whole numbers and won't mess up
entering the program itself.
the scoreboard with decimal
The programming is in
points.
Applesoft, but is readily adaptable
Lines 310-340 assign values to
to other versions of BASIC;
various strings which are used to
translation notes will be included
label the events and the
along the way. The complete
scoreboard. Be especially careful to
program will need a 24K machine,
type in the correct number of
although it could be compacted
spaces in B$ and C$ (six between
into 16K by eliminating the music
each character), or the scoreboard
routines and most of the
will be mangled.
instructions.
The title page and instructions
"Math Decathlon" consists of
are printed beginning in line 360.
ten math "events" which can be
[Translation note: HOME is the
played on three different skill
command that clears the screen,
levels by as many as four
and VT AB moves the printing
contestants. Each contestant
position down from the top of the
represents one of four countries in screen to the specified line.] If the
the competition, and those
instructions are requested, they are
countries' national songs are used
printed one page at a time in
to honor winning players
digestible portions. Between each
(mathletes?). Incidentally, if you
page is a call to subroutine 100,
should have occasion to use the
which prints a prompting message
program with a larger group, such
at the bottom of the screen and
as a school classroom, it works
waits for the user to press a key
very well to have four teams
before continuing. This could be
competing.
accomplished with a GET
This first article covers the
command as well as with the
initialization and instructions, the
PEEK method used, but the GET
scoreboard and several other
leaves a blinking cursor on the
subroutines, and the first two
screen which I wanted to avoid.
events, "Find the Missing
[Translation notes: POKE-16368,0
Number" and "Guess a Number." clears the keyboard strobe so that
the next character can be read in.
INITIALIZATION AND
PEEK (-16384) reads the keyboard,
INSTRUCTIONS
Line 5 sends control immediately and if the value returned is greater
to line 300, bypassing several small than 127 then a key has been
pressed. INVERSE causes the text
subroutines. Frequently-used
printed to be black-on-~hite rather
routines are often placed early in
the program like this because they than the NORMAL white-onblack]. Line 120 checks to see if
execute faster - the computer
the key pressed was the ESC, and
spends less time finding their line
numbers each time they are called. if so sets NXT = 1: this will shortly
be explained.
Speed is not at all important in
Following the instructions, in
this particular case, but I just
thought I'd put them here anyway! lines 480-560 the players are asked
We'll get back to these routines as for information, each part of
which is inputted as a string and
they're called from the main
checked for legitimacy before
program.
SoftSide MARCH. 1981

continuing. This is always good
programming practice, and,
prevents messy "??RE-ENTER"
messages and program crashes.
Lines 570-630 shorten players'
names to six characters if necessary
and format them for the
scoreboard display, following
which the games are officially
opened.
Each of the ten events which
make up the main part of the
program begins at a brand-new,
fresh, multiple-of-1000 line
number. And each runs through
the same few steps at the beginning
of the event: The variable E is set
equal to the event number, the
variable NXT is zeroed, and a loop
is set up to repeat the event for
each player. Then, for each player
the event title is printed (in
subroutine 10), the instructions
for that event are given, and
control jumps to subroutine 90
where a personal prompt is given
and the computer awaits a
keystroke to continue. Here's
where the "ESC" key comes into
play: If it is pressed at this point,
then NXT is assigned a value of 1;
and if NXT is non-zero when
control returns to line 1040
(hmm ... a dreaded number this
time of year), then this event is
skipped entirely and execution
continues with the next event.
Event #1:
FIND THE MISSING NUMBER
Event # 1, challenges you to find
the pattern in series of numbers,
and supply the missing value.
There are three levels of difficulty
(as with every event), and on each
level there are three types of series
from which the computer may
choose. It does so at random,
presenting to each player three
problems which are each worth ten
points. At skill level 0, the missing
number of the six is always the
last; at levels 1 and 2 it is
randomly selected. (I assure you
that the suggestive name assigned
to this missing number, line 1120,
was purely unintentional.)
[ Translation note: To Applesoft
RND(I) generates a decimal
number greater than or equal to
zero, and less than one. Thus the
expression INT (RND(l) • 3) + 1
continued on next pag'
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contillued from previous page

delivers an integer between one
and three inclusive.]
When the player inputs an
answer in line 1120 (again as a
string, to trap bad input), the
variables PX and A2 are assigned
values and then subroutine 30 is
called. This subroutine processes
the player's input and responds
with the appropriate remark. It
compares A2, which now contains
the correct answer, with the value
of AN$, the player's input. If
correct, it prints a nice message
and adds PX number of points to
the score; if incorrect, it expresses
its sympathy. and gives the right
answer. By the way, I've
embedded one CTRL-G (beep) in
the "SORRY" message, and two
of them in the "THAT'S RIGHT"
message, to add a little audio
reinforcement. Subroutine 30
having done its job, control
returns to line 1130, where
subroutine 100 is again called to
print a prompt and wait for a
keystroke to continue.
THE SCOREBOARD
After all this has been done
three times for each player, line
1140 calls the scoreboard
subroutine which begins at line
11000. This is simply a printing
routine which displays each
player's score in each event.
[Translation notes: HTAB
positions the cursor at the specified
printing position along the line
(1-40) . SPC(n) (in a PRINT
statement) prints n blank spaces.]
The only tricky thing here is found
in lines 11070 and 11210 where I
use an expression such as HTAB 8
+ P*7 + (POJo(P,I)(1O). The
expression in parentheses evaluates
as one if true, and zero if false.
Thus if POlo is less than ten, the
value for HT AB is increased by
one, and the score is printed one
space further to the right so that
digits will line up properly.
Event #2: GUESS A NUMBER
Following the scoreboard
display, control passes on to the
next event beginning in line 2000.
The same preliminaries are
followed as with the first event,
and then the event actually begins
at line 2080. The code is pretty
straightforward here - picking a
random integer, inputting a guess,
subtracting a point for a wrong
guess, giving "too high" or "too
low" feedback, and returning for
another guess. Since the scoring of
this event works differently than in
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the first, the "standard" scoring
subroutine at line 30 is not used.
Again, there is a CTRL-G
embedded in the string printed in
line 2180, and two of them in line
2150, for audio reinforcement.
For now, the program ends at
line 3000, following the display of
the scoreboard. Contrary to the
claims of the introductory
instructions, there are only TWO
events, and NO music yet exists to
tickle the ear and stimulate
patriotic fervor . But if I gave you
all that this month, what would I
have to give you for the next three
issues?
Next month: The music routines
and the next two events.

PRIlGRM LISTING: MATH DECATKJIt
5 GOTO 300

Subrootine to print event titles·.
10 10£: VTAB 3: PRINT "E1.{HT t
";EfS(E): VTAB 7: RETlRN

Subrootine to respond to pla'.:lE!r' s
answer, and add points if correct.
30 Al = VAl (AN$)
10 PRINT: IF Al <

>AZ THEN 60

50 PRINT "THAT'S RIGHT, ";lU(P)
;"!" :P%(P ,E) = P%(P ,E> + PX:
RETlRN
60 PRINT "smRY, ";PU(P);", THE
roRRECT": PRINT "ANSWER IS
";AZ: REruRN

SlJbrootine to prOf'lPt pl~r and
wait for ke'jStroke to continue.
90 PRINT: PRINT PlS(P);", IT'S
Y~ TlRN."
100 PM: - 16368,0: VTAB Z'I: INVERSE
: PRINT "»>PRESS TI£ SPACE
BAR TO CGHTINlE «<";: NORHAl
110 IF PEEK ( - 1638'1) < 128 THEN
110
120 IF PEEK ( - 16381) = 155 THEN
NXT = 1
130 PCI-'E - 16368,0: RETURN

Math Decathlon Variables:
AI, AN: Value of an answer
input.
AN$: Answer input string.
A2: Value of correct answer.
A$, B$, C$: Strings to construct
scoreboard.
C(p): Player p's country.
E: Event number.
E$(n): Title of event n for
scoreboard.
EE$(n): Full title of event n .
INCR: Increment for generating
series in event # 1.
LIM: Upper limit for rio. guess.
NAME$(p): Player p' s name for
scoreboard.
NP: Number of players.
NUM: Number chosen to guess in
event #2.
NUM(n): (Not yet used).
NXT: Logical variable (see text).
P : Player number.
POlo(p,e): Score for player p for
event e.
PL$(p): Player p's full name.
PX: Point value for scoring.
S(p): Skill level for player p .
SE(n): Series elements for event #1.
SQ(n): (Not yet used)
X: Position of unknown series
element.
X$ : General input variable.
SoftSide MARCH , 1981

BeqilYlirI9 of ..ain proqra,,;
initialization.
300 DIM ES(10),SE(6),PlS('I),S('I)
,P%(1,10),NAHES(1) ,NUK('I) ,SG
(9),C(1),EES(10)
310 ES(1) = "HISSING t":ES(Z) = "
GESS A ttl
320 EES(1) = " 1. FINO TIE KISSIN
G NU/i:ER":EE$(Z) = " 2. Gt£S
S A NUtIlER"
310 AS = " - -

--+----+---":8$ = ,,+
+

+

+":CS="!
1"

Print title page and instructions.
360 1M: VTAB 6: PRINT TAB ( 7
)"H A T H DEC A T H L 0
N": VTAB 10: PRINT TAB( 8)"
IELCOI£ TO TIE OLYHPICS! !"
370 VTAB 15: ltflUT "

.u.I.D Y
LIKE INSTROCTICff.)? ";XS: IF
LEfTS (XS,l) = "N" TI£N 180

ru

380 1D1E: PRINT : PRINT "THIS I
SA GM OF MATHEKATICAL SKI
LLS AN> REASOOM; FOR Ot£
TO F~ PLAYERS.": PRINT : PRINT
"THERE ARE TEN SEPARATE EI.{N
TS:": PRINT

390
100

410
420

'130

F~ I = 1 TO 10: PRINT TAB (
3)EES(1): t£XT I
PRINT: PRINT "IN EACH EVENT
nERE IS A POSSIBlE SCORE 0
F THIRTY POINTS."
GOSlJ3 190
tD£: PRINT : PRINT "BET\H
N EVENTS I'LL SfO! TI£ saJ<E
BOARO,AK) PlAY PART OF TI£ N
ATIONAL sot«; OF THE PLAYER
WHO WON TI£ LAST EVENT. (N
o sot{; IS PLAYED IF 1l£RE WA
S A TIE. )": PRINT
PRINT "AT TI£ VERY Et«l, I'LL
PLAY THE CMtETE NATIONAL
S(H; CF TI£ WItiffi{; PLAYER (S

)."

+10 PRINT: PRINT "EACH PLAYER Ii
AY CHOOSE £H: OF THREE
S
"'ILL LEVELS: 0 (BEGINt£R) ,
1 (INTER- t£DIATE), ffi 2 (A
DVANCED) ."
'150 PRINT: PRINT "loI£N Y(lJ ARE
ASKED F~ AN ANSWER, TYPE I
N THE MJI1BER At«! PRESS 'R£TU
R!{'. TO
~TIt(JE WITH TI£
NEXT PROBLEH, PRESS THE S
PACE BAR."
"160 PRINT: PRINT "IF YOU SHlJlD
WANT TO Sl<IP AN EVENT,
P
RESS 'ESC' HN TI£ INSTROCT
IONS ARE GIVEN. "
470 GOSlE: 100

Input pla<:lers' rlCltleS, cOlJntries,
and skill levels.

480 1«lME: VT AB 10: PRINT "fO! H
ANY CONTEST~TS WILL BE COMP
ETING": Itf'UT "(1, Z, 3, (J<
4P "iXS
"190 Nfl = VAL (XS): IF Nfl < ~ OR
NP >"1 THEN "180
500 Fffi I = 1 TO NP: HJtiE : VTAB
3
510 PRINT: PRINT "CONTEST~ I"
;r;", PLEA...q:: TYPE IN Y~": ItflUT
"NAI£, AND PRESS 'RET~': "
iPLS(1)
520 PRINT: PRINT PLS(1),", If{[C
H COlMRY ARE Y(lJ": PRINT "R
EPRESENTlt{;: ": PRINT" 1. G
REAT BRITAIN": PRINT" 2. U
NITEO STATES": PRINT" 3. F
RAtU": PRINT" 1. SCOTLAt«>

"
530 DfUT "(TYPE IN 1, 2, 3, ffi
"1): ",XS:C(1) = VAL (XS): IF
em < 1 OR C(1) > "1 TI£N 53

o

SiD PRINT: PRINT PLS(1) i", IflAT
SlITLL LEVEL DO YOU": DfUT
"!lDlSE (0. 1. OR 2)? ":XS

550 S(I) = VAL (XS): IF 5(1)
ffi S(1) > 2 THEN 510
560 tnT I

<0

For Kat pla<:lers' oa~ for
scoreboard, shorten if necessar':l.
570 FOR P = 1 TO NP
580 L = LEN (PLS(P»:NAI£S(P) =
"I": IF L <6 TI£N 600
590 NAHES(P) = NAHES(P) + LEFTS
(PlS(P),6): GOTO 630
600 SS = INT «6 - L) I 2)
610 F(J< J = 1 TO SS:NAHES(P) = N
AtES(P) + " ": NEXT J
620 NA/£$(P) = NAHES(P) + PlS(P)
630 tnT P

AN ART

STUDIO IN
48K

AnrJOO"JCe the beginning of the
contest.

by Mark Pelczarski
610 IDlE: VTAB 10: PRINT "L E T
THE G A H E 5 BEG
IN!"
650 FOR I = 1 TO 2500: NEXT I
Event 11:
Find the Hissing Ntll'lber

Design shape tables with keystrokes or
paddles Also included are Applesoft
Invaders and Slot Machine - colorful
variations of well-known diversions whos e
graphics were created with this package .
Save your graphics on disk and put them in
your own programs .
32K Applesoft, ROM Diskette ....... $2995

Print instructions.
1000 E = I:NXT = 0
1010 FOR P = 1 TO NP: GOSUB 10
1020 PRINT "IN THIS EVENT, I WIL
L LIST A SERIES CF NUMBERS
WHICH ARE RELATED TO ONE At«)
1l£RIN SOtE WAY. ONE CF TI£
IU1BERS lULL BEHISSING, AND
YOU ItlST TRY TO DETERHD£
IliAT THAT tu1BER IS."
1030 PRINT: PRINT "TYPE IN YIlR
ANSWER AND Tl£N PRESS THE
'RETmN' KEY. loI£N Y(lJ ARE
READY FOR THE t£XT SERIES,
PRESS THE SPACE FoAR
(THE
RE HILL BE THREE SERIES FOR
EACH
CONTEST~)."
1010 GOSUB 90: IF NXT THEN 2000
Choose one of nine series t':IPes,
based on skill level i print with

one rotler Kissing .

1050 FOR PROB = 1 TO 3
1060 ON ( INT ( RND (1) I 3) + 1
+ S(P) I 3) GOSUB 1160,1200
,1210,1280,1320,1360,1100,1"1
10,1"180
1070 IDlE: VTAB 8: HTAB 5
lOBO FOR I = 0 TO 5
continued on page 2S
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by Mark Pelczarski

Create
3-Dimensional Graphics!
3-dimensional figures can be rotated , shiite,
scaled , or distorted . Each figure can be
saved on disk and later assembled into
larger figures, with each part capable of
being manipulated.
48K Applesoft ROM Diskette .
. . . $2995
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FRom THE FOLKS THAT
BROUGHT YOU

~

SARGon ...

Hayden Book Company. Inc .

SPECIAL
DELIVERY
with

EXTRACT
A 100% Muhine hngu.lge Word Processor from :

Quality Software Distributors
We can 't stop improving and expanding the

capabilities of your TR5- 80 . By using 5PECIM
DELIVERY with EXTRACT and either Electric Pencil
or Radio Shack's Scripsit you can get ev.en more

out of your computer. From just one package you
will get all this :

MAILFORM
Create MAllFILE : The ONLY complete name and
address list entry/editor program written in
machine language.

MAILRITE
Print letters written with either the Electri c Pen ci l
or Radio Shack's Scripsit inserting information
from a MAILFILE into the letter for personalizing

and addressing .

EXTRACT

NEW! SUPER APPLE BASIC (Lutus)

Take out inlormation from the MAllFORM, the
machine language mailing list. Find the names you

need by Zip Code, Street Address, Gender, Age or
any other wayt

SORT
In -Memory sort on an entire address list using any
field as the key.

A structured BASIC that compiles into an optimized Applesoft or Integer
BASIC program . Line numbers are not required , and the program can be
written in individual modules and then linked together. Features labelled
subroutines , jumps , and the use of variable games of up to 10 characters .
32K , Apple II Disk, $39 .95
NEW! APPLE ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM:

LABEL

An Assembler IEdltor IFormatter (Lutus)

Prints I.bels from MAllFILE .

CONVERT
M.ke MAllFILE from RS moil list.

5PECIAL DELIVER Y will run on your 5~0 with
TR5D05 ,NEWD05 or ony other TR5 - like
005.

$125.00

,~.::::~:E
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Write and modify your language programs quickly and easily . Features a
cursor-based editor, global and local labels , and disk-based macros which
allow you to incorporate frequently used subroutines into any program.
32K, Apple II Disk, $39.95

..
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continued from page 13

1360 SE(O) = INT ( RND

1090 IF I = X THEN PRINT"? t
";: GOTO 1110
1100 PRIHT SE (! l;" t ";
1110 t£XT I
1120 PRINT "••• ": VTAB 12: ItflJT
"KISSING tOIlER = ? ";ANS:PX
= 10:A2 = SE<X>: GOSI.B 30
1130 GOSI.E 100: t£XT PROlhP
1110 GOSI.E 11000: GOTO 2000

(1) I

9) +

1

1370 FOR I =1 TO 5:SE(I) = - S
E(I - 1) I 2: t£XT I
1380 X = INT ( RHO (1) I 5) + 1:
~

Generate series t';fle 7.
1100 SE(O) = IHT ( RHO (1) I 9) +
l:INCR = INT ( RHO (1) I 5)
+3

1110 FOR I = 1 TO 5:INCR = - IN
OR - l:SE(I) = SE(I - 1) + I

Generate series t':lle 1.

NCR: t£XT I
1120 X = INT ( RHO (1)

1160 SE(O) = - INT ( RHO (1) I
10):INCR = INT ( RHO (1) I
5) + 3
1170 FOR I = 1 TO 5:SE(I) = SE(I
- 1) - INCR: t£XT I
1180 X = 5: RE~

I

5) + 1:

RETlRN

1200 SE(o) -= - INT ( RHO
10)
1210 FOR I =1 TO 5:SE(I)
-1)-I:t£XTI
1220 X = 5: ~

Generate series ·t':lle 8.
1110 SE(O) = INT ( RHO

(1) I q)

+

1150 FOR I =1 TO 5:SE(I) = SE(I
- 1) I I: t£XT I
1160 X= INT ( RHO (1) I 6): RETURN
(1) I

1180 SE(O) = - INT ( RHO (1) I
30) - 9:INCR = INT ( RHO (1
1~90

I
I

10)
5) +

3

1250 FOR I = 1 TO 5:SE(I) = SE(I

- 1) + INCR: NEXT I
1260 X= 5: ~

SE(O) = IHT ( 00 (1) I 15)
+ 5:INCR = INT ( RHO (1) •
3) + 2

1290 FOR I

=1 TO 5:SE(I) =SE(I

- 1) + I I INCR: t£XT I
1300 X= INT ( RHO (1) I 6):

~

Generate series t':lle 5.
1320 SE(O) = IHT ( RHO

9) +

1330 FOR I = 1 TO 5:SE(I) = SE(I
- 1) I 2t NEXT I
1310 X= IHT ( RHO (1) I 5) + 1:

tUi:ER 9lAS ";tUi
GQSll:

100: t£XT PROBtP: GOSUB

Event t3 will begin at line 3000.
For nOWt end here.
3000 END
Subroutine to displcri scoreboard.

Event 12:
Guess a Nuflber

2000 E = 2:NXT = 0
2810 FOR P = 1 TO ~: GOSI.B 10
2020 PRINT "IN THIS EVENT I WILL
CHOOSE AIUftR AT fWI)(JIt
At{) YOO tIJST TRY TO GESS IT
IN AS FEll TRIES AS POSSnt.E
•"
2030 PRINT: PRINT "TYPE IN Y~
GESS

At{)

PRESS

'RE~' t

I WILL TELL YOO IF Y~
Q£SS IS
UlW t HIGh OR RI
(1) I

2150 IF AN = tUi THEN PRINT "YO
U GUESSED ITt ";PLS(P)"!": GOTO
2190
2160 IF AN <tUi THEN PRINT "TO
o LOW": PRINT : GOTO 2120
2170 PRINT "TOO HIGH": PRINT : GOTO
2120
2180 PRINT "smRY t ";PLS(P>;"t N
o KORE Q£SSES.": PRINT "THE

RE~

At{)

1

~

+I

Print instructions.

Generate series t':lle 1.

1

2110 I = 0
2120 P%(PtE) = P%(PtE) - 1
2130 I = I + 1: IF I = 11 THEN 21
80
2110 PRINT "GESS t ";1;: :nwr

=1 TO 5:SE(I) =SE(I

FOR I

I INCR: t£XT I
1500 X= INT ( RHO (1) I 5) + 1:

1210 SE(O) = INT ( RHO (1)
:INCR = INT ( RHO (1)

1280

3) + 3

- 1)

2080 P%(PtE) = 31
2090 FOR PROO = 1 TO 3: 1M : VTAB
3: PRINT PLS(P);" -- t";PROO
: PRINT : PRINT
2100 tUI = INT ( RHO (1) I LItO +

11000

=SE(I

Generate series t':JlE! 3.

r~ r_Jflber and give the
player 10 chances to gtJeSS it.

2190

Generate series t':lle 9.

) I

Choose a

": ";AH$:AN = VAL (ANS)

1

Generate series t':JlE! 2.

2070 GOSUB 100: IF NXT THEN 3000

GHT ON!"

2810 LIM

=10: IF SIP) =1 THEN L

1M = 30

2050 IF SIP) =2 THEN LIM =100
2060 PRINT: PRINT PLS(P>;" t IT
S Y~ ~.": PRINT "EACH 0
I

F Y~ llftE IUIlERS IID.l BE

BEnEEN 1 AND ";Uff;".

"
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11000 I01E
11010 FOR P = 1 TO Nf: IF P%(PtE
) < 0 THEN P%(PtE) = 0
11020 P%(PtO) = P%(PtO) + P%(PtE)
: t£XT P
11030 PRINT" I EVENT I ";
11010 FOR P = 1 TO Nf: PRINT TAB (
7 I P + 5)NAKES(P);: t£XT P
11050 PRINT: PRINT AS
11060 FOR I = 1 TO E: PRINT ES(I
);: PRINT TAB ( mcs;
11070 FOR P = 1 TO Nf: HTAB 8 +
P I 7 + (P%(PtI) < 10): PRINT
P%(PtI>;: t£XT P
110BO PRINT: PRINT TAB( 12)l:.$t
NEXT I
11200 VTAB 22: PRINT AS: PRINT "
TOTft."; SPC( 6l;CS;
11210 FOR P = 1 TO ~: HTAB 7 +
P I 7 + (P%(PtO) < 100) + (P
%(PtO) < 10): PRINT P%(PtO);
: t£XT P
11220 IF E = 10 THEN RETmN
11230 HTAB 1: GOSlI! 100: RETURN

e
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==BA==S==I==C==P==E==R==SO==N==I==F==IE==D=======:::;;.~
by Roger W. Robitaille, Sr.
It is the goal of this article to
attempt a new approach to explain
how and why these wondrous
things called computers function
the way they do. Any of you
readers who have participated in a
Dungeons and Dragons (0&0)
campaign will recognize and
appreciate (I hope), how a fantasy
culture can take on meaning and
give understanding to the real
world.
If you take the time to recall
how often an idea can become
clear once compared in some way
to another already familiar idea,
an appreciation of the power of
analogy should come to you. If all
goes well, the following pseudo
world of BASE will start to take
shape with problems and solutions
strangely similar to the operation
of a microcomputer. Wish me
luck, and please be forgiving if
consistency, at times, seems
chimerical.
The world where BASE exists is
a very busy world, and a very
structured and orderly one. The
Processor allows only one action
to occur at a time. All is in
harmony. From a human
perspective, BASE is boring. It is
bureaucracy that is so unyielding
that any initiative on the part of
an individual element other than
the Processor can quickly lead to
chaos. Obviously, deviant behavior
is discouraged.
The world of BASE is content.
Elements never willfully misinform

and can be completely relied on
to at least attempt to do the
bidding of the Processor.
Character Clarification:
The Processor is known to
humankind as CPU. Some of the
more common species are the
Z80s, 6502s, LSI-lIs, etc.
Elements are essentially
addresses. Most elements are
RAM, some may be ROM. An
important few are whole devices
which all respond to the Processor
as if they were RAM or ROM. The
Processor has no favorites and
responds to them all the same way.
An address is an address.
With authority goes
responsibility. The role of the
Processor is a central one. The
whole world of BASE revolves
around the abilities of the
Processor. However, the Processor
is a driven creature. Its life is like
that of a Queen Bee. Its role is
special and unique, but preset
from birth to respond in specific
ways to certain situations - no
choices, no real prerogatives. The
Processor may lead the band but it
doesn't select the music.
You might wonder just what a
Processor does: simple things
really, the building blocks of
significant activity. It is as if the
Processor has the only adding
machine in town. As a matter of
fact that's true! It adds two
elements together. It will compare
two elements to see if there is any
difference between them. It will
check a part of an element to see if
it is a 1 or a O. It can sense the
value of any element and duplicate

The following lines should be added to the S-80 program
"Squish 3" which was published in the December SoftSide.

it in one of its internal adding
machines. It will even read the sum
of two consecutive elements and
use that as the address of its next
work assignment.
Perspective: Looking at the
individual instructions that drive
the Processor for the meaning of a
program is like looking at a brick
for an understanding of a building,
or, more to the point, individual
letters for the meaning of writing.
It's the combination and sequence
that separate meaning from chaos,
a building from rubble, and
writing from gibberish.
So what is all this about
addresses? Well, most Processors
in microcomputing are 8-bit types.
More than that, they are provided
with 16 address lines. Be that as it
may, those address lines are used
by the Processor to select exactly
which byte it wants to read (or
write). With 16 address lines, the
Processor ::an distinguish among
over 65,000 different elements
(bytes, devices, etc.). For you
doubters, ask your computer to
PRINT 2 to the power of 16.
The awareness level of the
Processor is inferior to that of a
bureaucrat processing your driver's
lecense renewal form. All it knows
is how to set 16 solid state switches
and read a bank of eight lights to
execute the process dictated by
those lights. Nothing more nothing less.
The language, be it BASIC,
FORTRAN, or whatever, is far
more representative of the power
of the computer. But that's
another article for another day.

e

and other undesirables

IFA) OTHENT=T+0:0=1 :T1=INSTR<T ,AS,",") :IFTl <T +7AM)Tl>OTHENT
=Tl:GOT0330
LINEINFtJTt1 ,A$:PP=INSTR(AS,CHRS(3Z» :X=PP:LN=VAL<HIDS(AS, 1
,PP) ) :PR1NT@O ,"SCANNING LINE-" ; LN : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT :f'RINT@
61,AS

The following line should be added to the S-80 version of
"Space Dodge", published in the December SoftSide.

The following line should be substituted for the line 820 in
"Squish 3" .

"Fugue", published in January SoftSide was written by
William Morris AND John Cope, whose name was omitted
from the author's credit. SoftSide regrets the omission.

335
150

820
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J$=J$+LS:NEXT:IFPTHENJ$=JStCH~1(34)

80
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ZH$--STRINGS(Z1,32)

Plcra HOUA
PAINTEA FAOM
TSE- MAADSIDE
TODAY I
RS PlotterIPrinter ... . .. . .. . . .. (26-1190) $1339 .00
RS Quick Printer II . ..... .. . . ... (26-1155) $209.00
TYPRINTER 221 . . . . . .. ... . . . ... (9-221) $2595 .00
VISTA 25-cps Daisy Wheel ..... .. (9-4000) $1795 .00
NEC 5510 SpinWriter .. . .. . . .. . . (9-5520) $3095.00
NEC 5530 SpinWriter . .. . ... . . . . (9-5530) $2595.00
EATON-LRC 7000+ . ...... . .. (9-7000-64) $279 .00
CD CENTRONICS 730 ... .... . .. .. . .. . (9-730) $659 .00
CENTRONICS 737 .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. (9-737) $769 .00
OKIDATA Microline-80 ... . . . ... ... . (9-80) $499 .00
® OKIDATA Microline-82 . .... ..... .. . (9-82) $669 .00
@ OKIDATA Microline-83 . .... . . . . . .. . (9-83) $999 .00
OKIDATA SL300 (300 1pm) ..... (9-SL300) $3795 .00
EPSON MX-70 .. . . . ... . . . . . .. . . (9-MX70) $449 .00
EPSON MX-80 . ... .. .. . .. . . .. . . (9-MX80) $519 .00

RS MOD-I Printer (36-pin) Int. Cable (26-1411) $59 .00
RS MOD-I Printer (40-pin) Int. Cable (26-1416) $59 .00
RS MOD-I & III Printer (36-pin) Cable (26-1401) $29 .00
RS MOD-I & III Printer (40-pin) Cable (26-1415) $29 .00
RS MOD-I & III LRC Printer Cable .. . . . . (9-10) $29 .00
APPLE Parallel Int. & Cable (36-pin). (47-936) $100 .00
APPLE Parallellnt. & Cable (40-pin) . (47-940) $100.00
APPLE LRC Interface & Cable . .. .. . (47-LRC) $100.00
APPLE Asynchronous RS-232C Int (47-7710A) $159.00
ATARI-Macrotronics Print . (36-pin) Int(36-936) $69 .95
ATARI-Macrotronics Print. (40-pin) Int(36-940) $69.95
NEC Tractor-Feed Option . . .. . . .. . (9-5000) $229 .00
BDT Sheet-Feeder (NEC only) Option(9-5005) $1849 .00
Microline-80 or 82 Tractor-feed Option(9-80-T) $129 .95
Centronics Zip-Pack Ribbons (3-pack) . (21 -01) $15 .95
SpinWriter Multi-Strike Ribbons (3) . . . (21-02) $18.95
Microline Printer Ribbon (3-pack) . . . .. (21-04) $12 .95
LRC Printer Ribbons (3-pack) . . . . .. ... (21-03) $6 .95
EPSON Printer Ribbons (2-pack) .. . . . (21-05) $25.95

,~.::::.~z

TERMS: Prices and specifications are subject to change. HARDSIDE accepts VISA &
MASTERCARD. Certified checks and Money Orders ; Personal checks accepted (takes 3
weeks to clear). HARDSIDE pays ali shipping charges (within 48 states) on ali PREPAID
orders over $100 .00 . On ali orders under $100.00 a $2.50 handling charge must be added .
COD orders accepted (orders over $250 require 25% deposit) there Is a $5 .00 handling
charge. UPS Blue Label, Air Freight avaliable at extra cost.

1SE.:1-FRDSIDE
6 South St.. M ilford, NH 03055 (603) 673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT'()F-STATE

1.aoo.258-1790
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MUSE

FROM

SUPER TEr.t' D . • •

Language of Super-Text II software - 6502 Assembly ... gives extremely fast editing response.
Program Disk Protection - A backup copy of the program disk is provided.
Text Creation and Editing Features - Super-Text II includes a character-oriented, floating cursor edit with Add,
Change, Math, Print and Preview modes. Among the standard features retained from the original Super-Text are:

• single key cursor control
• automatic word overflow
• character, word, and line insertion
• forward and backward scrolling
• automatic on-screen tabbing
• automatic paragraph indentation
• character, word, and line deletion
• ditto key
• single key for entering "the"
•
•
•
•
•
•

block copy, save and delete
advanced file-handling
global (multi-file) search and replace
column decimal alignment
left and right justification of columns
automatic user-positioned page
numbering
• chapter relative page numbering
• complete printer tab controls in text
files
• line centering

• superscripting and subscripting
• on-screen lower case with MUSE Data
Shift Lower Case Adapter (Paymar
also supported)
• shift key modification compatible
• Split-Screen allows the user to view and
edit two portions of a file
simultaneously.
• Math Mode provides a built-in 15 digit
floating point calculator which performs on-screen calculations, column
totals and verified numeric data in
statistical documents.
Trade in your old word processor for Super
Text II and receive the following credits:
Documentation and proof of purchase must
be included with return.
Super Text - $100 credit
Apple Writer - $50 credit
P.I.E. - $50 credit
Easy Writer - $50 credit

Length and Linkage of Files - Maximum file size equals 20,049 characters. Automatic file linkage (Autolink)
provides unlimited file size when doing find, find and replace, and preview or printing operations.
Page Preview Provided - Yes. Preview mode allows viewing a file exactly as it would print for inspection of
page breaks and text formatting. The preview mode carries through AutoLink operations allowing inspection of
extremely large documents.
Text Capacity of Screen -

23 lines by 40 characters.

Storage of Text on Disk -

Manually at any time, automatically during AutoLink.

File Backup - Dual disk copy program is included on the program disk. Files may also be loaded and saved on a
blank disk individually.
Automatic Pagination and Page Numbering Features - Page breaks are automatic based upon number of lines
per page and may be forced at any point using a control character in the text file. Page numbering is automatic
but may be suppressed . Location of the page number is user selectable. Chapter relative page numbering is also
provided.
Printers Supported -

Any printer which will interface with an Apple computer.

Right Justification Technique -

Provided by variable between word spacing.

Special Printing Features Available - Features include: underline, boldface, superscript, subscript. Other
special printer features, including multiple character fonts, may be defined by the user.
On-screen Display of Special Printer Function - Inverse characters are displayed on the screen to indicate
speCial features. These control characters are not displayed in preview mode.
Control Characters - All printer control characters are inverse so there is no conflict with printable characters.
However, a user may define any printer control sequence.
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+ 48K Disk ... ...... ...... $150.00

TWO NEWONES

FORTHEAPPLE U®OR UpltS
ABM
Invader and Asteroids move over ...
ABM has arrived! Command your
launch sites to fire 1 and 5 kiloton
anti-ballistic missiles (ABMs). Save
the East Coast from increasingly
fierce Enemy nuclear attack. Position your target crosshairs to blast
the green streamers before they fireball your cities-or worse-split into
multiple warhead MIRVs turning the
entire coast into a thundering
specter of destruction. Hi-res color
graphics, sound, high score to date
memory, paddle or joystick control.
On disk, requires Applesoft ROM.
($24.95)

DATA PLOT
Easy editing features allow you to
create and modify a wide variety of
full color graphic representations of
numerical information. Bar charts,
including additive bars, as well as
single and multiple line charts may
be plotted individually or cumulatively. Pie charts are easily sliced.
All figures may be output to a
graphics printer or saved as hi-res
"pictures" for dramatic full color
recall as visual aids during presentations. Basic statistics are displayed
automatically. On disk, requires 48 k
and Applesoft ROM. ($59.95)

from the leader in qtUl1ity software
~S_O_mM_~_RE_
TM ______________~
Apple II Iso lrodemorlc 01 Apple
~1.. Corp.

6 Soulh SI . Milford . NH 03055 (603)673-5144
TOLL FREE OUT·OF·STATE
1·800-258-1790
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MY SIDE OF THE PAGE
by Lance Micklus
Getting a Bit Serious-Part 2
WHERE THE NUMBERS COME
FROM
In Part 1 of this series, I talked
about margins and other numbers
commonly used in business.
There's nothing magical about
these numbers. They are the results
of experience. Here's where they
came from.
The other day, I was visiting a
man who is retired now but used
to own a plumbing business. We
got to talking about the cost of
renting office space. He seemed to
remember a book he had
somewhere and started hunting for
it. The book he found was not on
plumbing or computers but on
opening a men's clothing store in a
shopping mall. Out of curiosity, I
began to look through it and
found all kinds of interesting
information. There were tables
which told you how much
merchandise you had to sell based
on some specific profit margin and
a cost per square foot for rent.
There were other places that
discussed the kind of terms you
could expect to get from various
wholesalers, banks, landlords, etc.
You know, it's really too bad I'm
not planning on opening a men's
store in a shopping mall.
There are numerous government
and private agencies which have
books like that for all kinds of
businesses. All of this information
comes from experience. This
information is important not only
to help people succeed, but also to
help other people judge your
success. When other people can
judge your success, you stand a
better chance of getting access to
money.
When a new industry gets
started, like the microcomputer
industry, you don't have this
information. So, it is more likely
that these new businesses will fail.
And those that do survive will
have a harder time attracting
capital. Given the lack of good
information, the businesses in a
new industry must rely on the best
information available about similar
industries or industries in general.
One good example is the turnover
rate.
The turnover rate is the number
30

of times per year you turn over
your inventory. This figure can
vary greatly from one industry to
another. The skiing industry turns
over their inventory once a year.
A&P turns over their inventory
once a month.
The general rule of thumb is
that you use a 100070 mark up if
you make one turn per year, as the
skiing industry does. This works
out to be a profit margin of 50%.
If you make two turns per year,
i.e., turn your inventory over twice
a year, then your mark up is 50%
or roughly a 33% margin. When
you get down to 12 turns per year,
your mark up is in the
neighborhood of 10%.
Even this simple little piece of
information about business tells us
an awful lot. Look at the Mom
and Pop grocery store and
compare their turnover rate with
any of the big food chains. All
other things being equal, you can
immediately see why Mom and
Pop have got to charge more for
their groceries.
Using this rule of thumb, we can
work backwards and see that if we
buy hardware on a 30% margin
then we have got to turn over our
inventory twice a year. With
software, we have to turn over our
inventory slightly less than twice a
year. If your business is that of
being a distributor working on a
10% margin, then you've got to
turn over your inventory 12 times
a year. But then, a distributor has
got to move a lot of merchandise
quickly to make a living.
The microcomputer industry has
started to settle down to these
margins pretty much because it
turns out that that's the way things
happen . If the figures get changed,
say to a 20070 margin, it simply
means you must turn your
inventory over a lot quicker. One
way to do this is to sell more
products to deplete the inventory
faster. Another way is to reduce
the size of the inventory.
There is, however, nothing
magical about these numbers. They
merely dictate a level of
performance. Those who make the
grade stay in school; those who
don't flunk out. To live on a 20%
margin instead of the usual 30%
margin you must choose from one
of the two options above.
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Maybe you're a really good
salesman. Maybe nobody can walk
away from you without taking
home a TRS-80'· Model II. If that's
a description of you, you might
very well be able to live on a 20%
margin and get rich.
More than likely, the average
computer salesman isn't that good.
Clipped down to a 20% margin, he
must reduce his inventory. The
result is that products are much
more likely to be out of stock.
THE COST OF MAKING THE
SALE
Just because you can get the
right margins does not mean
you're going to make any money.
Other factors must also be
considered. One of the biggest is
the cost of making the sale.
Part of the cost of many of the
things we buy is incurred in getting
us to buy these products in the
first place. One example of this is
McDonald's. In 1980, McDonald's
spent $140,000,000 on television
advertising to convince each of us
that we deserve a break today.
That works out to 64 cents for
every man, woman, and child in
the United States. But there is
another side to the McDonald's
story. The hungry customer comes
in ready to order, in fact, he can't
wait to order. You take the order,
fill it, collect the money, and send
him off. It is a rare McDonald's
customer who will insist on
inspecting the meat before it's
cooked, or who will ask for
assistance in eating the meal.
Not so with a computer
customer. Instead you must talk to
the customer and convince him
that he could make good use of a
computer in his business which
currently is doing just fine without
one. Then, you must convince him
to buy the kind of computer you
sell. Finally, you must convince
him not to buy it somewhere else.
All of this takes time and money.
And it is all in addition to those
expenses, like advertising, that got
the customer into your store in the
first place.
Obviously, you can not afford
to spend a lot of time trying to sell
a $15.00 product. But, if the
margins are right, the higher the
price, the more time you can spend
with the customer. Let's take an
example.

Suppose you own a computer
store and you sell two types of
computers. One is the ABC-800
which sells for $800.00 and the
other is the XYZ-lOOO which sells
for $1000.00. Chances are the
XYZ-lOOO will sell much better
that the ABC-800.
In the first place, you would
rather sell XYZ-l000s because you
make more money on them.
Second, since you do make more
money with them, you will tend to
spend more time demonstrating the
XYZ-l000 than the ABC-800.
Third, since it is priced higher, it
will appear to the customer that it
is a better machine until the
customer has reason to believe that
it isn't. Fourth, the manufacturer
of the XYZ-lOOO is making more
money so is more likely to give
your computer store better terms
than the manufacturer of the
ABC-800. Since the manufacturer
of the XYZ-l000 is making money,
chances are he's making a better
product and can spend more on
advertising, making his computer
easier to sell.
If the manufacturer of the
ABC-800 priced that computer at
$800.00 to try to compete on a
price basis, then he is the one who
comes out on the short end of the
stick. He makes less, computer
stores make less effort to sell his
product, and he ends up selling
fewer of them than if he competed
on the basis of quality rather than
price.
Of course, the whole situation
gets turned around if the ABC-800
is as good as the XYZ-l000 but
cost less to make, thus, making it
less expensive to sell. In that case,
while you may not make as much
money selling ABC-800 computers,
their lower profit is offset by the
fact that they are easier to sell
simply because they cost less.
The real problem is that people
learned the simple rule of supply
and demand. According to the
rule, the lower the price, the
greater the demand. The trouble is
that it is a simple rule and things
just aren't that simple. While it is
possible to compete on a price
basis, you 've got to know what
you're doing.
THE MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
Another way to sell products is
through the mail. Although this
has many advantages compared to
over-the-counter sales, it also has
some drawbacks.
One of the big advantages of
mail-order is the fact that if only

1% of your customer base does
business with you, you're going to
be swamped.
Another advantage of mail-order
is the fact that it is efficient. All of
the time spent by employees is
devoted to money making activities
- order taking, order filling, and
billing. Almost no time is spent
trying to generate business which
may not pan out.
A good computer salesman must
be fairly well paid. He has to
understand the various machines
sold in his store, how to operate
these machines, and how various
pieces of software work. Not only
must this salesman be wellqualified when he come bursting
through the door looking for a
job, you will probably have to
spend a fair amount of time
training him on all of the stuff you
sell.
The mail-order house doesn't
have this problem. Most of their
help will not require much training
beyond learning how to do their
job. So, your labor costs are
lower. Let me give you an example
of this:
My own mail-order business is
primarily done by telephone.
Rather than pay a bunch of people
to answer the telephone 24 hours a
day, I have an answering service
doing this for me. Thus, I have no
scheduling problems, no wages to
pay, no training problems. I pay
$75 .00 a month and somebody else
answers the phones and takes the
orders.
Who are these people? They're
the women at The Message Center
here in Burlington, Vermont. Talk
about ignorant. I probably
shouldn't tell you this but they
don't even know what an S-80 is!
They think an Apple is something
you eat and an Atari is the name
of a planet in Star Wars. Yet, they
are perfectly capable of taking
your order and filling it, thanks to
a very nice order form which
makes them sound a little
intelligent.
To further reduce costs, a mailorder operation does not need to
have any expensive storefront,
although many do. The storefront
space upstairs from my office (I'm
located in a small shopping center)
runs about $12 per foot per year.
I'm paying $8 per foot per year.
Just for comparison, a shopping
mall (50 stores under an enclosed
roof) might get from $20 to $25 a
square foot per year.
Another advantage to mail-order
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is that you don't have to be
located in the big city. This further
reduces your rent and may offer
you the convenience of an office
next to your home. In my own
case, my house is two and a half
blocks from my office - about a
ten minute walk.
Of course, if the rent is still too
high and you're just starting out,
you can run a mail-order business
out of your house. A spare
bedroom or a cellar can do just
fine. You really can't do that with
the over-the-counter trade.
On the other side of the coin,
while it's true you don't have to
pay any high-priced salesmen, that
cost is replaced by high-priced
advertising. The cost of a full page
ad in most of the big computer
magazines usually runs around
$1000. This does not include the
cost of getting camera-ready copy
made, which is another several
hundred dollars.
The second drawback is that
people would prefer to buy overthe-counter from a person they
know, rather than a stranger on
the telephone who might very well
be an answering service operator.
There are two ways to overcome
this resistance. '
First, you will probably have to
discount your price, or at least
make it look like it's discounted.
You know, sometimes, after you
pay postage and handling, it might
turn out to be more expensive.
Second, a toll-free 800 number
helps also. These numbers are not
free, however. Nothing from the
telephone company is. W ATS
telephone service is billed by the
hour just like any long distance
call. Generally, on a national
W A TS line, the cost is about $18
per hour. Some people seem to
think you can buy unlimited
service with W A TS so you can talk
all you want for just a flat
monthly fee. WRONG!!! There is
no such thing. The average 800
WA TS line call for a mail order
product is about a dollar.
Next, you have to figure that
you're going to get clipped three to
four percent on your money
because a lot of mail-order and
almost all phone-order stuff is
done by credit card . While it's true
that over-the-counter sales can also
involve a credit card, more often
than not these are cash
transactions.
The final drawback to mailorder also turns out to be one of
continued on next page
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its advantages. A retail computer
store usually does not have a lot of
competition to worry about. I have
yet to hear of a city that has SO
computer stores all located within
a few blocks of each other. In
mail-order, your advertising is
your storefront and it's inches
away from many other store fronts
trying to sell the same products as
you.
THE DEVELOPER
Taken as a group, most of the
people reading this are probably
never going to get into the
marketing and retailing end of the
computer business. Statistically,
the part of the market you, the
reader, are most likely to brush up
against is development work.
There isn't a single thing in the
room with you right at this very
moment that didn't start as an idea
in somebody's head. Somehow,
that idea was expressed as a
product which was then
manufactured and retailed and
finally bought by you. The
business of coming up with ideas
and turning them into a marketable
product is called development.
Development takes on two forms
in the computer business hardware and software. For the
moment, I'll discuss both at the
same time since they have a lot in
common.
From a business standpoint,
development work is the worst
area to be in. The reason is that it
is extremely cash forward with a
high investment risk.
To take an example, I'll use the
Model II version of "Deluxe
Personal Finance." The first step
was to get a S-SO Model II and
then decide what to do with it.
After looking over the needs of the
market, several programs were
identified and "DPF" was one of
them. So that I could devote my
time to other projects, Diane
Bernard, who works for me parttime, was given the task of
converting the Model I version of
"Deluxe Personal Finance" over
to the Model II TRSDOS
operating system.
Diane began her work in March
of 19S0. First, she had to learn the
program as well as the Model II
TRSDOS operating system and the
use of Microsoft's -"BASIC
Compiler." Then she had to do all
of the conversion work, which was
made much more complicated by
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some of the poor Model II
it PROBABLY would be a useful
program. The only way to really
TRSDOS protocols. The final
version was completed and tested
know is it to invest the money to
around the end of June 19S0. By
write it and then hope that it turns
out as well as you expected.
the middle of July the master disk
was sent to Small Business Systems
The high-risk factor coupled
Group for manufacture and
with a large investment in
distribution.
comparison to the size of the
By the time they were able to
marketplace, often results in
review the program, determine
poorly-developed or underwhat changes needed to be made
developed software which must
to the instruction manual, and
then be put out on the marketplace
begin production, it was December before it's ready, so that cash
19S0. Part of the delay was due to
starts coming back. This is why
the fact that SBSG was working on there is so much junk software out
the "VTOS 4.0" manual which
today. Many software developers
took a longer than usual amount
simply don't have enough money
of time. But there were other
to sit on a product until it's really
things which delayed the "DPF"
ready.
manual, one of which was the new
There are ways to deal with this
"STSO-Ill" manual. No matter. It
problem. One method is the
seems to take forever to get a good approach that was used to develop
manual and have it printed.
"STSO" terminal programs.
The first "STSO" terminal
Now, in January, some dealers
program
was only a terminal
finally begin to hear that "Deluxe
program. Being much smaller, it
Personal Finance" is available for
the Model II TRSDOS. Orders are took less time and less money to
develop. But, when it was put out
placed but on 30 day net. So
money does not even start to come on the market, it was welldeveloped.
in until February, 19S1, and I
receive my royalty check in March,
Then, with the original "STSO"
19S1 - one year after the project
program out there starting to
was started.
generate income, that money was
Thus, money was spent for
used to finance "STSO-D". The
various expenses, especially labor,
beauty of this is that part of the
that I will not get back until one
development work for "STSO-D"
year later. Worse than that, I
was already done. So, all of the
efforts were put into extending the
might not get all of my money
back. Maybe the program won't
capabilities of the program. What
sell very well. But it all boils down was not known was how flexible
"STSO-D" would be. How many
to this - it takes a lot of money
which can be invested for a long
different time-sharing
period of time to do development
environments would it be able to
work.
handle? There was no way of
knowing that. without writing the
The amount of money that
needs to be invested to develop a
program. "STSO-D" was written
computer program varies greatly.
to cover most of the common
Programs like "Electric Pencil",
time-sharing environments. When
"STSO-III", or "Visicalc"
work was completed, "STSO-D"
represent investments of from
went on the market.
$20,000 to $40,000. How many
Now, I had two terminal
people do you know who have that programs out there - each
kind of money to invest for a year generating income. This put me in
or two? Probably not very many.
an excellent position to continue
Of the few people who do have big my work. On the one hand, I had
dollars like that around, most
proven that this new market
would rather invest in established
existed and that my software
business ventures than pursue a
would work. On the other hand, I
high-risk investment in a computer saw additional possibilities for
program.
extending the features of "STSO."
If the program is a totally new
Using the feedback I was getting
concept, the investment costs
from the field, it seemed to me
become even higher while, at the
that I could now make yet another
same time, the risk also increases.
"STSO" that would work with any
How did Personal Software know
time-sharing computer. Small
that "Visicalc" would be a useful
Business Systems Group also
program? They didn't. Personal
believed that there was a need for
Software thought that such a
a very powerful "it-always-works"
program could be written and that terminal program and hired me to
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write "STSO-III". But this time, I
Finance" . Now the bank had
received an advance, thus, totally
something they could hold in their
eliminating any further need to
hand. I had something I could
invest more of my money and
point to and say that it was my
eliminating the risk factor.
company's product. As a result,
Using my experience with the
the loan was approved in a few
"STSO-D" code, I avoided, for the days.
second time, the need to reinvent
The amount of good software
the wheel. Adding those things
needed to supply the needs of all
which were shortcomings to
of these little computers greatly
"STSO-D" in certain situations,
exceeds the output of the
"STSO-Ill" went out to the
professional people who are in the
marketplace about one year after
business. Fortunately for our
the original "STSO" first
industry, there is another way
appeared.
software products can be
"STSO" is a perfect example of
developed without the need for
very much investment capital at
how you can develop a product
successfully with a low initial
all. Instead of using expensive
investment. It also had several
professional help, the work is done
other advantages. First, it tested
by amateurs. Some very excellent
programs have been written this
the market to see if it was really
way and some very famous people
there and how big it was. You've
have launched their computer
got to remember that at the time
the original "STSO" came out,
careers as a result.
almost nobody had ever heard of
Since the amateur developer
MicroNET, the SOURCE, or
usually invests his time in return
FORUM SO. Second, it resulted in
for the reward of seeing his idea
a vertical product line starting with work, anything else beyond that is
a low-priced small program up to a profit. In fact, the amateur
high priced deluxe package.
developer may spend more time
Vertical product lines are a lot
developing his pet project than the
more appealing to retailers than
project is financially worth in
single product lines.
terms of dollars per hour. But, for
Hardware manufacturers do
him, that's not an obstacle.
have one advantage over software
There is one serious drawback to
authors: People with money see
this . Money controls people. When
the computer industry as a rapid
people need money, they do what
growth market. Hardware is
other people want them to do.
something people understand. So,
That's why you get up at 6:30 in
hardware people have a much
the morning to go to work even
though you'd rather sleep in. If
easier time attracting venture
you can't control somebody by
capital than software authors do.
using money as a carrot, what do
As a result, hardware products are
you do?
usually better developed and a
vertical product line can be created
Since the amateur developer is
much more rapidly.
not in this business for money, the
professional people he must do
I'll tell you a true story. I went
business with have no way to
to my bank to try to get a line of
control him. If a fix is needed, you
credit. Naturally, the bank wanted
can only hope that the fix will
to know what Lance Micklus, Inc.
come out of pride for a job well
did. When I told them my
done.
company developed computer
programs, they didn't know what """'~~
I was talking about. They never
heard of an "STSO" or
"Star Trek III". If I had said
that-I. manufactured computer
EQBIPMENT, they would have
up like a Christmas tree even if
they didn't have the foggiest idea
what that equipment did. The
solution was for me to give them
some sample products.
()J
Specifically, 1 gave them an
"STSO-Ill" for the Model II, a
"Star Trek III" and "Mean
Checkers Machine" from
Adventureland, and an SBSG
version of "Deluxe Personal
So ft Side MARC H. 198 1

Another problem with amateur
developers is their lack of
resources. As I set here right now,
1 am within ten feet of a TRS-SO'·
Model II, Model III with disk
drives, a Model II without disk
drives, Color Computer, Pocket
Computer, a TRS-SO'· Modell tape
system, and of course a Modell
disk drive system with "Scripsit"
which is being used to write this
series. If someone comes to me
and says that they need to fix
one of my programs so it will
work on a Model III as well as a
Model I, I don't have a problem.
The amateur program developer
does because the chances are that
he only has one computer.
For a computer manufacturer
like Radio Shack, the difficulties in
obtaining good quality vendor
products, especially software,
pose a major problem. To solve
this problem, Radio Shack often
obtains the services of outside
vendors and pays for the entire
development cost. The vendor is
thus given the money to do the job
with no risk. So long as he delivers
what Radio Shack ordered, he is
guaranteed payment.
On the other side of the coin,
Radio Shack must carefully price
these software products. If they
price them too low, other outside
vendors will not be able to
compete and all further
development work in that area will
stop. Not only is this bad for the
microcomputer market as a whole,
it could also lead to an anti-trust
suit.
THE DOLLAR CONNECTION
Not including this last section,
this article has mentioned the word
MONEY 2S times . That's got to
tell you something. The
microcomputer industry, like any
other industry, is driven by money .
1 don't know anyone in this
business who is in it to get rich.
But every professional I know in
this business is in it to stay in '-"!
business.
~
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DEVELOPING DATA BASE 5)
Part 7 - The Final Chapter
by Mark Pelczarski
S-80 and Atari translations by Rich
Bouchard
For Apple, S-80, or Atari
This will be the last installment
of "Data Base" to be published in
SoftSide. As such, it's about time
to look at what we already have
and see how it might be improved.
Most of the modifications this
month are rather system-specific in
their solutions, so I'll start by
outlining the types of changes and
applying them to the Apple. Then
Rich can take his turn with specific
S-80 and Atari solutions. Bear in
mind that while "Data Base" ends
with this issue, there are many
more enhancements that can be
made. If you are interested in
additions to the series send a
postcard with your name and
address to:
Mark Pelczarski
1206 Kings Circle
West Chicago, Illinois 60185
DISK ERRORS
One of the most flagrant
programming violations we've
made in the name of keeping the
program simple was to omit any
error-checking in the disk routines.
This can cause some frustration;
for example, when you try to save
a file and get a DISK FULL
message, your program bombs,
and your data is left in shambles.
Each system has slightly different
error-trapping techniques, but it is
possible to modify each version so
that errors are caught and you are
allowed second chances.
The Apple has a statement called
ONERR-GOTO that sends
program control to a specific line
if any subsequent error occurs.
One product of this statement is
that normal error handling
routines in BASIC are bypassed,
however, so sometimes you want
to use it, and sometimes you
don't. An example of an existing
error routine that ONERR will
override is the one that prints
"?REENTER" when you type a
character where a number was
expected. That's a nice routine for
the computer to handle instead of
your program. To turn off the
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ONERR condition, you must use
the statement POKE 216,0. One
other result of the ONERR
statement is that if an error occurs,
any FOR-NEXT or GOSUBRETURN situations in progress
are messed up. The stack that
contains the necessary addresses
for the NEXT and RETURN is
modified, so you can't jump back
into the program normally. This
will be reflected in our changes.
If you look through the Apple
modifications, you'll find four
places in the program where disk
access was made: reading and
writing the data file, and reading
and writing format files. In the
load subroutine at 1000, an
ONERR statement is placed at
1010, just before the disk file is
opened. If the filename specified is
not on the disk, the ONERR
condition will send the program to
line 1310, which prints the "FILE
NOT FOUND" message, waits for
a keypress, undoes to ONERR
setting, and goes back to the
original question at line 110. The
write subroutine similarly has an
ONERR statement before the file
is opened that sends program
control to line 2290 if there is a
problem. That line prints the
"DISK ERROR" message, waits
for a keypress, then goes back to
the master menu at line 200. Line
200 contains the necessary POKE
that disables ONERR. Then down
to the format subroutine at line
10000, a similar pair of statements
occurs at lines 10090 and 10170 if
a format was not found on disk
while attempting a READ. The last
pair, when writing a format file, is
slightly different, since if you were
sent back to the master menu
you'd lose the format you had just
entered. Instead, the message is
printed and the program is told to
GOSUB 10400, reentering the
subroutine for another attempt at
writing the file.
DISK DIRECTORY
In scanning through those
changes, you probably noticed
another set of changes in the same
disk routines. These are the result
of a suggestion from M.R. Dunn,
editor of the A.C.E. Newsletter
(Atari Computer Enthusiasts), in
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Eugene, Oregon. The suggestion
was to allow the user to get a disk
directory of data files from the
program. On the Atari version we
can ask for a directory of
filenames that have certain
characteristics. On the Apple, we
just do an entire CATALOG, but
to give more information we've
added extensions to our filenames
to identify what they are. Data
files will appear in the catalog as
NAME, DAT, the ".DAT" being
added by the program in the 1000
and 2000 subroutines. Format files
will appear as NAME, FMT, with
the" .FMT" being added in the
10000 subroutine. The user still
uses 'NAME', but now the catalog
will identify what's what. Lines
270, 380, and 600 add the catalog
option. One note here: When you
make these changes, you'll also
have to rename your existing disk
data and format files before you
can use them. On the Apple, use
the comm~nd:
RENAME name, name. DAT
or
RENAME name, name. FMT
FREE SPACE
Starting to get a little concerned
over RAM space and how many
items you can actually fit in your
data base, we put in line 295,
which prints the number of bytes
of free memory each time the
master menu is listed. This number
should be taken loosely, because
the values of other miscellaneous
strings we use will affect the
amount of free space. That's why I
subtracted 50 as a rough margin
of error. Loading a long format
file will wipe out as many
characters as the length of the
format, so be careful of that, too.
The FRE(O) function not only
returns the amount of free space,
it also does whatever housecleaning
is necessary to compute that value.
As a result, the more data that is
stored, the longer it takes to
compute this number. Some of you
might want to move line 295 down
to a subroutine around line 700 if
the pause gets too long. Change
line 295 so it prints the choice "(F)
FREE SPACE", and add a line
around 390 that says IF A$ = "F"
THEN GOSUB 700. I personally

like to see that number
automatically, keeping a constant
reminder on the screen if I'm
running short of room.
Another line added for the sake
of this function is 6135, which
blanks out the last item if one has
been deleted. If this isn't done, the
deletion won't be reflected in the
free space, since the last item will
still be pointing at some data, even
though it's ignored.
The variable MX is also tied to
the amount of space available, and
while Rich had the foresight in the
Atari version to tie the length of
the monster data string to memory
space, for simplicity's sake I
arbitrarily set MX, the maximum
number of items, to 100. With a
48K Apple there are about 27,000
bytes (characters) available, which
roughly leaves 270 characters per
record. Increasing MX to 200 takes
more room for pointers and leaves
about 26,000 bytes, or 13'0
characters per record. You can,
and should, set MX to a value
consistent with what you think
your A VERAGE record length will
be. The 130 cited above is an
average, since a record may be
longer than 130 as long as there
are others shorter than 130 to
balance it. You may also change
MX at anytime, as long as you
don't set it smaller than the
number of records in the file
you're using. To make this easier,
lines 1110 and 1550, which were
duplicate definitions of MX, have
been deleted and MX = 200 has
been moved to line 101.
LOADING ANOTHER FILE
The last change is from a
suggestion from Jim Winkler in
Alameda, CA. Among other
things, he suggested the capability
of loading a new file without
having to rerun the program. This
also adds a quick and easy way to
expand your data file beyond
RAM by keeping portions on disk.
If your file's getting too large,
delete the last half, store the first
half under a new name, reload the
original file, delete the first half,
and store the remainder. Now you
have two files, and although it's
not terribly convenient switching
back and forth, you do have a
brute force method of enlarging
your me capabilities.
There is a new command at 280,
and 400 is changed so that both
'Q' and 'N' are included. In either
case, the save switch is checked to

prevent accidentally leaving an
unsaved file. If 'new file' was
chosen (line 540) the CLEAR
statement resets all variables, and
the program restarts at line 100.
r-----------------------~

APPLE CHANGES
JLIST
101 I1X = 200
200 PM: 216,0: tOE : PRINT "(5
) SAVE IlIlRENT DATA"
270 PRINT "(F) Fll.[ tw£5"
280 PRINT "(M) tEN DATA Fll.["
290 PRINT "(0) QUITII
295 PRINT: PRINT "Yoo HAVE RIXJ1
Fm "; FRE (0) - 50;" tOE
QWW:TERS"
380 IF AS = "F" TI£N GOSlB 600:
GOTD 200
.,00 IF AS = "0" ~ AS = "Nil ll£N
500
510 PRINT "et.mNT Fll.[ IS NOT 5
AVED.": PRINT "CAN:El. C(Jt1AN
O? <YIN)";: GET 1$
520 IF 1$ = "Y" ll£N 200
530 IF n < > "N" 1l£N 510
SiD IF AS = "N" THEN CLEAR: GOTO
100
550 00
600 PRINT OSi"CATAUlG": GET AS: RET~
1010 OIaR GOTO 1310
1020 PRINT OSi"IPEN"iFS + ".DAT"
1030 PRINT OS;"REA/)"iFS + ".DAT"
1280 PRINT OS;"CLOSE";FS + ".DAT
1310 PRINT "Fll.E NOT FOlJt()": GET
AS: POKE 216,0: GOTD 110
2050 IF AS = "Y" Tf£N 2098
2090 ONERR GDTD 2290
2100 f'ROO OSi"QPEN";FS + ".OAT"
2110 PRINT OS;"~ITE";FS + ".OAT

"
2270 PRINT OS;"CLOSE";FS + ".OAT
2290 "PRINT "DISK ERROR": GET AS:
GOTO 200
6135 F~ J = 0 TO NH:IS(N[,J) =
"": NEXT
10090 ONERR GOTO 10170
10110 PRINT OS;"(F£N";AS + ".m
10120 " PRINT OS;"REAO"; A$ + ".FlH
10150 " PRINT OSi"CLOSE";AS + ".FM

T"
10170 PRINT "FORtIAT NOT FIJ.N)": GET
AS: GOTO 200
10.,05 ONERR GOTD 10.,60
10.,10 PRINT OSi"CPEN"iAS + ".FlH

"

10.,20 PRINT OS;"WRIT£";AS + ".FM

T"
10+10 PRINT OS;"OJISE";AS + ".FM
Til
10.,60 PRINT "DISK ERRm": GET AS
: GOStIl 10.,00
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ATARI CHANGES
270 PRINT "(F) FILE HAtES"
280 PRINT "(N) t£W FIlES"
290 PRINT "((]) OOIT

?"

295 PRINT "CHAAACTERS FREE:"iINnXzO.9
)-NIzRL
380 IF DR$(A)="F" TI£N GOSUB 600:GOTO
200
.,00 IF DR$(A>="Q" ffi C~(A)="N" TI£N
500
505

AA=A

510 PRINT "cmRENT FIlE IS NOT SAVED."
:PRINT "CAtal. COtM«>? (YIN) "nGET I
2,A:PRINT CHRS(A)
520 IF DR$(A)="Y" TI£N 200
530 IF DR$(AlOIN" THEN 510
SiO IF DR$(AA)="N" TI£N CLR

:~

550 END

600 GRAPHICS 0
610 OPEN 11,6,0,"0:z.z"
615 TRAP 650
620 INf'lJT 11,AS
630 PRINT AS

6.,0 GOTO 620
650 CLOSE U:GET IZ,A:GOTO 200
1010 TRAP 1310
1310 PRINT "FIlE NOT FIJJND":GET t2,A:C
LOSE 11:GOTO 110
2090 TRAP 2290
2290 PRINT "DISK ERROO":GET 12,A:CLOSE
11!GOTO 200
lU090 TRAP 10170

10170 PRINT "FORttAT NOT FIJJND":GET 12,
A:CLOSE 11:GOTO 200
10.,05 TRAP 10.,60
10160 PRINT "DISK Ef<I\'ffi":GET 12,A:CLOS
E 11:GOTO moo

S-80 CHANGES
A note for the S-80 version of
"Data Base" for this month: The
"FILE NAMES" feature will only
function under certain types of
DOS, due to the use of the CMD
"DIR" function to get a disk
directory. The technique works on
NEWDOS and VTOS, but does
not work with TRSDOS. If you do
not have a DOS with this
capability, delete the function by
erasing lines 270, 380 and 600.
continued on page 57
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=VO=L=C=A=N=O==========~~
by Victor T. Albino
"Volcano" is an 8-80 educational
adventure game requiring at least
16K memory.
As one of the snow-capped
jewels of Washington's Cascade
Range, Mount St. Helens ruled
with majestic silence for 123 years.
Then on Sunday, May 18, 1980 at
8:32 a.m., it erupted in a
mammoth fury which paralyzed
much of the Pacific Northwest.
Seventy people died as a result
of the volcano. Hundreds of

square miles of virgin timberland
were blasted into a lifeless, gray
moonscape. Massive mudflows
caused widespread destruction
many miles from the volcanic site.
Despite these elements and the
odds, almost 200 people were
saved from the mountain by brave
crews in rescue helicopters. This
program, based on actual
eyewitness accounts, recreates the
experiences related by these
survivors.
If you had been one of those
present near the mountain that

o CLS
II

grOiXld.
100 PROO@320,"ON HAY 18, 1980 AT 8:32 AM, tDJNT ST. fElENS EI\1J'
TED WITH A
FIJ«:E 500 TIllES GREATER TIWj THAT IF TI£ ATOOC BOtIl THAT ffiL
ON HIROSHIl1A.":
105 PRINT" TI£ TtF 1300 FEET OF TI£ ~TAIN WAS IMDIATaYPlL
VERIZED AM> THRaIN 12 IIIl.£S 000 TI£ SKY. WITHIN MMNTS
£l.£RYTHTht WITHIN 150 SOOARE IIIl.£S WAS EtGl.FED IN TI£ FmY IF
THE V!l.CAt«!." :PRINTm2, "PRESS '/ ' II'EY";
106' IFINKEn<>"/"1l£NI06ELSECLS
110 PRIHT@l92,"THICK, BLACK SIO<E ACCENTED WITH PDf{ AN) F1.RPLE
LIGHTNING,
FLYING BOLl..DERS AM> CH.H{S OF ICE BLASTED A SWATH OF
DESTROCTION 20 HILES TO THE NffiTH."
l1S PRINT"IfJT ASH, ROCKS, AM> GAS ROARED ~ THE IO.M'AIN IN
PYROClASTIC FLIJoIS AT Q\.ER 100 HPH. THE 800 DEGREE FLIJoIS
COLLIDED INTO SPIRIT LfY([ AM> BECAtIE A TORRENT IF SlPEI\1EATED
IUl

CAARYING OFF 100 TON LOGGTht TRl.O(S, BUILDINGS, BRIDGES AM>"
120 PRIHT"ANYTHING aSE IN ITS PATH. TI£ IU) FLOWED ON 000 THE
TOUTlE, COIUTZ AN) COLMIIA RIVERS CAUSING SEVERE FLOODING."
125 f'RINT@982, "PRESS '/ ' KEY";
130 IFINKEY$<>"/"TI£N130aSECLS
135 f'RIHTfH92,"ORAWN BY TIE H(P[ OF SEEING SI»E VOLCANIC ACTIVIT
Y, HANY
PECJ'l£ HAD CotE TO THE HOONTAIN THAT IEEI<EN) AS HANY HAD EVERY
WEEKEM> SINCE ST. !£LENS BEGAN EHITTING f'tf"FS OF STEAH BACK IN

MARCH. ";
1'10 PRINT" IlLTHooGH THERE WERE SIGNS AM> ROADBLOCKS WARNING
EVERYONE TO STAY AWAY, TIU STILL CAHE. TCUUSTS, CAlfiF:S,
SCIENTISTS, PHOTOGRAF1£RS, ADVENlU<ERS AND TIE JJST PlAIN

ClJUOUS."
li'1 DEFSTRP:f'="PRESS / KEY"
liS f'RINT:F'RINT"BUT TI£N NO 0/£ EXPECTED THAT THE HWfTAIN HAS II
AITING TO
EXPLODE LIKE SM faND OF GIGANTIC NOCLEAR TIllE roil.": PRINTm2
,f':
lS0 IFINII'EY$<>"/"Tl£NlS0aSECLS
155 PROO@320,"A£OJT SEVENTY OF TI£ VISITORS TO TI£ tnHTAIN THA
T IflKE}{)
DID NOT LEAVE ALIVE. EXACTLY HGl MANY PECJ'l£ PERISf£D WILL
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Volcano Variables:
D: Contains the number
representing your decision of
"what to do next".
D$: Contains yes or no reply to
"try again?" routine.
M, X, Y: Miscellaneous. Used for
display positioning.
P: Contains the string: "HIT 'j'
KEY".
T: Used in time delay loops.

, LIKaY NEVER BE KtOIH. II

V!l.CAt«! I I
BY VICTOR T. ALBOO
OCT. 1980
90 PRINT@'16i,Of($(23)"V 0 L CAN 0 ! to:
95 FORT=OT01200:NEXT:CLS
Lines 100-175: Introduction and historical back10 REt!

Sunday morning, would you have
managed to survive?
Load this program and find out!

160 f'RINT:PRIHT"~T IS KtOIH IS THAT AIR FIJ«:E AM> ARKY KATIONA
L GJARI)
I£LICIFTERS RESClED 197 P£CJ'l£, SNATDiING TtEH FRt»i AR!J.N) TI£

BOILING ItCUfTAIN.":PROOm2,P:
165 IFINf([nO "/"Tl£N165ELSECLS
170 f'RINT@38i, "SCIENTISTS ARE NOT EXACTLY SIM ~T CAUSES A V!l.
CAt«!, BUT IT
IS 1lO..QfT THAT TI£Y RESlLT FRt»i TI£ IUJEI1ENT OF TI£ EARTH'S
CRUST." :PRIHT@982,P:
175 IFINKEY$O"/"Tl£N175ELSECLS
Lines 180-230: Graphics displa'j explaining
volcanic eruption.
180 PROO@i'l8,STR!NG$(30,","):FORX=27T031:SEnX,271:NEXT:FORX=32
TOil:SET(X,26):NEXt:FORX='12T019:SET(X,25):NEXT:FORX=50T059:SET(X
,2i):NEXT:FORX=60T065:SET(X,22):NEXT:FORX=66T069:SET(X,21):NEXT:
FORX=70T075:SET(X,20):NEXT:FORX=76T077:SET(X,19):NEXT
181 SET(60,23) :SET(61,23)
185 FORX=78T083:SET(X,18):NEXT:FORX=8'1T087:SET(X,17):NEXT:FORX=8
8T089:SET(X,16):NEXT:FORX=90T093:SET(X,lS):NEXT:FORX=9iT099:SET(
X, li) :NEXT:SET<100,13) : SET <101 ,13> :SET<102,12> : SET ( 103, 12) : SET ( 1
0'1,11) : SET (10S,l1) : SET (108,11) :SET(109,11) : SET (110,12> :SET<111,
12)
190 SET ( 112,13) :SET( 113,13) :FORX=11iT0119:SET(X,l'll :NEXT:FORX=12
OTOl27:SET(X,lS):NEXT:FORX=lT011STEP2:SET(X,28):NEXT:FORX='13T019
STEP2:SET(X,29):NEXT:SET(Sl,30):SET(53,30):SET(55,31):SET(57,31)
:SET(S9,31):SET(61,32):SET(63,32):SET(65,32)
195 FORX=67T073STEP2:SET(X,33):NEXT:SET(75,3i):SET(77,35):SET(79
,35) : SET< 81 ,36) :SET(83,36) :SET(85,371 :SET(87 ,37) : SET (89 ,38) : SET (
91,38) :SET<93,39) :SET(95,'10) : SET (97 ,il) :SET(110,ill
200 FORX=lT039STEP2:SET(X,3i):NEXT:FORX=ilT019STEP2:SET(X,35):NE
XT:FORX=51T055STEP2:SET(X,36):NEXT:FORX=57T061STEP2:SET(X,37):NE
XT:SET(63,38):SET(65,38):SET(67,39):SET(69,3?):SET(71,'10):SET(73
,iD> :SET(7S,ill : SET <77 ,'Ill :SET(79,i2l :SET(81,i2l
20S SET(83,'13):SET(85,i'l):SET(87,'1S):SET(89,i6):SET(91,i7):SET(9
9,il):SET(101,'12)
210 f'RINT@SlS, "OCEAN": :PRINT@6i2, "OCEANIC CRUST": :PRINT@8'10 , "LfP
ER I1ANTEL": :PRINT@Si3, "CONTINENTIlL CRUST": :PRIHT@887 , "<-f1AGHA":
: PRINT@566, "<-V!l.CANIC" : :PRIHT@632, "aNlUIT":
21S H=162'12:f'(t([H,176:POKEH+l,176:FORX=H+2TOH+i:POKEX,191:NEXT:H
=16307:POKEH,139:POKEH+l,17S:FORX=H+2TOH+i:POKEX,191:NEXT:POKE16
37i, 139:POKE16375, li3
220 f'RINm, "GREAT SLABS IF THE EARTH'S CRUST RIll AGAINST EACH 0
mER
GENERATING TRE1£NOOUS !£AT AM> PRESSlIlE AM> FORMIt«; HAGKA ffi
HOLTEN ROCK.":
22S PRINT" THE IfJT /W;MA RISES AM> EVENTUALLY ~S IT WAY TOTH
E SlMACE. II£N IT ERUPTS, A V!l.CANO IS Sffi!(.";
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230 FORY=38TOl2STEP-1:SET(107,Y):NEXT
Lines 235-515: Instructions .
235 PIUNT@Z68,P;
2'10 IFIM<EYSO "/"TI£HZ'IOELSEClS
500 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT ' I THE SCENARIO
505 PRINT "THIS f'R(X;RAI1 CREATES A SCENARIO SIMILAR TO TOOSE REPOR
TEO BY
S!JE IF TIE APPROXIMATELY 300 PEIPLE IHl WERE CAtf>EI) ARO.Hl
HT . ST. !£LENS ON THE HrnNING OF HAY 18, 1980. "
510 PRINT:PlUNTTAB(1'I)"YDrn GOAL IS SDf'lE: srnvM: I
515 PRINT:PIUNT:PIUNT"TI£ HAZARDS ARE MANY ••• "
Lines 520-605 : Facts aboIJt the conseqUl!l'lCeS of an
eruption.
520 PRINT@982,P;
525 IFINKEYS<>"/"THEN525ELSEClS
530 PRINT:PIUNT"L A V A: utUI<E TI£ IIIRE LIQUID LAVA OF TIE HA
WAIIAN VOLCAt«JS, TI£ LAVA IF ST. IELENS IS IF TI£ ANlESITE VARlET
Y - A STICKY,
GlH1Y MATERIAL.. IT It!M:S SLOWLY AND [)(ES NOT TRAVEL FAR."
535 f'RINT:PIUNT"A S H: HOST IF TIE DEATHS AT ST. I£LENS IERE 0
lE TO
SlfFOCATION CAUSED BY 1m ASH F(gED INTO TIE U.t«;S . "
5'10 f'RINT:f'RINT"P Y ROC LAS TIC FLO WS: MASSES OF H
OT, DRY ROCI<
THAT IOJE LIKE A FLUID BECAUSE TI£Y ARE HIXED WITH HOT AIR AND
AND OllER GASES. TI£SE FUllS TRAVEL AT OVER 100 I1PH AND AFFECT
AREAS FAR FR(J! TI£ VOLCANO."
5'15 f'RINT@982,P;
550 IFIM<EYSO "/"TI£N550ELSEClS
555 PIUNT:PIUNT"H U 0 FLO WS: TIESE UD< LIKE A WAVE IF lilT
, FUllING
C!H:RETE AND CAN IOJE AT SPEEDS lP TO 50 Hf'H. TIEY CARRY ALONG
BO..lDERS, TREES, At{) DEBRIS IN TIEIR WAKE."
560 PIUNT:f'RINT"G A S E S: lilT GASES SOCH AS CARBOO DIOXIDE, C
~

tIHlXIDE, CtLIJUNE, AND SlUlIlOUS FUtES ARE SPEWED rur TIXDIER
WITH HIl..TEN ffi S(I..I[) ROCI<."
565 f'RINT:PRINT"D E B R IS: LARGE DlH{S IF EARTH, ROCI< AND I
CLCANSE
TImf4 rur FR(J! (W'( IF TI£ I'D.WTAIN ' S FlAtf<S AS ~ AS ITS
SlIttIT. II
570 PIUNT@982,P;
575 IFIM<EYSO "/"Tl£N575ELSEClS
580 PIUNT"L I G H T N I N G: FlASIES IF LIGHTNING, GEt£RATED B

Y
HIGH.. Y DWlGEJ) DUST PARTIClES, STREAK ARru{) TIE I'D.WT AIN. "
585 f'RINT:PIUNT"F L 0 0 0 S: tUlFlOWS..KIIN WITH RMRS gnuN
G TIEH HANY
TIllES TIEIR N(J(HAL SIZE CAUSING WIDESf'READ FlOOOING AND IillLING
IUl..DLIFL"
590 PRINT:PIUNT"E ART H QUA K E S: TIESE RESlLT FR(J! TIE H
QlJ9ENT IF
HIl..TEN ROCI< WITHIN TIE I'D.WT AIN. "
595 PIUNT:PRINT"F IRE S: AEOOT A ItNlRED FIRES IERE STARTED
DlJUNGTIE
ST. IELENS ERUPTION BY lilT GASES, PYROCLASTIC flOWS, AND
LIGHTNING."
600 PRINT@982,P;
605 IFIM<EYSO "I"TIEN605ELSECLS
Lines 609-6'15: Qpenir~ scene.
609 DEFSTRE,f':E="ENTER TI£ tu«R IF TIE ACTIIJi YOO SELECT":P="P
RESS / KEY"
610 CLS :PRINT@21'1,"- TI£ SCENE -"
615 f'RINT:f'RINT"VOO ARE CAHPEI) IJi TIE WEST SIDE OF HT . ST. I£LEN

s.,

VIJJ HIKED lP FROH TI£ 00 IF A L(X;GING ROAD If£RE VOO LEFT
YILR CAR LAST NIGHT. VOO HAVE A SHALL FIRE GOING TO HAKE
SlJ£ aFFEf. "
616 f'RINT:PIUNT"TIERE IS AN EERIE QUIET. TIERE ARE NO BIRDS SIN
GING."

620 PRINT@982 ,P;
625 IFINKEY$<>"/"TIEN625ELSECLS
630 PRINT:f'RINT:f'RINTTAB(9)"SLOOEN..V VOO ARE SHAKEN BV AN EARTOO
lW(E !

THE GRO..Nl lNXl..ATES ARIlH) VIJJ. TALL FIR TREES SWAV. "
635 PRINT:f'RINT"TIEN .... A GIANT ROAR, AND TI£ TIP IF TI£ ID.MA
IN
EXPlOOES TIO.JSAN)S OF FEET INTO TIE AIR SlJSPENDEI) ON A
THICI< 1ll.lit4 OF EtACI( SHOKE." :PRINT :f'RINT"TI£ DENSE Clllll EXPAND
S AM> BEGINS TO HOVE IN VIl.R DIRECTION . "
6'10 f'RINT@982 ,f';
6'15 IFIM<EY$O "/"TIEN6'15ELSEClS
Lines 650-660, 730-7'10, 800-810, 885-B95,
9'15-955, 1005-1015, 1060-1070,1110-1120 :
Pla~r' s options of "what to do next."
650 f'RINT@276, "IIlAT SHIl.lI) Voo 00 ?"
655 PRINT@3'10,STRINGS(20,"-");
660 PRINT:f'RINT"l.) USE YIl.R CAHPING SI«JVEL. At{) OIG IN UNTIL IT
'S SAFE TO HOVE.2.) TAKE PIIlTlrnAPHS. TIEY SIO..lI) BE W(J(TH PlE
NTY .
3. ) START BACK [)OlIN TI£ H!XJNTAIN TO Y~ CAR.
'I. ) GET TO HIGH GROlilf).
5. ) TRV TO FOO S(J1E SHELTER."
665 PRINT@905,E;:INPUTD
670 ONDGOT0675,680,685,690,695
Lines 675-695, 755-770, 820-850, 910-930,
970-980, 1085-1095: Perish routines .
PrograM branches here ..tlen ~u have /lade
a fatal decision.
675 CLS:PRINT@'I'I8,"VOU JJST ru; VIl.R OlIN GRAVE. lilT ASH WILL W
RY Yoo.":GOT0700
680 ClS:f'RINT@'I'I8, "ClJ{;RATl.lATI~. VOO HAVE TAKEN S!JE REALLV
SPECTACllAR
f'ICTrnES THAT WILL BE IllPLICATED IN A IlJNOREI) NEWPAf'ERS.
VOO WILL RECEIVE HfW'f AWARDS -- ALL POSTIUOJSLV.":GOT0700
685 CLS:PRINT:f'RINT:PRINT"NQW VOO ARE USING VDrn lEAD. GET rur
IF THERE FAST!":GOT0710
690 ClS:f'RINTI?+1B,"F(J(GEl IT! lilT SllJ1I< DIOXIDE GAS COONG IJJT
IF TI£ SIDE IF
TI£ ID..NTAIN GETS VOO AS YOU CI..IIfj HIGIER.":GOT0700
695 ClS:PRINT@'I'I8,"Voo ARE TOO CLOSE TO TIE lilT ASH Fffi (W'( SI£L
TER TO BE
EFFECTIVE. TIDSE IHl TRIED THIS IERE Bl.IUEI) ALIVE.":GOT0700
700 FffiT=OT03000:NEXTT:ClS:f'RINT@330,CHR$(23)"Voo HAVE PERIStE
D";:FORX=15616TOl5679:POKEX,l'13:NEXT:FORX=157'1'1TOl5B07:POKEX,l'13
:NEXT:PRINT@710,"WANT TO TRV AGAIN (YIN)";
701 INF1JTM1IFD$="V"TIEN609
702 IFD$="N"TtEN705
703 IFD$<>"V"£rd)$O "N"TtEtnS:PRINT@'I52,CHR$(23)"ANSWER MY WIT
HAY ffi N."; :GOT0701
705 ClS:PRINTI?+18,CHR$(23)"EITI£R TAKE A SlJMVAI... ctlRSE (J(STAV
FAR AlIAV FR(J! St"".JCING
I1ClINTAINS... PREFERABlV BOTH !":f'RINT: PRINT: 00
Lines 710-715, 780-785, 965-870, 985-990,
1030-10'15, 11'10-1175: Pl~r's current
location.
710 f'RINT:PRINT:f'RINT"AS YOU Af'PROACH TIE HIKING TRAIL THAT LEAD
S ~TO
THE L(X;GING RCWl, VOO FIt{) THAT MANY TREES HAVE FALLEN ACROSS
TIE TRAD... HAKING PASSAGE DIFFICULT."
715 PRINT:f'RINT"Voo THllf< VOO REtEHBER A SIIlRT CUT [)OlIN TI£ ~
TAIN THAT ALSO
LEADS TO THE END OF THE L(X;GING ROAD."
720 PRINT@982,P;
725 IFINKEY$O "/"TIEN7Z5ELSECLS
730 PRINT@276,"IIlAT SOOJLD VOO OO?"
735 PRINT@3'10,STRINGS(20,"-")
7'10 PRINT:PIUNT"l.) ATT&T TO NAVIGATE TIE TRAIL.
2.) TAKE TIE SIIlRT CUT,"
7'15 PRINT@905,E;:INPUTD
continued OD next plge
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continued from previous page

750 ONDGOT0765,7S5
755 CLS:PRINT<?118, "IN AN EtlERGENCY lIE OFTEN FIJ\'GET EVEN TIm TH
INGS THAT lIE
IOOW WELL.- SltH AS (]ffi ~ F1IlNE Nt..JtH:R.
IN YOUR EXCITEHENT YOO (IlJICKLY FOO Yru<SELF LOST."
760 PRINT"YDrn TIHE RUNS IllT At{) YIll ARE OVERRUN BY A PYROCLASTI
C FL(}l. ":FORT=OT02000 a£XTT:GOT0700
765 CLSlPRINT:PRINT:F'RINT:PRINT"lHlER THE CIRCUMSTANCES THIS IS
THE BETTER CI«)ICE.
AT LEAST YOU KNOW THAT THE TRAIL EVENTUALLY LEADS BACK TO THE
I\'OAO.
YOU CLIMB OVER At{) lOOER HUGE FALLEN TREES AS YOU HAKE YIllR
WAY BACK OOWN THE TRAIL."
770 PRINT@982,P;
77S IFHf(EYK) "I"TI£N775ELSECLS
780 PRINT:PRINT:F'RINT:PRINT:PRINT"HN YOU ARRIVE AT YOffi CAR , Y
OU FItI) THE I\'DAD IS BlOCKED
BY SEVERAL LAI\'GE I\'OCKS WHICH RDLLED ON TO IT DrnING TIE 1lJAKE.
YOU f:MlW THAT TIE END OF THESE U~GING I\'DADS IS ONE OF TIE
ffi'ST PLACES THAT RESCUERS WILL LOOK."
785 PRINT: PRINT" til THE OTHER HAND THERE IS A CHANCE YIll CIlJLD HO
VE TI«JSE ROCKS
JUST EMl.JGH TO GET llf\'()Ij;H."
790 PRINT@982,P;
795 IFI~(EY$O "I"TlEW95ELSECLS
800 PRINT@276,"\llAT SHlULD YIll oo?"
805 PRINT@310,STR!NG$(ZO,"-")
810 PRINT:PRINT"l.) GET IN THE CAR FOR PROTECTItil At{) WAIT TO B
E RESCUED.
2. ) FIJ\'GET THE CAR AND GO OOWN THE ROAD til FOOT.
3. ) ruILD A FIRE TO ATIRACT RESClERS.
'I. ) TRY TO GET THE ROCKS IlJT IF TIE WAY."
815 PRINT@905,E;:INPUTD:CLS:ONDGOT08Z0,825,830,83S
820 PRINT@118,"SOI£ f'£0PlE DID EXACTLY THAT. 1Jf'00~TELY, THE
IR CARS
BECAI£ THEIR TIHlS.":GOT0700
B25 PRINT@118,"IT IS HARD TO OUTM A VOLCANO. YIll ARE OVERTAKE
N BY A HlDSlIDE":GOT0700
830 PRINT@118, "YIll ~'T HAVE TO WILD A FIRE HERE. IT WILL BE
PLENTY I«)T
WITHlJT IT IN A FEW I1OOTES.":GOT0700
83S PRINT"IF THERE IS A DW«:E YIll CAN USE YOffi CAR TO GET AllAY,
TAKE IT''':PRINT:PRINT:PRINT''BY USING TREE LIHBS AS A LEVER At{)
PUSHING OTHER ROCKS IlJT IF
THE WAY WITH TIE CAR, YIll HAHAGE TO GET TIflQUGH."
8'10 PRINT"AS ~ AS YIll'RE CLEAR, YIll FLOOR THE ACCELERATOR. Y
Ill'RE
GOING 80 I'f'H OOWN A DIRT ROAD. YIll ARE APPOACHING A BRIDGE THAT
CROSSES THE TOUTLE RIVER lIEN SlOOENLY A IU) FL(}l HITS. TIE
BRIDGE EXPLOOES BEFORE YIllR EYES."
815 PRINT"YIll SLAH ON THE BRAKES At{) STIJ' J.JST SHORT IF THE STEA
IflNG
DtX(UTE OOZE. YOffi WAY BlOCKED, YOU GET IlJT IF YOffi CAR AND
BEGIN RliiUNG. AFTER A WHILE YIll TTh'E At{) SLOW OOWN, BUT
LOOCING UP YIll START TO RUN AGAIN.";
850 PRINT" THE ASH CL(u) IS (;OONG."
855 PRINT@982,P;
860 IFItf(EY$<>"/"THEN860ELSECLS

B65 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"AS TIE CLom DESCENDS, IT IS AS IF S
MOt£ HAS TffiOWN A lUCK, VELVET CURTAIN OVER YOlR HEAD. ALL
LIGHT VANISHES. YIll CANNOT SEE YIll HAND IN FI\'ONT IF YOffi FACE.
IT IS HOT, BrnNlNG.
870 PRINT"YOU TRY TO CATCH YOffi BREATH, BUT YOffi TfmAT FEELS LI
KE IT IS
STlfFED WITH J./ARt1 cantil FLUFF. YOffi LlilGS BlJ<N AND YOffi EYES
STING. YIll STUIe..E AID FAlL IN THE DARKNESS."
875 PRINT@9B2,P;
880 IFItI(EY$(>"/"TIENB80ELSECLS
B85 PRINT@276,"\llAT SHOULD YIll DO?"
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890 PRINT@310,STRING$(ZO,"-")
B95 PRINT:PRINT"l.) LIE OOWN WITH YOffi FACE til TIE GR(lN).
2.) FOO SM Sl£LTER.
3. ) RlJl THE ASH FROM YIllR EYES.
'I. ) KEEP HOVING IN THE DARK."
900 PRINT@905,"ENTER THE tuIBER OF THE ACTItil YIll SEL£CT.";:llfl.I
TO
905 CLS:ONDGOT0910,915,920,925
910 PRINT@118,"THE RIGHT DECISItil, IF YIll WANT TO HAKE THIS YOffi
mRNAL
RESTING PLACE !" :GOT0700
915 PRINT@118, "I I«JPE YIll LIKE TIE SPOT YIll FIt{), BECAUSE YIll' RE
GOING TO
BE THERE FOREVER.":GOT0700
920 PRINT@118,"VOLCANIC ASH IS VERY ABRASIVE. YOIJ( EYES SI£LL U

P.
YOU WANDER AROLN> AM> ARE IJVERCOME." :GOT0700
925 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"THIS IS THE ONLY REAL CHANCE YIll HAl.£. TO
STAY WHERE YOU ARE
I£ANS CERTAIN DEATH."
930 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"YDU GET UP AtI) BEGIN WAL.KlNG WITH YOffi HAN

os IlJT Eo'EFORE

YOU TO FEEL THE WAY. ":PRINT"AFTER A WHILE YOU NOTICE THAT YOffi F
EEl FEEL I£T.
YOU THItI( YOU ARE I<WJ(lNG IN A CREEK."
93S PRINT@98Z,P;
910 IFItl:EYSO "I"THEN910ELSECLS
915 PRINT@276, "\llAT SfOJI..() YOU DO?"
950 PRINT@310,STRING$(ZO,"_")
9".J5 PRINT: PRINT "1 • ) GET IlJT OF THE WATER At«) KEEP I'OJING.
2.) WASH IlJT YOffi EYES WITH THE WATER.
3.) WALK IN THE CREEK.
960 PRINT@905,E;:INPUTD
965 CLS:ONDGOT0970,975,980
970 PRINTIWf8,"Sna YIll HAl.£ NO WAY TO KNOW IIERE YIll'RE GOING,
YIll WAt{)ER
IN A CIRCLE UNTIL EXHAUSTION TAKES 0VER.":GOT0700
975 PRINT@118,"TI£ ASHFALL IS TOO HEAVY. TIE WATER MIXES WITH I
T TO FORH A
GRITTY PASTE.":GOT0700
980 PRINT:PRINT"Sna YIll HAVE NO IDEA IF WHICH DIRECTItil YIll'RE
GOING, THIS
IFFERS THE EiST AlTERNATII.£. YIll STIXP [)()WN AM> FEEL THE WAY
TIE WATER IS FLOWING At«> FOlL(}l TIE ClflRENT [)(MtlILL. ":PRINT
985 PRINT:PRINT"YIll TRAVEL OOWN THE CREEK FOR SOI£ mtE. TlEN,
WITI«JUT WARNING
YOU PLUNGE INTO HOT WATER UP TO Y~ NECK. INSTOCTlVELY, YIll
REACH OUT IN THE DARKNESS At() GRAB I«JLD OF SMTHING •••
A Frt.LEN TREE."
990 F'RlNT"IT PlllS YIll rt.lllG OOIiISTREAH."
995 PRINT@982,P;
1000 IFm:EY$<>"/"THENI000ELSECLS
1005 PRINT@276,"\llAT SfWl) YIll DO?"
1010 PRINT@310,STRING$(ZO,"_")
1015 PRINT:PRINT"l.) LET GO OF TIE LOG At«) SWIH FOR THE BAtt:.
Z. ) SWIH Ut«RWATER.
3.) HANG til."
1020 PRINT@905,E;:INPUTD
1025 CLS:ONDGOTOI030,1030,1035
1030 PRINT@118,"THE RIVER IS FILLED WITH DEBRIS. YIll ARE I:RlJ!H:
o IN A LOG JA/1. ":GOT0700
1035 PRINT:F'RINT"THE LOG CARRIES YIll AlONG UNTIL IT ST[J>S AT A L
OG JAM.
THE END YOU ARE HOLDING ON TO SWINGS Al\iX.N) At{) RESTS ON A
SHALLOW AI\'EA BESIDE THE BANt:. YIll SCRAHBLE OUT IF TIE WATER."
10'10 PRINT:PRINT"FlNALLY, YIll CAN SEE SOI£THING ... A DIM GL(}l IN
TIE DISTANCE.
IT L[)(J(S LIKE A SEARCH LIGHT. THEN YIll REALIZE THAT IT IS THE
SUN SHINING TfmDl THE ASH CLIlJD. AS YIll GO til TIE ASH GETS

THINtIR."
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10'15 PRINT"FINALLY, THE Sltl BREAKS THROUGH AND YOU CAN SEE THE S
KY AGAIN. If' Al£AD YOU SEE A RIDGE, BELOW YOU IS A PLATEAU IF
IND£SCRIBABLE DEVASTATI~ ••• A GRAY ASH COVERED HOONSCAPL"
1050 PRINT@982,P;
1055 IFIM<EY$<>"/"THENlO55ELSECLS
1060 PRINTm6,"~T SIO.Jl..D YOU DO?"
1065 PRINT@3'10,STRING$(20,"-")
1070 PRINT:PRINT"l.) YOO ARE BLEEDING A LITTLE FROM Y~ !£AD A
tf) ARHS.
TEND TO yom h'O..MlS.
2.) GO UP TO THE RIDGE.
3.) START ~ TOWARDS Tit: PLATEAU.
'1. ) REST YIlJRSELF."
1075 PRINT~05,E;:INPUTD
1080 CLS:DtflGOTOI085,109S,1090,1085
1085 PRINW'l'l8, "YOO HAVE WASTED Wi...UABLE TItE. YOU FALL ASLEEP
AND
IIEVER WAKE If'.'' :GOT0700
1090 PRINT@'l'l8,"~ ~ EARTH WOllD YOU WANT TO GO ~ TI!RE'
POI~ GAS GETS YOU.":GOT0700
1095 PRINT@-q'18,"1f' ON THE RIDGE YOU CAN BE SEEN BETTER FROH THE

AIR.
~ ON TOP YOU GET AN EVEN BETTER APPRECIATION FOR THE AlESM:
HAGNITUOE OF THE vtl.CMU. EVERYTHING BELOW YOU IS COVERED WITH

THICK, INf'ENETRABlE SHII<E."
1100 PRINT@982,P;
110S IFIM(EYK>"/"THEN1105ELSECLS
1110 PRINT@276,"WHAT SHruLD YOU DO?"
1115 PRINTIr.3'l0,STRINGS(20,"-")
1120 PRINT:PRINT"l.) CONTINUE D!J!.il THE HOJNTAIN.
2.) TRY TO ATTRACT RESCUERS."
1125 PRINT@905,E;:INPUTD
1130 CLS:DtflGOTOll35,11'10

1135 PRINTIWI8, "TI£RE IS NO F'LACE TO GO BUT BACf( INTO THE DARf(NE
SSt
YOU SUCCUMB TO SMQf(E INHALATION.":GOT0700
Lines 11'10-1205: Win routine.
11'lO PRINT: PRINT: PRINT"SINCE YOU ARE IN AN AREA EASILY VISIBLE T

o RESCUE

HELICOPTE~$,

AND EVERYTHING BELOW YOU IS COVERED WITH TOXIC SMOKE, YOU WISELY
DECIDE TO BUILD A SIGNAL THAT CAN E:E SEEN FROM TI£ AIR."
11'15 PRINT"YOU ~'RANGE ROCf(S SO THEY SPELL ooT 's 0 S ' At«> POIN
T A LONG
ARROW TO A SHALL FIRE.
FINISHED YOU FALL TO THE G/\'OUNO EXHAUSTED, OOT FIGHTING TI£ rnG£
TO SLEEP. YOU MUST REMAIN ALERT FOO THE F1JSSIBILITY IF RESCUE."
1150 PRINT:f'RINT"AGAINST THE RUMBLING IF THE VOLCANO, YOO HEAR A
NEW SOUND •••
ALSO LOUD, BUT OOPPY."
1155 F'RINT@982,f';
1160 IFINt(EY$(>"/"THEN1160ELSECLS
1165 f'RINT@33S,"IT'S A HELICOPTER !"
1170 F'RINT:PRINT"YOU TAKE OFF YOUR TORN SHIRT AND WAVE IT WILDlY
ASH FALLS OFF YOU IN A SMALL CLOUD AS YOU JJ1P UP AND DOlIN
YELLING AS LOUD AS YOU CAN."
1175 PRINT"THEY SEE YOU AS A PLASTER GRAY FIGURE RlJlNING AROUND
IN CIRCLES. THEY LOWER A WICKER RESCUE BASVH, AM) YOO JI.J1P IN."
1180 PRINT@982,P;
1185 IFINKEYV)"I"THENl185ELSECLS
1190 PRINW271,Cfm(23)"Yoo MADE IT ' ,II
1195 PRINT@522, "YOU BEAT THE MOUNTAIN"
1200 PRINT@78'1, "CONGRATULATI~"; : f'RINT:F'RINT
1205 FORT=OT01200:NEXTT:END
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A REMARKABLE MAGAZINE

cP6ativ6
Gomputind
"The beat covered by Creative Computing
is one of the most important, explosive and
fast-changing. "-Alvin Toffler
David Ahl, Founder and
Publisher of Creative Computing

You might think the term "creative computing " is a contradiction. How can something as precise and logical as electronic
computing possibly be creative? We think
it can be. Consider the way computers are
being used to create special effects in
movies-image generation , coloring and
computer-driven cameras and props . Or an
electronic "sketchpad " for your home
computer that adds animation , coloring
and shading at your direction . How about a
computer simulation of an invasion of killer
bees with you trying to find a way of keeping them under control ?
Beyond Our Dreams

Computers are not creative per se. But
the way in which they are used can be
highly creative and imaginative . Five years
ago when Creative Computing magazine
first billed itself as "The number 1 magazine of computer applications and software, " we had no idea how far that idea
would take us. Today, these applications
becoming
so
broad , so
allare
encompassing that the computer field will
soon include virtually everythingl
In light of this generality, we take "application " to mean whatever can be done with
computers, ought to be done with computers or might be done with computers. That
is the meat of Creative Computing .
Alvin Tottler, author of Future Shock and
The Third Wave says, " I read Creative Computing not only for information about how
to make the most of my own equipment but
to keep an eye on how the whole field is
emerging .
Creative Computing , the company as
well as the magazine , is uniquely lighthearted but also seriously interested in all
aspects of computing . Ours is the magazine of software, graphics, games and simulations for beginners and relaxing professionals. We try to present the new and important ideas of the field in a way that a 14year old or a Cobol programmer can under-
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stand them . Things like text editing, social
simulations , control of household devices ,
animation and graphics , and communications networks.
Understandable Yet Challenging

As the premier magazine for beginners , it
is our solemn responsibility to make what
we publish comprehensible to the newcomer . That does not mean easy; our
readers like to be challenged . It means
providing the reader who has no preparation with every possible means to seize
the subject matter and make it his own .
However, we don 't want the experts in
our audience to be bored . So we try to
publish articles of interest to beginners and
experts at the same time . Ideally, we would
like every piece to have instructional or
informative content-and some deptheven when communicated humorously or
playfully. Thus , our favorite kind of piece is
acessible to the beginner , theoretically
non-trivial, interesting on more than one
level , and perhaps even humorous.
David Gerrold of Star Trek fame says,
" Creative Computing with its unpretentious, down-to-earth lucidity encourages
the computer user to have fun . Creative
Computing makes it possible for me to
learn basic programming skills and use the
computer better than any other source .
Hard-hitting Evaluations

At Creative Computing we obtain new
computer systems , peripherals , and software as soon as they are announced . We
put them through their paces in our Software Development Center and also in the
environment for which they are intendedhome , business. laboratory, or school.
Our evaluations are unbiased and accurate . We compared word processing printers
and found two losers among highly promoted makes. Conversely, we found one
computer had far more than its advertised
capability. Of 16 educational packages,
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only seven offered solid learning value .
When we say unbiased reviews we mean
it. More than once , our honesty has cost us
an advertiser-temporarily. But we feel
that our first obligation is to our readers and
that editorial excellence and integrity are
our highest goals.
Karl Zinn at the University of Michigan
feels we are meeting these goals when he
writes. "Creative Computing consistently
provides value in articles, product reviews
and systems comparisons ... in a magazine
that is fun to read ."
Order Today
To order your subscription to Creative
Computing , send $20 for one year (12
issues). $37 for two years (24 issues) or $53
for three years (36 issues) . If you prefer ,
call our toll-free number, 800-631-8112 (in
NJ 201-540-0445) to put your subscription
on your MasterCard , Visa or American Express card . Canadian and other foreign
surface subscriptions are $29 per year, and
must be prepaid . We guarantee that you
will be completely satisfied or we will refund the entire amount of your subscription .
Join over 80,000 subscribers like Ann
Lewin, Director of the Capital Children 's
Museum who says, " 1 am very much impressed with Creative Computing . It is
helping to demystify the computer. Its articles are helpful. humorous and humane.
The world needs Creative Computing. "

cpoatlvo

computtnfj
Attn : Elyse
P.O . Box 789-M
Morristown. NJ 07960
Toll-free 800-631 -8112
(I n NJ 201-540-0445)

The story behind the two best selling
computer games books in the world.

Computer
Games
by David H. Ahl

Everybody likes games. Children like tic
tac toe. Gamblers like blackjack. Trekkies
like Star Trek. Almost everyone has a favorite game or two.
It Started In 1971

Ten years ago when I was at Digital
Equipment Corp. (DEC), we wanted a painless way to show reluctant educators that
computers weren't scary or difficult to use.
Games and simulations seemed like a good
method .

So I put out a call to all our customers to
send us their best computer games. The
response was overwhelming. I got 21 versions of blackjack, 15 of nim and 12 of
battleship.
From this enormous outpouring I selected the 90 best games and added 11 that
I had written myself for a total of 101. I
edited these into a book called 101 Basic
Computer Games which was published by
DEC. It still is.
When I left DEC in 1974 I asked for the
rights to print the book independently.
They agreed as long as the name was
changed.

j

Contents of Basic Computer Games (right)
and More Basic Computer Games (below).

Artillery-3
Baccarat
Bible Quiz
Big 6
Binary
Blackbox
Bobstones
Bocce
Boga II
Bumbrun
Bridge-It
Camel
Chase
Chuck-A-Luck
Close Encounters
Column
Concentration
Condo!
Convoy
Corral
Countdown
Cup
Dealer's Choice
Deepspace
Defuse
Dodgem
Doors
Drag
Dr. Z
Eliza
Father
Flip
F'lur In A Row
, owar
Grand Prix
Guess-It
ICBM
Inkblot
Joust
Jumping Balls
Keno
LGame

Life Expectancy
Lissaious
Magic Square
Man-Eating Rabbit
Maneuvers
Mastermind
Masterbagels
Matpuzzle
Maze,
Millionaire
Minotaur
Motorcycle Jump
Nomad
Not One
Obstacle
Octrix
Pasart
Pasart 2
Pinball
Rabbit Chase
Roadrace
Rotate
Safe
Scales
Schmoo
Seabattle
Seawar
Shoot
Smash
Strike 9
Tennis
Tickertape
TV Plot
Twonky
Two-to-Ten
UFO
Under & Over .
Van Gam
Warfish
Word Search Puzzle
Wumpus 1
Wumpus 2

Introduction
The Basic Language
Conversion to Other
Basics
Acey Ducey
Amazing
Animal
Awari
Bagels
Banner
Basketball
Batnum
Battle
Blackiack
Bombardment
Bombs Away
Bounce
Bowling
Boxing
Bug
Bullfight
Bullseye
Bunny
Buzzword
Calendar
Change
Checkers
Chemist
Chief
Chomp
Civil War
Combat
Craps
Cube
Depth Charge
Diamond
Dice
Digits
Even Wins
Flip Flop
Football
Fur Trader
Golf
Gomoko
Guess
Gunner
Hammurabi
Hangman
Hello
Hexapawn

Hi-Lo
High I-Q
Hockey
Horserace
Hurkle
Kinema
King
Letter
Life
Life For Two
Literature Quiz
Love
Lunar LEM Rocket
Master Mind
Math Dice
Mugwump
Name
Nicomachus
Nim
Number
One Check
Orbit
Pizza
Poetry
Poker
Queen
Reverse
Rock, Scissors, Paper
Roulette
Russian Roulette
Salvo
Sine Wave
Slalom
Slots
Splat
Stars
Stock Market
Super Star Trek
Synonym
Target
3-D Plot
3-D Tic-Tac-Toe
Tic Tac toe
Tower
Train
Trap
23 Matches
War
Weekday
Word
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Converted to Microsoft Basic

The games in the original book were in
many different dialects of Basic. So Steve
North and I converted all the games to
standard Microsoft Basic, expanded the
descriptions and published the book under
the new name Basic Computer Games.
Over the next three years, people sent in
improved versions of many of the games
along with scores of new ones. So in 1979,
we totally revised and corrected Basic
Computer Games and published a completely new companion volume of 84 additional games called More Basic Computer Games. This edition is available in
both Microsoft Basic and TRS-80 Basic for
owners of the TRS-80 computer.
Today Basic Computer Games is in its
fifth printing and More Basic Computer
Games is in its second. Combined sales are
over one half million copies making them
the best selling pair of books in recreational computing by a wide margin. There
are many imitators, but all offer a fraction of
the number of games and cost far more.
The games in these books include classic
board games like checkers. They include
challenging simulation games like Camel
(get across the desert on your camel) and
Super Star Trek. There are number games
like Guess My Number, Stars and Battle of
Numbers. You'll find gambling games like
blackjack, keno, and poker. All told there
are 185 different games in these two
books.
Whether you're just getting started with
computers or a proficient programmer,
you 'lI find something of interest. You 'll find
15-line games and 400-line games and
everything in between .
The value offered by these books is outstanding . Every other publisher has raised
the price of their books yet these sell for
the same price as they did in 1974.
Moneyback Guarantee
Examine one or both of these books and
key some games into your computer. If
you 're not completely satisfied we 'll refund
the full purchase price plus your return
postage.
Basic Computer Games costs only $ 7.50
and More Basic Computer Games just
$7 .95 for either the Microsoft or TRS-80
edition (please specify your choice on your
order). Both books together are $15 . Send
payment plus $2.00 shipping and handling
to Creative Computing Press, Morris
Plains, NJ 07950. Visa, MasterCard and
American Express orders should include
card number and expiration date. Charge
card orders may also be called in tOil-free to
800-631-8112 (in NJ 201-540-0445).
Order today to turn your computer into
the best game player on the bloc\<,.

cpootivo
computinfj
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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any other important decision - check out all the
~~ .. . . . ....... . . ......... .. . . ... ~ . ~

UNDERSTANDING MICROCOMPUTERS
from Scelbi Publications

You get the fundamental concepts behi nd the
operation of virtually all microcomputers . Introduces BASIC language programming and tells
how to select a small computer system . Basic instructions for almost every cla ss of
microprocessor are illustrated along with details
on how a CPU is organized , follows directives ,
and solves problems. Explains flow charts , program worksheets and memory maps ..... . $9 .95

RUNNING WILD
by Adam Osborne (A. Osborne/ McGraw Hill)

Within the next decade, roughly half of today's
jobs will change drastically , or disappear
altogether . Will the coming years prove to be a
dream or a nightmare? Understanding the facts of
microelectronic advancements could make the difference .
Running Wild shows how the microelectronics
revolution came about , and gives an insider's look
into how it's shaping your future. .
. .. $3 .95
SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS

LEARN MICROCOMPUTERS
from Scelbi Publications

by Lon Poole and Mary Borch ers (A . Osborne / McGraw- Hili)

INTRODUCTION TO LOW RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

A collection of 76 programs you will not have to
write for yourself. Each program is presented with
BASIC source code , operating instructions , and
verbal description . If you 're a student or a beginning programmer , you can learn from this
book what well designed and documented
programs look like . .
. . $12 .50

by N. Wadsworth (Scelbi)

PET/CBM PERSONAL COMPUTER GUIOE 2nd
Edition

Today's exciting personal and small business
computing machines are generally provided with
at least some kind of Lo-Res graphics capability.
What can you do with Lo-Res graphics? You
can plot simple , or cumplex graphs to co nsolidate
data . You can also improve the presentation and
impact of almost anything you want your computer
to tell people . It can be used to animate; clarify
and amplify educational materials; or just plain
entertain people . . .
. $11 .95

by Carroll Oonahue and Janice K. Enger (A . Osborne/ McGraw Hill)

A step-by-step guide that assumes no prior
knowledge of computers. It contains a wealth of
information on everything from keyboard variations to a detailed description of RET memory . Included are: complete operating instructions for
keyboard , tape cassette , and disk units ; descriptions of all PET ICBM BASIC statements and op timal PET ICBM BASIC programming techniques ,
including input/output programming ..... $15 .00

CALCULATING WITH BASIC
by R. Guido (Scelbi)

Use your computer to calculate home mortgage
payments, interest rates , payback periods and
more. Complete routines are already worked out
for problem solving using the BASIC language .
Also includes mathematics ; finance and statistics;
mechanical engineering ; and electronics ... $8 .95

A new multimedia information package . Includes text (" Understanding Microcomputers " )
plus a high-quality cassette written for the beginner just starting in microcomputers. It covers all
the basics quickly , easily , and enjoyably . The
com panion tape includes a chapter-by-chapter
synopsis of the book . ..
.. . $14 .95
PERSONAL
SYSTEM

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT

from Scelbi Publications

When you 're in business you 've got a personal
stake in how information is managed . That 's
because information is your key 10 success . PIMS
will allow you to unleash the power of a microcomputer - and you don 'I have to become a programmer first. Use a computer for accounts receivable ,
accounts payable , maintain inventory records , run
a mailing list , and keep track of credit charges .
..........
.. ....... $11 .95

.@)
JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc .

6502 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
by Adam Osborne (A. Osborne / McGraw Hill )

Teach your CBM or Apple computer some new
tricks. Increase the capabilities and performance
of your PET ICBM .or Apple computer by learning
to program in Assembly Language ... ... $16 .99
AN INTROOUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS
Volume 1 - Basic Concepts (Revised)
by Adam Osborne (A. Osborne / McG raw Hill)

USing concepts that are common to all
microprocessor systems, this book develops a
detailed picture of what a microcomputer can do ,
how it does what it does, and how the .particular
capabilities of microcomputers can best be applied in any practical environment. This new
revised second edition incorporates all recent
microprocessor developments ..... . .... $12 .50

.l-SO SOFTWARE
COOKBOOK

GOURMET

GUIDE

AND

by N. Wadsworth (Scelbi)

Over 100 usable subroutines , plus how to use
them ........................... $15 .95

by Adam Osborne \A . Osborn/ McGraw Hill)

S-80 users can save both time and computer
memory by learning to program in Assembly
Language .. .
. .... $16 .99

by R. Ashley (Wiley & Sons )

Includes an instruction set ; floating point and
decimal arithmetic; search and sort routines ; and
more .
. ................... $12 .95

In today 's increasingly complex world of computers , this newly updated guide will prove more
useful than ever. In a sequential , cryslal clear format , it provides the basic mathematical facts,
techniques, and ideas a person must understand
to be effective in the computer world .
This self-instructional guide requires only a
minimal high school math background and no
prior knowledge of computers .
. ...... $7 .95

THE SECRET GUIDE TO COMPUTERS

WHY DO YOU NEED A PERSONAL COMPUTER?

6502 SOFTWARE
COOKBOOK

GOURMET

GUIDE

AND

by R. Findlay (Scelbi)

by R. Walter (Scelbi)

A quickie course on computers .

by Lan ce A Leventhal & Irving Stallord (Wiley & Sons)

... $5 .95

MICROCOMPUTER POTPOURRI
from Scelbi Publications

lSO ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING

BACKGROUND MATH FOR A COMPUTER WORLD ,
2nd Edition

A pocket-sized reference for the beginner . Has
a glossary covering all the jargon . Full digest
on understanding microcomputers . . . $3 .95
TAKE MY COMPUTER ... PLEASE!

Whether you 're considering buying a personal
computer or already own one , this is the book for
you I Both consumer handbook and practical
manual , it includes advantages and drawbacks of
each model , plus technical advice and sources of
equipment and informalion . Find out how to use
the personal computer to manage your finances ,
analyze stock market trends , serve as appliance
controllers, much more I
. $8 .95

by S. Clarcia (Scelbi)

'OtSCELBI Publications

An uproariously funny book about the true-life
misadventures of author Steve Ciarcia and his
computer 's inability to cooperate . Hardcover.
... .. . . . $5.95

lSO INSTRUCTION HANOBOOK

UNDERGROUND GUIDE TO BUYING A COMPUTER

by N. Wadsworth (Scelbi)

from Scelbi Publications

Convenient pocket-size manual describes Z80
capabilities in easy-to-understand terms . Designed as a practical reference to mnemoniCS,
machine codings , and usage for programmers of
every level- beginner to professional. .... $5.95

This book is a guide to buying a microcomputer .
Computers , like people , come in all sizes . So
before you buy a computer , look at the competi tion .
Treat a computer purchase just as you 'd treat
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FORTRAN IV, 2nd Edition
J. Friedmann , Ph .D., P. Greenberg , Ph .D.: A.M. Hallberg , CPA ,
MBA (Wiley & Sons)

This rev.olutionary new edition of the standard
FORTRAN guide is heavily oriented to personal
computers , Ninety percent of the material can be
implemented on microprocessors and users of
mainframe computers will also find the book applicable 10 their needs .
FORTRAN IV, 2nd Edition , give complete explanations - with comparative tables - of the
new standards for FORTRAN developed in 1977.

Whether you use FORTRAN 77 or FORTRAN IV,
the authors point out all the differences and let
you follow whichever version is right for your
machine . Previous data processing background
and access to a computer are unnecessary .
................. . ...... . $10.95
USING CP/M

is an operating system - a program designed to
let the user execute applications programs conve niently on the computer.
The book contains a comprehensive description
of all CP / M facilities and resources , instructions
for advanced operations , and complete discussions of all versions of CP/M up to and including
2.2 , COOS and MP/M .......... . ..... $13 .95

PRESS

by J . Fernandez and R. Ashley (Wiley & Sons)

...:.:....

CP/M - The Control Program for Microcomputers software package is the most widely used
microcomputer operating system . With it , tens of
thousands of users operate their microcomputers
and perform routine work functions . This is a
detailed introduction to the use of CP/M for maximum capability and efficiency - with any hardware , using any programming language.
Now microcomputer users can get the most
from their software (or " firmware " ) for best
results from their hardware ! .. . . . . ... . . . $8.95

CHESS AND COMPUTERS
by D. Levy (Compuler Science Press)

This is the first really comprehensive book on
the subject of computer chess . It describes the
earliest chess' " machine , " the famous Automaton
chess player , a detailed account of Torres Y
Quevedo 's invention that played the ending of
king and rook against king , a description of how
computers play chess , and a detailed history of
computer chess, including an account of early
Soviet attempts at chess programming . It also
contains a record of computer chess tournaments
and a description of various research projects that
are currently under way ..
. ..... $9 .95

APL - AN INTERACTIVE APPROACH
by L. Gilman. A.J. Rose (Wiley & Sons)

This revised second edition of APL - An Interactive Approach has been renamed to reflect
the fact that several versions of APL are currently
being offered. The text has undergone a modest
shift in orientation toward commercial uses of
APL .
Additional functions and features now available
in both the IBM and Scientific Time Sharing implementations have been included in this edition ,
and the chapters on workspace management and
function definition have been substantially rewritten providing additional graphic aids to the stu dent .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. $16 .95
BASIC FOR HOME COMPUTERS
by B. Albrechl . l. Finkel and J. Brown (Wiley & Sons)

Explains how to read , write and understand
BASIC programs . This guide includes applications
and games lor the hobbyist and others who want
to put their computers to work or to play. . . $7 .95

STRUCTURED BASIC AND BEYOND
by W. Amsbury (Compuler Science Press)

THE PASCAL HANDBOOK
by Jacques Tiberghian (Sybex)

A comprehensive , alphabetical dictionary of
every Pascal symbol , reserved work , identifier
and operation for most existing versions of Pascal ,
including Jensen & Wirth (Standard and CDC version) , H-P1000 , OMSI (DEC) , Pascal / Z, ISO , and
UCSD Pascal. . . . . .
. ... $14.95

TRS-80 BASIC
by B. Albrechl. D. Inman and R. Zamora (Wiley & Sons)

Beginners rapidly learn how to program the versatile TRS-80™ . The book 's unique self-teaching
format requires no previous familiarity with com puters. Packed with exciting games and computer
graphics , the book also includes learning activities in math and language arts , and applications for home management , financial computations , and household record keeping .. .... $8 .95

The BASIC programming language is presented
in an easily-understood and well-written manner
oriented toward interactive terminal use . The
author emphasized structured programming con cepts and goes beyond to include concepts related
to data structures , files , strings, list , stacks, and
queues . This text presents examples and exercises in BASIC which range from simple to
challenging and answers are provided to selected
self-review exercises.
. ........ $10 .95
PASCAL
by W. Findlay and D. Walt (Compuler Science Press)

The primary aim of this book is to teach good
programming practice based on Pascal. Its secon dary purpose is to serve as an introduction to the
language , for both the novice in computer science
and the reader who has already learned one of the
other computer languages. The emphasis is on
sound programming prinCiples, good style and a
methodical approach to program development. No
prior acquaintance with computers or with advanced mathematics is assumed .
. . $12 .95
MORE CHESS AND COMPUTERS :
THE MICROCOMPUTER REVOLUTION
THE CHALLENGE MATCH
by David Levy and Monroe Newborn (Computer Science Pre ss)

Chess-playing computer programs have improved over the past 10 years to the pOint where a
computer has even won a game with the grand master.
This book details all the exciting events in the
field since 1975. It includes a description of the
microcomputer revolution and its impact on com puter chess as well as a complete description of
the $2500 Challenge Match between David Levy
and Chess 4.5, the world champion program . No
knowledge of computers is required to enjoy this
book . . . . ......... . ............... $12.95

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER
by Rodney Zaks (Sybex)

Originally published in 1978 as " An Introduction to Personal and Business Computing" , this
best seller has been completely revised , redesigned and expanded to meet the needs of a growing
segment of the popu lation becoming interesting in
small computers .
Your First Computer has been designed as both
a basic introductory text and a reference manual ,
making it equally useful for people just becoming
curious about computers as well as experienced
programmers about to purchase their own
system .............. .... ... . ..... . . $7.95
THE CP/M HANDBOOK WITH MP/M
by Rodney Zaks (Sybex)

Control Program for Microcomputers , or CP/M

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL (Including UCSD
PASCAL)
by Rodney Zaks (Sybex)

This step-by-step guide to UCSD and STANDARD Pascals is written as a tutorial for beginners
- even those with no programming experience yet includes complex concepts for experienced
programmers . Both will find the book a usefu l
reference tool because of its logical format and extensive appendices . .
" .. $12.95
SoftSide MARC H , 1981

THE NATURE OF COMPUTATION: AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE
by Ira Pohl and Alan Shaw (Compuler Science Press)

Intended for a first course in computer SCience ,
this book deals with the core concepts of the subject paralleled with an introduction to programming. It provides the following three major objectives : a survey of the field ; an initial literacy in the
language and methods of computer science ; and a
historical , philosophical, and social perspective.
................... .. .. .. . .. . .. $16.95
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rTl Hayden Book
~

Company. Inc_

A CONSUMER'S GUIDE TO PERSONAL COMPUTING AND MICROCOMPUTERS
by Stephen Freiberger and Paul Chew (Hayden)

Both an introduction to the principles of
microcomputers that assumes no previous
knowledge on the reader's part , and a review of
64 microcomputer products from over 50
manufacturers. A selection and sources section
assists in reviewing , selecting , and purchasing
microcomputer products . Summary charts of major microcomputer products offer a quick summary of specifications for a given products. $8 .95

and program documentation , including flow chart
and ideas for variations . . . ... ...... . ... $5.50
THE MIND APPLIANCE : HOME COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS
by T. G. Lewis (Hayden)

Chock full of unique and challenging ideas for
applying your computer to home use . Make your
computer write poetry , balance a checkbook, dial
a telephone automatically , handle household
budgets , menu planning, shopping lists and income tax calculations . Dozens of BASIC language
programs .... . . .. .. . .. . .... . . . .. _... $9 .55
HOME COMPUTERS CAN MAKE YOU RICH
by Joe Weisbecker (Hayden)

l-8o AND 8080 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING
by K. Spracklen (Hayden)

The best introduction to Assembly Language we
sell. You should have experience in BASIC . $7 .95

Language , the Radio Shack Editor/Assembler ,
T-Bug , and debugging methods . Also explains
how to move data, the use of arithmetic , compare ,
logic , bit operators , shifts , strings, tables, input,
output, and 12 commonly used subroutines . Well
indexed and illustrated ............... . . $3 .95

Here's a valuable text which contains a wealth
of down-to-earth money-making opportunities in
the field of personal computing . You'll learn about
free lance writing , programming , consulting and
inventing . Ideas for articles , books , programs,
games , gadgets , arts, crafts , tools , services, attachments , computer-made products , investing
and speculating are discussed.. .
. . $6 .50

CompuSoft®
Publishing
THE 8ASIC HANDBOOK
by Dr. David Lien (Compuso")

This book is unique . It is not a textbook. It 's
far more than a dictionary. It is a virtual encyclopedia of the BASIC language . It explains
over 250 BASIC words, how to use them and
alternate strategies . Since over 50 computers
are represented, yours is probably in here too .
. .............. .... . ..... .. ... $14.95
LEARNING LEVEL II
by Dr. D.A Lien (Compuso")

ADDISON-WESLEY

.&

A user's guide to Radio Shack Level II BASIC.
...................
. ... $15 .95

PUBLISHING

~~ COMPANY
LITTLE BOOK OF BASIC STYLE

PATHWAYS THROUGH THE ROM

by J. M. Nevison (Addison -Wesley)

Ideal reference for BASIC programmer, junior
high to research scientist. Indexed , illustrated ,
151 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .. . . . $5 .95

.0.

by R.M. Richard son , R.Fuller, J.I. Phillipp . G. Blank . J. Hartford
(SoftSide Publications)

The definitive guide to Level II BASIC . Includes
Super Map by Fuller Software . The TRS -80
Disassembler by George Blank and DOS Map by
John Hartford ....................... $19 .95

0 • • . IJG COMPUTER
•••
SERVICES
TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES
by Harvard C. Pennington (I.J .G)

SARGON HANDBOOK
by D. Spracklen K. Spracklen (Hayden)

Complete documentation covering all algorithms
in " Sargon " can be found in this guide book .
Contains complete table of contents , block
diagram of the program four part introduction .
Z80 listing , and an index to subroutines . Fully annotated .
. .......... . . . . $15 .95
TEN EASY PIECES : CREATIVE PROGRAMMING
FOR FUN AND PROFIT
by Hans Sagan and Carl Meyer Jr. (Hayden )

An introduction to the BASIC language through
computer games . Written in an informal style , it
stimulates interest in creative programming of
games of chance and of skill . Teaching by exampie , these games illustrate the various programming techniques at stages of difficulty which are
suitable to almost unlimited modification ,
simplification , or amplification . The text requires
little knowledge of elementary mathematics . $7 .95
STIMULATING SIMULATIONS, 2nd EdHlon
ATARI VERSION
by C. W. Engle (Hayden)
An exciting handbook containing twelve
" simulation programs, " which are actually game
programs . Clearly written in a BASIC .format that
is compatible with-all microcomputers , they are all
original and well-documented. Each program is
presented with a listing , sample run, instruction,
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If you are serious enough about disk programming to own BSM -2D or NEWDOS then you ought to
purchase this book . It explains the organization
and features of TRS -DOS 2.0 ,2. 1,2.2; NEWDOS ;
and VTOS . Gives detailed procedures for recovery
of lost data . While this book is expensive- 81fz"
by 11 " format with typewritten instead of typeset
printing - the information is worth the price.
.......................
. .. $22 .95

MICROSOFT
MYSTERIES

8ASIC

DECODED

AND

OTHER

by Harvard C. Pennington (I.J.G)

The definitive guide to your disassembled Level
II ROMs . To supplement the 124 pages of comments there are six additional chapters , covering
every single ROM routine in depth . Exploit the full
power of Microsoft BASIC , with the aid of hundreds of examples , explanations and sample
Assembly Language routines .... .. . . ... $29 .95

RadiO

Ihaeli
TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
by W. Barden . (Radio Shack)

Covers Z80 , Introduction to Assembly
SO[ISide MARCH , 198t

CP/M SOFTWARE SUMMARY GUIDE
from Rainbow Associates

A concise , handy summary of the major software used on most CP/M systems . Included are
summaries of the CP/M operating system ,
Microsoft BASIC, CBASICS$ , and the CP / M
utilities DESPOOL$ , MAC$ and TEX .
The CP/M Softwara Summary Guida is designed to be especially easy to use . Features are
organized alphabetically , so the reader can find an
explanation quickly rather than having to page
through various function sections. . ..... $4 .95

H .W. SAMS&Co.
TRS-80 INTERFACING
by J.A. Titus (H .W. Sams & Co)

What you need to know to connect your S-80
to the world . Assumes knowledge of some
Machine Language programming ... .. $8 .95
TRS-8o INTERFACING (Book Two)
by Titu s. Titus . and Larson (HW . Sams & Co)

Introduces you to more advanced interfacing
techniques that allow you to do new things with
your S-80 computer . You learn how to drive highcurrent and high-voltage loads , how to generate
voltage and current signals used in a variety of
control applications , and how to measure
unknown voltages and currents with your com puter . Contains complete software examples .
. . . . . . . . . .. .
. ...... . . $10 .95

by W. Morris and J. Cope
commands to control choice of input. Notice how the Atari 'STICK' comKEY: Keyboard input.
mand is used to scroll the possible
Flags is an Atari program
Documentation
choices while the STRIG statement
requiring at least 16K memory.
is used to signify the player's selecLines 20-50:
This program uses Atari's
Title Page
tion.
colorful graphics capabilities to
Line 9140 controls the scolling of
Lines 60-90:
display national flags on the
Game Delimiter - Player sets the possible choices through recongnizscreen. The object, then, is to dig
limit on the length of the session. ing only an 'up' input. Once receivback in your mind to your 7thLine 90 sends the program to line ed, the program branches to the apgrade geography class and
8000 after the final emblem.
propriate line.
associate the flags with the
Lines 100-140:
Line 9150 is used to recognize the
countries which they represent. It's
Random
selection
of
the
country
player's
choice of the country's flag.
not only fun, but painlessly
Line 9170 equals correct answer
and flag to be identified. If R >18
educational as well! All the
necessary prompts and instructions branch to line 1000, otherwise we go while 9200 registers an incorrect entry.
are given by the program as it runs. to 2000.
Lines
1000-1090:
Play with this for awhile, and
Lines 10000-10360:
Routine to draw VERTICAL
the next time you visit the United
Data
lines
containing country and
bars. Line 1010 branches to 3000 if
Nations building you'll be able to
color data.
r 8 to draw a crest.
impress all your friends out of
Lines 15000-15010:
Lines 2000-2010:
their minds.
Data lines for two voice anthem.
Routine
to
draw
HORIZONTAL
Flag Variables:
Lines 30000-30020:
bars. Line 2010 is a conditional
A$: Country name.
Sound
routine for siren affect.
branch to 3000 if R< 25 to draw
BO, Bl, B2, CO, Cl, C2: Color
Lines 30040:
a
crest
in
the
flag
center.
luminescences.
Sound
routine
for Anthem. A, B,
Line 3000:
NU: Number of flags to identify.
C and D are dummy variables used
Crest Routine
PR: Current number of flags being
to speed up the read process.
Lines 8000-end:
identified.
Lines 30100-30130:
The
participant
chooses
whether
SCORE: Current number correct.
Delay Routines.
to end the session or start again.
TOT AL: Current number of
Lines 9000-9200
Lines 31000-31060
entries.
The main game loop section.
STICK, STRIG: Joystick
Introduction
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o REM III FLAGS III
1 REM III ~ Horris &J. Cope III
10 DIM A$(81),Bf(20)
20 GRtf'HICS 18:SETC(UIR i,i,l:COI..OR 32
:PlOT 6,5:? t6;"flags":GOSI..(( 30m
30 ? to:? t6:? 10;" instructions [~n]
?"

iO Of'EN 11,i,O,"K:":GET 11,KEY
50 GOSlI: 30000:IF KEY=B9 nEN GOSI..(( 31
000
60 GRAPHICS 2: SETCll.ffi 1,11,0: SETCtlJIR
2,11,6:SETCll.ffi i,ll,O:COLffi 32:PlOT
0,3
70 ? to I"to! IiAHY FLAGS DO":? 16;"
YOU \!ISH TO":? t6i"
IDENTIFY?":?
80 IHf'UT HU
90 f'li'=PR+l:IF PR--ttJ+l TI£N 8000
100 RESTORE :~~INT(RND(0)137)+1
110 F[Jl Z=1 TO R:AS="":READ AS,CO,BO,C
1,Bl,C2,B2:NEXT Z:FOR Z=LEN(A$)+l TO 8
O:A$(Z)=" ":NEXT Z:AS(81l="I"
120 GRAPHICS 3:SETCll.ffi O,CO,BO:SETCll.
OR 1,Cl ,Bl :SETCOLffi 2,C2,b'2:SETCll.(IR i
130 If R>17 THEN GOTO 2000
110 GOTO 1000
1000 FOR Z=2 TO 16:COLOR l:PlOT 6,Z:(IR
AIITO 15,Z:Cll.OR 2:PlOT 16,Z:DRAWTO 25,
Z:Cll.ffi 3:PlOT 26,Z:DRAWTO 35,Z:NEXT Z

1010 IF R<8 THEN GOSLE: 3000
1090 GOTO 9000
2000 FOR Z=l TO 3:Cll.(IR Z:Fffi Y=l TO 5
:PLOT 6,(Z-1)I5+Y+l:DRAWTO 35,(Z-1115+
Y+l:NEXT Y:NEXT Z
2010 IF R<Z5 THEN GOSlE 3000
Z090 GOTO 9000
3000 COI..OR i:FOR Z=19 TO Z2:PlOT Z,8:P
lOT Z,10:NEXT Z:PlOT 19,9:RETURN
8000 GRAPHICS 18:SETCll.(IR 2,2,O:SETCll.
OR i,Z,O:COLOR 32:PlOT i,3:PRINT t6;SC
ORE;" ooT (F "nOTAL
8010 PlOT 1,6:PRINT t6;"pla~ again (~
nl":GET tl,KEY:IF KEY=B9 Tl£N ~w
8020 Et«>
9000 IF R>33 THEN RESTORE
9005 READ B$:POKE 752,1:Fffi Z=21 TO 61
STEP 20
9010 FOR Y=l TO 7:READ BS:NEXT Y
9020 A$(Z,Z+19)=B$:NEXT Z
9100 ?" !fiAT COlMRY FlIES THIS FLA
G?":GOSl£ 30120:GOSlE 30120
9110 R=INT(RND(01I1)120:Z=R
91Z0 Z=Z+ZO:IF I >61 THEN Z=l
9130 GOSlI: 30020:? !? :? ,AS(Z,Z+191:?
9110 IF STICK(01=11 THEN 9120
9150 IF STRIG(O)=l THEN 91~0
9160 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT ,A$(l,201:PRI
NT !IF Z<>l THEN 9200
SoftSide MARCH , 198 1

9170 SCORE=SCORE+l:TOTAL=TOTAL+l:PRINT
" cmR£CT
OF "nOTAl..
9180 FOR Z=l TO 3:FOR Y=O TO 6 STEP Z:
SETC!l.OR 1,O,Y:GOSI..(( 30130:NEXT Y:GOSU
B 30000:NEXT Z:GOTO 90
9200 TOTAL=TOTAL+1!PRINT" INCORRECT
SCCJiI: ";SCORE;" OUT (F ";TOTAL:GO
SUB 30010:GOSI..(( 30110:GOTO 90
10000 DATA HEXICO,11,O,O,13,3,O
10010 DATA BARBADOS,8,O,13,lZ,8,O
10020 DATA GUATEKALA,8,O,O,13,8,O
10030 DATA PERU,3,O,O,13,3,O
10010 DATA CAHEROON,13,O,3,O,13,12
10050 DATA RWANDA,3,O,13,lZ,13,O
10060 DATA SENEGAL,11,O,13,12,3,O
10070 DATA IRELAt«l,13,O,O,13,2,O
10080 DATA ITALY,13,O,O,13,3,O
10090 DATA ~,8,O,13,12,3,O
10100 DATA CHAD,8,O,13,lZ,3,O
10110 DATA GUINEA,3,O,13,12,11,O
10120 DATA IVORY COAST,3,O,O,13,13,O
10130 DATA KALI,13,O,13,12,3,O
10110 DATA NJGfRIA,13,l,O,13,13,l
10150 DATA BElGIUH,O,O,13,12,3,O
10160 DATA FRANCE,8,O,OJ13,3,O
10170 DATA INOIA,3,O,O,13,13,O
10180 DATA EGYPT,3,O,O,13,O,O
continued on nexl paRe
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continued from. pre¥iou5 PAle

INVENTORY

's'

J
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-----W

by Roger W. Robitaille Sr.
Inventory'S' is an exciting advance in small business
software for the TRS-80". Its in-memory system of data
storage solves the problems of both sequential and random
access files, while providing extremely fast, random access to
any r~cor~. Other advantages include the ability to use any
co~b,"atlon of characte~s for stock number; an exceptionally
flexible record format (field names are user definable); and
the ability to store data to tape or disk and upgrade at any
time. Up to 150 items can be stored per 16K of available
memory, with stock number, description, cost, vendor,
reorder, and profit data in each record . Use your present
stock numbers (a sort function is included), unlike competing
systems which force you to use a different "record number II
User-definable screen and printer reports let you see just the
data you need, when you need it.
Inventory '5' can be used effectively with a 16K, tape based
system or a 48K, disk and printer system.
TAPE VERSION, 16K (min.), LEVEL II $24.95
32K DISK VERSION . . ..... . ..... . ... . $39.95
WITH INVOICING ON DISK .... . ... $59.95

..
)
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I
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~
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ORDER TOLL FREE:

IAIiiiiihl

1·800·258·1790

CICI

(In NH call 673-5144)
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10190 DATA BOLIVIA,3,O,13,12,13,O
10200 DATA NIGER,2,O,O~3,ll,O
10210 DATA VENEZUELA,13,12,8,0,3,3
10220 DATA BULGARIA,0,13,13,5,3,0
10230 DATA EAST GERHANY,0,0,3,0,2,1
10210 DATA YUGOSLAVIA,8,0,O,13,3,O
10250 DATA PARAGUAY,3,O,O,13,8,0
10260 DATA LUXEMBURG,3,0,0,13,10,0
10270 DATA NETHERLANDS,3,0,0,13,8,0
10280 DATA WEST GERHANY,0,O,3,O,2,2
10290 DATA ETHIOPIA,l1,O,13,12,3,0
10300 DATA GABON,11,0,13,12,8,0
10310 DATA HUNGARY,3,0,O,13,11,O
10320 DATA SIERRA LE~,11,0,0,13,8,0
10330 DATA SUOAN,0,0,13,12,13,0
10310 DATA AUSTRIA,3,O,O,13,3,O
10350 DATA UPf{R VOLTA,O,O,O,13,3,O
10360 DATA EL SAlVAOOR,8,O,O,13,8,O
15000 DATA 81,193,81,193,96,217,121,21
3,121,213,96,193,96,193,81,162,81,162,
60,213,60,213,60,213,60,213,60,213
15010 DATA 60,213,60,213
30000 FOR 1.1=200 TO 100 STEP -1:SOUNO 0
,U,10,1:NEXT U:SOUND O,O,O,O:RETURN
30010 SOUND 0,210,12,8:FOR TT=l TO 50:
NEXT TT!SOUND 0,0,0,0: RETURN
30020 SOUND O,100,10,8:FOR TT=1 TO 20:
NEXT TT:SOUND O,O,O,O:RETllRN
30030 FOR 1.1=1 TO 10:SOUND O,INT(RHD(O)
1100),1O,1:NEXT U:SOUND O,O,O,O:RETURN
30010 FOR U=l TO 37:READ A$,A,B,C,O,E,
F!NEXT U

30050 FOR 1.1=1 TO 16:READ US,I.Ii::SOHl 0
,US,10,6:SOUND I,UR,10,1:GOSUB 30130:G
OSUB 30130:NEXT U
30060 SOUND O,O,O,O:SOUND 1,0,0,0:REST
ORE :RETURN

30100 FOR TT=1 TO 2000:NEXT TT
30110 FOR TT=l TO 500:NEXT TT
30120 FOR TT=l TO 100:NEXT TT
30130 FOR TT=l TO 10:NEXT TT:RETURN
31000 GRAPHICS O:SETCOLOR 2,8,0:SETCOL
OR 1,8,0:POKE 752,1!? :? :PRINT ,"Welc
OfIe to FLAGS"
31005 ? :? :? :? "Upon entering the nu
llber of national":? "E!fIblellS yolJ wish
to identify, a flag"
31010 ? "will be displa<;!ed on the sere
en.":? "Push the jCl'jSticlc. forward to v
iew the"

31020 ? "1 possibilities. Pressing th
e ":? "jCl'jStick button will signify yo
ur"

31030 ? "choice. After an incorrect gu
ess":? "the I!IIblefl will be identified
for YOLI"
31035 ? "before proceeding to the next
flag.":? :? "A large 'C' in the ertble
,,'s center"
31037? "represents a crest.":? :? :?
"
PRfSS (VlY KEY TO CONTINl£":POKE
761,255
31050 IF PEEK(761)=255 THEN 31050
31060 POKE 761,255:GOSUB 30000:RETURN

4Si
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COMPUTERS
(0 APPLE II PLUS Computer , 48K RAM ('47-203) ...... " . .. . . .. ................ _.... . 51199.00

PERIPHERALS

o

o

SUP-R-MOD RF Modulator ('47-1 00 ) ....... . . .. . . .. . .......... . ...... . . .. . .. . .. . .. $34 .95
APPLE II Disk Controller w/Drive ('47-004) ..... _...... . ............. .. ...... . . ... . 5579 .00
APPLE II Disk Drive ('47-005) ........... .. ........... ... . . . .. ... .. . . ........ . .. $439.00
LOBO Disk Drive ('47-3101 ) .... .. .... . .. . . ..... . .......................... . .... $379.00
MICROSOFT l-GOSoftCard ('47-80) ....... . ..... .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . ... . . .... . .. $279 .00
MICROSOFT RAMCard ('47-81 ) ................ . .. ....... .. ..... ......... .... . . . 5169 .00
AppleSoft BASIC Language Card ('47-ASC ) . ... . . . .......... .. .... . .......•.. .. .... 5195.00
Integer BASIC Language Card ('47-IC ). ......... .... .. . . ........... .. .. .... ....... 5195.00
PASCAL Language Card ('4T-PAS) ................ . .......... . ...•..... . .. ... . .. . $469 .00
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER Apple Clock ('47-MH003 ) .......... . . ......... . .... . ..... . . $269 .00
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER ROMWriter ('47-MH015 ) . .. ................... ... . . ........ $169.00
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER ROMPlus w/Fllter ('47-MH007 ) . . . .... .......... . ... ........ . $189.00
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER Music System ('47-MH022 ) ........... .... ..... . ........ . ... $519.00
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER A/D + D/A ('47-MH023)..... . . ........................ . . .. $329.00
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER Expansion Chasis ('47-MH024) ....... • ... . . . . . . .. . . . ........ $609.00
HARD SIDE Memory Upgrade Kit ('5-1102) ..... ... ...... . .......... . ......... . . .. .. . $59.00
APPLE Silentype Printer w/lnterface ('47-000) ... . ..... ........ .. . .. . . . . .. .. ..... . . $569.00
EPSON Parallel Printer Card and Cable ('47-9) ..... .. ........ . ... .. ... . .. ... . . .... . . $100.00
CCS Arithmetic Processor ('47-7811C) ... .. . . .. • ..... . .. .. . . . .. .. .... .... ........ $399 .95
CCS Asynchronous Serial Interface ('47-7710A) ...... . ... . .. . ... . • .. . . . . ..... . .. .. . $159.95
CCS Synchronous Serlalinterface ('47-7712A) ..... .. . .. .. . ....... . ... . ...... . .. . .. $159.95
CCS GPIB (IEEE-488) Interface (f47-7490A) ........ . .... . ....... .. ... .. ............ $300.00
CCS Calendar/Clock Module ('47-7424A) .... . . . . . .. ...... . ........ . .... . ... .. .. .. $125.00
LYNX Communications Interface ('19-85) . ...... . .. ... .... . . . ... ... .. . . . . .. .. .. ... 5239.00
KURTA APPLE Graphics Tablet('47-1000) ............................ . ... .... .. .. . $659.00
VERSAWRITER ('47-1100) ... .. . . .................. .. ...................... . . .. $239.00
ALF AM-II Music Synthesizer ('47-1200) .... . . . . . .... . ...... . . • . ... . ..... .. .. . .. .. $189.00
LEEDEX 12" B/W Monitor ('5-100) ........ . ....... . •.. . . . ........ ........ .. ... . . 5159.00.
NEC 12" Monochrome Monitor ('5-200) ......•. . . ..•.............. . .. .. . ......... $239.00
Color Video Receiver ('26-3010) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . ...... $389.00
TEAMS: Pric es and specifications are suject to change . HARDStDE ac·
cepts VISA & MASTERCARD . Certified checks and Money Orders: Person al
checks accepted (lakes 3 weeks to clear). HARDSIOE pays all shipping
Charges (within the 48 slates) on all PREPAID orders over $100.00. On all
orders under $100 a 52.50 handling Charge must be added . COO orders ac·
cepted (orders over $250 requ ire 25% depOSit). there Is a $5.00 handling
charge. UPS Blue label , and Air Freight available al exira cost. TRS·80 Is a
Iradmark 01 Tandy Corp.

6 South St . Milford . N H 03055 (603)673 -5144

TOLL FREE OUT·OF·STATE
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Strategic Simulations

Typino
Tuto(
by Roy Groth

Wish you were a better typist,
but don't want to take (or pay for)
a class? Teach yourself to type
with the aid of your microcomputer. With TYPING
TUTOR you will be quizzed and
graded, but you set the pace at
which you learn. TYPING
TUTOR is a set of programs that
lets you become as good a typist as
you wish, allowing you to advance
from one level to the next when
you feel comfortable with your
skills .
Let "hunt and peck" slip into
the past, teach yourself speed and
accuracy on the keyboard with
TYPING TUTOR.

S-80 1 I 6K / Cassette / Levei I I
... . . ....... ..... .. .. .. $19.95

~

Historic wargaming may be the only intellectual hobby which creates more intensely devoted fanatics than home computing. When two wargamers spend an
evening refighting a famous battle, they'll spend several hours happily setting
up the gameboard, firepower charts , unit strength tables and so forth .. .all
before the first shot can be fired! There are such paper and pencil simulations
of every famou s battle from Shiloh to EI Alamein. If you've ever tried one,
you already know the excitement and challenge of trying to be a better general
than Rommel.
You can get the game program, two mapboard charts (for plotting secret
strategies in grease pencil between moves), two ship data charts, two system
command cards, a loading instruction sheet, and a rulebook . If you've got
an Apple II Plus (or an Apple II with Applesoft Firmware ROM Card) with
48K memory and a 5 V4" mini floppy disk drive, you can be playing Computer Bismarck in a few days . .. ... . .............. . ...... . ....... $59.95
Computer Bismarck is also available for the 8-80 user.
16K Cassette Level II . .......... . .. ... .. . .. .. ... . .. ............. $49.95
Disk . .... . . .. ... .. . .... . ..... . ........... . . . . . . ....... ..... .. $59.95

AMBUSH ':
Computer controlled mapboard of a typical French
Step-by-step computer regulated play.
Extensive line of sight rules providing for hidden movement.
Each soldier individually rated for strength, intelligence, dexterity , and
marksmanship.
Realistic weapons, characteristics, and explosives.
Sophisticated movement rules permitting running. walking. crawling. dodging.
and sneaking.
Simultaneous execution of orders.
Ability to save a game in progress and restart it at a later date .
Playing time I to 5 hours . 48K Apple Disk Machine Language .. $59.95

t~.::::~:E
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Keep Ahead of Microcomputer
Developments

With the Professionars-<:hoice
Interface Age is the most up-to-date
source of microcomputer hardware
and software advances. Whether
you need to be informed for future
purchases or to make comparisons,
Interface Age should be #1 on your list.
• It has more new product
information than any other
small systems publication
• Indepth hardware and software reviews
• Software and hardware applications
• Programming
• Robotics
• Book reviews
• Business applications
• Educational applications
• Latest technologies
• Tutorials

Take advantage of this no-risk trial
subscription offer. If for any reason
you are not completely delighted with
the first issue, we will refund your
payment in full. Order your subscription
to INTERFACE AGE now with this
convenient coupon.

r---------------NO-RISK TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
12 issues for $18 .00 . Thafs a 40 % savings off the single copy
price . And if you are not delighted with the first issue, your pay·
ment will be refunded in full.

MAIL TOOAY

o
o
o
o
o

o

One Year (12 Issue.) 518 (U.S. only)

Check enclosed
Must be in U.S.
funds drawn on
U.S. bank

Two Years (24 issues) $30 (U .S. only)
CanadalMexlco One Year 520
Foreign Sur1aceMaii One Year 535
Foreign Air Mail One Year 550
Payment must accompany this order.

Card No.

Exp . Date

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State

__

Zip

__

Make check or money order payable 10: INTERFACE AGE Magazine
P OBox 1234. Dept SS 1. Cerrit os. CA 90701
Allow 6-8 weeks for delive ry.
L _______________
_
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he Right Too
for the job.
STAD

RAMWARE
Unlock the power of the Z-80 with STAD (Symbolic Trace and Debug) a
powerful monitor with special Debugging . Single step through the Machine
Language programs. For tape and disk systems.
16-48K on one S-80 Cassette .... , ....... . .............. . .. ... ...... . . $24.95

EDITOR/ASSEMBLER PLUS

MICROSOFT
Plus what? Well , you get the features of the T-Bug and the original
editor/assembler; plus macros and conditional assembly; plus extra com mands like substitute, move, copy, and extend; plus Z-Bug.
S-80 16K Cassette . .... . ... . . .. ....... . . . .. . ...... ........ . . . ........ $29.95

From
Adventure
Interna tional

RS M 2/2 D

Step into a new
dimension
in literature.
The computer sets the sce ne with a
fictio nal situation, which you read from
the terminal. Then you beco m e a
c hara cter in the story: When it's your
turn to speak, you type in your
response. The dialogue of the other
c haracters, and even the plot, will depend on what yo u say.
Six Micro Stories offers an introduction to Interactive Fiction . Six short
stories involve you in a v ari ety of situations . You are an American spy in
Hitler's Third Reic h, the pilot of a
doomed 747, and more.
Local Call for Death is a detective
story consi derab ly more c hallengin g
than the above program . This one will
put YO'u r analytic sk ills to th e test.
Two Heads of the Coin is a
psychological mystery set in the London of Sherlock Holmes. Most
chal lenging of all , this program will tax
yo ur o bse rva tional skills and, above all ,
your imagination .
On S-80 Disk . Requires user to have
a copy of TRSDOS 2.2 or 2.3.

...... $14.95
Six Micro Stories.
.$19.95
Local Call For Death .
. .. $19.95
Two Heads of the Coin .

t~,::::::.\
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SMALL SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
22 commands to control your S-80 Z-80 processor! Examine ROM, text RAM ,
program in Machine Language, read/write Machine Language tapes, and
much more! RSM-2 tape loads at top of 16K Level lor II. RSM-2 disk includes
three versions for 16K, 32K, and 48K.
RSM-2 S-80 16K Cassette .................. .... ... . ................. $26.95
RSM -2D S-80 Disk .. .. . . . .. .. ... _.. ..... .. . . .. ... . .......... . . _.. . ... $29.95

Z-80 ZAP CMD

RAMWARE
Powerful disk modification utility in Machine Language allows you to READ,
DISPLAY , MODIFY , WRITE, and COMPARE disk sectors. It will calculate Hash
Index Codes. You can recover killed disk files . Search for a byte and have it
identified wit h a flashing cursor. Do disk backups, apply patches and fixes ,
and explore your disk. Instruction manual included .
S-80 16K Disk Machine Language .. . .. ..... ... . ... . ..... . _. .. . . . .... . . $29.95

ULTRA-MON

INTERPRO
Ultra-mon is the first ROM independent Machine Language monitor which
puts you in COMPLETE CONTROL with exclusive INTERPRETIVE EXECUTION .
Each instruction is individually fetched , decoded , disassembled , and
analyzed by Ultra-mon 's " BRAIN " so that your efforts cannot " Bomb-out " and
so that you can put breakpoints anywhere.
Ultra·mon displays, disassembles, traces (hard·copy trace disassembly,
too!) lineprints , modifies, relocates memory, and even relocates itself with its
commands .
Totally ROM independent, Ultra-mon will work in both the old and the new
ROM independent and will not be affected by any lower-case modifications .
16K S·80 Cassette Machine Language ... .. ... . ... . . . ... . ....... . ... . . $24.95

SUPER UTILITY

BREEZE COMPUTING
If you thought SuperZap was something wait until you get your hands on
SUPER UTILITY! Possibly the most powerful utility program on the market for
your S-80, SUPER UTILITY permits you to:
- Automatically repair a scrambled directory by fixing both HIT and GAT
tables ;
- Format a disk without erasing data files;
- Format a backup virtually any disk except itself;
-Recover killed files;
- Purge a disk;
-Execute a complete Directory check;
- Repair bootstrap function ;
-Totally ROM independent;
- Plus other features too numerous to mention .
S-80 16K Disk . ....... ... . .... .... ....... . ........ .. .. . . . . . . . _.. ..... $49.95

6 Soulh SI . Milford. NH 03055 (603 )673·514 4
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FROM

SYcNERGISTIC
)p* >} SOFTWARE
HIGHER GRAPHICS

HIGHER TEXT

Complete shape generation, manipulation, and utilization
tools for the programmer. Add sophisticated graphic displays
and effects to your programs. Shape Maker, Table
Combiner, Screen Creator, four shape tables, three High-Res
displays, and the Machine Language graphics routines
required to produce high resolution graphics on the Apple II.
Apple 48K Disk Integer BASIC ... .. ..... . ...... ... $24.95

Print characters in upper case, lower case, upside down,
sideways ... in any color! Script, Old English, foreign
languages and special scientific symbology included . Define
your own specialized or decorative character sets.
Customized displays without any hardware modifications!
Apple II, Apple II Plus, 24K Disk Machine Language .. $35.00

MAILING LIST DATA BASE
PROGRAM LINE EDITOR
Full feature line editors for both Integer and Applesoft
programs. Program development and modification can now
be completed in a tenth the time previously required .
Apple II, Apple II Plus 24K Disk Machine Language. $40.00

Enter and store a list of names with associated addresses,
phone numbers, comments, and code designations. List,
search, edit, print labels; convert prior mailing lists. Up to
225 records can be located on line at any time.
Apple 48K Disk Applesoft. . ... .. ... ........ .. . $34.50

MODIFIABLE DATA BASE

DUNGEON CAMPAIGN
Lead an expeditionary force into an underground
labyrinth, but watch our for monsters, pitfalls, poisonous
vapors, evil sorcerors, and those pesky pterodactyls!
Apple 16K Cassette Integer BASIC . . .. .... ... . . .. . . $14.95
Apple 16K Disk Integer BASIC .. . .. . .. ... . ... ...... $17 . 50

WILDERNESS CAMPAIGN

Now you can have a data base program that can be
customized at will. The variety of applications is endless,
c... limited only by your imagination . Machine language searches
( and sorts permit immediate access to files. Data
~ manipulation - editing, printing, or deleting - has never
OC been easier.
'
Apple 48K Disk Applesoft. . .. .......... .. .. ... ... . $79.50

?

00

Free the kingdom of Draconia from the clutches of the --"'Evil Necromancer! Your party must overcome obstacles and
l
defeat hostile inhabitants . Explore tombs, temples, castles,
and ruins, in search of gold and magic .
Apple 48K Cassette Integer BASIC .. . ..... ..... . . ... $17 .50
Apple48K Disk Integer BASIC ... .. _. _. . . _. _....... $19.95
Both adventures on Disk, 48K Integer . .. ... .... . .... . $32.50

VISA

ODYSSEY: THE COMPLEAT
ADVENTURE
Now an adventure that combines all of the elements of
Wilderness Campaign and Dungeon Campaign with many
new features. Here' s your chance to establish yourself as a
shaper of destiny.
Apple II 48K Disk Integer BASIC ..... ............. $29.95

6 South St., Milford. NH 03055 (603) 673-5144
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by David Steenson
Apple translation by Jon Voskuil

The game is played on a ten-byten board which will be fully
displayed on the screen throughout
"Strategy Strike" is a game that
the game. Player 1 sets up the
pieces on the top four rows of the
requires a 16K Level II S-80 or an
Apple II or Apple II Plus. The
board, and player 2 sets up pieces
program is equipped with sound,
on the bottom four rows. The two
middle rows are left blank at the
so an external amplifier is
start of the game. When both
needed for the S-80 version.
players have set up their armies,
they will have a chance to make
"Strategy Strike" is a fastany needed changes.
moving game that combines both
logic and memory. Players attempt
SETUP
to capture the opposing player's
Player 1 sets up pieces on rows
flag by moving an army of 40
1-4 (row 1 is the back row and row
pieces across a battle board
4 is the front row). To place any
frontwards, backwards, or
of the movable pieces (except the
sideways.
Spy) on the board, simply type the
The game usually will take
rank of the desired piece and the
between 30 minutes and an hour to blinking square will then contain
play. As players become more and
that piece. To place a Spy, a
more familiar with the process of
Bomb. or a Flag, type S, B, or F
the game, they will begin to
respectively. Player 2 sets up pieces
develop their own strategies for
on rows 7-10 (row 10 is the back
army setups and movement.
row and row 7 is the front row.)
The Atari version of "Strategy
Player 2 places pieces on the board
Strike" will appear in the April
in the same manner that player 1
issue of SoftSide.
does.
INSTRUCTIONS
MOVEMENT
The object of the game is to
1). Pieces may move only one
move militarily ranked pieces
space at a time - forwards,
across a battle board in
backwards, or sideways. There are
anticipation of capturing the
opposing player's flag. Each player no diagonal moves. The players
type in the coordinates of the piece
starts with an army of 40 pieces
they
want to move and where they
consisting of:
want
to move it. The X and Y
1/ OF
coordinates of a piece are
PIECES
NAME
RANK
measured VERTICALLY and then
1
Marshal
1
HORIZONTALLY (X: Vertical
General
1
2
Y: Horizontal).
Colonel
2
3
2). Pieces may not move onto
Major
4
3
Captain
4
5
the lakes in the center of the
Lieutenant
6
4
board.
Sergeant
7
4
3). Two pieces may not occupy
Miner
5
8
the s~me space at one time and
Scout
9
8
pieces may not be jumped.
Spy
1
10
4). The Flag and Bombs cannot
Bomb UNMOVEABLE
6
Flag UNMOVEABLE be moved.
1
A player's pieces are revealed
The above pieces are in order of
only when it is that player's turn.
military rank, the Marshal being
The opposing player should should
the highest ranked, and the Spy
not be facing the screen when an
being the lowest. However, even
opponent is debating a move. The
though the spy is the lowest
only time that both players can
ranked piece, it is the only piece
look at the screen at the same time
that can remove the Marshal from
is when one player's piece attacks
the board. The Bombs are
another's.
unmoveable pieces that can
STRIKE OR ATTACK RULES
remove any piece that tries to
"strike" it, except for the Miner
1). Players' pieces must be in
who can dismantle and remove the
adjoining squares to attack. There
Bomb.
are no diagonal attacks.
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2). A player cannot strike and
move in the same turn.
3). To strike, a player does the
following: When the computer
prints "FROM?", the player types
the current position coordinates.
The computer will then print
"TO?". The player types the
coordinates of the piece that is to
be attacked (making sure it is in an
adjoining square). The computer
will then print "CORRECT?". A
response of "YES" will check to
see if the attack is correct. A
response of "NO" will return
execution to "FROM?" input.
4). The piece with the lower
rank is erased from the board.
5). If the rank is equal, both
pieces are erased from the board.
6). A Spy can remove a Marshal
if the Spy attacks first, however if
the Marshal attacks first, the Spy
is removed. A Miner can remove a
Bomb from the board.
7). Bombs cannot be moved, but
rather must wait for an opposing
player to strike them.
SPECIAL FEATURES
1). If for any reason the display

on the screen becomes distorted
(possibly due to improper input) a
player can input the coordinates
(0,0) in either the "FROM? " or
"TO?" input and the board will
be redrawn.
2). If the player cannot move in
turn or wishes to give up, the
coordinates (-1,-1) can be typed in
the "FROM?" input.
3). If the player types the wrong
coordinates in the "FROM?"
input, the coordinates (-1, -1) may
be typed in the "TO?" input to
return to the "FROM?" input.
4). When a player has input
both the initial (FROM?) and final
(TO?) coordinates, the computer
will print "CORRECT?". A
"YES" response will move the
player's piece as instructed. A
"NO" response will return to the
"FROM?" input. This feature
serves two purposes:
1) A player may have typed in
the wrong "TO?" coordinates .
2) A player may want to make
a different move,
The game ends when a player
strikes the opposing player' s Flag
or a player gives up.

Strategy Strike Variables:
S-80 Version
DD$: Graphic string used to build
DE$ .
DE$: Graphic string used to white
out part of screen during attack
routine.
ED$ : Null string used to erase the
section of the screen whited out by
DE$.
B$(l-12): Graphic strings for strike
routine printout of the value of the
pieces attacking.
X, Y: For/Next loop variable
counters used to compute data and
poke graphics characters.
E(1-10,l-10): PRINT@ positions
for player's pieces on game board .
A(1-lO,l-lO): Space occupation
variables for player 1. If A(X, Y)
has a piece at coordinates (X,Y).
A(11-20,1-10): Space occupation
for player 2.
I: For/ Next loop variable for delay
of execution and graphic display
printouts.
U: User call variable.
II: For/ Next loop variable for

delay of execution and graphic
display printouts .
T: Counting variable used to print
coordinate numbers on game
board.
C(1-lO, l-lO): Space identification
variables for player 1. If the value
of C(X, Y) is between 1 and 12,
and A(X, Y) = 1 then C(X, Y)
contains the type of piece at this
location.
C(1l-20,1-1O): Space identification
variables for player 2.
A$: INKEY$ used for players to
set up their pieces.
A: Numerical value of A$ if it has
one.
CI, C2: X, Y coordinates of piece
player is attempting to move (in
STRATEGY STRIKE, the X is the
vertical coordinate and the Y is the
horizontal coordinate).
C3, C4: X, Y coordinates of space
to which player wants to move his
piece.
X6, Y6: Set points of the
PRINT@ position that the player
is trying to move to (used to make
sure a player is not moving onto a

S REl1 STRATEGY STRIKE BY DAVID STEENSON
TRS-80 LEVEL II 16K OR DISK
(C) CIJ'YRIGHT 1981
Line 7 defines all variables A-Z as integers and clears Z50
~ for string space.
7 CLS:Il£FIHTA-Z:CLEAR250 :Pl=1 :Z=125:DD1 SP(Z) :SP( 1)=31 ~:SP(Z)=69
8

8 DIH A(ZO,lOl,C<20,10):DIH MJ(1Z),PI<1Z):FORT=1T012:REAOMJ(Tl:N
EXIT
Line 9 contains the rotIer of pieces of each t~e that each
are used in setting up the screen.
9 DATA 1,1,2,3,1I,1,1,5,B,1,1,6
Line 10 sets up strings that white out and erase the section
that contains the pla~er' s pieces oJT'irl9 an attack.
10 PRINTDm (231; :PRINT@161, "STRATEGY STRIKE";: DO$=STIill£$ (7,191
)~i(Z6)+STRING$(7,Z1):DE$=OO$+DO$+DO$+STRING$(7,191):EO$=STRI

NG$(7,131)+CHR$(26)+STRING$(7,Z1)+CHR$(199)+CHR$(Z6)+STRING$(7,2
1)+Dm(199)+CHR$(Z6)+STRING$(7,Z1)+STRING$(7,176)
Lines ZO-SO set up the large graphic strings(rllJllbers 1,9, S,
F, and a graphic boIIb).
ZO DIHti(1Z):B$(1)=CHR$(131)+Dm(191)+CHfii(26)+STRING$(Z,21)+CH
R$(176)+CHR$(191)+Dm(176):B$(Z)=STRING$(Z,131)+CHR$(191)+CHR$(
26)+STRING$(3,21)+CHR$(191)+STRING$(Z,179):B$(3)=STRING$(Z,131)+
CHR$(191)+CHR$(Z6)+STRING$(3,211)+STRING$(2,179)+CHR$(191)
30 B$( 1)=CHR$( 191 )+" "+CHR$( 191 l+CHR$ (26 l+STRING$ (3,21) +STRING$ (
2,131)+CHR$(191):B$(S)=CHR$(191)+STRING$(2,131)+CHR$(26)+STRING$
(3,21)+STRING$(2,179)+CHR$(191):B$(6)=CHR$(191)+STIill£$(Z,131)+C
HR$(26)+STRING$(3,Z1)+CHR$(191)+CHKi(179)+CHR$(191)
10 B$(7)=CHR$(113)+CHR$(131)+CHR$(191)+CHR$(26)+CHR$(211)+CHR$(19
1):B$(B)=CHR$(191)+CHR$(179)+CHR$(191)+CHR$(26)+STRING$(3,ZII)+CH
R$(191)+CHR$(176)+CHR$(191):B$(9)=CHR$(191)+CHR$(179)+CHR$(191)+
CHR$(Z6)+CHKi(21)+CHR$(191)
50 B$(11)=CHR$(191)+STRING$IZ,131)+CHK1(26)+STRING$(3,Z1)+CHR$(1
91)t(1~i(131):B$(10)=CHR$(166)+CHR$(131)+CHfii(132)+CHR$(Z6)+STRI

NGS(3,211)+CHKi(161)+CHKi(179)+CHR$(13Z):S$(lZ)=CHR$(136)+CHR$(111
7)+CHR$(26)+STRING$(Z,21)+CHR$(190)+CHR$(191)+CHR$(189)
Lines 60-70 set lip the f'RINT@ positions of the galle board
sqlJares
60 FORX=lTOI0:FORY=lTOIO:E(X,Y)=125+YI5+XI61:NEXTY:NEXTX

lake via POINT (X6, Y6) ... ).
U I, U2: Starting coordinate of
player's piece that player wishes to
change the position of.
U3, U4: Final coordinates of piece
at coordinates (U I, U2).
U 5: Stores the current value of
C(Ul,U2) so players piece at
coordinates C(Ul,U2) and
C(U3,U4) can be interchanged.
NL$: Dummy string for sound
routine.
E8: Starting address where sound
routine is POKEd into memory.
E9: Variable pointer for NL$.
E7: Counting variable that POKEs
sound data into memory.
E6: Sound routine variable (reads
sound data).
NU(1-12): Starting number of
pieces of each type that may be
placed on the board by each
player.
PI(I-12): Number of pieces of each
type actually placed on the board
by the current player.
SP(1-2): Position for the two
display boxes on the screen used
during attack routines .

Lines BO-I00 is a !laChine language routine that provides
Strate9':j Stri~.e with sound. A test is IIade to see
if DISK or LEVEL II is beir~ used.
BO NL$="lZ3I1S67B901Z311567B9112311567" :E9=VARPTRnU) :EB=f'EEK (E9+1
)+256IPEEK(E9+Z) : F0RE7=EBTOEB+Z6:REAOE6:F~7,E6:NEXTDATA205,lZ

7,10,77,68,6Z,1,10S,Zl1,255,IIS,32,253,60,10S,211,255,IIS,32,253,1.
3,16,238, 17S,Zl1 ,255,201
90 IFF'ffi« 16396)=201F'G(E16S26,PEEK(E9+1) : f'G(E 16527 ,Fm(E9+2):GO

TOllO

100 CMf)"T" :DEFlJSRO=Fm(E9+1 l+2"..6IP£EI(E9+2) :f'G(EH308, 0
Line 110 sets all the space occupation variables A(X, Yl to
1. These are the fourt~ squares occupied at the start
of the gatle.
110 FORX=lTOII:FORY=lT010:A(X,Y)=1:A(X+16,Y)=1:N£XTY:N£XTX:GOSUBl
20:GOT0320
Lines 120-130 and line 280 print the entire board on the
screen. Lines 120-125 print the board including
the two la~.es. Line 130 prints the board coordinates
along the side of the board. The end of line 130 also
does two GOSlll 210s to print the pl~ing pieces on
the board. These lines are executed at the start of
the galle and ever~ tille a pl~r r~raws the board.
lZ0 CLS:FORI=15118BT015538:f'G(El,176:U=USR(BOO):N£XT:FORI=192T076
BSTEP611:PRINT@I,'III;:FORII=lTOI0:PRINTDm(191);Dm<196);:U=USR(
B50):N£XTII:PRINTDm(191):NEXT:FORI=16192T016ZI12:f'G(El,131:U=US
R(BOO):HEXT:FORI=15819T015B28:PQf(E!,191:f'G(EI+611,191:f'G(El+20,1
91
lZ5 f'G(El+811,191:U=USR(625):NEXT:f'G(E15819,lB~:f'G(E15839,1811:POK
E15B20,190:f'G(E158110,190:f'G(E15B26,18B:f'G(E158116,18B:f'G(E15827,1
76 :f'G(E15BII7 , 176:f'G(E15883, 131 :f'G(E158B1, 113:f'G(E159"03, 131 :POKE1
5901,113:F'G(E1SB90,1113:F~15B91,131:FtrJE15910,113:f'G(E1S911,13

1

130 T=1:FORI=B97T0912STEP5:PRINT@I,T;:T=T+l:U=USR(1632):N£XT:T=1
:FORI=ZII3T0819STEP611:PRINT@I,T;:T=T+1:U=USR(1632):NEXT:PP=1:GOSU
B210:PP=2:G0SUB210:GOT0280
Lines 160-200 is a ~Jbroutir~ that prints pl~r PL's pieces
on the board.
160 FORX=1+(PL-1)110T010+(Ft-1)110:FORY=1T010:IFA(X,Y)=OTHENZOOE
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lSfIFC(X, Y>=lOTIflftINT@E(X-M,YI," S"lELSEIFC(X, Yl=l1T1£tflRINT@
E< X-AD , Yl ," F"lELSEIFC(X, Yl=12T1Etf'RINT@E(X-AD,Yl," l"lELSEPRINT
@f(X-AD,Yl,C(X,Yl;
170 U=USR(13001
200 NEXTY:N£XTX:1i'fJ'lJRN
210 FORX=1TOI0:FffiY=1 T010:IFA(Xt(PP-l lIlO, Yl=OTHEN220ELSEPRINT@f
(X,YI,STRING.(2,1~01;:U=USR(1320)

220
280

~TY: NEXTX: RETURN

FORI=15607TOl5615:f'(I~,131:POKEIt192,176:POKEIt38~,131:F~

I~576,176:~:FORI=15607T015799STEP61:f'(I~,191:POKEIt8,191:POK

EI +381,191 :PIl~ +392,191 :U=USR(8020) : NEXT:PRINTIH83 , "PlAYER 1";
:PRINT@887 ,"FtAYER 2" l :1i'fJ'lJRN
Line 290 is a subrOiAine that dela~ e>!eclltion of progrilfl.
290 FORI=lT0500:NEXTI:RETURN
line 310 is a slJbrOlAine that erases the top line of the
screen.
300 PRINT@0,CHR$(30);:RETURN
line 310 is a sl.lbrOlAine that dela~ e>!ecution of the progrilfl
and erases ever~hing on the top line of the screen.
310 FORI=1T01200:~I:PRINT@0 ,CIf\1(30l; :RETlIRN
Lines 320-7~9 allow pl~rs to set up their ar"ies on the
g4W! board. Line 350 uses IM<En to see what piece
pl~r Ft want in the current (X,Yl position.
(S:Sp~ F:Flag B:~ 1-9:Karshal to Scout). Line 360
"akes sure that there are not too "~ of one piece
placed on the board. Lines 730-732 print the piece
on the screen and store it into arra';! C(X, Y).
320 FORPL=1T02:FORXX=lT012:PI(XX)=0:NEXTXX:AD=(Ft-1)110:PRINT@O,
"PlAYER"Ft"SET-lP"; :G0SlIl310
330 FORX=1+(PL-1)116T01+(PL-1)116:FORY=1TOI0
310 PRINT@8,"IIlAT PIECE: DO YOU WANT IN THIS POSITI~";
350 AS=IHl<En:IFAS="S"Tf£NA=lOELSEIFA$="B"TfENA=l2ELSfIFAS="F"TH
ENA=l1ELSEA--VAUA$) :IFA=OTllEtftINT@f (X-AD, Yl," "I :PRINT@f(X-AD,
Y),STRING$(2,1~0);:GOT0350

360 p:f'l(A) :IFP=NU(A)THEN3~O
370 PI(A)=PI(A)+l
730 IFAS="B"THENA$="I"
732 PRINT@E(X-AD,Yl," "IA$; :C(X, Yl=A
710 U=USR(8020):FORII=lTOI0:NEXTII
719 NEXTY :NEXTX :P=O :Pl=O :P2=0 :P3=0 :P1=0 :P".t=0 :P6=O :P7=0 :P8=0 :F'9=0
:PS=0:PB=0:PF=0:PP=ft:G0SUb110
Lines 750-755 print each pla~r's pieces on the board in
turn, and allow each pla~er to "ake changes. A
SJJbrOlAine frO/'! line 7000-7080 prints the actual
change of pieces on the screen.
750 GOSUB300:~PUFORPl=1 TD2:AO=(Ft-1 )110 : GOSUB30 0:PRINm ,"Ft
AYER";3-Ftl": PLEASE TURN AF.m«l";:GOSlE310 :GOSlE160
751 GOSlIl30 0:PRINT@O ,"ANY DW«;ES";: ItfllTRR$: IFLm$(RRf,1)="N"T
I£N756ELSEIFLm$ (RRf,1) ="Y"TI£N752ELSE751
752 GOSUB300 :PRINT@O,"FROtI";:ItfltJTlll,UZ:IFU1<100u1>100RU10 INT<U
1)0I\'lJ2<10RUZ>100RU2<>INT <U2>THEN752ELSEU1=U1 +(Ft-1 )110 :IFA<Ul,UZ
)=1 THEN751ElSE752
751 PRINT@15,CHR$(30);:PRINT@15,"TO";:INPUTU3,U1:IFU3<1ffiU3>10OR
U3<>INT <U3)01\tJ+(UII\1.J1>1 00RU1<> INT (1) THEN751ELSEU3=U3+(Ft-1 )110:
IFA(U3,U1)=1THEN755ELSE75~

755

Uf~-C(Ul,UZI:C(Ul,U2)=C(U3,U1):C(U3,U1)=U5:GOSlE7000:GOT0751

756 Pf'=PL:G09£210 :~PL

line 765 infor"s each pla~r that it is his turn, that
pla~r 2 should turn arO\.llid, and prints his pieces
on the board.
765 FORft=1TOZ:AD=(PL-1l110:G!lSrn300:PRINT@O,"PlAYER 1";Ft;"'S T
l1\'N (FtAYER";3-PL;": FtEASE TURN AF.1lH)"::GOSlE310:GOSl.Il160
Line 770 allows each pla~r to input his FRa1? coordinates .
It chec~.s to see if the pla~er wants to redraw the
board or give up, and if the first coordinate of the
initial illlut is an integer between 1 and 10 .
770 GOSUB300 :PRINT@O, "FI\'OM:": :rtRITCl ,CZ:IFC1=0M0C2=OTHEN775ELS
EIFC1=-lANDC2=-lTHEN1360ELSEIFC1)=lANDC1<=10ANDC1=INT(Cl) THEN780
ELSE770
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Line 775 redraws the board.
775 CLS:GOSUB120:GOSUB160:GOT0770
Line 780 ched.s to see if the second coordinate of the
initial ir~ut is an integer between 1 and 10.
780 IFC2>=1M0C2<=10AM>C2=INT(CZ>THEN790ELSE770
Line 790 ched.s to see if the pl~r tried to /lOVe a bofob or
flag, tries to /lOVe a piece that does not exist, or
tries to ~e one of his opponent's pieces.
790 Cl=Cl+(Ft-l)110:IFC(Cl,CZ)=11THEN770ELSEIFC(Cl,CZ)=12THEN770
ELSEIFA(Cl,C2)=0Tl£N770ELSEIFA(Cl-AD12+10,CZ)=lT1£N770
Line 800 allows pla~r 1 to ir~ut final coordinates.
800 PRINT@11,CHR$(210)::PRINT@11,"TO:"::ItRlTC3,C1
Line 801 checks to see if the pla~r wishes to redraw the
board or change initial coordinates illlIA.
801 IFC3=OMOC~=0THEN805ELSEIFC3=-1At«~=-1 THEN770 ELSfIFC3<lORC
3) 100l\'C3<)INT(C3)ORC~< lORC1> 10ORClOINT(C1)THEN800

Line 802 calculates the X,Y set point coordinate of the
pla~er ' s final position ar~ checks to see if a /lOVe
into a lake has been attl!llPted. It also checY,s to
flake sure the pla~r has not specified the ~
initial and final coordinates.
802 C3=C3+IPL-l)110:Y6=31INT(E(C3-AD,C1)/61):X6=2I(E(C3-AD,C1)-I
NT(Y6/3)161):IFPOINT(X6,Y6)THENBOOELSEIFC3=CIANDC1=C2THEN800ELSE
820
Line 805 redraws the board.
805 CLS:GOSUB120:GOSl.Il160:PRINT@0,"FRa1:":Cl",":CZ;:GOT0800
Line 820 checks to see if the pla';!er has /lOVed diagonall~,
or into a square alre~ occupied b~ one of his
pieces.
820 IFA(C3,C1)=lTHENBOOELSEIFC3<>CIANDC~<>CZTHEN800
Lines 830-850 check to see if the Pla';ler IIOVI!S ~re than one
space at a til'll! forwards, backwards, or si~.
830 IFC3()Cl THEN850
810 IFC1=C2+1ORC1=C2-1THEN860ELSE800
850 IFC3=Cl+101\'C3=Cl-1THEN860ELSE800
Line 860 allows the pla~r to change both the initial and
final coordinates.
860 PRINT@35,CHR$(30)::PRINT@35,"CffiRECT"::ItfllTRR$:IFLEFT$(RRf,
1)="N"THEN770ELSEIFLm$(RRf,1) O"Y"THENB60ELSEIFA(C3-AD12+10,C~

)=1THEN92 0
Lines 870-890 ~ve the desired piece to the new coordinates.
The space occupation and indentification variables of
the final coordinates are exchanged with the ~
variables of the initial coordinates.
870 FDRI=1TOI0:IFC(Cl ,C2)=10T/£tftINT@E(C3-AD,C~)," S";ELSEPRINT
@f(CI-AD,C2),C<C1,CZ):
875 G0SU81000:PRINT@E(CI-AD,C2)," "; :GOSlE1000:NEXTI:A(Cl,CZ)=0
:A(C3,C~)=1:C(C3,C1)=C(Cl,C2):C(Cl,CZ)=0:IFC(C3,C1)=10THENPRINT@

E(C3-AD,C1)," S":ELSEPRINT@E(C3-AD,C1),C(C3,C1):
890 FORI=1TOI0 :U=USR(8000) :U=USR(25700) :NEXTI:GOSI.E290:PP=F1..:GOS
l.8210 :GOTOl O~O
Lines 920-950 read~ both pla~ers for an attadc.•
920 Pf'=f'U G0SUB21 0:IFC(Cl,C2)=10THENPRINT@E(Cl-AD,CZ)," SOl :ELSEP
RINT@E(CI-AD ,C2),C(Cl,CZ):
910 G0SUB300:PRINT@0,"PLAYER 1":3-Ft:": FtEASE FACE: SCREEN FIJl E
NEllY ATTACf(": : GOSUB31 0:f'RINT@SP(Ft) ,Bf(C(Cl ,C2»: :PRINT@SP(3-fU
,B$(C(C3-ADI2+10,C1»::GOSUB290
Lines 950-961 check to see what piece is being attacked.
(Special tests are ~ for attacks on ~rshals, ~
or flags).
950 IFC(C3-ADI2+10,C1)=11THEN1315ELSEIFC(C3-ADI2+10,C1)=12THENIO
20ELSEIFC(C3-AO-2+10,C1)=lTHEN9S5ELSE960
95S IF C(Cl,CZ)=10THEN970ELSE990
960 IF C(Cl,CZ)=C(C3-AOI2+10,C~)THENlOOO
961 IF C(Cl,CZ»C(C3-ADI2+10,C1)THEN990
Lines 970-980 infor" pla~rs that the attac\o', ing pl~r has
won the battle. The defender's piece is reftOved
fr~ the board and the attacker's piece IIOVI!S 011 to
the vacated spot.
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970 FORI=lTOI0:PRINT@SP(3-Pl)-66,DE$;:U=USR(9000):GOSUB13110:PRIN
T@SP(3-f1.J-66,rn;:U=USR(1Z350):GOSUB13110:NEXTI:f'RINT@O, "PlAYER
t":F'U" IITNS E:ATTLE"::PRINT@£(C3-AO,CII)," "; :GOSLrol0 :f'RINT@SF'(
Ft)-66,rn;:A(C3-ADIZ+I0,CII)=0:C(C3,CII)=C(Cl,CZ)
9130 PRINT@E(C3-AO,CII) , STRIHG$ (2, 110) ::PRINT@E(CI-AD,CZ)," "nA(
Cl ,C2>=0 :A(C3 ,CII )=1 : GOTOl 010
Lines 990-992 inforll pla~ers that the defending piece has
wor" as above in line 950-960
990 FORI=lTOI0:PRINT@SP(Pl)-66,DE$;:U=USR(9000):GOSUB13110:PRINT@
SP(PL)-66,rn; :U:1JSIH1Z350) :GOSUB13110 :NEXTI:PRINT@O,"PLAYER t";3
-Ft; "IUNS BATTLEI": :F'RINT@E(Cl-AO,C2)," "; :G0StE310:PRINT@SP(3PL )-66,rn:: A(CI-ADI2+1 0,CZ)=O :C(Cl ,CZ)=C(C3,CII )
992 F'RINT@E(Cl-AO ,C2>,STRING$(Z,liO);:PRINT@E(C3-AO,CII), " "; :A(
C1 ,C2)=0 :A(C3,CII )=1 :GOTOl 010
Lines 1000-1010 inforll pIa~rs that both pieces have been
destrO';Jed and re/lOved frOll the board.
1000 FORI=l TOI0 :PRINT@ZIIB,DEH:F'RINT@632,DE$;:U=USR(9000):GOSlEl
310 :PRINT@ZIIB,rn;:F~T@632,ED$;:U=USR(lZ350):GOSUB13110:NEXTI:
f'RINT@O, "PLAYE~'S DESTROY EACH OTf£R."; :PRINT@E(CI-AD,C2)," ";:P
RINT@E(C3-AD,CII)," "; :GOSUB310
1010 A(Cl,CZ)=0:C(Cl,CZ)=0:A(C3-A012+10,CII)=0:C(C3-ADI2+10,CII)=0
: GOTOl 010
Line 10Z0 inforl'lS the attacker that his piece has been
"bIoI«) to pieces" ~ a boIIb.
10Z0 IFC(Cl,CZ)=BTHEN1030ELSEFORI=lT0110:PRINTCHR$(23);:U=USR(1I0
O):NEXTI:PRINTDm(ZB);:PRINT@O,"PLAYER t";F'L;'''S PIECE HAS BEEN
Bl~ TO PIECES.";:PRINT@£(Cl-AO,CZ)," ";:G0SUB310:A(Cl ,CZ)=0:
C(Cl,CZ)=0:PRINT@2I1B,rn;:F~@632,ED$;:GOT0101l0

Lines 1030-1035 inforlls the pla~rs the the attacker has
defl.tsed and re/lOVed an enell~ boIIb wi th his lIiner.
1030 U=USR(O):PRINT@8,"PLAYER t";Pl;"HAS DEFUSED IDIl."; : F~@E

Notes on the Apple Version
In the Apple version, locations
on the board are specified by a
letter/ number combination such as
B4. The RETURN key is not used
in entering these coordinates; the
left-arrow key may be used,
however, to connect a mis - typed
character. The "0,0" and "-1,-1"
entries which are allowed in the
S-80 version are not allowed (or
needed) here. Other than these
variations, the play is about the
same.
The stru~ture of the actual
program is totally different from
the S-80 version, and so are all the
variables . The following list should
prove helpful in following the logic
of the coding:
Strategy Strike Variables:
Apple Version
A: Temporary variable for a piece
to be printed.
AI: Piece occupying "from"
square.
A2: Piece occupyng "to" square.
A(X, Y,P): Contains player p's
pieces at coordinates X, Y.
BOMB: Numerical designation for
bomb.
BT: Memory address for screen
window.
CUR: Memory address for cursor.
FLAG: Numerical designation for
flag.
I: General loop variable.

(C3-AD,C1)," "; :G0SUB310:PRINT@E(CI-AD,CZ)," ";:A(C3-ADI2+10,C
1)=0 :A(C3,CII)=1 :C(C3,CII)=C(C9 ,CZ): C(Cl ,CZ)=O: A(Cl,CZ)=O: PRINT
@E(C3-AD,CII),STRING$(Z,lI10);:F'RINT@2I1B,rn;:PRINT@632,EDf;
1035 GOTOlOiO
Line 1010 lets the next pla~r /lOve.
1010 NEXTPL:GOT0765
Line 1310 is a subroutine that dela~ execution.
1310 FORL=lT020:NEXTL:RETURN
Line 1315 inforlls the present pl~r (PU that he has won
the galle.
1315 CLS:FffiI=1TD30:PRINT@1I66,"P LAY E R";Ft;"W I N S";:U=USR(
211910):PRINT@1I66,CHR$(Z15);:U=USR(ZII900):NEXT:GOTD6000
Line 1360 inforlls pla~rs that the current pla~r has <lI,lit,
so his opponent has won.
1360 Ft=3-Pl:GOT01315
Line 11000 is a subroutine that dela~s execution and prodlJces
sOI.lnd.

1000 FORP1=lT020:NEXTP1:U--usR(5170):RETURN
Line 6000 lets pla~ers start a new galle

b~

pressing ENTER.

6000 CLS:F'RINTCH\'$(Z3); :PRINW516, "PRESS ENTER FOR ANOTHER GAME"
; : IFF'EEK (11100 )=1 T~NELSEGOSUBI000 :GOT06000
Lines 7000-70BO is a subroutine that prints changes
in ar~ set-l~ for cl~rent pl~er.
7000 IFC(l.Jl,UZ)=10THENPRINT@E(l.Jl-AD,U2)," S"lELSEIFC(l.Jl,U2)=11TH
EtFRINT@E(l.Jl-AD,UZ)," F"lELSEIFC(l.Jl,U2)=lZTHEtf'RINT@E(l.Jl-A
D,UZ)," l"lELSEPRINT@E(l.Jl-AD,UZ),C(l.Jl,U2)l
7010 IFC<U3,UII)=10T~T@E(l.J3-AD,UI)," S"lEL!iEIFC(l.J3,U1)=l1TH
ENPRINT@E(l.J3-AD,U1)" F" lELSEIFC(l.J3,U1)=lZTIflnINT@E(l.J3-AD,UI),"
1";ELSEPRINT@E(l.J3-AD,UI),C(l.J3,U1);
70BO RETURN

IN(I) : Number of pieces of type I
already entered.
J: General loop variable.
LFT: Memory address for screen
window.
MUS: Memory address for music.
N$(I): String to draw large piece I.
NU(I): Quota of pieces of type I.
P: Player number (0 and I in
code).
PASS: Logical variable; if I then
skip turn.
PITCH: Memory address for
music.
R$: General input variable.
RI, R2: Coordinates of " from"
square.
R3, R4: Coordinates of "to"
square.
SI$, S2$: Strings used to draw
board.
SPY: Numerical value for spy.
TIME: Memory address for music.
TP: Memory address for screen
window.
WID: Memory address for screen
window.
X: Horizontal coordinate.
Y: Vertical coordinate.
Z; Time delay loop variable.
5 GOTO 100

Subroutine to set left-bartd screen

window.

10 f'{J{E LFT ,0: POKE WID.23: POKE
OF:, 0: INVERSE : RETURN

Subroutine to set right-hand screen
window.

20 PM WID,17! POKE LFT ,23: POKE
CI.J:, 0: NORI1AL : RETURN

Subrol.Jtine to input

!lOVeS.

30 PASS = 0: GOSUB 20: VTAE: 13: PRINT
"(CTRL-P TO PASS)": VTAE: 11:
HTAE: 1: PRINT' "FRDIi: ";: GET
RS: IF ASC (RS) = 16 THEN P
ASS = 1: RETURN
32 PRINT RS;:Rl = ASC (R$) - 65
: IF Rl < 0 OR R1 > 9 Tl£N PRINT
"";: GOTO 30: REI! - - - - 1111 CONTAINS CTRL-t
311 VTAE: 13: HTAB 1: PRINT "
": VTAE: 11: HTM
9: GET RS: IF RS = CHRS (8)
THEN 30
36 PRINT R$;:RZ = ASC (R$) - 118
: IF R2 < 0 OR R2 > 9 THEN PRINT
"";: GOTD 311
38 VTAB 13: HTAE: 1: PRINT "TO: "
;: GET R$: IF RS = CHR$ (8)
THEN VT AS 11: GOTO 34
continued on next page
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110 PRINT Rf;:R3 =
: IF R3 -( 0 OR
"";: GOTO 38
42 HTAB 7: GET Rf:
(8) THEN 38
44 F~INT R$;:R4 =
: IF R4 -( 0 OR
'III;: GOTO 42
46 PRUfT: PRINT :

ASC (R$) - 65
1i'3 >9 THEN PRINT
IF R$

=

CHR$

ASC (R$) - 4S
R4 >9 THEN PRINT
PRINT "CORREC

T? (V/N)"H GET R$: IF R$ <
> "V" THEN HOI£: GOTO 30

48 PRINT: RETURN
Ird tializatiofl.

DIM N$(12),A(9,9,l),NU(lZ),W
(1) ,IN(2)
110 NU(l) = l:NU(Z) = l:HU(3) = Z
:NU(4) =3:NU(5) = 4:t~lJ(6) =
4:NU<7l = 4:NU(8) = S:NU(9) =
S:NU(10) = l:NU(ll) = l:NU(l
100

Z)

=6

130 LFT = 32:WIO = 33:TP = 34:8T =
35:COO = 36

140 GOSI.II 7000
150 N$(1) =" I 0
I
I
I
I
I
I 10"
160 N$(2) = " 01 I I
I
I
I I I I
IIDI"
170 N$(3) = "1101
I I I
01
I
0
110"
180 N$(4) = "I I I I I I I I
IIIIDI I
190 N$(5) = "1010
ZOO N$(6)

="

Z10
220
230
240
ZSO
260

I
0

IOIIIOIUIDIIIIII DI"

270 10£: VTAE: 8: PRINT"
S
T RAT E G Y S T R IKE"
: VTAB 12: PRINT TAB( 12)"B
Y DAVID STEENSOO": VTAS 14: PRINT
TAB( 6)"APf\.E VERSION BY JO
N VOSI{Ull."
280 GOStE: 8000: FOR Z = 1 TO 200
0: NEXT Z
290 Foo V = 0 TO 3: FOR X = 0 TO
9:A(X,Y,O) = 1: NEXT X,Y
300 FOR Y= 6 TO 9: FOR X= 0 TO
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400 Foo P =0 TO 1: FOR I = 1 TO
12:INII) = 0: NEXT I
110 FOR V = P I 6 TO P I 6 + 3: FOR
X = 0 TO 9
420 GOSI.II 20: tD£ : VTAE: 9: PRINT
"FtAYER ";P + 1;",": PRINT "
IoWIT PIECE DO": PRINT "VOO W
ANT IN": PRINT "THIS POSmo
N?": PRINT "(1-9, S, B, n"
430 GOSI.II 10: VTAE: Y I Z + 2: HTAB
X I Z + 3: GET R$:R = VAL (
Rf)
140 IF Rf = "S" TI£N R = spy
150 IF Rf = "B" TI£N Rf = "I":R =
IOB:~
~

IF R < 1 TIEN 430
IF NlIIR) = !N(R) THEN 130
!NIR) = !N(R) + 1
HTAE X IZ + 3: PRINT Rf;
PtH TIME,15: POKE PITCH, 100
(1) I 100 + 10: CALL HUS
5Z0 A(X,Y,P) = R
530 NEXT X,Y

470
480
190
500
510

510 GOSlI: ZO: fOE : VTAE: 11: FOR
Z = 1 TO 500: NEXT Z: POKE 1636S,0: PRINT "ANY ClWaS?
": PRINT "(Y OR N)";:- GET Rf

0

III I I
I
o · I 10"
N$(?) = "IIDI
I
I I
I I
I
I
I"
N$(S) = " 01 I 0
0
I
10 I 0
0
110"
N$(9) = " 01 I 0
0
I
101
I
I I III"
N$(10) = " III I II
I
01
I
D
I DI"
N$(11) = "OlIO I 0-+-11 !
IIDIII
I
I
I"
N$(12) =" I I
lUI I

Set ...., each pla':ler's pieces.

160 IF Rf = "F" THEN R = FLAG:

120 spy = 10:FLAG = 11:BOMB = 12

lUI

9:AIX,Y,l) = 1: NEXT X,Y
310 10£: GOSUB 1000
320 FOR P = 0 TO 1: GOSUB 3000: NEXT
p

< > "N" THEN GOSI.II 4
000: GOTO 510
560 GOSlI: 3000: NEXT P
550 IF R$

ttain pla~inq loop. Begin a new
turn.

600 P = 0
610 GOSI.II ZO: HOME : VTAB 9
6Z0 PRINT "PLAYER ";Z - P;", YOU
": PRINT "IilST TURN ~Y."
630 PRINT: PRINT "PlAYER ";P +
1; ", PRESS": INPUT "REnJRN T
o GO.";R$
640 HOI£: VTAE 5: PRINT "FtAYER
";P + l;"'S KOV£": PRINT ,,-

-------"
650 GOSI.II ZOOO
660 GCSE: 30: IF PASS TI£N SZO
670 Al =A(Rl,R2,P):AZ =A(R3,R4,

P)

680 IF Al = 0 OR AZ < > 0 OR Al
= BOIIl OR Al = FLAG 00 ASS
Soft Side MARCH . 1981

(Rl - R3) + ASS (RZ - R4) >
1 TI£N 660
690 IF IR3 = Z 00 R3 = 3 OR R3 =
6 OR R3 = 7) At{) (RI = 1 OR
R4 = 5) THEN 660
700 GOSI.II 10: IF A(R3,RI,l - P) =
o TI£N 7S0

If pla'jer P has attact,ed. • •
710 AZ = AlR3,R4,1 - P): GOSlI3 50
00
720 GOSI.II 10
730 IF AZ = BOI'B At() Al =5 TI£N
770
710 IF AZ = ~ TI£N SOD
750 IF Al = AZ TI£N INVERSE: HT AE
R3 I Z + 3: VTAE RI I 2 + 2:
PRINT " ";:AlR3,R1,1 - P) =
0: GOTO SOO
760 IF AZ < Al At«> NOT (AZ = 1 At«)
Al = SPY> TI£N A(RI,RZ,l - P
) = AZ:A(R3,RI,l - P) -= 0: HTAB
R3 I 2 + 3: VTAB RI I 2 + 2:
PRINT " ";: HTM Rl 12 + 3
: VTAE RZ I 2 + 2:A = AZ: GOSlI:
ZSOO:A(R1,RZ,P) = 0: GOTO 82

o

770 A(R3,RI,l - P) = 0
7S0 HTAE R3 I 2 + 3: VTAB RI I
+ 2:A = A(RI,RZ,P): GOSUB
500
790 AIR3,RI,P) = A(RI,RZ,P)
800 A(Rl,RZ,P) = 0
810 ItMRSE: HTAE R1 I 2 + 3:
RZ I 2 + 2: PRINT " ";
820 FOR Z = 1 TO 1000: NEXT Z:
3000
830 P = 1 - P: GOTO 610

2
2

VTAB
GOSI.II

Flag captured; end of gal'lE!.

900 GOSUB 20: 10£ : FLASH
910 VTAE a: PRINT "
"
: PRINT" PlAYER ";P + 1;"
": PRINT "
": PRINT
" HAS 1«lH!! ": PRINT "

"

920 GOSUB aooo: GOSUB 6000: GOSUB
SOOO: GOSUB 6000
930 GOSUB 10: FOR P = 0 TO 1: GOSlIl
2000: NEXT P
910 TOO: VTAE 23: 00
SlIbrootine to draw

pl~ing

board.

1000 GOSUB 10: IDE
1010 sa = "+-+-I 1 1 1 +-+-+-+-+
":S2$ = "! I I I ! I ! ! ! !
I"

1020 F!J\: I = 1 TO 10: HTAB 2: PRINT
51$: HTAB 2: PRINT 52S: t£XT
1: HTAB 2: PRINT 51$
1030 t«<tW..: F!J\: I = 0 TO 9: HTAB
1: VTAB 2 a I + 2: PRINT In

t£XT I
1010 VTAB 22: HTAB 3: PRINT "A B

C0 E F GHI J"
1050

a 2 + 3: VTAB R1 I 2 + 2: G05lB
2500
5010 G05lB 20: HOME : VTAB 10: FLASH
: PRINT" PLAYER ";2 - P;"
: ": PRINT "FACE SCREEN FO
R": PRINT " EJ£MY ATTACK~ "
5020 FOR Z = 1 TO 2000: NEXT Z
5030 to\'tW.: HOHE : P{l{E WID,S:

F~ Y= 10 TO 12: VTAB Y: HTAB
7: PRINT "« (";: HTAB 15: PRINT

"«(";: t£XT Y
1060 RETmN
Sloroutine to print
pieces on board.

5010
5050

pl~r's

2000 G05lB 10: FOR Y = 0 TO 9: FOR
X = 0 TO 9
2010 A=A(X,Y,P): IF A =0 THEN
2010
2020 HTAB Xa 2 + 3: VTAB Y a 2 +

5060
5070

ro<E LFT,30: tOE : VTAB P I
13 + 2: PRINT N$(All;: VTAB
(1 - P) a 13 + 2: HTAB 1: PRINT
N$(A2);
F!J\: Z = 1 TO 1500: NEXT Z
W(O) = O:W(l) = 0: IF A2 = F
LAG TI£N P(P: GOTO 900
IF (Al = spy AN> A2 = 1) !J\:
(A2 = 8(Kl AN) Al = 5) THEN
W(P) = 1: GOTO 5110
IF A2 = 8(Kl THEN W(l - P) =
1: GOSUB 6000: GOTO 5110
IF Al = A2 THEN 5110
IF A2 <A1 THEN W(1 - P) =

2
2030 G05lB 2500

5080
5090

2010 t£XT X,Y: RETURN

1
5100 IF A2 ) Al THEN W(P) = 1
5110 F~ I = 2 TO 10: F!J\: J = 1 TO
5

5IJbroutine to print individual
piece on board.

2500 INVERSE: IF A < 10 THEN PRINT
A;

2510 IF A = spy THEN PRINT ''S'';
2520 tmW..: IF A= FLAG THEN PRINT

"F";
2530 IF A = 8(Kl THEN PRINT "a"

,•

2510 RETURN

IDE,5: CALL IUS

5130 IF W(l - P) =0 THEN VTAB
(1 - P) a 13 + I: HTAB J: PRINT
" ";: POKE PITCH, Rt«> (ll I
100 + 150: POKE TIME,5: CALL
HU5

: NEXT Z

5150 POKE lFT ,23: POKE WID,17! HOHE
5160 RETmN
5I.trOlJtine to display boMb flash.

6000 POKE - 16302,0
6010 F~ I = lTO 10: POKE - 16
301,0
6020 POKE PITCH,I a 6: ro<E TIME
,8: CALL IUS

6030 POKE - 16303,0: NEXT I
6010 RETURN
Subroutine to poke in
tone generator.

~ir.e-Ianguaqe

7000 P{l{S = "173,018,192,136,208,
001,198,001,210,008,202,208,
216,166,000,076.000,003,096"
7010 FOR P = 0 TO 18
7020 POKE 768 + P, VAL ( MIDS (P
QKS,P a 1 + 1,3»
7030 t£XT P
7810 PITCH = O:TII£ = 1:HU5 =768
: RETURN
Subroutine to

pl~

fanfare.

8000 RE5T£H:: F!R I = 1 TO 6: READ
Z1,Z2: POKE PITCH,Z1: ro<E T
M,Z2: CALL HU5: t£XT I
8010 DATA 96,50,72,50,57,50,18,
100,57,50,18,200
B020 RETURN

continued from page 35

Subroutine to cover pieces on
board with bleri.s.

S-80 Data Base

3000 G05lB 10: tmW.. : FOR Y=
o TO 9: F!J\: X= 0 TO 9
3010 IF A(X,Y,P) = 0 THEN 3010
3020 VTAB Y a 2 + 2: HTAB X a 2 +
3: PRINT " ";

3030 ro<E T1I1E,6: ro<E PITCH,X
10 + 20: CALL HU5
3010 t£XT X,Y: RETURN

5120 IF W(P) = 0 THEN VTAB P a
13 + r: HTAB J: PRINT " ";: POKE
PITCH, Rtf) (1) I 100 + 150: POKE

5110 t£XT J,I: FOR Z = 1 TO 1000

270
280
290
295

380
I

Subroutine to switch pieces dlJrinq
set-~.

1000 HOME: GOSUB 30
1010 IF A(Rl,R2,P) = 0 OR A(R3,R
1,P) = 0 TI£N PRINT "n.LEGA
L I'DJE~ I": FOR Z = 1 TO 1000
: t£XT Z: GOTO 1000
1020 A = A(Rl,RZ,P):A(Rl,RZ,P) =
A(R3,R1,P):A(R3,R1,P) = A
1030 G05lB 2000: RETURN
SubrOlJtine to disp la~ attac\!.
~f~hicall~.

5000 GOSUB 3000: G05UB 8000:A =
ACR1,R2,P): HTAB Rl I 2 + 3:
VTAB RZ a 2 + 2: G05UB 2500
:A = A(R3,R1.1 - P): HTAB R3

390

505
510
520
530

5'10

PRINT" (F) FILE NAtlES"
PRINT"(N) NEW DATA FILE"
PRINT" ((l) QUIT ?";
PRINT: PRINT "YOU HAVE ROOH FOR ";FRE(AS);" MORE CHARACTER
SOl
IF AS: "F" THEN GOSOO 600: GOTD 200
IF AS = "G" OR AS:"N" THEN 500
H=A$
PR!NT"ClJ\f<ENT FILE IS NOT SAVED.":PlUNT"CANCEL COMI1At«l? (Y
IN) "i :GOSUB 60000
IF A$ = "Y" THEN 200
IF AS (> "N" THEN 510
IF H="N" THEN 100

550

END

600
1005
1300
1310
2045
2280
2290
6135

C/il"DIR": GDSUB 60000: RETURN
ON ERROR GOTD 1310
ON ERROR GOTD O:SS=l:RETURN

10090
10160

10170
10405
10450
10460

PRINT "FILE NOT FOJID": GOSUB 60000: RESUtIE 100
ON ERh~ GOTD 2290
ON ER~~ GOTD O:SS=l:RETURN
PRINT "DISK ERI\'OR": GOSUB 60000: RESUHE 200
FOR J = 0 TO NH: U(NI,J)="": NEXT
ON ERROR GOTD 10170
ON ERROR GOTD O:RETURN
PRINT "FORMAT t«JT FIliID": GOSLE 60000: RESUHE 200
ON ERROR GOTD 10460
ON E~'OR GOTD 0: RETURN
PRINT "DISK ERROR": GOSUB 60000: RESIJ1E 10400
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Students and professors, small business
owners and tycoons, all rave about Visicalc.
Dispense with pencil, paper and calculator instead, you can have an "electronic sheet" to do
your calculations, projections, and planning . You
can calculate sales projections, income taxes,
personal budget, cost estimates, engineering
changes even balance your checkbook.
Visicalc is partitioned into a matrix of rows and
columns. At each position in this matrix you can
define a title, formula, or number. By writing on
your "electronic sheet," you can set up
individualized charts, tables, and records . For
example, you can design your own sal~s
forecasting format to assist in making the
important "What if?" business decisions such as:
"What would happen if sales increased by 10%?"
" What if delivery time were decreased by two
weeks?" "What would be the result if I produced
500 widgets this month instead of 600? What if I
produced 700?" With Visicalc to assist you in
performing these calculations, you can save
countless hours.
Apple II 32K Disk . .................... $149.95
Atari 32K Disk ....................... $199.95
S-80 32K Disk .................. . ... .. . $95.00

..)

I.ii!iiii!iii!!ii" ......
~

6 South st . Milford . NH 03055 (603)673-5144
TOLL FREE OUT·OF-STATE
1-1OC).251-1780

~

lSE!1-RtiIDE
~ 1120 40111854

Iffl 812 172~
1576 10 %6
137

2000
71
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LUiJlN
L~LLUL~T[J~ L..~
by David 1. Gray

COLUMN CALCULATOR is a "word processor for
numbers," a number processor designed to be used
like a calculator. But it can handle large blocks of information as if handling one number at a time. The
work space ca n be thought of as a large matrix with
rows and co lumns much like an accountant's spreadsheet. Data can be easily entered into co lumns; and
the columns can then be moved around . Columns can
be overlaid from an existing data file on disk . One co lumn ca n be added, subtracted, multiplied , di vided, or
rai sed to a power of another and the res ults put in
another column . Columns can be compared to one
another. Columns can be totalled, or set with a constant, and any column can be sorted, ca rrying the rest

I

IIIIZ

of the columns with it. A predefined function can be
defined , thereby preprogramming the worksheet.
The statistical section provides analysis of the data .
The analysis includes simple statistics, linear regression, simple correlation, histogram and the T-test.
The information can be printed out on the I ineprinter in a compressed format at any stage in the
development of a data base. Thus, it can be used as a
finished report or as a copy of the worksheet to permit
the filling in of additional data for later entry into the
data base. The data base can be saved on disk and
recalled at a later date for modification or for
generating a report. Any column in a file on disk can
be referen ced and added to the current worksheet.
All user comm unication with COLUMN CALCULATOR
uses FLASH , the line input/editor routine . This enables
the user to not only key in instructions, but to edit errors or data as well.
32K disk ...... .
. $39.95

6 South St ., Milford, N.H. 03055

ORDER TOLL FREE: 1·800·258·1790
(in NH call 673-5144)
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FROM

s6Rsationai
sOftWftP8
SPACE WAR
You're in command in SPACE WAR! Destroy your opponent' s
ship by forcing him to collide with the sun or to explode upon
re-entry from hyperspace ... or challenge him to fight face to
face with missile fire . You're in command of the speed and
direction of your ship. You control the timing of your missiles.
You select the game mode from five options, including
Reverse Gravity, and the battle begins .. . Accelerate to place
your shots - and escape into hyperspace before your
opponent comes within range . But be wary, he (or she!) may
circle out of sight and reappear on the opposite side of the
galaxy! (This is the classic MIT game redesigned espec ially for
the Apple .)

SUPER INVASION
SUPER INVASION is the original invasion game, with the
original moon creatures and faster action than any other
invasion game. Features superb high resolution graphics, nailbiting tension and hilarious antics by the moon creatures! Selfrunning " attract mode" of operation for easy learning and
demonstration of the game. As good in every way as the famous Invaders arcade game. High speed action!
Sound effects! Runs on the Apple II and the Apple II Plus .
Super Invasion Only
32K, Apple II , Cassette ...
Space War and Super Invasion Combined
48K , Apple II, Disk . .

... $19.95
. . .. .. . . . . . .. .... . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .... .. . .. . . .... $29.95

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
In AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER you assume responsibility for the safe flow of air traffic within .a 15 x 25
mile area up to 5,000 feet in altitude. During your shift as a controller in charge of this airspace, 26 aircraft
become active and under your control. Jets and prop planes have to be guided to and from the two airports,
navigational beacons and ten entry/exit fixes . The aircraft enter the controller' s airspace at various altitudes
and headings whether or not you are ready .
. . . ... . .... $9.95
16K, Apple II and Apple II + Cassette.
16K, 5-80, Cassette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
. . .. $9.95
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6 South St,Milford, NH 03055 (603)673-5144

TOLLFREEOUT'()F-STATE

1.aQO.258-1790

A Microsoft Adventure
for the TRS-80™and Apple
Here is the granddaddy of the computer Adventure games. Microsoft Adventure,
from the people who wrote BASIC for personal computers, places you in "Colossal
Cave," where both treasures and perils abound! Here you can find gold, silver,
jewelry, magic items, and precious pottery. But you may also find threatening
dwarves, trolls, large green snakes and a giant oyster. Meet the pirate and the
computer wizard. See the volcano and sulphur lakes.
As you become more skilled in overcoming obstacles and avoiding hazards, more
regions of the cave will open up to you. Keep your wits about you and you may
eventually become a Grand Master. Slip up and you may not become anything, if
that. It all depends upon your ability and your ingenuity.
When your adventure begins, you will find yourself outside of the cave. From
there on in you must tell the computer what you wish to do by means of one- or twoword commands. Sometimes the computer might offer to help you with a small hint,
but remember, there's no free lunch! You will have to do most of the work, including
learning to use magic, yourself. Look for allies in unexpected places and you might
surprise yourself. But above all, enjoy!
5-80 version 32K disk
$29.95
Apple version 32K disk
$29.95

'~.:::::~~:C'I :E

1SE.:1-FRDSIDE

6 South St, Milford, NH 03055 (603)673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT-OF-STATE 1-80().258-1790
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TiRS For
Your
Chips

Get the maximum use and
enjoyment from your micro with
these popular paperbacks

Files , fun , and fancy functions plus
practical applications

How to perform complex, sophisticated
operations with .your micro

MORE TRS-SO BASICTM

SOSO/ZSO ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Techniques For Improved
Programming

Don Inman, Ramon Zamora &
Bob Albrecht
This exciting new interactive guide to
programming in TRS-80 Level II BASIC
teaches scores of practical applicationsboth recreational and educational. You 'll
get a clear demonstration of different
methods to display graphics; files handling
techniques applied to both cassette and
disk files; plus animation, games, and fun .
April 1981
approx. 300 pp.
$9.95
Get maximum power from your micro by
using assembly language

DATA FILE PROGRAMMING IN
BASIC
LeRoy Finkel & Jerald R. Brown
With your own mi crocomputer. minimal
knowledge of BASIC , and this easy-to-use
guide , you can learn how to use data files
to keep track of billings, custo mer inventory, and expenses. maintain mailing lists,
process numerical and statistical information , and much more . Sample programs
and lots of practical advice assist you
every step of the way. The guide uses the
most popular variants of BASIC, TRS-80
BASIC and Microsoft BASIC -80. An extensi ve appendix covers BASIC for the Northstar computer.
March 1981
approx. 320 pp.
$9.95

@)

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.

INTRODUCTION TO SOSO/SOS5
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING
Judi Fernandez & Ruth Ashley
Use your microcomputer to write fast ,
sophisticated , complex programs with the
help of this guide, the only self-instructional book of its ki,ld . You 'll learn what
machine language is, how to perform
routine operations, input/output, condi tional commands, machine language logic ,
stack routines, and more . Sample
programs illustrate every technique and
concept .
April 1981
approx. 300 pp.
$8.95

Wiley Self-Teaching Guides also
teach BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN,
Job Control Language,
Flowcharting, and other
computer skills.

Alan R. Miller
Now advanced and intermediate programmers can get the most response their
micro is capable of generating with the
help of this complete guide to program ming the 8080 and l80 microprocessors.
Learn assembly language swiftly and easily
by developing a powerful system monitor
in a step-by-step, top-down approach . Ten
indispensable appendices cbntain all the
necessary material to write 8080 or l80
assembly language programs.
Jan. 1981
approx. 224 pp.
$9.95
Implement all functions provided by CP / M
with this working tool

USING CP/M,A)
Judi N. Fernandez & Ruth Ashley
A complete, detailed introduction to the
use of the ' Control Program / Microcomputers software package for maximum
capability and efficiency with any
hardware.
"A marvelous addition to the CP / M literature .. I only wish that I had had the book
when I was starting out! "
-Alan R. Miller, New Mexico Tech
& Software Editor, Interface Age
1980
243 pp.
$8.95

"_~.....~:E

lSE;1-FRDSIDE
6 Sou th SI . Mllford . NH 03055 (603 ) 673 -5144

TOLL FREE OUT·OF·STATE

1·8O().251·1111O

ASSEMBLY
~
LANGUAGE PACRAGE
For TRS-80'· users who want assembly language programming capability

CREF-80 Cross Reference Facility
Complete documentation
Macro-80 Macro Assembler
LINK-80 Linking Loader
EDIT -80 Text Editor

The TRS-80'· Assembly Language Development System from Microsoft is the perfect, low-cost package to
help you get started with assembly language programming .
The macro assembler accepts Z-80 op-codes and supports a complete Intel standard macro facility
including IRP , IRPC, REPEAT , local variables and EXITM .. . . .. . ... , .. ... .... ... . . ... . . ......... $95.00

FORTRAN PACKAGE
For TRS-80'· users who want FORTRAN programming capability

FORTRAN Compiler
LINK-80 Linking Loader
EDIT-SO Text Editor
FORUB Runtime Library
Complete documentation

Because FORTRAN is a popular language that has been around a long time, and because Microsoft's TRS-BO'·
FORTRAN is an ANSI Standard FORTRAN, users will instantly have access to the vast number of applications
programs already written in FORTRAN . FORTRAN is the standard language used throughout the industry for
scientific, mathematical, engineering, statistical and modeling programs. FORTRAN is probably the answer if
Level II BASIC has presented any limitations for your applications. It's easy to interface directly to machine
language subroutines . Double precision scientific functions are included. FORTRAN can support any I/ O device,
and because it's a compiler, FORTRAN is faster (3-10 times faster!) than BASIC. Floating points and I/ O
subroutines from FORTRAN's library may be incorporated in subroutines, plus users can create their own library
of the subroutines used most often .
The TRS-80'· FORTRAN Package is fully compatible with TRSDOS . S-80 32K Disk . .... ........ $95.00
Buy both and uve $15.00
SPEClAL PRICE
$175.00
6 South St. , Milford , NH 03055 (603)673-5144
Regular price for both $190.00
TOLL FREE OUT-OF.sTATE 1-8(»258-1790
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Galactic Sertes
by Douglas Carlston

for 8-80 and }1pple

/

l ·,,'

,

~.

,;/., 1I} i I

'/ ill . .

ove up to gran
strategyl Fight your wars
as a general, not a pllotl
Galactic Empire - As commander of Galactic's
I mperial Forces, you must conquer the worlds of the
galactic system. Deploy armies, raise taxes, gather
intelligence, manage resources.
S-80 16K Levell! Cassette . ...... .. ....... $14.95
Apple 48K Disk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $24.95
Galactic Trader - You are an ex-soldier who must
scramble for a living as an intergalactic tramp
freighter. Outwit the locals at bartering, struggle
with the fuel cartel, and outmaneuver the big trading
monopolies as you seek your fortune.
S-80 16K Levell! Cassette . .......... . .... $14.95
Apple 48K Disk . ..................... .. .. $24.95
G.alactlc Revolution - The emperor is becoming
unpopular. Your own popularity is a threat, and he is
seeking to kill you. Turnabout is fair play, so you
start .a revolution to unseat him.
S-80 16K Levell! Cassette . ........ . ...... $14.95
Apple 48K Disk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $24.95
Galactic Trilogy - AI! three programs.
S-80 32K Disk ............................ $39.95

6 South St. Millord. NH 03055 1603)673·5t44
TOll FREE OUT·Of·STATE '-100-258-1780
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STAR
TREK
111.5

N ow with Sound Capab ili ty
and Increased Speed of
Execution .
You a re in co mmand of th e
starship Ent erprise and her
complement of 371 officers
and cre w . You must ent er
and exp lore th e Omega VI
regi on of t he galaxy with its
192 quadrants co ntaining star
systems and planets (a few of
which are habitable) .
A stronomical hazards such as
pulsars . Class 0 stars. and
black ho les are known to be
present in th e region . Kl ingon
battle cruisers are also
prese nt. so the utmost care is
needed .
Star Trek 111 .5 includes :
playboard 8 by 3 by 3
quadrants . w eapo ns sys tem
of Phasers and Photon
Torpedos ; Warp and Impulse
power systems : Science an d
Ship's co mputers ; Long and
Short Range sensors ;
Damage Control and Status
reports ; and 20 Klingon battle
c ruisers. and 100 stars .
planets. black holes . and
pulsars .
Available on Digital
Cassette for Level II.
16K ..... $14 .95

6 South st .Milford . NH 03055 (603 )6 73· 5144

TOLL fREE OUT·Of·STATE

101100·258-1790
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DISKETTE
LIBRARY CASE:
Allows you to store up
to 15 mini-diskettes in a
strong molded plastic
carrier.
..... . ........ .. $5.00

DIGIT AL CASSETTES
Premium quality digital recording tapes. These five-screw cassettes
come packaged in boxes of ten. They are offered in 10 land 20
minute lengths.
C-10 ... . .. . .... . .... . ........... . ... .. ... ..... ......... ... ... $6.95
C-20 . ........... . .. . .............. . . .. . . .. .. .... . . ... ..... . .. $7.95

DISKETTES
DYSAN:

SOUNDWARE
SOUNDWARE adds a
whole new dimension to
your computer games
Programs come
alive with laser sounds,
bounces, clicks, sirens,
bird calls, music notes,
tunes, and whatever else
your imagination dreams
up. Just slip in two AA
batteries, plug into your
computer, and have fun.
SOUNDWARE
SOFTWARE programs
are also available to
enhance the enjoyment
of your computer. $29.95

104/ 1 One-sided single density (one side certified error free at single
density of 3979 bpr.) In track and between track testing is performed to
ensure that the entire recording surface of every disk is 100% error-free.
Box of 5 diskettes ....... . ............ .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . ...... $29.95

BASF:
Box of 10, 5'1. " Single Density· . ... . ... .... . ... .. ... . .... . $34.95
Box of 10, 5'14' Double Density . .. . . ....... ... . .. .. ........ $44.95
Box of 10, 8" Double Density ... . .. ... . ... . .... . . . ...... . .. $49.95

3-M SCOTCH
Encased in a tough jacket which resists handling damages. 100%
certified error-free performance. Low modulation provides better signal
stability.
Box of 10 . .. .......... . . .... .. ..... . ....... . .... ... ........ .. $39 .95

FLOPPY DISK SAVER

DISKETTE HEAD CLEANING KIT:
3-M Scotch 7400 head cleaning kit is simple and easy to use. You simply
saturate the write head cleaning fabric in the cleaning diskette with the
cleaning solution, insert the diskette into the drive and turn it on . The
rotating cleaning fabric alternately wipes the heads with the solution and
the dry surface, removing contamination from the read write head . Each
kit containsitwo lcleaning diskettes which will allow you a total of 100
cleanings .•. ... . .... .......... ... . .. . . .. .. . .. .. ... . .. . . . .. . $29.95\

RECORDING HEAD TAPE ALIGNMENT KIT
It consists of a template for locating the adjustment screw. An alignment
tape is also included and a special screwdriver as well. The kit will allow
you to align the heads to an industrial standard, ensuring consistent
loading results .l . . ........ .' . ... ... .. ..... ..... .. . ............ $9.95
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PREVENTS:
Computer drive's clamping hub
from tearing disk's center hole;
Coating removal , scuffing,
dimpling ;
Data loss caused by improper
rotation . . . ..... . ..... . $14.95
Refills ........ . . . . .... $7.95

FLOPPY ARMOR:
Prevents damages to your
diskettes. These are high
density, ultra lightweight
polymer shipping envelops.
Pack of 5 ... ... . .... $4.95

by Syntonic Software Corporation

~
~ A 4J~J..h~ ~J. ...
vl'K. vVl.l.~~'Z4f,C
ROWS YOUR LOVE UFE ?
A little dull around the edges? Routine?
needs is a little Interlude. Interlude is the
ever conceived. it combines a computer
programming concept, and a one-of-a-ki
exciting, adventurous, delicious fun!
With over 100 Interludes, you can
Each Interlude is fully described in the
are detailed with regard to settings, props,
But we've saved a few super Interludes for
interview indicates you're ready! At that time
of several Interludes held secret within the
secret Interlude #99, your love life may never
can give you experiences you'l never forget.
16K
32K
16K
32K

Apple cassette/ I $16.95
Apple disk/ I $19.95
S-80 cassette/ Level II $16.95
S-80 disk $19.95

,~.:::~:E

lSE!1-J.R)SIDE

6 South St.. Milford . NH 03055 (603)673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT-OF-STATE

1-800-258-1790
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THREE·DIMENSIONAL
ROTATION
by Joan Truckenbrod
Using the microprocessor to
create three-dimensional shapes
and rotate them in space allows
one to draw an object at any angle
of rotation, or in any combination
of rotations, and thus view the
object from any perspective. Each
perspective view provides different
information about the shape or
form. This is particularly
important when attempting to
visualize complex objects that are
different on all sides. It is useful to
provide different views of the
object by rotating it simultaneously
on the X, Y, and Z axes. Threedimensional rotation of a figure
creates complex three-dimensional
images that cannot be easily
visualized by an artist or designer
without the aid of a device such as
a color graphics system. As a
figure or object turns in space, its
shape and appearance change
dramatically. Due to the wireframe character of these drawings,
the figure is constructed out of a
set of geometric forms. These
shapes and forms appear to be
stretched or compressed in various
directions as the figure is rotated
in space. Consequently the

4

rotational process is a valuable
tool for exploring and
experimenting with new shapes and
forms in the design process.
The wide range of shapes and
forms that evolve as one figure is
rotated in space illustrates one of
the valuable aspects of the threedimensional rotation process. This
point is demonstrated in the
diagram in Figure 1, which
illustrates only a few of the
numerous diverse forms that can
be created by rotating a figure in
space. All of the diagrams here
were done with the rotation
program that was discussed in the
February issue of SoftSide. This
diagram has 72 examples of
sequentially rotated figures that
appear to tumble in space in an
animated fashion. A pyramid, as
shown in Figure 2, has been
simultaneously rotated on the X,
Y, and Z axes. The pyramid is
rotating in three directions at the
same time. Horizontally, across the
chart, the pyramid is rotated on
the Y axis at 30° increments from
the left to the right in the range
from 30 0 to 360°. Vertically,
beginning at the top of the chart,
the figure is rotated around the X
axis at 15° increments in the range
from 15 ° to 90°. The Z rot~tions

~ L\J Q<lj q4) 0

are made on a diagonal, from the
upper left-hand corner to the lower
right-hand corner, at 15°
increments ranging from 15° to
255° .
The chart in Figure 3 lists the X,
Y and Z rotations for each of the
corresponding drawings in the
diagram in Figure 1. As the figure
is rotated and redrawn on the two·
dimensional screen, the visual
forces such as balance, rhythm,
proportion and directionality of
the figure change. The shapes of
the object change size and
position, and the object may
appear larger or smaller than it
really is. Depending on these
shapes, the implied motion and
directional flow of the figure
changes. Some figures appear to be
static while others appear to be
moving. In viewing these wire
frame drawings, there can be some
ambiguity in the three-dimensional
character of the object. Color or
gray values can be added to these
'drawings to clarify the appearance
of each object. This method of
image clarification will be
illustrated in the next issue of
SoftSide in conjunction with a
discussion of perspective drawing
techniques.

rsJ ~~ ry

<$\3~e ~4~ 0rsJ<&?~~
0G[QJ&:J~ ~ ~1)rsJ<V~l6J

~Q ~ ~~&J 0 w 1Sll\l?\t~£J
~~ vU5> Q00 4d \J)1SllWQ04J
Q<\~4:?~ g]~~ 1Sllv&<1J
Figure 1
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PYRAMID
Rotation on Z Axis: 0°
Rotation on Y Axis: 30°
Rotation on X Axis: 30°

ORTHOGRAPHIC
PROJECTION

Top View (90° rotation around X axis)

D

Front View

Side View (90 0 wtation around Y axis)

Figure 2
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Rotations on Y Axis: 30° increments horizontally
Rotations on X Axis: 15° increments vertically
Rotations on Z Axis: 15° increments diagonally
Figure 3
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by Mitch Voth
Apple translation by
Steve Justus
"Mini Golf" is an Apple program
requiring at least 20K of RAM.
This month's version of "Mini
Golf" will delight you Apple users.
Those of you who have mastered
your pool tables will be that much
better than the rest of us.
"Mini Golf" is an excellent
representation of the good old
nine-hole amusement park golf
course. About the only thing
lacking is the fresh air and waiting
for the next group to move on.
To play "Mini Golf" you
determine the angle of your shot
by moving the right and left arrow
keys. When you feel the angle is
just right, press a number from
one to nine (one being a soft tap
and nine being a hard hit) to hit
the ball. The difficulty of each
hole increases as you go along.
Mini Golf Variables:
A: Misc. logic.
Bl, B2, Cl, C2, DI, D2: Variables
used for moving the ball.
HH: How hard the ball is hit.
HM: Horizontal movement.
MI, M2: Movement indicators (for
calculating angles).
NP: Number of players.
P: Par for each hole.
PT: Player's turn.
S(1-1O): Score for each player.
S: Number of strokes per hole.
VM: Vertical movement.
Z$(1-1O): Player name$.
1 REM

J:

2 R£I1

I

3 REM
" REM
5 R£I1

I
I

I1INIATUI\{ GOlF
ORIGINAL PRCGW1 BY
MITCH VOTH
APFU TRAtaATION BY

STEVE JJSTUS
Lines 9-30: Initialize variables
and input r\lll'lber of pla'jers and
pla'jer rlill'leS.
9 DIM Zf(ll): OII1 S(10)
10 fOE: HTAB 15: VTAB ,,: PRINT
"APPLE 9 Hll.E": HTAB 15: VTAB
I

6: PRINT "HINIATURE G(lf"

30 VTAB 10: HTAB 10: INPUT "tu1B
ER OF PLAYERS? ";NP: IF NP >
18 THEN 10
35 FIF: A = 1 TO Nf': VTAB 12: HTAB
10: PRINT "FtAYER I";A;: Itf'UT
Zf(A): VTAB 12: HTAB 20: PRINT
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"

": NEXT A: fOE

: GOTO 300
Line 40: Score subrIJI.Jtine.
10 TEXT: HotE : PRINT "SCIF:E: "
: FOR A= 1 TO tf·: PRINT Zf(
A),S(A): NEXT A: FOR A= 1 TO
1500: NEXT A: GR : COLOR= 1:
FOR I = 0 TO 39: HLIN 0,39 AT
I: NEXT I: RETURN
Lines 50-70: Input rOI.Jtine to get
putter f'IO\Ief'IeI'lt and rlUMeric input
for hitting ball.
50 GET Zlf: IF VAL (Zlf) = 0 THEN
60
52 HH = VAL (Zl$) J: 13:HI1 = O:VI1
= 0: IF A= 1 THEN CIUI"'=
4: PLOT Cl,C2: GOTO 200
53 Cll.OI\'= 15: PLOT Cl,C2: GOTO Z
00
60 T = 0: IF ASC (Zl$) < >8 THEN
70
62 CP =CP + 1: IF CP = 17 THEN C
P=1

61 IF SCRN( Cl,CZ) = 15 THEN COLOR=
1: PLOT Cl,CZ: GOTO 100
66 Cll.!)''= 15: PLOT Cl,CZ: GOTO 1
00
70 IF ASC (Zl$) < > Zl THEN 50
72CP=CP-1: IF CP= 0 TIENCP
= 16
71 IF SCRN( Cl,CZ) = 15 THEN COL~'=
1: PLOT Cl,C2: GOTO 100
76 Cll.(J\'= 15: PLOT Cl,C2: GOTO 1
00
80 GOTO 50
90 Cll.!J\'= H: PLOT CS,AP: COlOR=
15: PLOT 81,82: IF SCRN( Cl
,C2) = 15 THEN A= 0: COLOR=
,,: PLOT C1,C2: GOTO 50
91 Cll.OI\,= 15: PLOT Cl,C2:A = 1: GOTO
50
Lines 100-116: Routine to alter
baIlor putter position values.
100 ON CP GOTO 101,102,103,104,1
05,106,107,108,109,110,111,1
12,113,111,115,116
101 Cl = Bl:C2 = 82 + 2:111 = O:I1Z
= - 1: GOTO 90
10Z C1 =Bl + 1:111 = - .5: GOTO
90
103 Cl = Bl + 2:C2 = B2 + 2:111 =
- 1:112 = - 1: GOTO 90
184 C2 = ~1 + l:HZ = - .5: GOTO
90
105 CZ = 8Z:HZ = 0: GOTO 90
106 C2 = B2 - 1:112 = .5: GOTO 90
107 Cl = Bl + 2:CZ = BZ - Z:111 =
- 1:112 = 1: GOTO 90
108 Cl = Bl + 1:111 = - .5: GOTO
90
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109 Cl =Bl:111 = 0: GOTO 90
110 Cl =Bl - 1:111 = .5: GOTO 90
111 C1 = 81 - 2:CZ = B2 - Z:111 =
l:I1Z = 1: GOTO 90
112 CZ = ~1 - l:I1Z = .5: GOTO 90
113 CZ = B2:HZ = 0: GOTO 90
111 C2 =B2 + l:I1Z = - .5: GOTO
90
115 C1 = B1 - 2:CZ = 82 + Z:111 =
1:112 = - 1: GOTO 90
116 C1 = Bl - 1:111 = .5: GOTO 90
Lir~ 150: Hole in or~ rOl~ine.
150 IF S = 1 THEN PRINT: PRINT
(ffi$

(7); CHa (7); CHa (7
(7): PRINT "A I { l i I

); CIM

NONE ~ ~ ~ 01: PRINT : PRINT : Fffi
A= 1 TO ZOOO: NEXT A: RETURN
155 PRINT "THAT TOOK YllJ ";S;" S
TRMS": PRINT : PRINT : Fffi
A= 1 TO ZOOO: NEXT A: RETURN
Lir~ ZOO-Z05: Routine to calculate
reflection angles.
ZOO 01 = B1:0Z = BZ: Cll.OR= 4: PLOT
B1,82: IF ( ASS (1111 = .5 AN>
iii = 11 OR ASS (111) = 1 THEN
01 = B1 + SGN (111):HH = 0: GOTO
Z05
ZOZ It! = 1
Z05 T = T + 1: IF T >1 THEN RC =
Z: RETl.F:N
Line Z10: Check for hole.
210 IF SCRN( 01,82) = 15 THEN R
C = 0: RET'mN

212 COLOR= 15: PLOT 01,82:81 = 0
1: IF SCRtH 01,82) = SCRN(
CS,AP) THEN S(PTJ = S(PTl +
S - P:RC = 1: GIlSI.E 150: RETURN
220 COLOR= 1: PLOT 81,82: IF ( ASS
(HZ) = .5 AN> VI1 = 1) IF: ABS
(112) = 1 TIEN 22"
22Z VI1 = 1: GOTO 230
221 OZ = 82 + SGN (112):VI1 = 0
230 IF SCRN( 81,02) = 15 TIEN R
C = 0: RETURN
232 COLOR= 15: PLOT Bl,OZ:82 = 0

2: IF SCRN( 81,82) = SCRN<
CS,AP) THEN S(PTJ = S(PTJ +
S - P:RC = 1: GOSlE 150: RETURH
210 T = 0:1Ii = iii - 1: IF iii < 0 THEN
RC = 2: RETURN
21Z GOTO 200
Lines 300-1121: Routines for
displa'jir~ individl.Jal holes on
screen.

300 fOE: GR : CG..ffi:: 4: FIF: 1 =
o TO 39: !UN 0,39 AT 1: NEXT
I

301 HDHE: COlffi:: 15: HLlN 20,10
AT 5: VLIN 5,37 AT 20: HLIN
20,10 AT 37: VlIN 37,5 AT 10

302

305
310
320

32S
330

335

100

102

120
130
135
118

111

112

500

!

: PRINT "IIU 11 PAR 2":P =
2:CS = 15:AP = 8: COlOR= 13:
PLOT CStff'
FeR PT = 1 TO tf':S = 1: PRINT
Z$(PTl ;"'S TURN":Bl = INT (
RND (1) I 7) + 11:B2 = 35: co
LOR= 15: PLOT Bl,82
GOSl£ 180
IF RC = 2 THEN S = S + 1:CP =
1: GOSUB 100: GOTO 310
IF F:C = 1 THEN t£XT PT: GOTO
100
Itt = Itt - 10: IF Itt < 2 THEN
Itt = 2
IF 01 = 10 IR 01 = 20 TI£N H
1 = - IU: GOSl£ 200: GOTO 3
10
HZ = - 112: GOSl£ 200: GOTO 3
10
HOME: GOSUB 10: COLOR= 15:Y
= 12: VLIN 35,12 AT 1: FeR
X = 1 TO 13:Y = Y - 1: PLOT
X,Y: NEXT X: !UN 13,25 AT 2
: VLIN 2,16 AT 25: IlIN 25,1
1 AT 16: VLIN 16,35 AT 11: IlIN
11,1 AT 3S
PRINT"IIU 12 PAR 2":P =
2:CS = Z2:AP = 10: COLOR: 13
: PLOT CS,AP: FIR PT = 1 TO
tf':S = 1: PRINT Z$(PTl;"'S T
~":Bl = INT ( RI() (1) I 7
) + 5:82 = 33: COLOR= 15: PLOT
Bl,82:CP = 1: GOSl£ 100
IF RC = 2 TI£N S = S + 1:CP =
1: GOSUB 100: GOTO 120
IF RC = 1 THEN t£XT PT: GOTO
500
Itt = Itt - 10: IF HH <2 ANI H
H) -6 TI£N Itt = 2
IF 01 = 1 IR 01 = 25 IR 01 =
11 THEN Hl = - Hl: GOSUB 20
0: GOTO 120
IF 01 < 13 ANI 02 < 13 TI£N
A = Ml:Ml = - HZ:H2 = - A:
GOSUB 200: GOTO 120
IF02=2IR02=35IR02=
16 TI£N HZ = - 112: GOSUB 20
0: GOTO 120
10£: GOSUB 10: COLOR= 15:Y
= 15: ILIH 3,30 AT 35: VLIN
35,15 AT 30: FIR X = 30 TO 2
2 STEP - 1:Y = Y - 1: PLOT
X,Y: NEXT X: IlIN 21,12 AT 6
:Y = 5: FIR X = 12 TO 3 STEP
- 1:Y = Y + 1: PLOT X,Y: t£XT
X

510 VLIN 35,15 AT 3: VLIN 35,15 AT
17: PRINT "HOLE 13 PAR 2":
CS = n:AP = 30: COlOR= 13: PLOl
CS,AP:P = 2: FIR PT = 1 TO N
P:S = 1: PRINT Z$(PT>;"'S TU
RN":Bl = !NT ( RtI) (1) I 11
) + 5:B2 = 33: COlOR= 15: PLOT
BltB2~O> = l~ WllB 11)&
57.\\ If f.r. = 7. i\£N S = 5 + 1:CP =

1: GOSUB 100: GOTO 520
530 IF RC = 1 THEN t£XT PT: GOTO
600
510 Itt = HH - 10: IF HH <2 AM> H
H) -6THENHH=2
550 IF 01 = 3 OR 01 = 17 OR 01 =
30 THEN Hl = - Hl: GOSUB 20
0: GOTO 520
553 IF 02 = 6 IR 02 = 35 THEN 112
= - 112: GOSl£ 200: GOTO 52

o

551 IF 01 < 13 ANI 02 < 16 THEN
A = Hl:Hl = - H2:H2 = - A:
GOSUB 200: GOTO 520
55S IF 01 >20 AND 02 < 16 THEN
A = H1:Hl = 112:112 = A: GOSl£
200: GOTO 520
600 HOME: GOSUB 10: COLIR= 15:Y
= 11: VlIN 35,11 AT 3: FIF:
X = 3 TO 10:Y = Y- 1: PLOT
X,Y: NEXT X: HLlN 10,21 AT 3
:Y = 3: FIF: X = 25 TO 32:Y =
Y + 1: PLOT X, y: t£XT X: VLIN
12,20 AT 32
602 Y = 20: FIR X = 32 TO 25 STEP
- l:Y = Y + 1: PLOT X,Y: t£XT
X: ILIH 21,20 AT 28: FIR X =
19 TO 12 STEP - 1:Y = Y - 1
: PLOT X,Y: NEXT X: IlIN 3,1
2 AT 35
605 VLIN 35,12 AT 12: HlIN 12,22
AT 12: VLIN 12,18 AT 22
610 PRINT "HOLE 11 PAR 3":CS =
17:AP = 15: COlOR: 13: PLOT
CS,AP:P = 3: FIR PT = 1 TO N
P:S = 1: PRINT : PRINT Z$(PT
);"'5 TURN":Bl = INT ( RND
(1) I 7) + 1:B2 = 33: COlOR=
15: PLOT Bl,82:CP = 1: GOSl£
100
620 IF ~t = 2 TI£N S = S + l:CP =
1: GOSUB 108: GOTO 620
630 IF ~t = 1 THEN t£XT PT: GOTO
700
610 HH = HH - 10: IF HH <2 ANI H
H) -6n£NHH=2
650 IF 01 = 3 IR 01 = 22 IR 01 =
32 IR 01 = 12 TI£N Hl = - H
1: GOSUB 200: GOTO 620
65S IF 02 = 35 IF: 02 = 3 OR 02 =
28IR02=12n£NH2= -H
2: GOSl£ 200: GOTO 620
660 IF 01 > 21 At() 02 < 12 TI£N
A = Hl:M1 = I12:H2 = A: GOSUB
200: GOTO 620
665 IF 01 > 25 At() 02 > 20 TI£N
A = H1:Ml = - 112:112 = - A:
GOSUB 200: GOTO 620
670 IF 01 > 12 At() 02 > 12 n£N
A = Hl:Hl = I12:H2 = A: GOSUB
200: GOTO 620
675 IF 01 < 11 At() 02 < 10 THEN
A= H1:Ml = - H2:H2 = - A:
GOSUB 200: GOTO 620
700 HOME: GOSrn 10: COlOR= 15: IlIN
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701

706

710

720
730

m
750

755

760

765

770

775

800

801

18,28 AT 35: VlIN 35,10 AT 2
8:Y = 21: FIF: X = 28 TO 18 STEP
- 1:Y = Y - 1: PLOT X,Y: NEXT
X: VlIN 35,21 AT 18
Y = 10: FOR X = 28 TO 20 STEP
- 1:Y = Y - 1: PLOT X,Y: NEXT
X: IlIN 19,11 AT 1:Y = 1: FOR
X = 10 TO 1 STEP - 1:Y = Y +
1: PLOT X,Y: NEXT X: VlIN 11
,16 AT 1
Y = 15: FIF: X = 1 TO 9:Y = Y +
1: PLOT X,Y: NEXT X: HlIN 10
,18 AT 21
PRINT: PRINT "HJLE 15 PAR
2":CS = II:AP = 13: COLOR= 13
: PLOT CS,AP:P = 2: FOR PT =
1 TO NF':S = 1: PRINT Z$(PT);
IllS TlJ:N" :B1 = INT ( RND (1
) I 8) + 19:B2 = 33: COlOR=
15: FtOT Bl,B2:CP = 1: GOSl£
100
IF ~'C = 2 THEN S = S + 1:CP =
1: GOSUB 100: GOTO 720
IF ~'C = 1 THEN NEXT PT: GOTO
800
HH = HH - 10: IF HH < 2 AND H
H ) -6THENIfi=2
IF 01 = 1 OR 01 = 18 OR 01 =
28 THEN Hl = - Ml: GOSUB 20
0: GOTO 720
IF02=351F:02=1OR02=
21 THEN H2 = - H2: GOSl£ 20
0: GOTO 720
IF (01 > 17 AND 02 > 13) THEN
A = Hl:Hl = M2::H2 = A: GOSUB
200: GOTO 720
IF 01 > 19 AND 02 < 11 THEN
A = Hl:Ml = 112:"2 = A: GOSl£
200: GOTO 720
IF 01 > 0 At() 02 > 11 THEN A
= M1:M1 = I12:M2 = A! GOSUB
200: GOTO 720
IF 01 < 12 AND 02 < 12 THEN
A = Hl:Ml = - I12:H2 = - A:
GOSUB 200: GOTO 720
GOSUB 10: COl£f:= 15: HLIH 9,
26 AT 35: VLIN 35,25 AT 26: IlIN
26,32 AT 25:Y = 25: FIF: X =
32 TO 38:Y = Y - 1: PLOT X,Y
: t£XT x: VLIN 18,11 AT 38: HLIN
38,9 AT II: VLIN 11,35 AT 9
Y = 32: FOR X = 9 TO 21:Y = Y
- 1: PLOT X, Y: t£XT X: \.tIN
20,10 AT 21: PRINT "IIU t6
PAR II":CS = 15:AP = 20: COLOR=
13: PLOT CS,AP:P = 1: FIF: PT
= 1 TO Nf':S = 1: PRINT Z$(P

n;"'s nJRN"

810 Bl = INT ( RND (1) I 15) + 1
1:B2 = 33: COlOR= 15: PLOT B
1,82:CP = 1: GOSUB 100
820 IF RC = 2 THEN S = S + 1:CP =
1: GOSUB 100: GOTD 820
830 IF RC = 1 THEN t£XT PT: GOTO
900
continued oa aext paRe
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continued from prnious page

m iii = iii 850
855
860
865
90 0

10: IF iii <2 At() H
H> -6THENIIi=2
IF 01 = 9 ffi 01 = 38 OR 01 =
26 OR 01 = 21 THEN I'll = - 1'1
1: GOSl£ 200: GOTO 820
IF02='1OR02=35OR02=
25 TI£N 1'12 = - H2: GOSI.E 20
0: GOTO 820
IF 01 > 31 At() OZ > 17 TI£N
A= 1'11:1'11 = - H2:1'12 = - A:
GOSl£ 200: GOTO 820
IF 01 >8 At() OZ < 33 THEN A
= 1'11:1'11 = - I'IZ:H2 = - A: GOSUB
200: GOTO 820
GOSI.£: '10: C!l..0R= 15: ILIN 11
,38 AT 35: VLIN 35,20 AT 38:
Y=20: Fffi X= 38 TO 21 STEP
- l:Y = Y- 1: PlOT X,Y: NEXT
x: HlIN 20,10 AT 2:Y = 1: FOR
X= 10 TO Z STEP - 1:Y = Y+
1: PLOT X,Y: NEXT X: VLIH 11
,25 AT 2:Y : 25: FOR X= Z TO
10:Y : Y+ 1: PlOT X,Y: NEXT
X

901 VLIN 35,ZO AT 20: HLIN 20,30
AT 20
902 PRINT "HQE 17 PAR 3":P :
3:CS : 28:AP : 28: COU)I\'= 13
: PLOT CS,AP: FOR PT : 1 TO
NP:S: 1: PRINT Z$(PTl;'lfS T
~":81: INT ( RNO (1) I 6
) + 11:B2 = 33: COLOR: 15: PLOT
Bl,B2:CP = 1: GOSll: 100
920 IF RC : 2 THEN S : S + l:CP :
1: GOSUB 100: GOTO 920
930 IF RC = 1 THEN NEXT PT: GOTO
1000
935 HH = HH - 10: IF HH < 2 At«> H
H> -6THENHH=2
9'10 IF 01 : 38 OR 01 : 2 OR 01 :
20 THEN I'll = - I'll: GOSUB 20
0: GOTO 920
950 IF 02 = 2 ffi 02 : 35 OR 02 :
20 THEN 1'12 = - 1'12: GOSUB 20
0: GOTO 920
957 IF 01 > 21 AND 02 -( 21 THEN
A= I'll :1'11 : li2:I'IZ = A: GOStJ::;
ZOO: GOTO 920
960 IF 01 < 11 AND OZ < 11 THEN
A= 1'11:1'11 = - H2:1'12 = - A:
GOSlI: 200: GOTO 920
965 IF 01 > 1 AND 02 >2'1 THEN A
= I'IUMl = 1'12:1'12 = A: GOSl(:
200: GOTO 920
1000 GOSlI: '10: COLOR: 15: HUN 1
5,25 AT 38: VLIN 38,25 AT 25
:Y = 25: FOR X=25 TO 30:Y =
Y- 1: PlOT X,V: !£XT X: VLIN
19,10 AT 30:V = 10: FOR X:
30 TO 25 STEP - l:Y = Y- 1
: PlOT X, Y: NEXT X: IUN 25,
15 AT '1
1005 Y = 1: FOR X: 1'1 TO 10 STEP
- l:Y = Y + 1: PLOT X,V: NEXT
70

X: VlIN 10,19 AT 10:V : 18: Fffi
X: 10 TO 15:Y = Y+ 1: PlOT
X,Y: NEXT X: VLIH 2'1,38 AT 1
5

1007 VLIN 11,19 AT 15:Y = 19: FOR
X: 16 TO 20:Y = Y + 1: PlOT
X,Y: NEXT X:Y : 2'1: FOR X=
21 TO 25:Y = Y- 1: PlOT X,Y
: NEXT X: VLIN 19,11 AT 25
1010 F'IIDIT "1nE t8 PAR 3":P =
3:CS = 20:AP = 20: COLCJ<= 13
: PLOT CS,AP: FOR PT = 1 TO
NP:S = 1: PRINT Z$(PTl;"'S T
~":Bl = INT ( roo (1) I 7
+ 16) :B2 : 35: COLOI\'= 15: PlOT
81,B2:CP = 1: GOSlI: 100
1020 IF RC : 2 THEN S = S + l:CP
: 1: GOSl£ 100: GOTO 1020
1030 IF RC = 1 THEN NEXT PT: GOTO
1100
1035 fIi = It! - 10: IF HH <2 At()
flD - 6 THEN iii = 2
10'10 IF 01 : 25 OR 01 : 30 OR 01
: 10 OR 01 : 15 THEN I'll = I'll: GOSUB 200: GOTO 1020
1050 IF 02 = 38 OR 02 = '1 THEN 1'1
2 = - H2: GOStJ3 200: GOTO 1
020
1060 IF <01 ) 2'1 AND 02 > 19) ffi
<01 < 15 AND 02 -< 9) OR <01 >
20 AND 02 > 19) THEN A= I'll!
I'll = - 1'12:1'12 = - A: GOSI.£
200: GOTO 1020
1070 IF <01 ) 2'1 At() 02 < 1'1) OR
(01 <17 At«> 02 ) 17) OR (01
<: 21 AND 02 ) 19) THEN A=
I'll :1'11 = 1'12:1'12 : A: GOSlE: 200
: GOTO 1020
1100 GOSUE: '10: COLOI\'= 15: HLIN 1
5,25 AT 38: VLIN 38,21 AT Z5
: HLIN 25,35 AT Z1: VLIN 2'1,
2 AT 35: fl.IN 35,S AT 2: VLIN
2,Z'1 AT 5: IUN 5,15 AT 2'1: VLIN
2'1,38 AT 15
1105 Y: 11: FOR X: 15 TO ZO:Y :
Y+ 1: PlOT X,Y: NEXT X:Y =
21: FOR X: 23 TO Z8:Y : Y1: PLOT X,Y: NEXT X:Y : 11: FOR
X= 27 TO 22 STEP - 1:Y = Y
- 1: PlOT X,Y: NEXT X:Y = 1
: FOR X= 18 TO 11 STEP - 1
:Y = Y+ 1: PLOT X,Y: NEXT X
1110 PRINT "H(li t9 PAR '1":P =
1:CS =21:AP = 12: COLCJ<= 13
: FiOT CS,AP: FOR PT = 1 TO
NP:S = 1: PRINT Z$(PTl;"'S T
~":Bl = INT ( RND (1) X 7
+ 16) :B2 = 36: COLOI\'= 15: PLOT
Bl,BZ:CP = 1: GOSUE: 100
1120 IF RC = 2 THEN S = S + l:CP
= 1: GOSUE: 100: GOTO 11Z0
1130 IF RC = 1 THEN NEXT PT: GOTO
2000
1110 HH = HH - 10: IF HH <2 AND
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fIi> -6THENIIi=2
1150 IF 01 = 15 ffi 01 :: 2S ffi 01
= 35 OR 01 = 5 THEN 111:: I'll: GOSUB ZOO: GOTO 1120
1160 IF 02 = 2 ffi 02 = 38 ffi OZ =
21 THEN H2 = - H2: GOSlB ZO
0: GOTO 11Z0
1165 IF (01 ) 21 AND 02 ) 1'1) ffi
(01 < 20 AND 02 < 11) THEN A
= 1'11:1'11:: - H2:H2:: - A: GOSlI:
200: GOTO 1120
1170 IF (01 < 21 AND .02 ) 1'1) ffi
(01 ) 21 At«> 02 < 11) THEN A
= HUHl : 1'12:1'12 :: A: GOSlI:
200: GOTO 1120
1180 GOTO 1120
Line 2000: End gat'lE! routine.
2000 TEXT: HM : PRINT "FINAl
SCffiE:": Fffi A= 1 TO Nf': PRINT
Z$(A),S(A): NEXT A:
~

APPLE ONE LINERS
2 A = O:B = OlE :: .05 I RN[, (1):
C = .05 + E:O = .2 + E A 2: HGR
: POKE 19231,0: HCOLOR: 7: FOR
Q = 1 TO 100: HPLOT 120 + 11
o I SIN (A),9S + 90 I COS
(A) TO 120 + 110 I SIN (B),
95 + 90 I COS (B):A = A+ C
:8 = 8 + 0: NEXT 0: GOTO 2
Jim Escoffier
Merritt Island, FL

1 HOI£: HGR : POKE - 16302,0: ROT
POL (0) / 25S I 279, POI.. <1
) / 255 I 191: FOR X= 1 TO
3000: ROT TO POL (0) / 2
55 I 279, POL (1) / 255 I 19
1: NEXT: FOR X= 8192 TO 16
383: POKE X,S:S :: S + 1 - 2S
5 I (251 < S): NEXT: GOTO 1
Dennis Ward
Beaverton, OR

1 A:: 278:8 = 190:C = 1:0 = 3:X =
AI RHO (C):V = B X RHO (C
): HGR2 :P = RHO (C) / 2:T =
100 I RND (C) I RHO (C) I
RHO (C): FOR Z = C TO T: Fffi
Q = C TO 0: HCOLOI\'= a: ROT
X,Y TO A I RHO (C),S I RHO
(C): NEXT 0: NEXT Z: GOTO 1
Bruce Mount
Lincoln, MA

10 HOtE: INPUT "HESSAGE";A$: IlflJT
"NUIf:ER OF REPEATS";A: fI)I£
: FOR I = 1 TO A: PRINT " ";
A$;" ";: NEXT I: PRINT : PRINT
"AGAIN? (YIN)";: GET n: IF
1$ = "Y" THEN 10
Peter Stone
. Los Angeles, CA

ABM
from Muse

"ABM" is a visually exciting
game, one at which you cannot
win, only stave off disaster for an
indefinite period of time.
Essentially, you are the Air
Defense Commander in charge of
five Anti-ballistic Missile (ABM)
bases located on the Atlantic Coast
of the U.S.A. Some nameless
enemy is lobbing nuclear missiles
at you from an unknown locale off
the top of your video screen. Your
job is to knock those incoming
missiles out of commission by
firing your own missiles at them.
Your ABMs are either 1 Kiloton
Sprint missiles or 5 Kiloton Ajax
missiles.
In order to guide your ABMs,
you must use either game paddles
or joysticks to locate a cross hair
sight in the path of an incoming
missile. Once the sight is in place,
you launch a missile and try to
blow the incoming mail to
smithereens. Sound easy? Wait.
Among the faceless enemy's bag
of tricks, there is a nifty fellow
called a MIRV. That's Multiple
Independently targetted Reentry
Vehicle, for those who left your
military reference books at the
office. The MIRV does a neat little
number after entering the picture,
it plays amoeba and divides itself
into several little missiles all going
towards a different target. If you
don't get it before it divides, you
don't last a whole lot longer.
Sooner or later, the East Coast
as represented by Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Washington
D.C., Baltimore, and Richmond,
gets wiped out. There's no way
around this, the enemy has just as
many, if not more, missiles than
you do. My own private theory is
that the enemy is located in
Redondo Beach, California, but
then I have definite Yankee
leanings.
Once the Atlantic Seaboard has
slowly sunk into the east, the video
monitor displays the number of
en.emy missiles that you destroyed
in your futile efforts to save the
seat of government, the number of
missiles you used in the
aforementioned fruitless task, and
your score.

"ABM" is a lot of fun, even if
you're not from the West Coast.
The graphics are excellent, the
game is fast paced and
unpredictable. In fact, the only
drawback to the whole package is
the fact that you cannot "win" ,
you can only survive a little bit
longer than you did before ... and
that is only a drawback if you
choose to view it as such.
Oh yes, there is one other slight
problem: It's highly addictive.
Dave Albert

GALAXY WARS
from Starcraft Inc.
Distributed by Broderbund
Software
This one should have been
named "Fish in Space". Really, in
order to win you must pilot a
missile through an obstacle course
of fish (!) and knock out alien
saucers. "Galaxy Wars" is a
Japanese import marketed by
Broderbund Software, and it's
quite a decent little arcade game.
Only I found myself waiting for
Mothra or Godzilla to rear up out
of the schools of fish and take a
swipe at my missile.
There are a few other
disconcerting things about " Galaxy
Wars", although none of them
really detract from the program.
For one, you have to turn your
monitor on its side unless you
prefer to visualize your missile as a
bazooka shell. And then there are
the choreographed little saucers all
synchronized with the opening
sound routine, calling to mind the
June Taylor Dancers or a Busby
Berkeley musical.
Perhaps these are not logical
inconsistencies at all, but quite
natural to the Oriental mind ... if
we Westerners buy the line about
the moon being made of green
cheese, why not swarms of fish
roaming the astral pathways?
Certainly there are no " rules" in
fantasy space games, nor does
there need to be a logical pattern.
If the action is well-paced and the
game entrancing, then who cares if
there are seeming incongruities?
And "Galaxy Wars" IS fun to
play, as much fun as any Invaderstype game I have seen. Now if we
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can just get the' 'lethal writhing
electrical worms" from Space
Invasion onto hooks ...
Dave Albert

MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY
from Personal Software
If you enjoy Monopoly, I think
you'll enjoy Monty. As the name
says, Monty plays Monopoly. And
he plays it with a flourish that
normally isn't found among his
more human counterparts. (I say
MORE human, because Monty is
really a very warm, engaging sort
of opponent.)
"Monty Plays Monopoly" is
available in Apple and S-80
versions; I played it on the Apple.
The playing board is
represented in colorful lowresolution graphics on the monitor,
although you still need a regular
Monopoly board game to play.
Once you load "Monty", the
program runs itself, beginning with
a rendition of a few of the many
tunes that you'll hear during the
course of the game. After entering
the names of the other players,
and optionally placing some cash
on Free Parking, the game gets
under way.
"Monty" is controlled mainly
through the game paddles, with
keyboard input required from time
to time. The program follows all
the rules, including rent payments;
mortgaging; buying and selling of
houses and hotels; trading;
bidding; doubles - and, of
course, bankruptcy. All inputs are
well-prompted and error-proofed.
Much of the program's appeal
lies in its use of music and
graphics. A different theme is
played for each square on the
board, sometimes accompanied by
a graphics animation. And
Monty's debonair face is displayed
whenever it's his turn.
Of course, if you're like me and
always have trouble finding
Monopoly partners in the first
place, then Monty's greatest appeal
may well be his availability. Monty
gets my recommendation as a more
entertaining Monopoly player than
most, and (what's even rarer) one
who doesn't cheat.
Jon Voskuil
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=N=U=M=B=E=R=B=A=T=T=LE~~~)
by David Bohlke
"Number Battle" is an Atari
program requiring at least 8 K
memory.
With a blaze of psychedelic
color and a cascading current of
sound, the battle is underway!
The object of the game is to
"capture" higher numbers on the
playing field than your formidable
opponent, the Atari. You are first
asked to choose a level of
difficulty from I to 5, with the
higher levels giving you a tougher
battle (and also taking a bit longer
for each move). You then choose
the number of colors you want to
use, from 1 to 3. The computer
will be printing a field of 79
numbers, and this input determines
how many different colors it will
use to print them. The significance
is that the second color doubles the
value of the number, and the third
color triples it, adding to the
challenge of the game. Finally, you
are asked to choose either a
random or symmetrical
arrangement of numbers, and then
the battle begins.
When the board is displayed,
you will see an "H" and an "A"
mixed in with the numbers,
marking the starting locations for
the Human and the Atari. You
enter your move (up, down, right,
or left) by moving the joystick in
the appropriate direction and
pressing the button. The number at
that location (doubled or tripled if
applicable) will be added to your
score. You and the computer
alternate turns until one of you
tops the game score, which is
determined by the chosen skill
level. All this is accompanied by
much flashing and bleeping, to
keep your senses as well as your
intellect stimulated.
Documentation
Lines 5-192:
Initialization
Line 10:
Get options
Line 16:
Print scores
Line 20:
A(121) Board values
D(4) Direction for moves
B(121) Color values for PLOT
Lines 40-48:
Put numbers into array

72

Lines 50-58:
Lines 800-836:
Set board boundary (99), PLOT
Enter options
numbers on screen
Lines 900-904:
Line 60:
PLOT coordinates for a given
Direction values
square (S)
Lines 100-132:
PLOT players pieces
5 REM NlHlER BAITLE b';l David Bohlke
Line 192:
10 GOSlll 800
Human moves first on random
11 GRAPHICS 1:PG(f 752,1:SfTGa..m i,D,
Lines 200-260:
8
Computer's move (CS is the
16 GOSlll 500
computer location)
20 DIM A(121),0(1),B(121)
Line 220:
10 FOR S=12 TO SY:A(S)=INT(RND(0)I9)+1
Get square to move to
:B(S)=A(S)+16
Line 230:
11 SOUND O,SI2,10,2:SETGa..OR 1,S,8
Zero current position
Line 240:
12 IF (NC=3 OR NC=2) AN> RND(0)<0.3 TH
Adjust score and array
EN B(S)=A(S)+176:A(S)=A(S)I2:GOTO 16
Line 250:
11 IF NC=3 AN> RND(0)<0.3 THEN S(S)=A(
PLOT move
S)+l11:A(S)=A(S)13
Line 260:
16 IF SY=60 THEN A(120-S)=A(S):S(120-S
Prints scores
Lines 300-399:
)=8(S)
Human's move
18 NEXT S:SETCOLOR 1,0,B
Lines 304-320:
Get direction of move
50 FOR 1=1 TO 9:A(I)=99:A(I+II0)=99:NE
Lines 350-360:
XlI
PLOT question mark in move
52 FOR 1=11 TO 99 STEP 11:A(I)=99:A(I+
position
10)=99:NEXT I
Lines 365:
55 FOR S=12 TO 108:IF A<S)=99 ll£N 58
FIRE button not pressed
56 GOSlll 900
Lines 370-372:
58 NEXT S
Zero position
Line 375:
60 0(1)=-11:0(2)=1:0(3)=11:0(1)=-1
Adjust score and arrays
100 CF~0:HP=O:CS=18:HQ=72
Lines 380-382:
110 AOIU=99:A(CS)=99
PLOT piece
120 S=ts:GOSUB 900:COLOR 65:PlOT X,Y
Line 390:
122 COLOR 60 :PlOT X-l, Y:Ga..OR 62:PlOT
Print scores
X+1,Y
Line 399:
Continue to computer's move
130 S=HU:GOSUB 900:COLOR 72:PlOT X,Y
Lines 500-566:
132 C(LOR 60 :PlOT X-l, Y:CIl..OR 62:PlOT
Print scores, check for end of
X+l,Y
game
190 ? :? :? :?
Lines 700-799:
192 IF RND(0)(0.5 THEN GOSUB 500:GOTO
Computer's move strategy
300
MS Square to move to
200 S=CS
HS High point total
220 GOSlll 700
Lines 710, 720, 730, 740, 750:
230 A(S)=O:GOSUB 900:CIl..OR O:PlOT X,Y:
Five loops to look up to five
PlOT X-l,Y:PlOT X+l,Y
squares ahead (depending on level
210 CP=CP+A(HS) :A(HS)=99:CS=HS
difficulty)
250 S=HS:GOSUB 900:CIl..m 65:PlOT X,Y
Line 710:
252 C(LOR 60:PlOT X-l,V:CIl..OR 62:PlOT
Loop for four directions
X+l,Y
Line 712:
Check for off board
260 GOSUB 500
Line 714:
300 Aom=o
If square value is higher than
301 S=HU:SOUND 0,RND(O)I2SS,10,2:P=STI
current high, interchange the two.
CK(O):GOTO
P+300
Line 715:
Possible end of game one look-ahead
305 GOTO 307
306 GOTO 311
Line 718:
Check level of difficulty
307 HS--S+l:GOTO 320
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309
310
311
313
311
315
320
350
352

GOTO 313
GOTO 311

360

~

320
320
HS--S-11:GOTO 320
GOTO 301
IF A(HS)=99 THEN 301
S=HS:GOSI.B 900:C!l..1I': 63
PLOT X, Y
355 FII': 1=1 TO 100:IF STRIG(O)=O THEN
370
356 SOUND O,IJ2,10,Z
~-S-1:GOTO

~-S+11:GOTO

I

365 COlII': B(S):PlOT X,Y:GOTO 301

370 S=HG:GOSUE: 900:C!l..1I': O:PlOT X,Y
37Z PlOT X-1,Y:PlOT X+1,Y
375 HP=HP+A(HS):A(HS)=99:HG=HS
380 S=HS:GOSUE: 900:COlOR 72:PlOT X,Y
382 COlII': 60:PlOT X-1,Y:COlOR 62:FtOT
X+!, Y
390 GOSIll 500
399 GOTO 200
500 PCJJ: 77,0
502 PRINT !PRINT " tblber Battle"
501 PRINT ,,"
GAtE ";EG+!
510 PRINT "1U1AN ";HP,' ATAR! ";Cf'
520 IF tf')£G OR CP>£G THEN 550
530 RETI.F:N
550 PRINT :PRINT "Press FIRE for nex
t

galle

?";

560 IF STRIG(O)=O THEN R~
566 SOUND O,RND(0)12S0,10,2:GOTO 560
700 HS=-1:HS=-1
710 FII': H1=1 TO 1:N1=S+D(H1)
711 SOUND O,H1130,10,2:SETC!l..OR 1,RND(
0)115,8
712 IF A(N1)=99 THEN 780
711 IF A(N1)>HS THEN HS=A(N1):HS=Nl
715 IF A(Nll+CP>£G THEN HS=N1:GOTO 799
718 IF L=l THEN 780
720 FOR HZ=l TO 1:N2=N1+0(HZ)
722 IF A(N2)=99 OR N2=S THEN 77B
721 IF A(Nl)+A(N2»HS THEN HS=A(Nl>+A(
N2) :HS--Nl
728 IF L=2 THEN 778
730 FII': H3=1 TO 1:N3=N2+0(H3)
732 IF A(N3)=99 OR N3=N1 THEN 776
733 SOUND O,H1130+H3l30,10,2:SETCOLOR
1,00(0)115,6
731 Sl=A(Nl)+A(N2)+A(N3):SETCOlOR 2,RN
0(0)115,6
736 IF Sl>HS THEN HS--Sl:~-Nl
738 IF L=3 THEN 776
710 FOR tI1=l TO 1:tfII=N3+D(tI1)
712 IF A!tfII)=99 OR N1=N2 OR N1=Nl THEN
771
711 Sl=A(Nl>+A(N2)+A(N3)+A(tfII)
716 IF Sl)HS THEN HS--Sl:HS=Nl
718 IF L=1 THEN 771
750 FOR H5=1 TO 1:~.J--N1+0(H5)

752 IF A(NS)=99 OR NS=N3 OR ~..FN2 OR N
5=Nl THEN 772
751 Sl=A(N1)+A(N2)+A(N3)+A(Ni)+A(NS)
756 IF S1>HS THEN HS--Sl :HS=Nl
772 ~ H5
771 ~ Hi
776 NEXT H3
778 NEXT HZ
780 NEXT H1
799 SETCOLOR 1,O,8:SETCOLII': 2,9,1:RETU
RN
800 GRAPHICS O:SETC!l..1I': 2,15,2
805 PRINT :PRINT ," tuIlER BATTLE ":PR
INT

810 PRINT "ENTER Level of Difficult~
(1-5) ";:INF1.JT L:L=INT(U!IF L<l OR L
)5 THEN 810
820 ? :PRINT "HHER ~lll1ber of Colors
(1-3) "; :INFtJT NC:NC=INT(NC)!IF NC<1
OR NC>3 THEN 820
822 EG---99:IF NC=2 THEN EG=119
821 IF NC=3 THEN EG=l99
830 ? :PRINT "ENTER Board Status : "
832 PRINT ,'1 - S':I/'If'IE!tr ic" : PRINT , "2 RandoM ", !INFtJT SY
831 IF SY=l THEN SY=60:l\flURN
836 SY=108:RETURN
900 Y=INT(S/11):X=S-YI11:COLOR SIS)
902 Y=(Y-1)12:X=XI2
901 PLOT X,Y:RETURN

Radio Shack's TRS·80™
Pocket Computer
For Businessmen, Engineers, Scientists,
Educators!
Library of prerecorded programs available. Memory retains programs
even with power off. Typewriter-format keyboard, 24-character LCD.
15 arithmetic functions, 10 digit accuracy. One of the most
remarkable technological achievements of the decade! The TRS-80
Pocket Computer actually has most of the features of the
famous Level I TRS-80 microcomputer in a pocketable 6 oz.,
2314 x 6 7/8 x 11/16" size. You can program it in BASIC or
use the growing library of prerecorded programs for
r=------,,~........_
Business Statistics, Business Finance, Real Estate,
Civil Engineering, Personal Finance, and Aviation .
There' s even an educational Math Drill and Games
Pack for fun. Programs and data are retained
even with power off. Case, long-life (300
hours) batteries included . Cassette interface
included, connects Pocket Computer to
cassette recorder for loading prerecorded
software, storing and saving programs.
Batteries extra. With cable. 26-3501 +

:....u<
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We don't recommend that you sit on your new BASF disks, but we're packaging them so
that they could take that kind of punishment.
When you buy our 5 V.. ' , 100% certified, single sided , single or double density disks, you will
receive them in a handsome tan hard plastic library case at no extra cost. Each box contains
ten disks of the highest quality, from the people that all but invented magnetic recording
media.
The hard plastic library case ensures that your disks will remain well protected from the
ravages of time, weather, children , and pets. No more flimsy cardboard boxes that fall apart
within a few weeks!
Box of 10, 5'/." Single Density .. .. . .. . . .. ...... .. .... . ......... .... ...... . . ..... $34 .95
Box of 10, 5 V..• Double Density . . .. ..... .. .. .. ..... .. .. . ....... . ...... . .... . .... $44.95
Box of 10, 8" Double Density . ..... ...... . .. . . ..... .. .. .. . . ........ . . . ..... . . . $49 .95
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South St , Milford ,NH 03055 (603)673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT·OF·STATE 1-80().258-1790
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CASSETTES
The cassettes used for recording data are composed of
two parts: the cassette shell and the tape itself. The shell
used in our cassettes is of premium quality and is solidly
held together with five screws. The tape used in our
cassettes is of the same type used by some studios for
making master recordings. Our tapes have non·
magnetic leader to avoid the confusion caused by some
brands of tapes (so-called "leaderless" tapes) which
have magnetic leader spliced to the rest of the tape,
allowing data to drop at the splice point.
The cassettes we offer here have been chosen for the
highest quality components consistent with a practical
cost level.
Cassettes come packaged in boxes of 10. They are of·
fered in 10 and 20 minute lengths.
C·10 ................ . .. ...... .... ... . ...... 56.95
C·20 ............ . .... . .. .. ........ . . . . ..... 57.95
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Satisfy your~
craving
for
•
•
Invasion
games

F,omw

INVASION
Now you can continue to
play this popular arcade
game even after you run out
of quarters! Shoot down the
invading aliens, but protect
your guns from their bombs.
Great sound and graphics.
(Sound requires external
amplifier.)
16K Level II Cassette ... $9.95
32K Disk . .. ...... . . . .. $14.95
From

~'" \
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SUPER INVASION

" "\

Fifty-five aliens advance and shower you with lethal ,
writhing electric worms. As you pick off the aliens one by
one, they quicken their descent. They whiz across the
screen, wearing away the parapets which are your only
defense, coming closer to your level. SUPER INVASION is
the original invasion game with the original moon
creatures.
32K Apple II Cassette . . .. .. .. . . . ....... . ........ .... $19.95
From
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Big Five Software

GALAXY INVASION
Cruel and crafty invaders have been spotted in battle formation warping towards Earth at an incredible speed. Suddenly, your ship materializes just below the huge flock of invaders. But watch
out! A few are breaking out of the convoy and flying straight at you!
16K S-80 Cassette .... . . .. .... .... .. . . . . . .. . ....... ...... . .. . ... . ..... . . ...... ... . .... . ... $15.95
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by Stephen Milliken
"Score 4" is an S-80 program
requiring 16K of memory.
Are you the type that has
trouble rubbing your stomach and
patting your head simultaneously?
Can you walk and chew gum at
the same time? If not, have we got
a program for you ...
"Score 4" is a short program
for improving hand-to-eye
coordination and quickening
reaction time. There are varying
speeds in the program, enabling
the player to constantly upgrade
skill levels. Furthermore, it is quite
an enjoyable little game.
The object of the game is
simple: Rack up as many points as
1

I

2

I

you can. Quite straightforward,
that part. The method is slightly
more esoteric. You must try to get
a bouncing ball (square, really) to
land on certain squares within a
grid. With 19 balls to start off
with, that may sound easy. But the
catch is that you must land on
squares in certain patterns,
different patterns being worth
different point totals. Once you
have mastered this program you'll
be ready to play football ... without
a helmet.
Score 4 Variables:
A-U: Integers.
V-Z: Strings.
A(1-16): Screen positions of
spaces.

SOOi'£ 1

N: Number of bounces left.
NE: New score.
P: Current position.
R: Next direction (-1 = left,
0= same place, 1 = right,
4= down).
S: Number of shots left.
SC: Score.
V: String containing sound
routine.
W: String containing INKEY$ and
INPUT responses.
X(1-16): String containing the
contents of space.
Y: String containing occupied
graphics.
Z: Graphics string.
I, J, K, T: Miscellaneous. Used in
loops and as temporary variables.

310 IFXCP)=YTHEN560
320 PRINT@ACP),y:
3
330 I=USR(150):XCP)=Y
310 t£=0
lines 10-110: Prograft initialization.
350 FORI=lTOI3STEP1
360 IFXCI)=YANDXCI+l)=YANDXCI+2)=YANDXCI+3)=YTHENNE=NE+l
10 OATA332,310,318,356,160,168,176,181,588,596,601,612,716,721,7 370 t£XT
32,710
380 FORI=1T01
20 ClEAR200 :RANX»1:DEFSTRV-Z:DEFINTA-U
390 IFXCI)=YANDXCI+1)=YANDXCI+8)=YANDXCI+12)=YTHENNE=NE+l
29 INITIAlIZE ARRAYS
100 t£XT
30 DD1A(16) ,XC 16)
110 !FXCl)=YANDXC6)=YANDXCll)=YANDXCI6)=YTHENNE=NE+l
10 FORI=1T016
120 IFX(1)=YANDXC7)=YANDXCI0)=YANDXC13)=YTHENNE=NE+l
50 READACI>
130 IFXCl)=YANDXC1)=YANDXCI3)=YANDXC16)=YTHENNE=NE+3
60 XCI> =STR$ CI>
110 !FX(6)=YANDXC7)=YANDXC10)=YANDXC11)=YTHENNE=NE+3
70 IFI<10TI£NXCI>=XCI>+" "H.SEXCI>=RIGHU<XCI> ,2)
150 IFSC=t£ll£N510H.SESC=NE
80 NEXT
160 FORK=1T02
90 GOSt£i90
170 FORI=200T0100STEP-1
100 GOSlIl750
180 .FUSRCI>
11 0 GOSlIl890
190 NEXTI
120 5=19
500 FORI=100T0200STEP1
130 Y=Om(136)+OI<SU32)
510 .FUSRCI>
110 Z=Om(191)+OI<SC191)
520 NEXTI,K
530 IFSC=16THENI090
lines 150-300: Main routine.
510 IFS<lTHENI090H.SE150
550 PRINT@ACP),XCP);
150 GOSlE950
560 FORI=lT09:T=USR(255):FORJ=1T015:t£XT:T=USRC225):FORJ=IT015:N
160 5=5-1
EXTJ,I
170 R=RMH1)
570 PRINT@ACP),XCP);
180 PRINT@ACP),Z;
580 IFS<1THEN1090H.SEI50
190 R=I<-2
200 IFR=2TfEm=1
Lines 590-710: Instructions.
210 IF (P= 1QRP=C"...rnP=9(Ilf'= 13 )ANDR=-1 THEN 17 0
220 IFCP=10RP=8ORP=12ORP=16)ANDR=lTHEN170
590 CLS:PRINTCIf($C23);
230 IFP+R>16THEN170
600 PRINT@342,"SOOi'£ 1":PRINT
24D FORI=lTOSK
610 PRINTTA8(6)"8Y STEPtEN ttIl..LIKEN"
250 W=INKEY$
620 PRINT@960,;:ItflUT"DQ YW t£ED INSTROCTIOO";W
260 IFIF""llei£XTH.SE310
630 IFLEFT$CII,1 )O"Y"TIEmETmN
270 PRINT@ACP),X(P);
610 ClS:PRINTT AIH 25) "SOOi'£ 1":PRINT
280 P=P+R
650 PRINT:PRINT"n£ oo.£CT OF THIS GIII£ IS TO STCF 1lE FAI..lIM; 8
290 H=H+l
AlL IN AN"
300 IFN>20Tl£N550H.SE170
660 PRINT"tKX:CI.PIEO SPACE. n£ SCORING SYSTEtt IS AS FCllOWS:
Lines 310-580: Check for score after
670 PRINT:PRINT"1) EACH VERTICAl, HORIZOOAl, OR DIAGtWtI.. L.D£ I
each rOlfld.
5 IOlTH 1 POINT"
IImTEN 8Y STEPI£N ttILLIKEN

DElEilER 28, 1980
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PART II
Last month we talked about
editing your program lines to make
them difficult to list. That method,
however, is rather limited because
it requires twice as much memory
as your program would otherwise
take.
This month we will talk a little
about using control functions to
make your programs even harder
to list. You remember CHR$(23),
it puts your screen into the
enlarged mode. Well, anything
that' s on the screen in the 64
character mode will lose every
other letter when you switch into
the enlarged mode. You can
illustrate this by typing anything
on the screen, pressing SHIFf-

Right Arrow, then printing
CHR$(28) (home cursor) . By doing
this you are entering a control
character in the immediate mode.
You can put these control
characters into your BASIC code
by adding a REMark at the end of
important lines, then an asterisk
(*). Here's an example:
10 FORA = lT0100:NEXTA'*
This line will still function in the
regular way. After editing the line,
go back and find the location in
memory where the asterisk actually
ASCII VALUE

680 PRINT"2) TIE F~ ruTSIDE SPACES <1.1.13.16) AIi'E ImTH 3 POI
NTS."
690 PRINT"3) TIE F~ INSIDE SPACES (6.7.10.11) ARE ImTH 3 POIN
TS."
700 PRINTTABClO)"[£ST POSSIBLE SemE: 19 (WITH BONJS POINTS)"
710 PRINT:PRINT"USE TIE ENTER KEY TO START EACH R!J..N) til) ALSO T
o STOP THE BALL"
720 PRINT:PRINTTAB(5)"CIH£CT TIE AUX LEAl) TO AN AIiUFIER F(~ S
730 PRINTTAB(17)"HIT (:Nf KEY TO BEGIN"
710 II=INKEY$:IDI='IIITIEN710EL~
Lines 750-000: Graphics displao; routine.
750 SC=O
760 ClS:PR!NTDm(23);
no PRINTI!980t"SCffiE 1";
780 FIJU=1T016
790 PR!NT@A(I).X(I);
800 t£XT
810 FORJ=15T037:SET(20.J):SET(81.J):NEXT
820 FORI=20T081:SET(I.38):t£XT
830 FORJ=11TOl5STEPI:FIJU=81TOl27:SET(I.J):t£XTI.J
810 FORI=20T083:SET(I.l1):t£XT
850 SETCZO.12) :SETCZO.13) :SET<20.11)
860 PR!NT@O.;:Itf1.JT"SKILL LEVEl.. <O:FAST - 9:Sl..OW)";SK
870 SK=INT(SIO :IFS.«00RSl09ll£N860ELSESK=SKIJ
OOORElrnN
Lines 890-910: Sruld routine.
890 V="S!X.N) RWTINE GOES I£RE"
900 I=~TRCV):J=PEEKCI+l)+256IPEEK(I+2)
910 FORK=JTOJ+22:READO:POKEK.O:HEXT

51';;""#//;,,
l_~_
....
RESULTS

23
28
31
12

Score 4
continued from page 76

resides. Once found, POKE the
address with a 23. Then list the
line. The line automatically causes
the computer to change into the
enlarged format. By using different
combinations of this technique,
you can make it a real pain for
anyone to alter or analyze your
BASIC code. Below is a table of
the control codes and their effects
on a program during LISTing.

EXPANDED MODE
HOME CURSOR
CLEAR TO E.O.S.
FORM FEED PRINTER IS LLISTED

920 IFPEEK(16396)=201POKE16526.PEEK(I+l):POKEl6527.PEE1(I+2)ELSE
C/i)"T" : DEFUSRO=PEE1( (!+1)+2".J6IPEEK (!+2) : POI<El m8. 0
930 DATA205.127.10.11.9.69.62.9.211.255.16.25-1.69.62.10.211.255.
16.25-1.13.32.239.201
910 RETURN
Lines 950-1080: Begiming of tlJ1'n routine.

950 F'RINT@81t"SKlTS:";S;
960 PRINT@118t"SC(J(E:";SC;
970 P=IM)( 1)
980 N=O
990 PRINT@901t"HIT IENTERt TO START";
1000 II=INKEn:IFW=""TI£NI000
1010 IFASCOI) <>13TI£NI000
1020 PRINT@901.STRING$(20t" ");
1030 1=316
1010 FOOJ=1T09
1050 PRINT@I.Z;:FffiT1=1T050:NEXT:F1UNT@I." ";
1060 K=USR(150)
1070 I=I-I:t£XT
1080 RETURN
Lines 1090-1110: End of gallE! routine.

1090 PRINT@81."SKlTS:";S;
1100 PRINT@118."SCORE:";SC;
1110 FIJU=lT015:J=USR(225):J=USR(125):NEXT
1120 IFS<11l£N1130ELSEPRINT@168."8ONJS";:5--5-1:SC=SC+1:mn=1TOZ
50:t£XT:GOT01090
1130 PRINT@21Z."FtAY AGAIN?";
1110 W=Itf(EY$:IFW=""TIENPRINT@160." "; :FORT=1T050:t£XT:PRINm
60 .SC; :FORT=l T050:t£XT :GOTOII10ELSEIFW="Y"Tl£NR!i£LSEClS:OO

e
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~ RACEY
"BLINK" -

COMPUTES

BASIC LINK

1

The leader in Utility Software for S-80 Computers

F~CILITY

BLINK allows the user to run one BASIC program , and by executing one single command , transfer control to another BASIC program without losing
variables in memory . 32K , Disk . . . .. .. ......... . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .... . .. . . . . .... . . . . . .. . ......... .. ............... ... .... $25.00

INFINITE BASIC
Extends Level II BASIC with complete MATRIX functions and 50 more string functions . Includes RACET machine language sorts! Sort 1000 elements in
nine seconds! (Mod 1) 16K Cassette or Disk .... . ........ . . . .................... . .... .. ... ....... .. .... ....... . . . ........ $49.95

INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires INFINITE BASIC)
Complete printer pagination controls - auto headers , footers , and page numbers . Packed decimal arithmetic - 127 digit accuracy +, -, . , /. Binary
search of sorted and unsorted arrays. 16K Cassette .... ... ... .. .. . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .... . . ... . . . . .... . . .......... ... $29 .95

REMODEL + PRO LOAD
Renumber all or any part of program (partial renumbering in the middle of program) . Move any block of lines to new locations. Partial or complete tape
merges - with renumbering on the way in' Save partial programs (common subroutines or data) .
(Mod 1) Specify Cassette or Disk; 16K, 32K , or 48K ...... . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . ... . . . .. .. . . ... .. . .. . . . ..... $34 .95

TIMSER
Time Series Analysis (regression analysis) . Nine different first , second, and third order curve fits. Screen curve and variance plots. Projections ,
R-squared , Durbin Watson , correction factors and functions .
(Mod 1) 16K Cassette or Disk. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... . . . . . ................... . . . . ... ..... . .. . . .. . .. . ... .. .. . . ........ $14 .95

COMPROC
Command Processor. Auto your disk to perform any sequence of instruction: DIR , FREE, pause , wait for user input , BASIC , number of FILES and MEM
SIZE , RUN program , respond to input statements , BREAK , return to DOS , etc . Includes lower case driver software, debounce and screenprint! (Mod 1)
16K Cassette .
............... .........................................
. ....... .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . ... ... . ... ... . $19 .95

GSF
Generalized Subroutine Facilities. Machine language - fast and powerful ! Multi-key multi-variable and multi-key character string . Zero and move arrays . (Mod 1) Specify Cassette or Disk ; 32K or 48K .
. ......... . . .. . .. . . .............................. . . . . .. .. .. $24 .95

DDSORT
Sequentialfile disk sort merge . Includes GSF . (Mod 1) Minimum 32K two-drive system . Specify 32K or 48K Disk . .... . . . ................ $34 .95

DSM
Disk Sort/Merge for RANDOM files. All machine language stand-alone package for sorting speed . Establish sort specification in simple BASIC com mand File . Execute from DOS . Handles multiple diskette files! Super fast sort times - improved disk I/O times make this the fastest Disk Sort/Merge
available on Mod 1. Minimum two-drive system . 32K disk . . . .
..........
. ............... . ................ $75 .00
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Put IRV
on your
programming
staff!
from Programmer's Guild

IRV is faster than Level II BASIC! More powerful than a speed typist! Able to leap
ten subroutines at a single bound!
Input shorthand - one keystroke can enter a whole line! The feature you liked in
Level III BASIC and Tshort, now with all keys user programmable. You can even
turn your cassette player on or off with a Single keystroke.
Relocate a line by simply editing the line number - renumber lines
Individually.
Video Editor allows cursor oriented editing of your programs. Just move the
flashing cursor to the line to be edited and type the corrections, insert,
or delete.
IRV comes with manual and auto-repeat on every key.
16K, S-80 Cassette, Machine Language .. .. . . . . . ... .. ......... . . ... ... $24.95
16K, S-80 Disk, Machine Language . ......... . .. . . ..... ..... . ....... ... $29.95
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BIG APPLE ADVENTURE
by Christopher U. Light and Chris
Light, Jr.
It was probably our tenth or
eleventh trip into Colossal Cave,
and it must have been about 2
a.m. We had come out of
Bedquilt (again), tiptoed through
the Soft Room and Y- 2 and were
hoping that this time we could
get past the giant clam. Just one
more try, we thought; maybe if
we bring the black rod, we could
pry the clam open. But it was
very late, and we kept closing our
eyes and suddenly jerking them
open again. WEST, we ordered,
holding open an eyelid with
thumb and forefinger. WEST. The
screen responded, YOU'RE AT
COMPLEX JUNCTION. Our eyes
closed, but our fingers continued
typing.

SOUTH
YOU'RE IN A PARK. THERE
ARE TREES AND GRASS HERE.
EAST
YOU'RE AT THE
INTERSECTION OF
OF A NORTH-SOUTH A VENUE
AND AN EAST-WEST STREET.
STEPS GO DOWN FROM HERE.
DOWN
YOU'RE ON A SUBWAY
PLATFORM. THERE IS A TRAIN
HERE.
BOARD TRAIN
YOU ARE ON THE TRAIN. THE
TRAIN IS MOVING.
EXAMINE MAP
YOU CAN'T READ THE
SUBW A Y MAP. IT IS COVERED
WITH GRAFFITI. YOU DON'T
KNOW WHAT TRAIN YOU'RE
ON. THE TRAIN IS MOVING.
SIT DOWN
ALL SEATS ARE TAKEN BY
HEALTHY TEENAGERS WHO
REFUSE TO MOVE FOR
PREGNANT LADIES AND
DISABLED WAR VETERANS. I
DO NOT THINK THEY WILL
MOVE FOR YOU. A CRAZY
COMES INTO YOUR CAR AND
THROWS A MEAT CLEAVER AT
YOU. IT MISSES. THE TRAIN
STOPS AT A STATION.
EXAMINE STATION
YOU CAN'T SEE OUT OF THE
WlNOOWS. THEY ARE COVERED
WITH GRAFFITI. "ST 27" IS
WRITTEN ALL OVER THEM IN
STRANGE SCRIPT.

LEAVE TRAIN
YOU ARE ON A SUBWAY
PLATFORM. THE SIGN ON THE
WALL SAYS "14TH
.
STREET-UNION SQUARE. " A
PICKPOCKET IS BEHIND YOU.
UP
THE PICKPOCKET WON'T LET
YOU GO IN THAT DIRECTION.
IF YOU ARE NOT CAREFUL, HE
WILL STEAL YOUR WALLET
AND THEN PUSH YOU IN
FRONT OF THE NEXT TRAIN.
TAKE INVENTORY
YOU ARE CARRYING : AN
EXPENSIVE PIGSKIN WALLET,
$127.80 IN CASH, A NATHAN'S
HOT DOG, 8 SUBWAY TOKENS,
A CAN OF MACE, A PIECE OF
LINDY'S CHEESE CAKE, A HOTEL
ROOM KEY, A BOTTLE OF
MUSCATEL IN A BROWN PAPER
BAG, A BANK PASSBOOK
SHOWING AN ACCOUNT
CONTAINING $3,000, A BUS
TICKET TO HOBOKEN AND AN
AIRLINE TICKET BACK TO YOUR
HOMETOWN.
SPRAY MACE
THE PICKPOCKET SCREAMS,
COVERS HIS EYES WITH HIS
HANDS AND STUMBLES A WAY.
BOARD TRAIN
YOU ARE ON A SUBWAY
TRAIN. IT IS A LOCAL THAT
MAKES FREQUENT STOPS.
EXAMINE TRAIN

SoflSide MARCH , I981
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YOU CAN'T SEE PAST THE
GRAFFITI.
STOP TRAIN
THE TRAIN IS STOPPED AT A
STATION.
LEAVE TRAIN
YOU ARE ON A SUBWAY
PLATFORM. A SIGN ON THE
WALL SAYS "GRAND
CONCOURSE."
UP
YOU ARE IN THE SOUTH
BRONX. THERE ARE
ABANDONED BUILDINGS ALL
AROUND YOU. THERE IS A CAN
OF GASOLINE HERE. THERE ARE
MATCHES HERE.
GET GASOLINE
OK.
GET MATCHES
OK.
POUR GASOLI~E
THERE IS GASOLINE
SOAKING INTO THE FLOOR OF
A RED BRICK BUILDING.
LIGHT MATCH
THE BUILDING BURNS TO
THE GROUND. THERE IS AN
INSURANCE COMPANY CHECK
FOR $200,000 HERE.
GET CHECK
OK.
NORTH
YOU ARE IN YANKEE
STADIUM. A MAN STANDING
ON A LOW MOUND OF DIRT
continued on next page
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continued from previous page

HURLS A BASEBALL AT YOUR
HEAD AT 100 MILES AN HOUR.
DUCK HEAD
THE BASEBALL MISSES YOUR
HEAD. AN UMPIRE SHOUTS
"BALL ONE." THE MA,N HURLS
ANOTHER BASEBALL AT YOUR
HEAD, THIS TIME AT 110 MILES
AN HOUR.
DUCK HEAD
THE BALL MISSES YOU
AGAIN. AN UMPIRE SHOUTS,
"BALL TWO." THE MAN
THROWS ANOTHER BASEBALL
AT YOU. THIS TIME I THINK IT
IS GOING TO PASS IN FRONT
OF YOU .
SWING BAT
YOU HIT THE BASEBALL AND
KNOCK IT INTO THE UPPER
DECK. A FAT, BALD-HEADED
MAN SMOKING A CIGAR
COMES OUT OF THE STANDS
AND OFFERS YOU A CONTRACT
TO PLAY FOR HIS TEAM FOR
$100,000 A YEAR.
GET CONTRACT
OK.
GO SUBWAY
YOU ARE ON A LEXINGTON
AVENUE LOCAL HEADING
SOUTH TO MANHATTAN.
STOP 59TH
YOUR TRAIN IS STOPPED AT
THE 59TH STREET STATION.
BELOW YOU ARE THE EXPRESS
TRACKS. ABOVE YOU IS
BLOOMINGDALES, A TRENDY
DEPARTMENT STORE THAT IS
OPEN LATE ON MONDAYS AND
THURSDAYS.
UP
YOU ARE AT
BLOOMINGDALE S. IN THE
STORE'S WINDOW ARE ANIMAL
CAGES. IN THE CAGES ARE
SEVEN LIONS, SIX GIRAFFES,
FIVE CAMELS, FOUR
ARMADILLOS, THREE FRENCH
HENS, TWO TURTLE DOVES
AND A PARTRIDGE IN A PEAR
TREE.
GET CAMELS
ARE YOU KIDDING? THIS IS
BLOOMINGDALE S. THESE
ANIMALS ARE REAL.
OUT
YOU ARE ON THE SIDEWALK
AT 59TH STREET.
WEST
YOU ARE AT 5TH AVENUE.
SOUTH
YOU ARE IN FRONT OF
TIFFANYS. IN THE WINDOW
ARE MANY JEWELS AND A GIRL
EATING BREAKFAST.
GET JEWELS
YOU CAN'T. THEY ARE IN THE
DISPLAY WINDOW.

80

BREAK WINDOW
OK.
GET JEWELS
YOU HAVE THE JEWELS. A
BURGLAR ALARM GOES OFF. A
POLICEMAN COMES AROUND
THE CORNER AND FIRES HIS .38
SPECIAL AT YOU. HE MISSES.
THE GIRL SCREAMS AND DROPS
HER BREAKFAST.
SOUTH
YOU ARE RUNNING DOWN
THE MIDDLE OF 5TH A VENUE
DODGING BUSES. FIVE
POLICEMEN ARE CHASING YOU.
THERE IS AN OPEN MANHOLE
HERE.
DOWN
YOU ARE IN THE SEWER. A
GIANT RAT IS THREATENING
YOU. IT CARRIES BUBONIC
PLAGUE.
UP
THE RAT WON'T LET YOU .
DOWN
YOU CAN'T GET PAST THE
RAT.
DROP CHEESECAKE
THE RAT HAPPILY EATS YOUR
PIECE OF LINDY'S CHEESE CAKE
AND SCURRIES A WAY.
POLICEMEN ARE SHOOTING
THEIR .38 SPECIALS AT YOU
THROUGH THE OPEN
MANHOLE.
JUMP
YOU ARE SWIMMING OUT OF
CONTROL IN A STREAM OF
FILTH. AHEAD OF YOU THE
SEWER DUMPS INTO THE EAST
RIVER. ABOVE YOU IS AN OPEN
MANHOLE.
UP
YOU ARE AT THE UNITED
NATIONS. A GANG OF FOREIGN
STUDENTS IS CHASING YOU. IF
THEY CATCH YOU, THEY WILL
HOLD YOU HOSTAGE IN THE
NEAREST AUTOMAT UNTIL
YOUR GOVERNMENT AGREES
TO GIVE THEM THREE
NUCLEAR AIRCRAFT CARRIERS,
TEN H-BOMBS, 1,527
SUPERSONIC JET FIGHTERS, A
LIFETIME SUPPLY OF
PREPARATION-H FOR THEIR
ALL-WISE, SUPREME LEADER,
AND A NEW SUPREME LEADER
TO REPLACE THE ONE THEY
ASSASSINATED WHILE YOU
WERE READING THIS
SENTENCE.
WEST
YOU ARE AT 5TH A VENUE
AND 42ND STREET. THE NEW
YORK PUBLIC LmRARY IS HERE.
THERE ARE MANY RARE AND
VALUABLE BOOKS IN THE
LIBRARY.
GET BOOKS
SoftSide MARCH, 1981

YOU DON'T HAVE A LIBRARY
CARD.
SOUTH
YOU ARE AT THE EMPIRE
STATE BUILDING. AN
ENORMOUS APE IS HOLDING
ON TO THE TOP WITH ONE
HAND AND IS REACHING
DOWN TOWARD YOU WITH
THE OTHER. HE IS SCREAMING
AT YOU.
IN BUILDING
YOU ARE INSIDE THE EMPIRE
STATE BUILDING. ELEVATORS
GO UP FROM HERE.
UP
YOU ARE INSIDE AN
ELEVATOR. THE ELEVATOR IS
STOPPED AT THE 75TH FLOOR
AND WILL NOT MOVE. THERE
IS A BLACKOUT, AND THE
ENTIRE CITY IS WITHOUT
ELECTRICITY. YOU FEEL A
HAND REACHING FOR YOUR
WALLET.
UP
THE ELEVATOR WON'T
MOVE. A HAND IS REACHING
FOR YOUR WALLET.
OPEN DOOR
THE ELEVATOR DOOR WON'T
OPEN. THERE IS A BLACKOUT
THAT EXTENDS FROM YONKERS
ON THE NORTH AND
AMAGANSETT ON THE EAST TO
ATlANTIC CITY ON THE SOUTH
AND THE PINEY BARRENS ON
THE WEST.
EXAMINE DOOR
ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
DOOR ARE MEN WITH PRY
BARS. MAYBE THEY ARE
FIREMEN. PERHAPS THEY WILL
SAVE YOU IF YOU ASK THEM
POLITELY.
PLEASE HELP
THE DOORS OPEN, AND MEN
CARRYING PRY BARS ENTER.
THEY ARE NOT FIREMEN BUT
LOOTERS WHO HAVE SPREAD
OUT THROUGH THE CITY
DURING THE BLACKOUT.
HIDE WALLET
YOUR WALLET IS HIDDEN.
THE LOOTERS STEAL YOUR
TIFFANYS' JEWELRY,YOUR
NATHAN'S HOT DOG AND
YOUR BASEBALL CONTRACT
AND THEN DISAPPEAR. THE
CURRENT COMES ON, AND THE
ELEVA10R MOVES UP. YOU ARE
ON THE 86TH FLOOR
OBSERVATION DECK. A GIANT
APE IS HANGING FROM THE
TOP OF THE BUILDING WITH
ONE HAND. HIS OTHER HAND
IS REACHING TOWARD YOU.
KILL APE
WITH WHAT? YOUR BARE
HANDS?
coad aued oa _ ••1

Three from Potkin
Wargamer's delight

1). Kriegspiel II
A much improved two-player version
of the original. Kriegspiel II is a wargamer's delight. Choose the number of
mountains (up to 200) and pick a scenario
from the 9,999 possible, and then watch
the computer set up the pieces, towns,
mountains and a river. To win, you must
enter the capital city of your opponent or
reduce his fighting strength to below
half of your own
S-80 Level II, 16K cassette $14.95

TEACH YOU
ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE

FROM

2). Up Periscope
The author of the popular Kriegspiel II
has done it again. This time the action
takes place at sea with one player con·
trolling the submarines while the other
attempts to sail around RADSHA Island,
with at least three of his fleet surviving
the attempt. This realistic wargame includes sonar, depth charges, and
torpedos.
5·80 Level II, 16K cassette $14.95

LET YOUR
TRS-80™

REMsOFT, Inc .
REMsoft proudly announces a
more efficient way, using your own
TRS-80™, to learn the fundamentals
of assembly language programming
- at YOUR pace and at YOUR convenience.
Our unique package, "INTRODUCTION
TO
TRS-80
ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING," will
provide you with the following:

_IL-;'--

3). Warpath
The Indians are on the warpath! The
Chief, along with 24 braves, is out to
take the garrison at the fort, or at least
to stop reinforcements from entering the
stockade. The General, with his 14
troopers, is trying to relieve the garrison
before the flag is captured. The player
determines the scenario through placement of boulders that provide both
. helter and obstacles. Favorite
arios may be replayed .
5-80 Level II, 16K cassette $14.95

• Ten 45 minute lessons on audio
cassette
• A driver program to make your
TRS-80™ video monitor serve as a
blackboard for the instructor.
• A textbook on TRS-80 ™
Assembly Language Programming
• Step-by-step dissection of complete and useful routines to test
memory and to gain direct control
over the keyboard, video monitor
and printer.
• How to access and use powerful
routines in your Level II ROM.
S-80 Level II Cassette ... $69.95

~
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DOWN
YOU CAN'T GO IN THAT
DIRECTION. THE ELEVATOR IS
ON THE FIRST FLOOR. THE
APE'S HAND IS GETTING
CLOSER. AN AlRPLANE LOST IN
THE FOG IS FLYING TOWARD
YOU. IF IT HITS THE BUILDING,
THE ELEVATOR CABLES WILL BE
SEVERED.
UP
YOU CAN'T GO IN THAT
DIRECTION. THE APE'S HAND IS
VERY CLOSE. I CAN HEAR THE
AIRPLANE'S ENGINES.
WEST
NOWAY.
EAST
NO WAY.
SUMMON ELEVATOR
THERE IS AN ELEVATOR
HERE.
DOWN
YOU ARE AT 5TH AVENUE
AND 33RD STREET. TWO
TICKETS TO THE
METROPOLITAN OPERA ARE
LYING ON THE SIDEWALK. THE
PERFO~CEISSCHEDULED

TO START IN 30 MINUTES.
PAVAROTTI WILL BE SINGING.
GET TICKETS
OK.
GO OPERA
WHICH DIRECTION?
CONSULT MAP
I SEE NO MAP HERE. THE
OPERA IS SCHEDULED TO
START IN 25 MINUTES.
WEST
YOU ARE AT BROADWAY
AND 34TH STREET. STEPS GO
DOWN FROM HERE.
DOWN
82

YOU ARE IN A SUBWAY
STATION. TRAINS GO OFF IN
ALL DIRECTIONS:
NORTHEAST TO JAMAICA,
SOUTHEAST TO CONEY
ISLAND, EAST TO THE
ROCKAWAYS, EAST TO JFK
AND NORTH TO THE BRONX.
THE OPERA IS SCHEDULED
TO START IN 20 MINUTES.
GO LINCOLN CENTER
YOU CAN'T GET THERE
FROM HERE . YOU MUST
CHANGE TRAINS.
NORTH
YOU ARE ON AN " RR"
TRAIN ON THE OLD B.M.T.
LINE. THE LIGHTS DO NOT
WORK. THE CEILING FANS
ARE BROKEN. THE CAR
LOOKS 75 YEARS OLD AND
MAKES A
CHUFF .. .CHUFF .. . CHUFFING
SOUND. IT IS MOVING AT 5
MILES AN HOUR. I THINK IT
WILL DIE SOON.
OUT
YOU ARE AT THE TIMES
SQUARE SUBWAY STATION.
TRAINS GO OFF IN ALL
DIRECTIONS: NORTHEAST TO
ASTORIA, NORTHEAST TO
FLUSHING, EAST TO FOREST
HILLS, EAST TO GRAND
CENTRAL, SOUTHEAST TO
CONEYISLAND,SOUTHEAST
TO 95TH STREET
(BROOKL YN), SOUTH TO
SOUTH FERRY VIA CITY
HALL, SOUTH TO SOUTH
FERRY VIA WORLD TRADE
CENTER, NORTH TO VAN
CORTLAND PARK, AND
NORTH TO 241ST (THE
BRONX). THE OVERTURE IS
SCHEDULED TO START IN 12
MINUTES.
NORTH
YOU ARE ON A
NORTHBOUND I.R.T.
BROADW AY AND 7TH
AVENUE TRAIN. THE TRAIN
PASSES BY COLUMBUS
CIRCLE WITHOUT STOPPING.
IT SKIPS LINCOLN CENTER
AT 66TH STREET ... OH, DEAR,
YOU SEEM TO HAVE GOTTEN
ON AN EXPRESS ... THE TRAIN
STOPS AT 72ND STREET, BUT
THE DOORS DO NOT OPEN .
THE TRAIN IS NOW STOPPED
AT 96TH STREET. IF YOU DO
NOT GET OFF NOW , YOU
WILL END UP IN HARLEM.
OFF TRAIN
YOU ARE ON THE 96TH
STREET SUBWAY PLATFORM.
P A VAROTTI WILL BEGIN
SINGING IN 7 MINUTES .
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SOUTH
YOU ARE ON A LOCAL
I.R.T. SUBWAY TRAIN.
OFF 66TH
YOU ARE AT LINCOLN
CENTER. THE OPERA IS
SCHEDULED TO START IN 1
MINUTE.
IN BUILDING
YOU CAN'T GO IN. THE
MUSICIANS ARE ON STRIKE,
AND THE OPERA HAS BEEN
CANCELLED.PAVAROTTI
HAS FLOWN TO CHICAGO TO
SING THERE TONIGHT. YOUR
TICKETS ARE WORTHLESS.
DROP TICKETS
OK.
EAST
YOU ARE IN CENTRAL
. PARK. A SUSPICIOUSLOOKING CHARACTER IS
FOLLOWING YOU.
EAST
THE CHARACTER THROWS
A SWITCH-BLADE KNIFE AT
YOU. IT MISSES.
GET KNIFE
OK.
THROW KNIFE
THE KNIFE MISSES THE
SUSPICIOUS CHARACTER
AND KILLS A LITTLE OLD
BAG LADY SITTING ON A
BENCH FEEDING THE
PIGEONS. THE CHARACTER
RUNS AWAY.
SOUTH
YOU ARE AT THE 6TH
A VENUE AND 57TH STREET
SUBWAY STATION. TRAINS
GO ·FROM HERE TO JFK AND
TO CONEY ISLAND.
GO CONEY
YOU ARE AT CONEY
ISLAND. TOWERING
OVERHEAD IS A GIANT
FERRIS WHEEL.
WEST
YOU CAN'T GO IN THAT
DIRECTION. THE FERRIS
WHEEL IS IRRESIST ABLE.
EAST
YOU CAN'T. THE FERRIS
WHEEL IS IRRESIST ABLE.
GO WHEEL
YOU ARE ON A GIANT
FERRIS WHEEL. THE WHEEL
HAS STOPPED WITH YOU AT
THE VERY TOP.
DOWN
THE WHEEL WON'T TURN.
FLY
DON'T BE RIDICULOUS.
JUMP
DON'T BE SILLY. IF YOU
WISH TO COMMIT SUICIDE,
YOU MUST JUMP FROM THE
BROOKL YN BRIDGE.

CLIMB DOWN
OK. YOU'RE STANDING ON
THE GROUND. THERE IS A
NATHAN'S HOT DOG STAND
HERE.
TAKE INVENTORY
YOU ARE CARRYING:
EXPENSIVE PIGSKIN WALLET,
$127.80 IN CASH, 4 SUBWAY
TOKENS, HOTEL ROOM KEY,
BUS TICKET TO HOBOKEN,
BOTTLE OF MUSCATEL IN A
BROWN PAPER BAG,
INSURANCE COMPANY CHECK
FOR $200,000, BANK PASSBOOK
WITH $3,000 IN ACCOUNT,
RETURN PLANE TICKET TO
HOMETOWN.
GO BUS
YOU ARE IN THE PORT
AUTHORITY BUS STATION AT
8TH AVENUE AND 40TH STREET.
GO HOBOKEN
DON'T BE RIDICULOUS.
GO HOBOKEN
YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT
YOU ARE SAYING. NO ONE HAS
EVER RETURNED FROM
HOBOKEN.
EXAMINE TICKET
YOU HAVE A ONE-WAY
TICKET TO HOBOKEN. ROUNDTRIP TICKETS ARE NOT
AVAILABLE.
GO HOBOKEN
YOU'LL BE SORRY. THERE IS
NO RETURNING FROM
HOBOKEN - EVER. ARE YOU
SURE YOU WANT TO GO (YES
OR NO)?
NO
CHICKEN! YOU ARE AT THE
BUS STATION.
EAST
YOU ARE AT 40TH STREET
AND 5TH AVENUE. A DOOR
LEADS INTO THE NEW YORK
PUBLIC LIBRARY. THERE ARE
RARE AND VALUABLE BOOKS
INSIDE.
NORTH
YOU ARE AT 47TH STREET.
THERE ARE DIAMONDS ALL
AROUND.
GET DIAMONDS.
HOW MUCH WILL YOU
SPEND?
INSURANCE CHECK
OK. YOU NOW HAVE $200,000
WORTH OF DIAMONDS.
NORTH
YOU ARE AT THE
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF
ART. THERE ARE VALUABLE
P l\lNTINGS HERE.
GET PAINTING
I SEE MANY THOUSANDS OF
PAINTINGS HERE.
GET "GUERNICA."
DON'T BE SILLY. PICASSO'S

"GUERNICA" IS IN SPAIN.
GET "ARISTOTLE"
REMBRANDT'S "ARISTOTLE
CONTEMPLATING THE BUST OF
HOMER" IS NOT FOR SALE.
HOWEVER, FOR A SUITABLE
DONATION THE MUSEUM MAY
BE PERSUADED TO
DEACCESSION IT.
GIVE DIAMONDS
THE MUSEUM
ACKNOWLEDGES WITH DEEP
APPRECIATION YOUR
GENEROUS GIFT.
GET "ARISTOTLE"
THE MUSEUM WILL NOT
DEACCESSION REMBRANDT'S
"ARISTOTLE" FOR LESS THAN
TEN MILLION DOLLARS. THE
MUSEUM THANKS YOU FOR
YOUR GIFT.
RETURN DIAMONDS
THE MUSEUM APPRECIATES
YOUR GIFT.
GET DIAMONDS
YOUR GENEROUS GIFT IS
GRATEFULLY APPRECIATED.
RETRIEVE DIAMONDS
YOUR GIFT WAS MOST
GENEROUS.
STEAL" ARISTOTLE"
FIVE GUARDS ARE
WATCHING YOU. IF YOU
STEAL A PAINTING, YOU WILL
BE TAKEN TO THE TOMBS AND
WILL REMAIN THERE FOREVER
BECAUSE THE CITY WILL
MISLAY YOUR ARREST
RECORDS.
OUT
YOU ARE AT 5TH A VENUE
AND 82ND STREET.
SOUTH
YOU ARE AT WASHINGTON
SQUARE IN GREENWICH
VILLAGE. THERE IS A
UNIVERSITY HERE. THERE IS A
TRIUMPHAL ARCH HERE. THERE
ARE HIPPIES HERE. THEY
APPEAR HARMLESS. THE
STREETS HERE ARE A MAZE OF
TWISTY LITTLE PASSAGES.
SOUTH
YOU ARE AT CITY HALL.
SOUTH
YOU CAN'T GO IN THAT
DIRECTION . A POLITICIAN IS
BLOCKING YOUR PATH. HE HAS
HIS HAND OUT.
EAST
THE POLITICIAN WON'T LET
YOU. IT IS BEGINNING TO
SNOW.
WEST
THE POLITICIAN IS IN THE
WAY. HIS HAND IS OUT.
GIVE $50
THE POLITICIAN SMILES AND
ACCEPTS YOUR "CAMPAIGN
CONTRIBUTION."
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SOUTH
THE POLITICIAN WON'T LET
YOU. HIS HAND IS OUT. IT IS
SNOWING.
GIVE $50
THE POLmCIAN IS SATISFIED
AND STEPS ASIDE.
GET RECEIPT
DON'T BE SILLY.
SOUTH
YOU ARE AT THE CORNER OF
WALL STREET AND NAUSSAU
STREET. THERE ARE MANY
BANKS HERE. IT IS SNOWING
HARDER.
IN BANK
IT IS A HOLIDAY. THE BANKS
ARE CLOSED. YOUR BANK
PASSBOOK SHOWING $3,000 IN
YOUR ACCOUNT IS
WORTHLESS.
DROP PASSBOOK
OK.
TAKE INVENTORY
YOU ARE CARRYING:
EXPENSIVE PIGSKIN WALLET,
$27.80 IN CASH, 2 SUBWAY
TOKENS, HOTEL ROOM KEY,
BOTTLE OF MUSCATEL IN A
BROWN PAPER BAG, PLANE
TICKET TO HOME TOWN. THE
SNOW IS FALLING HARDER
AND IS ACCUMULATING.
HAIL TAXI
17 CABS WITH PASSENGERS
GO BY. 32 CABS WITH "OFF
DUTY" SIGNS IGNORE YOU.
THE SNOW IS NOW THREE
INCHES DEEP.
SOUTH
YOU ARE AT SOUTH FERRY.
BOATS GO FROM HERE TO
STATEN ISLAND. SUBWAY
TRAINS GO NORTH TO THE
BRONX AND EAST TO
BROOKLYN.THEREISA
HELICOPTER PORT HERE. THE
STREETS TWIST AND TURN IN
ALL DIRECTIONS.
GO HELICOPTER
YOU CAN'T.
YOU DON'T HAVE ENOUGH
MONEY, AND THE PILOT WON'T
ACCEPT SUBWAY TOKENS.
HAIL TAXI
46 TAXIS WITH PASSENGERS
PASS BY. 93 MORE WITH "OFF
DUTY" SIGNS SPLASH SLUSH
ON YOUR TROUSERS.
WAVE MONEY
NOTHING HAPPENS.
WAVE MUSCATEL
A TAX! IS STOPPED IN FRONT
OF YOU.
ENTER CAB
YOU ARE SEATED IN A TAXI
CAB.
GO AIRPORT
THE CAB DRIVER HEADS
continued on next page
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NORTH ALONG THE EAST
RIVER DRIVE TOWARD THE
TRIBOROUGH BRIDGE. IT
WOULD BE MUCH FASTER AND
CHEAPER FOR YOU IF HE
WOULD TAKE THE BROOKLYN
BRIDGE AND ATLANTIC
A VENUE TO KENNEDY
AIRPORT.
TELL DRIVER
THE DRIVER CAN'T HEAR
YOU THROUGH THE BULLETPROOF GLASS SEPARATING THE
BACK AND FRONT SEATS.
HIT GLASS
THE DRIVER IGNORES YOU.
YOU ARE NOW ON THE
TRIBOROUGH BRIDGE. IT IS
STILL SNOWING HARD.
SMASH GLASS
YOU CAN'T. YOU ARE NOW
ON GRAND CENTRAL PARKWAY
PASSING LA GUARDIA AIRPORT.
THE SNOW IS 4 INCHES DEEP,
AND THE CAB IS CREEPING
ALONG AT 10 MILES AN HOUR.
ALL AROUND YOU ARE
WRECKED CARS THAT HAVE
SKIDDED OFF THE ROAD.
STOP CAB
THE DRIVER WON'T STOP AT
LA GUARDIA AIRPORT. HE IS
GOING TO TAKE YOU TO
KENNEDY AIRPORT.
GO LAGUARDIA
THE DRIVER WON'T.
STOP
NOTHING HAPPENS. YOU ARE
IN A TAX! MOVING AT 5 MILES
AN HOUR ON THE VAN WYCK
PARKWAY.
END
NOTHING HAPPENS.
ESCAPE
NOTHING HAPPENS.
RESET
NOTHING HAPPENS.
CONTROL C
THE PANIC BUTTON HAS
BEEN DISABLED. YOU ARE
HEADING SOUTH ON VAN
WYCK PARKWAY IN 5 INCHES
OF SNOW AT 0 MILES AN
HOUR. YOUR CAB HAS BEEN
STOPPED BY SNOW TWO MILES
FROM KENNEDY AIRPORT. THE
METER READS $27.80
PAY DRIVER
~
OK.
OUT
THE DRIVER WON'T LET YOU.
HE WANTS A TIP.
TIP DRIVER
WITH WHAT?
TAKE INVENTORY
YOU HAVE: EXPENSIVE
PIGSKIN WALLET, HOTEL ROOM
KEY, 2 SUBWAY TOKENS, PLANE
TICKET BACK TO HOME TOWN,
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BOTTLE OF MUSCATEL IN
BROWN PAPER BAG.
GIVE WALLET
THE DRIVER TAKES YOUR
EXPENSIVE WALLET.
OUT
THE DOOR WON'T OPEN.
GIVE KEY
OK.
OUT
YOU CAN'T GET OUT.
GIVE TOKENS
SCREAMING THREATS, THE
DRIVER THROWS THE SUBWAY
TOKENS IN YOUR FACE.
GIVE MUSCATEL
THE DRIVER UNLOCKS YOUR
DOOR.
OUT
YOU ARE STANDING IN 15
INCHES OF SNOW IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE VAN WYCK
EXPRESSWAY. NO TRAFFIC
MOVES. THERE ARE STALLED
CARS IN EVERY DIRECTIONS.
SOUTH
YOU ARE SLOGGING
THROUGH 2 FEET OF SNOW.
THE NEWSCASTER ON A CAR
RADIO NEAR YOU SAYS
SOMETHING ABOUT "THE
GREAT BLIZZARD OF '81."
SOUTH
YOU ARE AT JOHN F.
KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT.
TAKE INVENTORY
YOU HAVE: AIRLINE TICKET
BACK TO YOUR HOME TOWN.
GO COUNTER
YOU ARE AT THE AIRLINE'S
CHECK-IN COUNTER ..
PRESENT TICKET
THE AIRLINE DEMANDS AN
EXTRA $120. WHILE YOU WERE
IN THE CITY, ALL THE AIRLINES
WERE DEREGULATED TO
INCREASE COMPETITION AND
TO REDUCE AIR FARES.
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UNFORTUNATELY, YOUR HOME
TOWN IS SERVED BY A SINGLE,
MONOPOLISTIC CARRIER THAT
USED THE FUEL CRISIS AS AN
EXCUSE TO RAISE FARES. THE
CLERK CHECKS THE COMPUTER
AND FINDS THAT YOUR FARE
HAS RISEN WHILE YOU HAVE
BEEN TALKING TO HIM. HE
NOW WANTS $150.
HELP
YOUR POCKETS ARE EMPTY.
YOU HAVE NO MONEY. ALL
YOU HAVE ARE A TICKET THAT
WILL GET YOU HOME IF YOU
SPEND ANOTHER $175 (FARES
HAVE RISEN AGAIN) AND YOUR
SOUL. PERHAPS THE AIRLINE
WILL ACCEPT THAT.
PLEDGE SOUL
SMILING BROADLY, THE
PRESIDENT OF THE AIRLINE
APPEARS BEHIND THE
COUNIER, SHAKES YOUR HAND
AND GIVES YOU A BOARDING
PASS IN EXCHANGE FOR A
PROMISSORY NOTE ON YOUR
SOUL.
GO GATE
YOU ARE AT THE BOARDING
GATE.
BOARD PLANE
YOU CAN'T. THE RUNWAYS
ARE COVERED WITH 6 FEET OF
SNOW. NO PLANES CAN LAND
OR TAKE OFF.
SIT DOWN
ALL SEATS ARE FILLED WITH
SLEEPING PASSENGERS. YOU
ARE GETTING VERY THIRSTY,
VERY HUNGRY AND VERY
TIRED.
GO RESTAURANT
YOU ARE AT THE AIRPORT
RESTAURANT,BUTITIS
CLOSED. IT RAN OUT OF FOOD
TWO HOURS AGO. THIS IS THE
GREAT BLIZZARD OF '81. YOUR
FEET HURT. YOU ARE HUNGRY

AND THIRSTY.
RETURN HOTEL
YOU CAN'T. THE CAB DRIVER
HAS YOUR HOTEL KEY.
GO SUBWAY
YOU CAN'T. YOU HAVE NO
SUBWAY TOKENS.
NORTH
YOUR FEET HURT TOO MUCH
TO WALK.
SIT DOWN
ALL CHAIRS ARE ALREADY
TAKEN. YOU MUST STAND.
LIE FLOOR
THE FLOOR IS COMPLETELY
COVERED WITH SLEEPING
PASSENGERS. YOU MUST
STAND.
GO COUNTER
YOU ARE AT THE AIRLINE'S
CHECK-IN COUNTER.
ENQUIRE FLIGHT
DON'T BE RIDICULOUS.
AIRLINE PERSONNEL WON'T
TELL YOU WHAT'S GOING ON.
FETCH PRESIDENT
THE AIRLINE PRESIDENT IS
HERE.
RETURN BOARDING PASS
THE PRESIDENT IS HOLDING
YOUR BOARDING PASS AND
THE PROMISSORY NOTE FOR
YOUR SOUL.
RETRIEVE NOTE
WHAT! ... ARE YOU SERIOUS?
THAT'S THE MOST
OUTRAGEOUS COMMAND I'VE
EVER BEEN GIVEN. ONCE

YOU'VE PLEDGED YOUR
SOUL. .. WHY ... NOW YOU'VE
DONE IT. YOU'VE MADE ME
START LAUGHING SO HARD I
CAN'T STOP.
TAKE INVENTORY
YOU HAVE NOTHING.
EXAMINE SURROUNDINGS
YOU ARE AT KENNEDY
AIRPORT. THE RUNWAYS ARE
COVERED WITH 12 FEET OF
SNOW . THE TOPS OF A BIG
APPLE AND A GIANT CLAM ARE
JUST VISIBLE ABOVE THE
SNOW. MUGGERS ARE
THREATENING YOU WITH
THEIR SWITCH -BLADE KNIVES.
TERRORISTS HAVE PLACED
BOMBS IN THE COIN LOCKERS.
NASTY LITTLE DWARVES ARE
THROWING AXES AT YOU.
THERE IS A FAINT YELLOW
LIGHT IN THE EAST.
GO EAST
YOU ARE IN A TUNNEL
UNDER 50 FEET OF SNOW. IT IS
THE BLIZZARD OF '81. ABOVE
YOUR HEAD YOU CAN HEAR
THE GIANT CLAM TAKE A HUGE
BITE OUT OF THE BIG APPLE.
WISPY MISTS FILL THE TUNNEL.
A NASTY DWARF COMES OUT
OF THE GLOOM AND THROWS
AN AXE AT YOU. IT MISSES. A
POLICEMAN RECOGNIZES YOU
AS THE TIFFANY BURGLAR AND
SHOOTS HIS .38 SPECIAL AT
YOU. HE MISSES. THE SUBWAY

CRAZY APPEARS AND THROWS
A MEAT CLEAVER AT YOU . IT
MISSES. BEHIND YOU A
TERRORIST'S BOMB GOES OFF.
YOU ARE UNHARMED. THE
YELLOW LIGHT IN THE EAST IS
BRIGHTER.
EAST
A CLEAVER JUST MISSES
YOUR HEAD. AN AXE JUST
MISSES YOUR KNEE.
EAST
A BULLET NICKS YOUR
SHOULDER. A RAT CARRYING
BUBONIC PLAGE SLITHERS
OVER YOUR FOOT.
EAST
YOU ARE AT A JUNCTION. A
SIGN ON THE WALL READS,
"TO HOBOKEN." ITS POINTER
IS MISSING. BULLETS RICOCHET
AROUND YOU. CLEAVERS AND
AXES FLY PAST YOUR HEAD.
EAST ... East. .. East. The yellow
light grew very strong. We rubbed
open our eyes and looked out the
window at the dawn. Normally
Adventure was just a good game
with make believe snakes and
birds and trolls and pirates. But
last night - that was too real. It
was truly frightening. We looked
at each other and vowed never to
boot that disk again. "Not for
anything," we agreed. But we
know we'll be back - at least one
more time. After all, we have to
retrieve that promissory note, '-":.
don't we?
~

6
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ANDROID NIM
The newest version of TRS-80 'Ms first animated i graphicsi game Android NIM - now with more animation and sound!
16K, S-80, Level II, Cassette, Machine Language . . . .... . .... $14 .95

BEE WARY
This fast-paced real time action game is a contest between a Bee
operated by the player and a Spider operated by the computer.
Machine language subroutines, but loads as Level II for easy operation. 16K, 8-80, Cassette ... . ........ . . . ..... . .... .... .. .. . '$14.95.

SNAKE EGGS
Here is a computerized reptilian version of 21 complete with arrogant
snakes and appropriate sound. 16K, S-80, Level II, Cassette . . $14 .95

LIFE TWO
Two in one: Game of Life, at an astounding 100 generations a minute,
plus Battle of Life with animated creatures and sound.
16K, S-80, Level II, Cassette ... ..... .. .... ..... .. . : ........ . $14.95

DUEL·N·DROIDS
You are the Fencing Master and all you need to do Is train your Android by making him duel !the machlne~s androids. After he Is trained, enter him in the Tournament and sit back and enjoy the fun.
Features Included in this game are: sound effects, extensive graphic
displays and multiple playing levels.
16K, S-80, Level II, Cassette .... ........ ......... .. . .. . . .... $14.95
S-80, Disk ....... . ........ .. .. .. .. .... .. ....... .. .... . ..... $20.95
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Attention

BARGAIN HUNTERS
Receive Hundreds of Classified Ads
Uke These Every Month
FOR SALE.: Interdata (Perkin-EI
7 / 16 Mini With 321<B
mer)
panel 50A PWR
core, front
HS ta~e reader . supply . Includes
(TTY)
, Interfaces for lP 2
, and RS-232 (Full d
'
programmable) . Indud
uplex,
and much SW (B '
es manuals
aSIc , Fortran, OS
etc .,). 5800 _

HEATHKIT

H-11/0EC

system, 32K Byte storaae, reader 1
punch, video terminal, complete
software. Cost $4500· assembled,
$3500 kit. Like new. Sell for $2250 .

---

COMPUTER AUTOMATION
16; 16 k-word core memory ,
PF-R . Modified Mod ASR-33
Manuals , utilities, assemblers
many option boards - 16 bit I / O
Driver , 16 bit I / O , Asynch modem
contr . 64 bit output , 10 bit AID 0 / A Fairly complete documentation . Up and running in Fortran .
Not much more than TTY at 51000 .

.......---.....~
30~%2-6677. 2058 Criffin Rd ., Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33312 .

Herb ~uer, 303-494-8724 .

COMPUTER SHOPPER. the new buy . sel" and trade
publication. is ready to help you with' the latest information on personal , small business and large-systerr,
computers , accessories and software .
Each ad-packed issue is full of bargains you are
looking for. Included are ads from individuals
throughout the United States who are selling their
good , pre-owned equipment just so they can trade-up
to new equipment coming on the market.
But, COMPUTER SHOPPER 'S bargains won't be
yours unless you subscribe . This useful , moneysaving publication can become your way to communicate with other buyers, sellers, and traders all over the nation .
Whether you are a hobbyist or a part -time user , COMPUTER
SHOPPER will put you in touch with the nationwide compu ter
marketplace in time for you to take advantage of bargain opportunities .
Have something to sell? A COMPUTER SHOPPER sl:lbscriber probably wants to buy it.
Looking for a part , component or even a complete system? A
COMPUTER SHOPPER subscriber probably wants to sell it.
COMPUTER SHOPPER is THE marketplace for anything in computers and is read by thousands of people who are ready to buy.
COMPUTER SHOPPER offers a un ique forma t in which classified
ads are categorized for fast location of specific items . Combining
10, cents a word this with low individual ad rates -

FOR SALE: Heath H9 video terminal , excellent condition , 5175 or
offer . You ship . [214)962-4484
.""-

WANTED: OlGlrAL C : - - - memory board
'th
roup 321<
chips and Ph ' d ;" out memory
(k
I ec controller board
assembled or not working)'.

PET COMPUTERS
35th'.
11. Pet b '
mOiling
sell . PET USiness system up to LS/2040 D 200 1-16N C
Pflced to
d u a l Flop
omputer 5800
ata than 6 PY 34()1( (holds
;
Digit I
TRS-80 d k
more
Syste~ cassettes (2) IS5~6 51, 100.
disk
Complete With Teach .
SOrt d
ext Ed '
estate SOft atabase SOftw
. Itor,
Call PAUl. ware and mo are, real
(313)971-8447 re 52, 100

makes it the ideal place for buyers and sellers to communicate . And, its mix of individual, dealer, and
manufacturer ads enable subscribers to find what
they want at the best price possible .
COMPUTER SHOPPER will work for you in other
ways, too . If you are just thinking about getting into
computers , it can help you learn product availability
and prices before you make a decision . And, through
the timely ads, COMPUTER SHOPPER will keep you
abreast of c hanges in the market which could create
bargain opportunities lor you .
BUT COMPUTER SHOPPER cannot work for you unless you
subscribe .
Want to look. us over first? We 'll give you your first issue FREE
and then bill you for the next 12. If you are not convinced COMPUTER SHOPPER suits your needs , just write "cancel" on the invoice and return it.
And , to let COMPUTER SHOPPER start working for you right now,
with a paid subscription we'll also give you a FREE classified ad to
sell your pre-owned equipment or to find equipment you want.
If you don 't need to use the free classified ad now, use it anytime
during your subscription .

Subscription : $10Iyear, 12 issues piuS your first free one . Bank
cards accepted . Money back guarantee .

~ ~;;;;:';;'a:;:;';;;;; f;;'~O;;';;eR'
•

P.D. Box F 26 • Titusville, Florida 32780
Telephone 305-269-3211

MasterCharge or VISA orders only, call TOLL FREE 800-327·9920.
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by Edward E. Umlor
As promised last month, we are
going to talk about cassette
recorders and the different data
formats. Next month we are going
to talk about disk drives and
cables from different sources. Kind
of a "how to" or "which end of
the cable" thing.
Cassette recorder definitions:
Azimuth alignment: This sets the
gap in the record/play head
perpendicular to the edge of the
tape. This is the way the signals
are recorded on the tape itself.
Tape speed: 1 7/8 inches per
second. If the speed varies too
much the computer can not hear
the data.
Pinch roller: The rubber wheel
that presses the tape against the
capstan shaft.
Capstan shaft: The metal shaft
that is rotating and drives the tape
through the recorder.
Erase head: The small head
(usually white) that the tape passes
over before reaching the
record/play head.
The care and feeding of the
cassette recorder is not difficult,
but some preventive maintenance is
necessary for long-term ease of
loading tapes. Everyone to two
weeks (more often if heavily used)
you should clean the heads and
pinch roller. This is done using a
cotton swab and denatured alcohol
(or a cleaner designed specifically
for cassette recorders). Press the
play button, and lightly wipe the
erase and record/play heads. Wipe
the pinch roller by gently rotating
the swab and using an up and
down motion. This may sound like
your leg is being pulled, but one
particle of cigarette smoke is
enough (when in just the right
place) to cause a bad load. It
changes the distance that the tape
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is from the head, which changes
the output amplitude of the
recorder. Cleanliness is next to
accurate loads. The azimuth
should be aligned at least once a
year, and again, this depends upon
the usage. This should be done
professionally, or if you know
what it's all about, any good audio
shop should be able to sell you a
azimuth alignment tape. This is a
standard for the industry and
alignment tapes will not vary
enough to create a problem.
If the above is observed on a
regular basis, you will encounter
minimal loading problems . There
are several factors that affect
loading: 1) amplitude or volume
setting, 2) tape speed too fast or
slow, 3) dirty heads, 4) improper
procedure for the type of
computer, and 5) a bad tape. The
Tandy computers are noted for
having finicky ears. You usually
have to try several times to find
the correct volume (amplitude)
setting for successful loading. Once
found, I would recommend that
the tape be marked with this
setting for the next time you want
to load it. However, this problem
can be found to exist on any
computer cassette interface. Tape
speed is about the very last
problem you will encounter. Most
cassette recorders used with
microcomputers are fixed-speed
units and either run at a constant
speed or don't at all. If you
suspect this is a problem, any good
audio shop with repair facilities
can check it out for you. Dirty
heads, etc. have already been
covered, and there will be some
tape that has bad spots and causes
dropped bits. After all, it is a manmade medium, and thus it is not
perfect. This leads us to loading
procedures for different types of
computers.

TRS-80 '"
Tandy computers do not have a
time out associated with the
cassette interface. This means that
you can start a load and do a
rewind, then press PLAY without
a time error occurring. This
procedure will apply for both
Model I Level II and Model III.
Set the volume control to about 5
(this is approximately the center of
SoftSidcMARCH,1981

the advertised load range). Type
CLOAD (for a BASIC program)
or type SYSTEM then
FILENAME (for a Machine
Language program) and press
ENTER. Press PLAY on the
recorder and wait about 30 seconds
for the asterisks to appear in the
top right corner of the video. If
they do not appear, remove the
black plug from the earphone jack.
If the sound is loud, then reduce
the volumne by one number value
at a time, and restart the load. If
the sound is soft, then increase the
volume by one number value at a
time and restart the load. The
indication of proper loading is the
left asterisk on solid and the right
asterisk blinking at a varing rate.
When you get this response and
the program will not run (syntax
error, etc.), change the volume by
Yz number value - first one way
for a couple of tries, then the
opposite way (from the original
start value) a couple of tries until a
good load is achieved. BE SURE
TO MARK THIS VOLUME
SETTING ON THE TAPE!! I
don't know of anyone who likes to
constantly fish for the right
volume. Model I keyboards that
have the Tandy easy-load
modification usually load at a
higher volume (start with a volume
of 7).

APPLE
The Apple is a different ball
game. This computer does have a
timing circuit and will beep an
error after 15 seconds without
receiving any leader tone. The
standard load procedure here is to
leave the plug out of the earphone
jack, type LOAD, and press
PLAY . When you hear the leader
tone, insert the plug into the
earphone jack and press
RETURN. The tape should load
correctly at between 4 and 7
volume with the tone at 10 or
highest pitch. There are two
BASICs for the Apple and you
have to be careful about the tape
program being in the correct
BASIC. Applesoft will not load an
Integer BASIC program nor will
Integer BASIC load an Applesoft
BASIC program. If all is going
well, you will hear a short beep

by Edward E. Umlor
HARDWARE
The Model III from Tandy has
some good features and some bad.
One of the bad things is the
availability of the computer with
all the options you might want.
Many outlets have yet to receive a
"III" with disk drives, and right
now there seems to be a shortage
of computers. However, this
computer is a more nicely
packaged unit then the "I" and
has several good additions.
The cassette port is new in this
machine and tends to load at a
lower volume level than the "I".
You have a choice of speeds (L)
for 500 baud (bits per second) or
(H) for 1500 baud. The 1500 baud
format is totally different than the
500 baud of the "I". Being the
guy responsible for tape
duplication, I was interested in the
data format. DO NOT SAVE
OAT A ON TAPE AND EXPECT
IT TO BE 1500 BAUD. When
using PRINT # -I, the data is
dumped to the cassette at 500
BAUD ONLY. I was very
surprised at this and poked the
location for high speed to no avail.
Tandy really missed the boat on
that one. If you have "I" tapes
that run on your "III", you can
convert them (BASIC programs
that is) to high speed in the
following manner:
LOAD PROGRAM using
normal low speed format.
CHANGE CASSETTE PORT
SPEED by using POKEI6913,1.
CSA VE program in normal
fashion .
This will give you a high speed
version of a "I" tape. The pokes
are POKE 16913,0 for slow (500
baud) and POKE 16913,1 for high
speed (1500 baud).

The hardware functions well and
most "I" BASIC programs will
run on the "III". I am looking
forward to receiving a system with
disk and other options. In the
future , when I do have something
more to talk about, I will be
reviewing this hardware again.
SOFTWARE
The subject for this month is
"Super-Utility". This software
package is distributed on disk and
is primarily for disk users. It is a
collection of several programs for
working data, files, and
organization of your disk library.
The package does include one tape
utility called tape copy. Let's take
the utilities one at a time.
Zap Utility is another program
for modifying data by sector on
your disk. Its features and
operation are reminiscent of
"Superzap" . The display is nearly
the same, and the different modes
of operation are the same with the
addition of string search and sector
search. The modes are called up
with single key strokes and the
byte being modified is marked
more plainly. A nice addition, if
you don't have a zap already.
Purge Utility is a utility for
cleaning up a used diskette. You
can kill files, zero out unused
space (killed files), clean up
directory space freed (zero out),
remove passwords, and several
other, manipulations. There are
several other purge routines on the
market (usually with a DOS), but
again the utility has been expanded
and enhanced.
Disk Format Utility allows for
standard or special formatting of
your disk. It is another utility
present on most operating systems
that has been expanded and
enhanced. This will allow for a
format like TRSDOS with all the
questions asked. You can format a
disk without erase and save the
data that is still on the disk. If
those are not good enough, it will
let you format in any track with a
special name and place any
number on the sector in a NONSEQUENTIAL numbering scheme.
That's one way to keep other people
from getting at your disk data.
You can even read a disk for tack
and sector format with this utility.
The changes and enhancements in
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this program are not duplicated by
any other FORMAT program I am
aware of.
Tape Copy Utility is the one and
only tape routine in this package.
It is not what one would think.
The data is not read into the
computer and then written to the
destination tape as in most copy
utilities. The function of this one is
to read the source tape, turn on
the output at the same time, and
write to the destination as data is
read in. This is why they claim to
copy any tape regardless of
protection. You are actually doing
a cassette to cassette copy using
the cassette port to clean up the
signal (acts like a data dubber).
One of the nice things about this,
is the use of only one cassette
cable from the keyboard to the
TWO cassette recorders. The black
plug goes into the EAR in the
source recorder and the large gray
plug into the AUX of the
destination recorder. DO NOT
HIT THE 'BREAK' UNTIL THE
FLASHING BLOCK STOPS
FLASHING. If you do, you will
stop the copying of your tape in
the middle.
Disk Repair Utility is the true
new utility in this package, and is
a well written, very useful program
to the serious disk user. We have
all had the TANDY ZAP applied
to our diskettes at one time or
another. This program will restore
GAT tables, HIT tables, killed
files, and BOOT. This utility does
a very good job most of the time.
When working with it, there were
some files restored with direct
statements in file. This, as you
know, will not let you load and
run that program. I feel that the
problem is more in how badly
zapped the file is, than in the way
the program does its restoring. If
you can save even one fully
utilized data disk, this utility is
worth it.
In summary, "Super-Utility" is
a potpourri of utilities that are
very useful to the computer user.
Being a collection of utilities, the
price asked is not bad at all. I
would recommend this package for
Disk Repair and Format only. The
documentation is sufficient and
well written. Like most programs
of this type, you will continue to
discover new ways of using it.

e
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FANTASY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
FROM

1Jj/.1
AUTOMATED
A SIMULATIONS

STARFLEET ORION
Starfleet Orion provides you with the framework of
space combat and a dozen scenarios to choose from. Exhaust those scenarios and you can begin to create your own.
Your own imagination is your only limit.
S-80 Cassette: 16K Level II ...... .. . ... ..... .. ... 519.95
S-80 Disk : 32K ......... . . ... .................. 524.95
APPLE Cassette: 16K or 32K with integer BASIC in ROM
(2 program versions supplied) . .. . .............. 519.95
APPLE Disk: 32K with integer BASIC in ROM .... 524.95
PET Cassette: 8K (old or new ROMs) . .. . .. .. .. ... $19.95
INVASION ORION
Your computer would like to battle you in outer space.
You name the time, place, and scenario, the computer will
take you on, no questions asked. You command a star fleet
and must pit all of your tactical skills to stay on top of your
opponent.
S-80 Cassette: 16K, Level II . ... .... .. ........... 519.95
S-80 Disk : 32K . . .............................. 524.95
APPLE Cassette: 32K with APPLESOFT in ROM .. $19.95
APPLE Disk: 48K with APPLESOFT in ROM ..... $24.95
PET Cassette: 16K (old or new ROMs) ............ $19.95

TEMPLE OF APSHAI
Limber up your sword arm and don your breastplate for
a journey to an underground dungeon loaded with fierce
monsters and exotic treasures. Equip your character and
head for the subterranean ruins of an insect-worshipping
culture.
S-80 Cassette: 16K, Level II ... . ................. $24.95
S-80 Disk: 32K, TRSDOS . .. ... ............... .. $29.95
APPLE Disk : 48K with APPLESOFT in ROM . .. . . $29.95
PET Cassette: 32K (old or new ROMs) ....... . .... $24.95

DA TESTONES OF R YN
Rex the Reaver and his band of cutthroats have absconded with the precious dates tones from the ducal calender and
your job is to recover them. Not only must you explore the
cavernous lair of the robber band, but you must also face
an assortment of monsters all hungering for your blood.
S-80 Cassette: 16K, Level II . .. ...... ..... . . . . ... $14.95
S-80 Disk : 32K, TRSDOS ... .. . . ............. ... $19.95
APPLE Cassette: 32K with APPLESOFT in ROM or 48K
with APPLESOFT on cassette ...... ........... $14.95
APPLE Disk: 48K with APPLESOFT in ROM ..... $19.95
PET Cassette: 16K (old or new ROMs) ............ $14.95

RESCUE AT RIGEL
You are entrusted with the rescue of human hostages who
have been seized by the High Tollah and are being held on a
secret base circling the planet Rigel where dastardly experiments are being performed upon them.
S-80 Cassette: 16K Level II ................... ... $19.95
S-80 Disk: 32K ...... . .... .. . .... . ... .. ........ $24.95
APPLE Cassette: 32K with APPLESOFT in ROM or 48K
with APPLESOFT on cassette .. ... .. . ... . . .... $19.95
APPLE Disk: 48K with APPLESOFT in ROM ..... $24.95
PET Cassette: 20K (old or new ROMs) ............ $19.95

MORLOC'S TOWER
You have to thwart the evil necromancer Morioc, who
has vowed to destroy your hometown of Hagedorn at the
rise of the new moon tonight!
S-80 Cassette: 16K Level II ...... . ............... $14.95
S-80 Disk : 32K ............... ..... ..... ...... . $19.95
APPLE Cassette: 32K with APPLESOFT in ROM or 48K
with APPLESOFT on cassette . . ............ .. . $14.95
APPLE Disk: 48K with APPLESOFT in ROM .... . $19 .95
PET Cassette: 20K (old or new ROMs) ....... . .... $14.95

T5E.:1-FRDSIDE
, .......•
......
_

HELLFIRE WARRIOR
Four more levels of dungeon have been discovered
beneath the Temple of Apshai region. These four levels are
populated by Undead, Demons, and an assortment of
thoroughly nasty types. There is also a good deal of
treasure down there, but not many have survived to report
about it .
S-80 Cassette: 16K Level II .. . ..... . . ..... . ...... $24.95
S-80 Disk : 32K . . . . .. . .. . . .... .. .... . .. ....... . $29 .95
APPLE Disk: 48K with APPLESOFT in ROM ..... $29.95

6 South St., Milford, NH 03055 (603) 673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT·OF-STATE
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clean. There isn't any volume
adjustment that can be made. The
SoftSide tapes are indented a count
(without an error message) as the
of 13 on the recorder. Put the tape
program starts to load, and
into the recorder, rewind, zero the
another when the load is finished
counter, and fast forward to a
(the cursor will also reappear). The count of 13. This should allow the
Apple is a more tolerant, faster,
first program to load, and a space
and easier machine to load through of three counts separate each of
the cassette port.
the programs.

ATARI
The Atari also has a timing
circuit and loves to give error 138.
The Atari recorder does not allow
you to play the tape to find the
start of the leader tone. You will
have to use the FAST FORWARD
to indent to the leader tone. You
can get a general idea of how far
into the tape it is by using another
recorder to cue the tape. With the
tape cued, type CLOAD and press
RETURN. There will be a single
beep; press PLAY on the
recorder, and RETURN. The tape
will start running and loading. You
might or might not hear data
loading through the TV speaker.
The key to loading the Atari is to
be sure the cassette is cued to the
right place and the recorder is kept

As promised last month, here is
a capsule of how we duplicate our
tapes. The key to any production
line is the quality of the equipment
used, as well as the expertise with
which it is handled. The masters
are made on professional recorders
with special signal processing being
done between the machine and the
recorder. This is done to optimize
the final result. The duplicators we
use run at 16 times normal speed
(30 inches per second). Due to the
high speed, there is a start-up and
a slowdown time. The first program on each side of the tape is indented about 30 seconds (at normal speed). This is done to keep
the actual data in the most linear
portion of the duplicating cycle.
Now you know why there is a long

wait before the start of load with
the SoftSide cassettes.
I hopt that this will answer some
of your questions as to why some
tapes load with difficulty. The
amplitude of the signal on the
tape, the way it is recorded, the
playback recorder alignment and
cleanliness, and many other minor
factors like temperature and
humidity can effect loading. There
is one more item on the Tandy
units: using the same recorder and
cassette cable, the program tape
DOES NOT LOAD AT THE
SAME VOLUME RANGE from
machine to machine. The primary
cause of that is the tolerances of
the components used. In some
machines the pluses balance the
minuses, in some machines they
are heavy on the plus side, and in
others they are heavy on the minus
side. What tangled webs we weave
when first we go to high
technology toys.
Well, I guess old Granite Knoggin has bent your eyeballs enough
for this time. Write in if you have
specific questions about the hardware, and in future articles we'll
'-'!
answer as many as possible.
~

The te nsion mounts as t he aliens get closer
and c loser .... Your barriers are rapidly
va ni shing and you ' re runnin g short on ammo ... But
you think you can obliterate the rest of t hem before
they get to you . For weeks you 've been practicing for this
moment. Zap! Too bad, they got you . So you dig into your
pocket for another quarter. Alas, you don't have any more
quarters. Do yourself a favor . Don't let this happen to you. Save up
your quarters until you have 120 of them, then buy ARCADE
CLASSI CS . Not o nly do you have unlimited aliens to wipe
out, but you get three more exciting games to play!
ARCADE CLASS ICS comes with " Cosmic Raiders, " multi-speed " Pinball,"
" Ri cochet," and " Blockade." Each game provides you with countless
hours of fun and thrill. At 30 quarters a game, it's a wise investment.
S-80, 4K, Level I or II Cassette ..

... . $29.95
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ATARI MEMORY UPGRADES>
by Paul Johnson
This article explains an 8K to
16K conversion for the CX852

memory module in the Atari 800.
IMPORTANT - This
modification is only known to
work with a properly-functioning
REV . 3 memory module (PC
Board number COI2987). Perform
the following steps to ascertain
that your memory module is of the
correct type before proceeding:
Turn off the power to your
computer and any peripherals.
Open the cartridge compartment
door, release the two latches, and
remove the top cover by sliding it
up and towards you.
Carefully slide the 8K memory
module out of its slot. If you have
other memory modules installed,
remove them as well, for the
present.
Leave the 10K ROM Operating
System module in place.
Examine the 8K module that you
have chosen to upgrade. You will
notice two Phillips screws holding
it closed. Remove them and put
them aside. Pry off the metal plate
to expose the PC Board inside.
Holding the module with the
edge connector toward you, you
should see a Rev. number and part
number printed on the board. If
the Rev. number is not "3" or the
board number is not "COl 2987" ,
do not attempt this upgrade - it
may not work. If, however, your
module is of the proper type, you
can, following the instructions
below, double the memory of your
module quickly, easily, and at very
low cost.
Parts required:
8 - 4116 dynamic RAM chips
(Available from Hardside Part #5-1102)
1 - piece insulated wire,
approximately 2.5 inches
long, 22 gauge or finer.
4 - leads from any 118 watt
resistor, diode, or the like, to
serve as uninsulated jumper
wires
Tools required:
Phillips screwdriver
Wire stripper/cutters
50-watt or lower soldering iron
with fine tip
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Fine, ROSIN-CORE (only!!!)
solder
X-acto or similar knife
Desoldering wick or vacuum
bulb
Conversion instructions:
1) Set up at a clean, well-lit
work surface, preferably not in a
carpeted area. (You will be
handling memory chips, which are
VERY susceptible to damage from
static electricity! For the same
reason, try to wear cotton clothes
for this job - synthetics and
wool generate static charges
easily.)
2) Assuming that you have
already removed your 8K module
from the computer and partially
opened it as described above,
finish opening it by gently prying
the two halves of the case apart,
starting on either side of the edge
connector. The case should hinge
open, allowing you to slide the
actual PC Board out. Put the case
aside.
3) Hold the PC Board (PCB) so
that the connector is toward the
bottom and the chip side is facing
you. Toward the top is a row of
eight ICs in sockets. These are the
8K RAM chips which you will be
replacing with your 16K chips.
Using a small, flat-bladed
screwdriver or knife, insert the
blade between the 8K chip
farthest left and its socket at the
top or bottom end. Now pry very
gently, until one end of the IC
starts to lift slightly from the
socket. When this happens, place
the blade at the other end of the
chip and pry again. Repeat as
necessary until you have rocked
the IC out of its socket. This technique is tedious, but it ensures
that none of the pins will bend, in
case you need to reuse the chip.
ONLY REMOVE ONE IC AT THIS
TIME!
4) Place the IC you have just
removed into the back side of the
conductive foam your 16K chips
were supplied in. Remove one of
the 16K chips from the foam and
examine it. Check that all the pins
are straight - if any are bent,
gently straighten with needlenose pliers. Note that there is a
slight indentation in one end of
the chip: This identifies pin 1 and
tells us which way to orient the
SoflSide MARCH, 1981

IC when inserting it. Hold the
chip so that it is aligned the same
as the remaining 8K chips, and
gently insert it into the empty
socket - be VERY careful not to
bend any pins. If you notice that
a pin is starting to bend or is not
going into its hole, remove the IC,
straighten the affected pin(s) with
pliers, and try again. Press the IC
all the way into the socket.
5) Using the techniques in steps
4 and 5, replace each of the
remaining 8K chips, one at a time,
with a 16K chip. When you have
finished, check each of the
installed chips carefully. Look for
a chip in backwards or a bent pin
not entering its hole correctly.
6) Now test the new memory by
inserting the PC Board back in
your computer, (no case necessary
for now), with the chip side facing
toward the front of the computer.
Make sure the connector is seated
securely. The board should be in
the first slot (next to the 10K ROM
cartridge), and any other 8K or
16K memory boards should be
removed temporarily. Close the
cover and cartridge door, or the
interlock switch will not allow you
to power up the system. Turn on
your monitor and when it warms
up, turn on your Atari. Type
PRINT FRE(O), then press return.
The computer should respond:
5134. This is because, although we
have installed 16K, we still have
not told the computer that this is
no longer an 8K board. If the
machine does not let you type, or
does not respond, you probably
have a bad 16K chip. Shut off the
computer, open the cover, and
check that you have installed the
board properly in the first slot
with the chips facing toward you.
If you have not, then repeat step
6, otherwise, remove the board,
put your 8K chips back in,
reassemble your module and
computer, and have the 16K chips
tested - you will not be able to
complete the conversion now.
7) Assuming that your 16K chips
passed the test, it is time to
re program the memory module
as a 16K module. Shut down your
computer and remove the board.
Hold it with the connector down
and the chip facing you. Near the

center of the board are six jumper
positions, labelled A, B, C, 0, E,
and F. There are resistors at
positions "B" and "0". Using
your soldering iron, and working
from the back side of the board,
remove the resistors at "B" and
"0" .
Remove clipped leads/unsolder

"" \i
cf!j'

It Remove

~
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Fig. 1 - Jumper Resistors

8) Now, using your desoldering
wick or bulb and your soldering
iron, remove the solder and any
clipped leads from jumper holes
"F" and "C" - a total of four
PC Board holes.
9) Insert one of the resistors
removed in step 7 into jumper
holes "C" and solder in place.
10) Turn the PCB componentside down, with the edge connector
facing you. Refer to Figure 2 and,
with a sharp knife, carefully cut
the indicated jumper traces on the
PCB. To cut a trace, make two
parallel incisions approximately
1/32 inch apart, then remove the
foil between them with the tip of
the blade: <:::::==) ~ c;::::J t::=;)
A

B

The traces you should cut are
labelled in Figure 2 as A, B, C,
and O.

marked" J" on Figure 3. This is
the seventh edge-connector pin
from tl;e right, and is not presently
connected to anything. Solder the
other end of the wire to the trace
marked "K" on Figure 3. This is
the back side of jumper position
"F" referred to in step 8. Of the
two "F" jumper holes, you want
to solder to the one closest to the
letter "F" printed on the board.

11) Clear away any metal
particles left on the board from
cutting the traces and desoldering.
This is VERY important to avoid a
short circuit from a small metal
filing which could prevent the
board from working.
12) Take a piece of fine,
uninsulated wire (resistor leads
work well), and hold it so that it
touches the two PC traces shown
as "H" in Figure 3. Solder it to
one of the traces using a small
amount of solder, then to the
other trace, to create a jumper.
This, and all subsequent soldering,
is done on the back (non-chip) side
of the board. Snip the excess wire
off on both sides of the jumper.
13) Now place jumpers at the
locations marked "E", "F", and
"G" in Figure 3, using the
technique of step 12.

15) Check over your work. Look
for solder bridging the trace cuts
you made, and for metal filings or
pieces of wire clinging to either
side of the PCB.
16) Replace the printed circuit
board in its plastic case, being
careful that the chips face toward
the metal plate. Screw the case
shut, and label the top with a
marker and tape, as a 16K module
- don't overlook this step!
17) Insert the module into the
computer, and test as in step 6.
You should get a reply of between
15000 and 16000.

14) Take a 2Yz inch piece of fine,
plastic-covered insulated wire, and
remove about 1/ 10 inch of
insulation from each end. Tin the
ends by heating them with the
soldering iron, then applying a
small amount of solder. Solder one
end of the wire to the trace

18) If you have additional
memory modules, insert them in
the computer. 16K modules should
go toward the front, and any 8K
modules immediately behind them.
Replace the cover on your new,
smarter Atari!
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Figure 2 - Cutting traces on PCB
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Figure 3 - Adding Jumpers to PCB
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by Judy Neyhart
All hobby and sport enthusiasts
have the bumpers of their cars full
of cute little slogans. "A
fisherman is a jerk at one end of
the line waiting for a jerk at the
other". "A boat is a hole in the
water into which one pours
money". Computers as a hobby
are too new to have these
witticisms in abundance, but I
maintain that a lot of these can
apply differently to the computer
addict.
For instance, the computer user
may be a jerk at one side of the
keyboard, but the "brains" inside
the keyboard definitely do not
represent a jerk. The thought
processes of this electronic wonder
- mine is an Apple known
affectionately as Mac (short for
Macintosh) - boggle my poor
"little" mind! As for the "hole in
the water into which one pours
money," well, this can apply to
computers, too, but as a one-time
female pooh-pooher of my Apple
(and there are a lot like me out
there), I'm going to show you that
this money poured in is definitely
not wasted.
When our Apple arrived, all
padded with styrofoam and neatly
packed in boxes, I was not
impressed. The few programs that
came with it (that was in the good
old days when programs came for
free) were so hard to load via our
cassette recorder that I barely gave
it a second try. The loud, highpitched screeching that emanated
from the recorder in order to test
94
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the load level was abrasive and not
at all pleasant. Most of the time
the word ERR appeared on the
screen, meaning that the process
had to be done all over again. The
waiting period to find out if the
load was successful was somewhat
akin to the expectant father in the
waiting room of the hospital "What will it be?" When my
husband said, "We have to get a
disk drive," I thought of the hole
in the water sucking in my money.
After just one day with the disk
drive, however, I knew the money
was well spent. The speed with
which the programs loaded would
alone have been worth the expense,
but we also got reliability. Every
single load worked! No more
screech, no more ERR! Worth
every penny .. ..
The next money-hungry plea
came for more memory. ' 'We need
48K". The only K I knew was a
breakfast cereal. Those little chips
mysteriously plugged away into
Mac's guts allowed us to load
many marvelous long and detailed
programs: adventures on mythical
islands, chess as the professionals
play it, and long record-keeping
lists. Again, not wasted money ...
As the days wore on, and my
friend, Mac, became more
indispensable, another request
came: "We have to have a
printer". Oh no, the swirling
money-hungry whirlpool appeared
in my mind again. "What for?", I
said. You see, my computer IQ
was 0 and every capability had to
be spoon-fed. The printer arrived,
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too, and once more its uses far
outweighed its cost. The
obsolescence of my typewriter
alone makes it worth the money!
Every letter 1 write can be entered
via keyboard, edited as often as
necessary, and then printed in
several print types and as many
times as r want. You should see
how easy it is to write complaints
to members of Congress - one
letter, ten copies - each looking
like an original. They say the
printed word has punch - well,
then I'm responsible for a lot of
knockouts! His answer to my
"What for?" question had been "I
can print out program listings" .
Would you like to know how
many times I've used it to do that?
1 guess you know the answer, but
boy can 1 think up other ways to
use it. Get-well cards, address lists,
personal letters, business letters,
club minutes, and book reports are
just a few. The address label is a
marvelous invention that to me is
equal in value to the invention of
the wheel. That littl~ strip of
gummed labels has helped us with
our tennis club (I handle all
mailings) and simplified my
Christmas card chores. When 1
was little, 1 used to play secretary
and now Mac makes it easy!
When I think of you new users
out there struggling with your
cassette recorders and without your
printers and 48K storage, I want to
shout "Buy!" You don't know it,
but I'm part Scot - even to the
point of washing and reusing
drinking straws! That's why
coming from me, this money spree
is so out of character. However,
your 16K Apple with cassette is
like driving your car with the
brakes on. You don't know how
much you COULD do!
OK, you say, what's next? I
could get into the other whirlpool
costs that have been valuable
investments like a modem and
Source membership, but I'm in the
process of lobbying for a music
system and 1 don't want to press
my luck.
We have a sign posted
prominently on the wall above my
beloved Apple, Mac. It says, "The
only difference between men and
boys is in the price of their toys".
That goes for girls, too!
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
DOMESTIC:

RETURNS:

TSElHARDSIDE accepts VISA
and MASTERCARD, certified
checks and money orders.
Personal checks are accepted
(takes 3 weeks to clear).
TSElHARDSIDE pays all shipping
charges (within the 48 states) on
all PREPAID orders OVER $100.00.
On all PREPAID orders UNDER
$100 a handling charge of $2.50
must be added.

Any unauthorized returns will be
refused upon delivery. If you wish
to return an item for ANY reason,
CALL FIRST ! All returns must have
a Return Authorization Number
clearly marked on the outside of
the package. Any hardware items
to be restocked wi" be subject to a
10% restocking charge. Any
software items to be restocked wi"
be subject to a 20% restocking
charge. Any item to be restocked
must be in resaleable condition.

ALASKA/HAWAII:
All orders from Alaska or Hawaii
will be charged actual shipping
charges. Orders under $100.00 are
subject to a $2.50 handling charge
in addition to actual shipping
charges.

C.O.D.:
C.O.D. orders are accepted for
U.S. shipment only (orders over
$250.00 require a 25% deposit).
There is a $5.00 handling charge in
addition to normal shipping
charges.

PURCHASE ORDERS:
Purchase orders are accepted
only from U.S. schools and
universities. The minimum
purchase is $100.00. Our terms are
NET: 10 days. There is a $10.00
handling charge plus actual
shipping charges.

CANADA/M EXICO:
Canadian and Mexican orders
are accepted. However, we cannot
ship C.O.D. to Canada or Mexico.
The preferable method of payment
is by bank credit card (VISA or
MASTERCARD). NO PERSONAL
OR COMPANY CHECKS. We will
accept a bank check if it has been
preprinted for payment in U.S.
DOLLARS. The handling charge on
ail Canadian or Mexican orders is
$5.00 plus actual shipping charges.

FOREIGN:
Payment must be by a BANK
CHECK drawn on a U.S. BANK,
payable in U.S. DOLLARS. We will
also accept affiliated bank credit
cards of VISA or MASTERCARD.
All shipping 'and duty charges are
the customer's responsibility. All
overseas orders are subject t o a
$10.00 handling charge plus actual
shi pping charges.

DAMAGE:
Claims must be made within three
working days of rece ipt of product.
All requests must be made by
telephone to the TSE/HARDSIDE
Customer Service Department at
1-603-673-5144.

SHIPPING:
Orders are normally processed
within 24 hours of receipt, with
shipping taking place within three
to five working days. If the item is
out-of-stock and delivery is not
expected within ten working days
we will send a postcard notifying
the customer of the expected delay
(in which case there would be a
complete refund if the customer
wishes to cancel the order).

PRICES:
Prices and specifications are
subject to change without notice.
We are not responsible for
typographical errors including
prices.

WARRANTY:
TSElHARDSIDE Lim its the
liability of its warranty to the repair
or replacement (our opt ion) of a
defective product, and can assume
no responsibility for the way the
products are used. Software
products wi" be replaced on a
direct exchange basis, if they are
found to be defective within 10
days of receipt. Hardware products
carry the warranty listed in the
product description. No other
warranty is to be assumed.

HARDSIDE warranty (or out-ofwarranty) on a fee basis. To
contact the service department call
1-603-673-5144.

TO ORDER:
You may place your order by
calling our toll-free order line at
1-800-258-1790. In New Hampshire
call 1-673-5144. The hours are 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 12 noon to 4 p.m. on
Saturday. Technical assistance
and customer service calls are
taken from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday on the
1-603-673-5144 number only. When
placing an order have your credit
card ready. You may also order by
mail: TSElHARDSIDE, 6 South
Street, Milford, NH 03055.

ORDER PICK·UP:
TSElHARDSIDE maintains an
order pick-up center in "Computer
Haven" at 4 South Street in
Milford, NH. It is best to first call
"Computer Haven" at
1-603-673-5144, to confirm if the
items you wish are in stock.
"Computer Haven" hours are from
2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Saturday. Please
remember that since "Computer
Haven" sells a" TSE/HARDSIDE
products at mail-order prices we
cannot always offer a" retail or
demonstration services at this
facility.

READ CAREFULLY
If you live within the Continental
U.S. and are prepaying your order:
If your order is less than $100.00,
you must include $2.50 for
handling. If your order is more than
$100.00 and you are prepaying your
order, we wi" pay a" shipping and
handling charges (Continental U.S.
only).

SERVICE:

CATALOG:

HARDSIDE maintains a service
department for repair of items it
covers by the HARDSIDE warranty.
Our service department wi" also
repair items not covered by the

For detailed descriptions of our
software, hardware, and supplies
send $2.00 for the TSE Catalog and
receive a certificate worth $4.00 off
any purchase.

?? MOVING ??
TO CORRECT OR CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS ATTACH
LABEL FROM YOUR LATEST COpy HERE AND PRINT NEW
ADDRESS BELOW:
Name . . . ... . ....... . . . . . .. .. .. ... .. .. ... ..... . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ... .. . . .. .
Address ..... . ... . . .. . ..... ... .. ... .. . . ....... . . ... . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .
City . .. .. . .... . .. . .. .. .. . . .... .. .. .... . . . .. ... . .. . . . . ... . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
St at e . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . ... . .. ... . ... . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . ......... .. . .
Zip .. . . . . . . .. .... . . . . ... . .. . .. .... .. . ... .. ... .. .. .... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. .
MAIL TO: SottSlde Publications, P.O. Box 68, Milford, NH 03055
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1-800-251·17110

MEMORY

TYPE

orm ,

$2.50,

everse

DESCRIPTION

c.,.IIJ, w_ CI __ IUlIIM Ind &I ......... rllPlClIVlty,

nUD. Ar~E. AlARI..1III rn ... In....llb II r.ndy, AptII. CI.-pUllr

stationery , It is important t~at you include all relevant
information, especially your account number to ensure
processing.

QUANTITY

SPECIFY SYSTEM AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS··

D APPLE
o ATARI
o PET

o Check Enclosed o
**o TRS·80

Send C.O.D.
(Add $5 .00
handling)

Ship To

o

VISA'

o

Please add my name to your mailing list.

Signature necessary when order is charged.

Total

'''Handling

••• Shipping

Subtotal

UNIT PRICE

EXTENSION

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I I I
interbank No.
Expiration Date

o Master Card'

ORDER
FORM

Sold To _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TOLL FREE OUT-OF·STATE

6 South St , Milford, NH 03055 (603)673-5144
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"Did you know you
could get SoftSide's
programs already
typed?"
~6.A\.

With SoftSide Disk and Cassette subscriptions you can get each
month's TRS-80'M, Apple, or Atari programs delivered on disk or cassette
with every issue of your SoftSide. No more hours of typing . No hunting
for typing mistakes. The programs for your computer are tested and
ready to go the day you receive them .
To order, use the form below or call 1-800-258-1790 toll free. In N.H. call
673-5144. Be sure to specify TRS-80™, Apple, or Atari.
If you already receive SoftSide magazine, you will receive credit for
the remainder of your subscription toward your new cassette or disk subscription .

/'

I

I

I

-

______ ..5Oft5iae.

0 Magazine and Cassette $39/6 months
0 Magazine and Cassette $75/ year
0 Magazine and Disk $64/ 6 months
o Magazine and Disk $125/ year

Specify:
o TRS-80 ™ programs
o Apple programs
o Atari programs

•

VISA

-- -

- - - ........

o Check or money order
o VISA
o MasterCard

"\

I

I

J

MC #

I

SOgnat ure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- l :
Exp . da te

I

(WC only)

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

I

Addre ss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

\

C ity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __

45)

MAIL TO: SOFTSIDE, 6 SOUTH STREET, MILFORD, NH 03055
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